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HIGH LET, PASSIVE SPACE RADIATION DOSIMETRY AND SPECTROMETRY

I. Introduction

The development of high LET, passive space radiation

dosimetry and spectrometry is needed for the purpose of accurate

determination of equivalent doses and assessment of health risks to

astronauts on long duration missions such as aboard the space

station or on planetary missions.

During the past six years, under NASA Grant No. NAG9-235,

several research and application projects for spacefllght dosimetry

have been pursued. The projects Include ground-based studies,

flight dosimetryand flight experiments. Detector calibrations and

particle fragmentation studies have been made with detectors and

materials irradiated with accelerated particle beams. Dosimeter

arrays were flown on spacecraft for the purpose of increasing

accuracy of measurement through testing and intercomparison of

dosimeters exposed to space radiations and to measure depth dose

distributions under thin shielding (0.0026/cm 2) outside of

spacecraft. Spaceflight dosimeters also allow us to test the use

of refined techniques to increase accuracy of equivalent dose

measurement by including short-range (10-80 _m) partlcle tracks

(produced by secondary particles) in LET spectra measurements.

Experimental radiation measurements have been intercompared

(passive versus active methods) and also compared with predictions

based on envlronmental models. Studies of radiation levels in



_ spacecraft have also been made through collection and collation of
!

experimental data.

II. Projects

A number of projects were included, as follows:

I. Interaompar_sons of cosmlo Ray Equivalent Dose and LET

Spectra Measurements between STS Missions add _e_ween
Astronauts

Dosimeter measurement intercomparisons under spaceflight

conditions provide basic tests of accuracy and reliability and

yield the orbital dependence of dose, equivalent dose and LET

spectra. Plastic nuclear track detector (PNTD) measurements of LET

spectra from crew passive dosimeters (CPDs) worn by the seven

astronauts on the STS-35 mission (Appendix A) have been

intercompared. Maximum deviations of ± 20% from the mean were

found for the LET flux spectra between 5 and 150 keV/_m, and the

curve slopes are very similar. The deviations increased for dose

rate spectra and equivalent dose rate spectra due to preferential

weighting of these values by the high LET tails of the spectra

where statistical accuracy declines. The shielding differences of

CPDs worn by astronauts during the mission may account for much of

the variation.

Comparison of LET spectra measurements have also been made

with PNTDs from area passive dosimeters (APDs) flown on ten

different STS missions under similar shielding (Appendix B). The

results show that integral flux, dose rate and equivalent dose rate

values follow a general increase with respect to increasing orbital

inclination and altitude but that there are large variations from

a simple relationship. This is to be expected since it has been

2
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shown that Shuttle attitude variations, combined with the

anisotropic particle flux at the SAA, can result in differences of

a factor of 2 in dose rate inside the Shuttle (Badhwar et al.,

1995). Solar cycle and shielding differences also result in

variations in radiation dose between STS missions.

Spaceflight dosimeters from the STS missions are also being

used in development of a method for increasing LET spectra

measurement accuracy by extending LET measurements to particle

tracks of ranges 10-80 _m. Refinements in processing and

measurement techniques for the flight PNTDs have yielded increased

detection efficiencies for the short tracks when LET spectra

determined by using the standard and refined methods were

intercompared.

2. _ncreased LET Spectra Measurement _ccuracv with _T_S

The measurement accuracy of LET spectra is being increased

through extended use of the Automated Track Analysis System (ATAS).

At present, this system has been developed to perform a

standardized method of measuring LET spectra from PNTDs exposed on

spaceflights. The ATAS system parameters have been optimized for

a PNTD standardized processing condition which detects particle

tracks down to a minimum LET value of -5 keV/,m. The system

employs a fully automated scan of CR-39 PNTDs for particle track

detection, then interactive modes for track classification and

measurement. The measured track parameters are converted to LET

spectra with developed software and the proper response functions.

All the LET spectra in this progress report have been measured by

v
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this method.

The above procedure is not optimized for short-range (<80 _m)

particle tracks and some of these tracks are not detected. A

method of PNTD processing and readout (Method B) is being developed

for increased detection efficiency of the short range particle

tracks. Reduced processing preserves short tracks which are

degraded and lost by the standard method. A disadvantage is that

track enlargement does not progress very far. Small tracks must be

detected and the relevant parameters measured. The result is that

the smaller-sized tracks (for lower LET particles) are

inefficiently measured and the minimum LET cutoff must be set much

higher than in the standard method. The optimum LET spectrum is

derived by combining measurements of the standard and "B" methods.

An example is given in Fig. 1 for the LET spectrum measured

from PNTDs contained in the USF APD flown on STS-57. The standard

and combined LET spectra are compared showing a large increase in

the combined spectrum in the high LET region. On the STS-57 high

altitude (473 km) low inclination (28.5") orbit, the geomagnetic

threshold cuts off lower energy GCRs which might contribute to the

high LET region. Particle tracks in this region are mainly due to

short-range secondaries produced by the high fluxes of trapped

protons. Thus the addition of Method B processing to the

measurements makes a large difference in £he high LET region.

3. Spa_e Radiation Measurements for Intercomparlsons of
Passive (PNTD, TLD. TRND, Emulsion) and Active (TEPC,

_METIII) Dosimeters

Intercomparisons of dosimeter measurements by different

v
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laboratories are being conducted for increased accuracy of measured

dose, equivalent dose and LET spectra.

intercomparisons between passive PNTDs

microdosimeter.

a) Intercomparison

measurements.

which contain

Included are

Of primary interest are

and the active TEPC

of USF/Russian passive dosimeter

Two APDs were prepared for the STS-57 mission

both Russian and USF passive dosimeters.

TLDs, PNTDs, nuclear emulsions, and

thermal/resonance neutron detectors (TRNDs). Total absorbed

doses from the USF TLDs, LET spectra from the USF PNTDs and

low energy neutron fluence and dose equivalent from the USF

TRNDs have been measured. The data have been included in a

paper covering a range of NASA and Russian instruments

(Badhwar et al, 1994) [Appendix C-I]. A more complete

description of the experiment and measurements carried out by

USF on the STS-57 mission is given in Appendix C-2.

b) Intercomparisons of equivalent dose on the RME-III

missions. Several STS missions (42, 45, 53, 56, 51) flew the

RME-III active instrument for dosimetry. The RME APD is

included for comparisons of active and passive measurements.

Each of these APDs carries i0 CR-39 PNTD stacks positioned at

7 angular orientations. The total solid angle is therefore

covered in increments by the PNTDs, which are directional in

response when used individually. The APDs also contain TLDs

from both USF and JSC at the four sides. At the present time

the TLDs have been read out for all flights. The PNTDs have

V
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been read out for STS-42 and the remaining PNTD measurements

are pending. The absorbed dose rates measured with TLDs are

given in Table 1 and the corresponding STS flight parameters

are given in Table 2. The results for STS-42 are given in

Appendix D.

4. Interaction of Cosmic Ray Particles with Nucle_ in Matter

When cosmic rays penetrate spacecraft materials a fraction

will interact with target nuclei within the materials. If the

cosmic ray is a multi-charged particle, a probability exists for

its fragmentation with the resulting production of lower Z

projectile secondaries. A probability also exists for secondary

production from the target nucleus. These are typically of lower

energies with shorter ranges and can be elastic or, if the target

nucleus is multi-charged, inelastic.

The propagation of radiation through matter depends on the

interaction cross sections of the relevant projectile and target

nuclei, on secondary particle multiplicities and the energy and

angular distributions. Transport calculations are complex and

require extensive testing against experimental measurements for

verifications of results. Ground-based studies of secondary

particle production and cross sections with simplified shielding

geometries are essential for the improvement of predictive

calculations of spacecraft radiation.

A number of collaborative studies in this area have been

undertaken. Papers include measurements of cross sections and

secondary multiplicities in emulsions, using accelerated heavy ions

k_/ 7



TABLE 1. Absorbed Doses Measured with TLDs in the RME APDs

Absorbed Dose Rates (mrad d "I)

STS

M_ssion FRONT _EFT BACK RIGHT AVERAGE

42 i0.0 ±0.7 .... 11.0 ±0.7 10.4 ±0.7 10.5 ±0.5

45 9.31±0.68 9.49i0.66 9.44±0.73 9.84±0.68 9.53±0.46

53 16,9 ±1.0 16.4 ±1.0 17.1 ±1.1 16.8 ±1.0 16.8 ±0.7

56* 23.8 i0.8 24.7 ±0.9 26.6 ±i.0 24.5 ±0.9 25.0 ±0.6

51 7.98±0.24 8.13±0.24 8.22±0.24 8.08i0.24 8.10±0.16

*It is suspected that these TLDs received a spurious dose in transit.

TABLE 2.

STS Launch

M_ssion Date

Flight Parameters for RME APD Missions

Duration Altitude Inclination

(kin)

42 01-22-92 8.052 302 57

45 03-24-92 8.924 296 57

53 12-02-92 7.306 389/378 57

56 04-08-93 9.256 296 57

51 09-12-93 9.842 296 28.5

of various energies, by Dudkin et al. (1990 [Appendix E]), Dudkin

et al. (1991 [Appendix F]), Dudkin et al. (1993 [Appendix G]) and

Dudkin et al (1994 [Appendix HI). Fragmentation cross sections of

160 between 0.9 and 200 GeV/nucleon, for a variety of target nuclei,

have been measured by Hirzebruch et al. (1992 [Appendix I]).

Measurements have also been made and compared with transport

calculations for the penetration of Fe beams through multi-layered

slabs. LET spectra were measured behind slabs of Pb-AI and Pb-

(CH2_ for 518 MeV/n Fe beams. A paper from this project (Shlnn et

al, 1994) is given in Appendix J. More recently, irradiations were

8
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made with Fe beams of 200 and 505 MeV/n and Ar beams of 522 MeV/n.

Slabs of A1 and polyethylene from 2-10 g/cm 2 were used. The PNTDs

from these experiments await available time for processing and

readout.

5. Radiation Measurements after Lonq Duration Space
Exposures

Long duration space exposures offer opportunities to measure

with high accuracy those portions of the radiation field for which

statistical accuracy is poor after space missions of a few days

(the norm for Shuttle flights). The EURECA satellite was in orbit

for eleven months and offered a nearly unique opportunity to do LEO

dosimetry under conditions of high statistical accuracy. The

dosimeters flown on this mission included a Trackoscope which holds

14 PNTD stacks for directional differentiation of incident

radiation. Also included were a thick stack of TLDs and PNTDs for

depth dependence measurements and low energy neutron detectors

(TRNDs). Of particular interest is the ability to measure short-

range (<80 _m) particle LET spectra in the LET range of _150 keV/_m

on the PNTDs. To date, the TLDs on EURECA have been read out. A

recent paper on TLD measurements is included in Appendix K.

Preliminary measurements of LET spectra have been made with

PNTDs. Figure 2 shows directional effects on LET spectra using

orthogonal and opposing-face PNTD stacks from the Trackoscope. A

factor of 6 difference in integral particle flux was measured

(max./min.) for LET k 5 keV _m "I.

9
k_/
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6. Ground Based Dosimeter Calibrations

Accuracy of spaceflight dosimeter measurements depends on

calibrations of dosimeters and materials. Irradiations by

accelerated ion beams are necessary for basic calibrations which

cannot be performed in the complex space radiation environment.

Several exposures have taken place, as follows:

a) CR-39 PNTD material was exposed at the LBL BEVALAC,

before the shut-down, to Fe ions (250-600 MeV/n), Au ions (I

GeV/n) and Ar ions (522 MeV/n). The exposed PNTDs are being

used for basic calibrations of the material. The use of

degraders and wedges during the irradiations yields a wide

range of particle LETs. Material sensitivity as a function of

particle LET is measured. Recent calibrations of Batch 21

USF-3 CR-39 PNTDs, for two processing conditions are shown in

Fig. 3.

b) Recent exposures of CR-39 PNTD material have been made at

the TIARA Cyclotron of JAERI, Takasaki, Japan (I0 MeV protons;

50 MeV 4He ions) and at the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron in Japan (135

MeV/n 14N ions). The major purpose of these irradiations is

to study intrinsic sensitivity variations over PNTD surfaces

at low LET values. This study could lead to improved LET

response curves for the PNTDs in the low LET (5-25 keV/#m)

region.

c) CR-39 is also being exposed at the new heavy ion

acclerator at GSI in Germany. Stack exposures are being made

at a series of angles to investigate sensitivity as a function

k_i
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of particle dip angle for improvement of the response calibration.

Ions obtained to date are 80 MeV/n C, 420 MeV/n Ne, 128 and 789

MeV/n Ar, 722 MeV/n Fe, 300 MeV/n Ni and 1156 MeV/n Au. These

irradiations will be continued.

7. Neutron Detector Calibrations

The neutron fluxes on spacecraft are an important source of

equivalent dose which is poorly known because of difficulties of

measurement in the presence of large ionizing particle fluxes.

Passive neutron detectors are used by us to determine fluxes in the

high energy (>I MeV), resonance (0.2 eV - i MeV) and thermal (<0.2

eV) range and these detectors have been calibrated with proton

beams. Passive neutron detectors which are currently used in

spaceflight measurements include high energy neutron detectors

employing fission foils (FFNDs) and thermal/resonance neutron

detectors (TRNDs) which contain 6LiF. Both detector types have

some response both to neutrons and protons. In the case of the

FFNDs, fission is induced with similar cross sections by protons

and neutrons with energy >25 MeV. High energy proton beams can

therefore be used to calibrate the detectors. The original

calibrations of FFNDs were performed using the lower energy

neutrons available from a neutron generator (S16 MeV). The

calibration factor changes for nucleon energies extending into the

GeV range.

Irradiations of FFNDs have been made with protons of 80 and

154 MeV at the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory (HCL) and at 1.8 and

4.9 GeV at the LBL BEVALAC. Detection efficiencies (tracks/proton)

k_/ 13



have been measured at these energies. The results are given in

Appendix L.

In the case of the TRNDs, the response is dominated by

the 6Li(n,u)T reaction where the cross section peaks at thermal

neutron energy. The question of whether or not the large proton

fluxes in space have a significant effect on response through (p,_)

reactions has been addressed. Proton calibrations of the detector

have been made at 80 MeV and 154 MeV and the measured efficiencies

have been compared with space flight data to evaluate space proton

effects. The results of this study are given in Appendix M. It

has been found that space protons contribute a very small fraction

of the short-range secondary _ particles counted on the neutron

detectors from LEO missions (<4%, with an average contribution of

approximately 1%).

8. _adlatlon Measurements on Sovlet/Russlan Spacecraft

The NASA Shuttle radiation measurements have been supplemented

with several radiation experiments performed on Russian space

missions. These missions include Cosmos 782, 939, 1129, 1887 and

2044 and also Photon-8, Bion-10 and Mir Space Station deployment.

The orbits of the spacecraft were different from those of the

Shuttle and the measurements served to extend the NASA data. Also,

dosimeters were flown outside the spacecraft, under very low

shielding, on some missions. This is difficult to arrange on the

Shuttle. In addition, dosimeters were often flown together with

those of other nations for comparison.

Measurements of LET spectra, absorbed doses and neutron fluxes

u
V

V
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and dose equivalents have been made and comparisons with

environmental models and between missions performed. Recent papers

include a study of LET spectra from Cosmos flights (Akopova et al.,

1990 [Appendix N]), depth dose under low shielding on Cosmos 1887

(Akatov et al., 1990 [Appendix O]), measurements of LET and neutron

spectra on Cosmos 2044 (Dudkin et al., 1992a [Appendix P], 1992b

[Appendix Q] and 1992c [Appendix R]; Marenny et al., 1992 [Appendix

S]), a study of neutron fluences and spectra on a number of flights

(Dudkin et al., 1990 [Appendix T]) and space effects on plant seeds

(Anikeeva et al., 1990 [Appendix U]). Readout of some of the

dosimeters flown on the later flights are pending due to time

constraints. The details of the work performed at USF for a recent

flight project (Cosmos 2044) are spelled out in USF Technical

Report No. 76 (Frank et al., 1990 [Appendix V]).

9. Space Radiation Measurements Under Thin 8hieldln-

The depth dose profiles under thin shlelding in space are

important in projecting astronaut doses during EVA and providing

data for testing of environmental model calcuations. Electronic

effects, particularly in regard to solar cell degradation, are also

dependent on depth dose under thin shielding. A number of

radiation experiments have been conducted by this laboratory on the

outside of orbital spacecraft under thin shielding (15 _m-thick

Kapton plastic windows). These include Russian CosmOs flights 1887

and 2044, a period on the Mir Space Station and on the Shuttle

(STS-46) in which the measurements have been completed. In

addition, similar measurements from dosimeters flown on the Russian

15



Photon-8 and Bion-10 mission are pending. The depth dose profiles

under thin shielding have not been often measured during space

missions and the USF data represents a significant part of the

total.

Comparisons of measurements with environmental model

calculations have been made for some of the missions. Figure 4

shows measurements and calculations of depth dose for Cosmos 2044

(AE8 and AP8 models used). The low energy electrons are seen to

dominate absorbed dose down to depths >2 g/cm 2. The model deviates

from the measurements by more than a factor of 5 at small depths

(Fig. 4) and also deviates at the larger depths. Figure 5 shows

four measured depth dose profiles and calculations corresponding to

one of the missions (Mir Space Station). For the Mir orbit the

calculations are much lower than the measurements. These studies

show that improvements are needed in the environmental trapped

electron models. The measurements should be extended to a variety

of inclinations and altitudes to provide a comprehensive test for

modeling.

I0. Space Radi_tIQn Studies

An understanding of the complex space radiation environment

requires a range of studies including measurements over the

exposure variables (altitude, inclination, shielding, solar cycle),

corresponding modeling of the radiation and development of

transport codes, and the collection, collation and analysis of

data. Several collaborative studies have been published, including

a review of space radiation dosimetry on U.S. and Soviet manned

V
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missions (Benton and Parnell, 1988 [Appendix W]), radiation

shielding estimates for manned Mars space flights (Dudkin et al.,

1992 [Appendix X]), a comparison of measured LET spectra to models

(Wiegel et al., 1992 [Appendix Y]), galactic cosmic ray abundances

and spectra behind defined shielding (Heinrich et al., 1994

[Appendix Z]) and development of a model for space radiation

effects on the central nervous system-neuritogenesis (Vazquez et

al., 1994 [Appendix AA]).

k_J
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LET SPECTRA MEASUREMENTS FROM THE STS-35 CPDs

i

N95- 25912

LET spectra derived from ATAS track parameter measurements for

CPDs flown with the astronauts on STS-35 are plotted in Figures i,

2 and 3. Figure 1 shows the total particle flux spectra for

LET.'HzO _5 keV/Bm. The spread between the seven individual spectra

is typical of past manual measurements of sets of CPDs. This

difference is probably due to the cumulative net shielding

variations experienced by the CPDs as the astronauts carrying them

went about their activities on the Space Shuttle. The STS-35

mission was launched on Dec. 2, 1990, at 28.5" inclination and 352

km altitude. This is somewhat higher than the nominal 300-km

flights and the orbit intersects more of the high intensity trapped

proton region in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). However, in

comparing with APD spectra measured on earlier lower altitude

missions (STS-26, -29, -30, -32) the flux spectra are all roughly

comparable. This may be due to the fact that the STS-35 mission

took place close to solar maximum (Feb. 1990), or perhaps to

shielding differences.

The corresponding dose and dose equivalent spectra for this

mission are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The effect of statistical

fluctuations at the higher LET values, where track densities are

small, is very noticeable. This results in an increased spread

within the dose rate and dose equivalent rate spectra, as compared

to the flux spectra. The contribution to dose and dose equivalent

per measured track is much greater in the high LET region and the

differences, though numerlcally small, are-heavily weighted in the

integral spectra. The optimum measurement and characterization of

the high LET tails of the spectra represent an important part of

the research into PNTD response.

Table 1 gives the integral flux, dose rate, dose equivalent

rate and mission dose equivalent for the seven astronauts. Flux is
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2.87 ± 0.34 x 10 .4 particles/cm2"s'sr, dose rate is 0.755 ± 0.060

mrad/d and dose equivalent rate is 5.41 ± 0.67 mrem/d (for LETo'H20

>5 keV/_m) for the CPDs. These numbers are in the range expected

for low altitude, low inclination orbits.

k_/

TABLE A1. PNTD Measurements for the Crew Passive Dosimeters

on BT8-35

Absorbed Dose Equiv. Total Dose

Flux Dose Rate Rate Equiv.
CPD (cm'2s'Isr "I) (mrad d "I) _ (mrem_

3501 3.00 e-04 0.832 6.11 54.9

3502 2.92 e-04 0.761 5.29 47.6

3503 2.91 e-04 0.705 4.82 43.3

3504 2.54 e-04 0.743 6.01 54.0

3505 2.28 e-04 0.685 5.20 46.8

3506 3.06 e-04 0.839 6.03 54.2

3507 3.42 e-04 0.718 4.39 39.5

(for LET.-H20 >5 keV _m "I)

The accuracy of the measurements is affected by counting statistics, track

parameter measurement errors, stability and homogeneity of response of the

PNTDs. Calibrations indicate a of approximately ± 10%.
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Fig. AI.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

LET total flux spectra for seven CPDs on the STS-35
mission.

v

Fig. A2. LET dose rate spectra for seven CPDs on the STS-35
mission.

Fig. A3. LET dose equivalent rate spectra for seven CPDs on
the STS-35 mission.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF LET SPECTRA AND DOSE MEASUREMENTS

ON TEN STS MISSIONS

N95- 25913

Introduction

The dosimetry performed on STS flights includes Area Passive

Dosimeters (APDs) and Crew Passive Dosimeters (CPDs). Each

dosimeter type contains plastic nuclear track detectors (PNTDs) for

the measurement of LET spectra of heavy particles (LET.'Hz0 Z 5

keV/_m). For purposes of mission intercomparisons, or of

comparisons with model calculations or other measurements, the APDs

yield more consistent results. The PNTD stacks are directional in

response. The APDs contain three orthogonal stacks to average over

solid angle. The CPDs, which are carried by astronauts in a breast

pocket, depend on the movement of the crew about the Shuttle to

average over solid angles. Also the APDs have been mounted in the

same locker location and orientation for all recent missions. For

this reason a selection of APD PNTDs have been read out to provide

LET data for missions with different flight parameters.

Fliaht Dosimetrv

The APD dosimetry results reported here are for the STS-37,

-39, -40, -41, -42, -43, -44, -45, -48 and -50 missions. The APDs

were located in Locker MF71C in the Shuttle crew compartment,

except for STS-42 in which results were derived from a portion of

the RME APD. Each of the three orthogonal PNTD stacks consisted of

a CR-39 doublet (two sheets of film with dimensions of 4.5 cm x 3.0

cm x 0.06 cm) separated by an 8 #m-thick film of polycarbonate

plastic.

After return of the flight dosimeters, _he CR-39 PNTDs were

processed by the standard method to delineate latent particle

tracks. The readout of the PNTDs requires a scanning procedure to

locate tracks in the surfaces of the CR-39 followed by measurement

of individual track parameters. Particle LET is calculated from

the lengths of the major and minor axes of elliptical track
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openings, depths of material etched from the CR-39 surfaces and

calibration curves of PNTD sensitivity versus particle LET. The

calibration curves are constructed from a series of measurements

with accelerated particles of known LET.

Automated Readout of PNTDs

Readout of PNTDs is carried out on the automated scanning and

measurement SAMAICA systems at The University of San Francisco.

SAMAICA is an acronym for Scanning and Measuring with Automated

Image Contour Analysis and is a product of ELBEK GmbH in Siegen,

Germany. The system performs a fully automated scan of CR-39 PNTDs

for track detection and then incorporates interactive modes for

track classification and measurement. The classification involves

an examination of the four surfaces of an assembled CR-39 doublet

by the system operator to determine whether the particle was long

range (creating four colinear tracks at the surfaces) or short

range (creating 2 or 3 colinear tracks). In all cases the particle

was required to create a track pair at the adjacent (#2, #3)

surfaces of the doublet.

After classification the tracks on surface #3 of the doublet

were measured. (The system software makes an initial fit of an

ellipse to the track opening, then allows the operator to manually

adjust the fit.) The measurement data were then reduced to

integral and differential LET spectra with standard analysis

software developed at USF. Data from the three orthogonal (x, y,

z) stacks were combined into average LET spectra.

Measurements

Integral LET flux spectra for the ten missions listed above

are shown in Figures 1 to 10. Shown are curves for long range

(>1200 _m) and short range tracks (80 to 1200 #m) with a total

curve shown in each case for both flux components added together.

Long range particles are likely to be galactic cosmic rays and

projectile secondaries, while short range particles are probably

stopping primary particles plus secondaries from target nuclei. At

the highest Shuttle altitudes the short range particles are

dominated by the contribution from trapped particles in the Earth's

magnetic field, mainly protons. The lower LET detector threshold
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in each case is approximately 5 keV/#m. Relevant information for

each flight concerning flux, dose-rate, dose-equivalent rate and

total dose is given in Tables I-I0. The dose equivalent rate is

determined by weighting particle LET fluxes by Quality Factors from

ICRU 19 (1971).

As can be seen from the integral flux plots, the contribution

to total flux from short range tracks is, as expected, greater than

that for long range tracks, for all altitudes and inclinations. At

high altitudes the contribution is dominated by trapped protons.

The short registration range of protons in CR-39 (-1000 _m) ensures

that most of this contribution (stopping primary and secondary

protons) are classified as short range. At lower altitudes, and

especially at higher inclinations, the galactic cosmic rays (which

produce the long range tracks) become more important. However,

most of the GCRs have LETs <5 keV/_m, the sensitivity limit of CR-

39. Their contributions to the LET spectra come through nuclear

reactions and the production of target secondary particles, which

are classified as short range. Even at very low altitude and high

incllnation orbits, the CR-39 detects a large fraction of short

range particles.

When the flux spectra are converted to dose rates a different

picture emerges. The long range particles tend to be higher in LET

than short range particles and they become relatively more

important. The contribution of long range particles to total dose

is given by the long range dose ratio defined as (_

_!9__)/(total dose) and is given in Table 11 for each flight. As

can be seen from this table, the long range dose ratio seems to

increase with inclination, with the ratio being greatest for

relatively low altitude (approx. 290 km),- high inclination (57 °)

orbits. However, the ratio for STS-48 was 0.207 which is due to

the fact that this flight had an altitude of 565 km and therefore

cut across Earth's inner radiation belt at the South Atlantic

Anomaly, hence registering a greater percentage of short range

particles. Since the lowest and highest altitudes for a given

28
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inclination of 57" in this report were for flights STS-39 and STS-

48, the effect of changing the orbital altitude can clearly be

seen, with ratios of 0.578 and 0.207 respectively. The dose ratio

for the 28 ° inclination orbit is variable but decreases with

orbital altitude. In general the dose ratio is much lower for 28 °

orbits for two reasons: the magnetic field cutoff for GCRs extends

to higher particle energies and the Shuttle spends a greater

fraction of orbital time within the SAA.

Figure ii is a plot of dose equivalent rate against altitude

and inclination, therefore enabling a general inter-comparison of

dose equlvalents to be made. The dose equivalent rate tends to

increase with both altitude and inclination. There are significant

variations within this relationship, however. For instance, the

STS-44 dose equivalent appears higher than would be expected while

that for STS-37 is less. It is interesting to note that the crew

average total dose rates for these missions, as measured with TLDs

by Johnson Spaceflight Center personnel, are 0.294 mGy d"I on STS-37

and 0.094 mGy d "I for STS-44. These dose rates are much as expected

from the orbital parameters. This demonstrates that the high LET

portion of cosmic radiation (>5 keV/_m) is much more variable than

total dose, which is dominated by more penetrating low LET

radiation. The differences can arise from effective shielding

variations between missions (different Shuttle contents or

different orientations with respect to the directions of maximum

incoming radiation). The dose rate of particles >5 keV/Bm is only

5.6% of total crew dose rate for STS-37 and 29% of total for STS-

44. These dose rate fractions are near the extreme lower and upper

boundaries which have been measured with PNTDs on Shuttle missions.

k_/
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Tables i-ii:

TABLES

Data concerning dose ratios, altitudes and

inclinations for each of the flights indicated

below (see Figure Captions).

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1:

Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Figure 4:

Figure 5:

Figure 6:

Figure 7:

Figure 8:

Figure 9:

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-37 APDs.

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-39 APDs.

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-40 APDs.

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-41 APDs.

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-42 APDs.

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-43 APDs.

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-44 APDs.

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-45 APDs.

Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-48 APDs

Figure I0: Integral LET flux spectra for the STS-50 APDs

Figure II: Plot of dose equivalent rate against altitude and

inclination for all flights presented in this report.
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Table 1: STS 37 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET_> 5KeV/_m

FLUX

cm-28-lsr 1 )

TOTAL 1.004 x 10 -3

DOSE RATE

(mrad day -1)

DOSE EQUIV.

RATE

(torero day -1)

2.534 14.310

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

(mrem)

85.631

LR 4.943 x I0-s 0.165 1.297 7.761

SR 9.548 x 10-4 2.374 13.012 77.864

M.;

Table 2: STS 39 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET_> 5KeV/pm

FLUX DOSE RATE DOSE EQUIV.

RATE

(cm-_s-lsr-') (mrad day-') (torero day-')

TOTAL 6.267 x 10 -4 1.853 14.039 116.62

LR 1.869 x 10 -4 0.670 C872" 57.086

SR 4.582 x 10 -4 1.183 7.166 59.528

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

(m em)
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Table 3: STS 40 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET> 5KeV/_m

FLUX

cm-28-18r 1 )

DOSE RATE DOSE EQUIV.

(mrad day -I)
m.

RATE

(totem day -_)

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

(mr m)

TOTAL 2.611 x 10-4 0.687 5.095 46.332

LR 8.139 x 10-5 0.233 1.916 17.424

SR 1.797 x 10-4 0.454 3.178 28.900

v

Table 4: STS 41 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET_> 5KeV/_m

FLUX DOSE RATE DOSE EQUIV.

RATE

(cm-2s-lsr -1) (mrad day-') (mrem day -_)

TOTAL 1.148 x 10 -3 2.914 15.671 64.047

LR 4.090 x 10 -5 0.156 1".621" 6.625

SR 1.107 x 10 -3 2.758 14.051 57.426

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

32 V



Table 5: STS 42 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET_> 5KeV/l_m

FLUX DOSE EQUIV.DOSE RATE

RATE

(torero day -1)

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

(cm-2s-lsr-1) (mrad day -1) (mrem)
,r

TOTAL 7.859 x 10 -4 2.005 14.587 117.45

LR 3.890 × 10 -4 0.961 7.820 62.970

SR 4.043 × I0 -4 1.044 6.767 54.490

M_,/

Table 6: STS 43 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET_> 5KeV/#m

FLUX DOSE RATE DOSE EQUIV.

RATE

(cm-2s-lsr -1 ) (mrad day -_) (mrem day -_)

TOTAL 8.061 × 10 -4 2.135 12.942 115.050

LR 3.220 × 10 -4 0.549 2".882" 25.620

SR 4.840 × 10 -4 1.586 10.060 89.433

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

_ 33
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Table 7: STS 44 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET-> 5KeV/_m

FLUX DOSE RATE DOSE EQUIV.

RATE

(crn-2s-_sr -_ ) (mrad day -1) (totem day -_ )

TOTAL 1.675 × 10 -3 5.559 36.490 253.64

LR 8.894 × 10 -s 0.345 2.740 19.046

SR 1.586 × 10 -3 5.214 33.752 234.61

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

(mr m)

Table 8: STS 45 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET_> 5KeV/_m

FLUX DOSE RATE DOSE EQUIV.

RATE

(cm-2s-lsr -1 ) (mrad day -1) (mrem day -1)

TOTAL 7.587 × 10 -4 2.271 16.051 143.239

LR 2.939 × 10 -4 0.940 $.096" 72.249

SR 4.647 × 10 -4 1.331 7.954 70.981

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.
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Table 9: STS 48 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET> 5KeV/_m

FLUX DOSE EQUIV.

RATE

DOSE RATE

( mrem day -1)(cm-2s-lsr-1) (mrad day -1)

TOTAL 5.708 × 10 -3 14.122 75.024 401.53

LR 2.003 × 10 -3 3.749 17.587 94.12

SR 3.705 × 10 -3 10.375 57.438 307.41

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

(mr m)

Table 10: STS 50 APD DOSE TABLE

For LET:> 5KeV/l_m

FLUX DOSE RATE DOSE EQUIV.

RATE

TOTAL DOSE

EQUIV.

(cm-2s-lsr-1) (mrad day -1) (mrem day -_) (torero)

TOTAL 6.944 x 10 -4 2.578 20.723 286.25

LR 1.403 × 10 -4 0.441 4".694' 64.838

SR 5.635 × 10 -4 2.138 16.029 221.41
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Table 11: LONG RANGE DOSE EQUIV. RATIO FOR EACH STS FLIGHT V

STS NO. ALTITUDE INCLINATION

(kin)

37 450

44 361

43 296

50 296 28.45

41 291 28.5

40 296

48 565

42 302

45 296

39 263

LONG RANGE

(degrees) DOSE EQUIV. RATIO

28.5 9.06 x 10 -2

28.5 7.51 × 10 -2

28.5 2.23 × 10 -1

2.27 x 10-I

1.03 x I0-_

x 10-I39.0 3.76

57.0 2.34

57.0 5.36

57.0 5.04

57.0 4.90

x 10-I

x 10-I

36
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Abstract

A joint NASA-Russian study of the radiation environment inside a SPACEHAB 2 locker

on Space Shuttle flight STS-57 was conducted. The Shuttle flew in a nearly circular orbit

of 28.5 ° inclination and 462 km altitude. The locker carried a charged particle

spectrometer, a tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC), and two area passive

detectors consisting of combined NASA plastic nuclear track detectors (PNTDs) and

thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs), and Russian nuclear emulsions, PNTDs and TLDs.

All the detector systems were shielded by the same Shuttle mass distribution. This makes

possible a direct comparison of the various dose measurement techniques. In addition,

measurements of the neutron energy spectrum were made using the proton recoil

technique.

The results show good agreement between the integral LET spectrum of the combined

galactic and trapped particles using the tissue equivalent proportional counter and track

detectors between about 15 keWttm and 200 keWgm. The LET spectrum determined

from nuclear emulsions was systematically lower by about 50%, possibly due to emulsion

fading. The results show that the TEPC measured an absorbed dose 20% higher than

TLDs, due primarily to an increased TEPC response to neutrons and a low sensitivity of

TLDs to high LET particles under normal processing techniques" There is a significant

flux of high energy neutrons that is currently not taken into consideration in dose

equivalent calculations. The results of the analysis of the spectrometer data will be

reported separately.
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Introduction

The complex radiation environment in low-Earth orbits has received considerable attention

for the past three decades. Detailed knowledge of this environment under varied

spacecra_ shielding geometry is necessary for minimizing risk due to radiation exposure.

The radiation exposure received by crew members in space flights has primarily been

studied using passive thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs). Although some measurements

of the linear energy transfer spectrum have been made using plastic nuclear track detectors

(PNTDs) and nuclear emulsions, they have rarely been used in assessing crew exposures.

Active ionization chambers have flown on the Skylab mission (Parnell et al., 1986) and are

currently used on the Mir orbital station. Although ionization chambers provide dose rate

data, they do not provide the LET spectrum which is the key to obtaining effective dose

equivalent. High energy (> 0.5 MeV) neutron measurements have received virtually no

attention in the US space program. Active tissue equivalent proportional counters have

been flown on a limited number of Shuttle flights. The Radiation Monitor Equipment

(RME) is a three channel detector that provides absorbed dose, and a rough estimate of

dose equivalent as a function of mission elapsed time (Golightly et al., 1994). Badhwar et

al. (1992, 1994a) have flown, first, a 15-channel and more recently, a 512-channel tissue

equivalent counter in a number of Shuttle flights. Nguyen et al. "(1989) flew a dose and

dose-equivalent meter on the Mir station, and now a new instrument that provides the

LET spectrum is onboard the Mir station. These measurements indicate that estimates of

radiation exposure using passive TLDs are low compared to those measured using active

V
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detectors. The PNTDs do not respond to radiation below about 5 keV/gtm, a region that

can contribute nearly 60-70% of the absorbed dose. These detectors are not fully efficient

till about 10-15 keW_tm. The nuclear track detectors, because of their simplicity, have

been routinely flown on virtually all Shuttle flights. However, a direct comparison of these

measurements with active detectors has not been possible, because invariably the active

and passive detectors were flown under different Shuttle mass shielding. This current

experiment was designed to remedy these problems.

This paper describes the results of absorbed dose, dose equivalent, LET spectrum, and

neutron energy spectrum inside a Shuttle locker.

Experimental Details

The flight experiment consisted of four separate detector systems: (i) a charged particle

directional spectrometer (CPDS), (ii) a tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC),

(iii) two area passive detectors with combined NASA and Russian complements. All four

of these detectors were housed inside a SPACEHAB 2 locker. The SPACEHAB 2 itself

was in the payload bay of the Space Shuttle. Thus all of the detectors saw nearly identical

mass shielding distribution.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the particle spectrometer. It consists of two 1 mm thick lithium

drifted silicon detectors, A1 and A2, that define the basic telescope geometry. At the top
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of eachofthese detectors are 16 x 16 strip detectors to determine the x,y coordinates of

those panicles that formed the coincidence A1A2. Each of these silicon position-sensitive

detectors ('PSDs) is 300 gm thick. This basic telescope was followed by six 5 nun thick

lithium dfiited silicon detectors, B 1 to B6, followed by a 1 mm thick A3, PSD 3, and 1 cm

thick sapphire Cerenkov detector viewed head-on by a photomultiplier tube. The area-

solid product of the A1A2 coincidence is 6.2 cm2 sr for an isotropic incidence flux. For

A1A2 coincidences, the voltage output of every detector is pulse-height analyzed using

4096 channel analog-to-digital converters.

V

The tissue equivalent proportional counter (Figure 2) consists of a cylindrical detector

1.78 cm long and 1.78 cm in diameter simulating a - 2 gm-diameter site that is bounded

by tissue-equivalent plastic. The detector uses low pressure gas and operates around -750

volts. The detector signal is processed by a very low-noise preamplifier and two amplifiers

that differ in gain by a factor of 50. The pulse height of the voltage output from each

amplifier is analyzed in a 256-channel analog-to-digital convener. The root mean square

of the electronic system noise is approximately 130 electrons at room temperature. The

lower level discriminator is set around 0.2 keV/_m. The instrument covers a lineal energy

range, y, from about 0.2 to 1250 keV/gm. The energy resolution of the electronics is 0.1

keV/gm below 20 keV/gm and 5 keV/gm above 20 keV/gm. Tl_e full lineal energy

spectrum is recorded every minute. In addition, absorbed dose is computed by the

instrument and recorded either every 2 or 20 s depending upon the dose rate.

V

V
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The proportional counter was calibrated in terms of lineal energy by exposing it to fission

neutrons and _3_Cs sources. The detector calibration was verified post flight by using 80

and 170 MeV protons at the University ofLoma Linda, California, proton accelerator.

The NASA portions of the area passive detectors contained TLD-700, CR-39, TLD-600

with CR-39 and Gd foils to measure thermal and epi-thermal neutrons. The Russian

portions contained TLD-600, CR-39, and Soviet Bya- and BR-type nuclear photo-

emulsions.

The STS-57 flight was launched in to 28.50 x 462 km nearly circular orbit on June 21,

1993 for a period of 9.986 days. The TEPC and CPDS were turned on after attaining orbit

and turned off prior to re-entry.

Data Analysis

The methods of analysis of data from these detectors is unique to each detector system.

These methods are discussed separately in previous publications. The analysis of the

spectrometer data followed the procedure described in Badhwar et al. (1994b), is not yet

completed, and will be reported separately. Figure 3 shoW's the'A1 counting rate and

A1A2 coincidence rate as a function of mission elapsed time. The large spikes are the

Shuttle passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). A1 and A2 are thin planar

detectors and count particles coming from any direction. The coincidence rate A1A2



restricts the opening to panicles within a cone of 45 ° full angle. Because of the anisotropic

nature of'trapped particle flux and the viewing angle, the A1A2 count rate shows a

different time profile than the omni-directional detector AI. Panicles that form the A1A2

coincidence provide a measure of the average energy loss per particle. This can be

determined separately for trapped and galactic panicle portions of the Shuttle orbit. Thus

individual A1 or A2 count rate can appropriately be scaled to dose rates in silicon.

V

Figure 3 plots the TEPC measured dose rate as a function of the mission elapsed time.

This information has been used to separate the data into categories of trapped (SAA) and

galactic cosmic rays (GCR). The method of analysing TEPC data has been described in

detail (Badhwar et al., i994a).

The analysis of the NASA TLDs and CR-39 followed well established techniques that are

described in a number of publications from Benton et al. (1983a, b, 1988, 1991) and Csige

et al. (1991). The techniques for determining the LET spectrum from nuclear emulsions

are described by Akopova et al., (1985, 1987, 1990). The differentail fast-neutron energy

spectrum was measured using the recoil proton energy spectrum generated as a result of

the elastic scattring of neutrons from unbounded hydrogen in the emulsions.

Measurements were made only of proton tracks whose enc]s wdre located within the

volume of the emulsion. Due to a significant visual inefficeincy of the short path-length

recoil protons (E, < 1 MeV) and proton contaminatiion from _hq'(n,p) reaction with

emulsion nitrogen, neutron fluxes with E, < 1 MeV were not measured. More detailed

V
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description of this technique can be found in Dudkin et al. (1990). We refer the reader to

these publications for more details.

Results

Dose Measurements

The dose rate measured using the tissue equivalent proportional counter was 1109.7

laGy/day, with G-CR particles contributing 71.3 laGy/day and trapped particles contributing

1038.4 laGy/day. The TLDs mounted on the front surface of the APD box measured

929+_8 and 936+28 laGy and those mounted on the back surface measured 920+_28 and

909+27 laGy. The average dose rate using TLDs was 925.3 laGy/day. The dose rate

measured by TEPC is 20% higher than this rate. The reason for this difference is that the

TEPC responds to neutrons whereas the TLDs do not under normal processing. Also,

TLDs are less sensitive to high LET particles.

Neutron Spectrum

The fast-neutron spectrum was calculated using the measured recoil proton energy

spectrum generated as a result of the elastic (n,p) scattering of neutrons from the

hydrogen in the emulsion. Figure 4 shows the derived spectrum in - 1-15 MeV range.

Integrating this spectrum gives an absorbed dose rate of 20 laG-y/day and dose equivalent



rate of 174 I_Sv/day. This dose equivalent is a factor of nearly 3 higher that in STS-55 (6

I.tGy/day and 53 I.tSv/day) derived using the same technique (Dudkin et al., 1994) and

factor 4 to 8 higher than in high inclination COSMOS flights that missed the SAA (Dudkin

et al., 1990). The STS-57 flight was in a higher 462 km altitude orbit compared to STS-

55 (28.5 ° x 290 kin). These results suggest that a large fraction of the neutrons are

produced in the Shuttle shielding by the interactions of trapped protons and C,-CR. This is

quite consistent with observations ofKeith et al. (1992) that indicated that at Dloc 2

location in the Shuttle mid-deck nearly 80% of the neutrons below 15 MeV were due to

secondaries and 20% were due to atmospheric albedo. Based on a number of thermal and

epi-thermal neutron measurements ( < 1 MeV) under the same shielding, Benton et al.

(1988) have estimated their dose equivalent contribution of less than 1 MeV neutrons to

be about 22 laSv/day. Thus we have about a 200 p.Sv/day contribution to dose equivalent

from thermal to about 15 MeV. Model calculations (Armstrong and Colbum, 1992, Keith

et al., 1992) suggest that this energy region provides only about one-half of the total dose

equivalent. Thus the dose equivalent contributions from neutrons could approach nearly

400 I.tSv/day on this flight, which is higher than the dose contributed by the C,-CR panicles.

It is important to note that the depth-dose equivalent of neutrons in body tissue is

markedly different than that of protons. At organ levels then, neutrons could provide a

much higher dose equivalent than GCR particles at the STS-57 ior higher) altitudes.

V

Linear Energy Transfer Spectra
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Figure 5 is the integral LET spectrum of the combined trapped and galactic particles. The

spectrum measured by the CR-39 PNTDs, incorporating a technique that enhances the

efficiency of very high LET events, is shown for comparison. THE PNTD measurements

fall somewhat above TEPC at high LETs (by approximately a factor of 2), then gradually

merge with TEPC data at about 15-50 keV/_tm and fall below at low LETs. This

difference may be due in part to the short range secondaries produced in the two

detectors. The lining of the TEPC sensitive volume is tissue-equivalent, while the CR-39

PNTD is O7C_2H18. The CR-39 therfore has a higher density of heavier nuclei and lower

density of hydrogen, as compared to TEPC liner. Secondary particle spectra produced by

primaries interacting with nuclei in the two media will therfore be different. A greater

fluence of high LET secondaries would be expected in the CR-39 while a greater fluence

of light, proton recoil (low LET) secondaries would be expected in the TEPC, in

qualitative agreement. In addition, the CRo39 loses efficiency below ~ 15 keV/_.m which

explains the fall-off'below TEPC measurements in the low LET region. The solid circles

are data obtained using the nuclear emulsion technique. The shape of this spectrum above

~ 10 keV/gtm is nearly the same as the TEPC spectrum, but it is systematically lower in

flux by about a factor of 2.3. The charged particle flux at this altitude is dominated by the

anisotropic trapped particles. The area-solid angle product however has been calculated

using the assumption of an isotropic flux. This can lead to a sysiematic increase in the

calculated flux. Nuclear emulsions from this flight could not be immediately returned to

Moscow. The delay could have lead to fading and hence a lower efficiency. A combination

of these two effects is the probable cause of the lower flux. The average quality factors
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using the ICRP-60 definition, were 1.86 for the whole flight, 3.08 for galactic cosmic rays

and 1.78 for trapped particles. Thus GCR particles contribute 220 laSv/day, which is

nearly equal to the contribution from neutrons with energies between thermal and - 15

MeV.

V

Thus, under moderate shielding thicknesses the neutron contribution to dose and dose

equivalent cannot be ignored. This is roughly 20% of the charged particle skin dose

equivalent and about twice what was observed using Bonner spheres and gold activation

foil techniques in earlier Shuttle flights, including the highest altitude flight to date, the

STS-31 Hubble mission (Keith et al., 1992). However, for these measurements the Bonnet

spheres were mounted in one of the least shielded locations (Dloc 2) in the mid-deck. Skin

doses recieved by astronauts are more typical of a higher shielding than this location.

Clearly, additional neutron measurements are essential to quantify the neutron dose

contribution for long duration flights.

Figure 6 and 7 show the integral LET spectra of trapped and GCR particles separately.

The solid lines are model calculations based on the AP-8 Min (Sawyer and Vette, 1976)

and the GCR model of Badhwar and O'Neill (1994). It was shown earlier that the

absorbed dose calculated using the AP-8 Min model is a fdctor bf 1.8 higher than the

measured absorbed dose. Thus the AP-$ model calculated spectrum was normalized by

this factor. There is reasonable agreement in the shape of the measured and model spectra

in the intermediate LET range about 15 to 100 keV/lam, however, this is not the case at
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bothlow and high LET ends. The particle spectrometer has confirmed the presence of less

than 6 MeV secondary electrons. These electrons would be seen by the proportional

counter but not by the CR-39 or nuclear emulsion. These electrons are not taken in to

account in the model either. The GCR radiation transport calculations were done using the

recently modified HZETRN code (Cucinotta, 1993,1994). There is very good agreement

between the model calculations and observations, except at very high LETs.
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V

A joint NASA-Russian experiment was flown on the SPACEHAB 2 mission in 28.5 ° x

462 km orbit. This altitude is very close to that of the planned International Space Station

Alpha, which will be in a 51.8 ° inclination orbit and will thus see more galactic cosmic

radiation flux than in this flight. The results have shown that: (i) there is good agreement

between the TEPC and PNTD measured LET spectra from about 15 keV/_tm to 200

keV/ttm, (ii) the shape of the nuclear emulsion deduced spectrum is the same as that

determined from these two techniques, (iii) the total absorbed dose measured using TEPC

is 20% higher than the total dose measured using TLDs, (iv) there is a substantial flux of

high energy neutrons that contribute at least as much dose equivalent as the galactic

particles, and more likely nearly twice as much, and (v) these neutrons are essentially all

secondaries generated by the interactions of trapped and galactic particles with spacecraft

shielding. This implies that there is a significant secondary proton component also. This

neutron contribution must be taken into account for crew risk assessment, particularly for

long duration missions at higher than 400 km altitudes.

V
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the charged panicle telescope

Figure 2: A schematic diagram of the tissue equivalent proportional counter

Figure 3: Plots of the TEPC measured dose rate, A1 single and A1A2 coincidence rate as

a function of the mission elapsed time.

Figure 4: Plot of the neutron energy spectrum measured using proton recoil technique.

Figure 5: Plot of the integral linear energy transfer spectrum using TEPC, CR-39, and

nuclear emulsions.

Figure 6: Plot of the trapped particle integral LET spectrum and comparison with model

calculations.

Figure 7: Plot of the GCR integral LET spectrum and comparison with model calculations.
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APPENDIZ _C-2

USF/Russian Dosimetry on STS-57

Two APDs were flown in the CPDS/TEPC locker on the Space

Shuttle during the STS-57 mission. Due to placement, the shielding

and radiation environment of the APDs were nearly the same and the

dosimeters distributed in the two boxes can be considered equally

exposed. The dosimeter types included plastic nuclear track

detectors (PNTDs), TLDs, nuclear emulsions and thermal/resonance

neutron detectors (TRNDs). The USF dosimeters included PNTDs, TLDs

and TRNDs, while the Russian dosimeters included PNTDs, TLDs and

nuclear emulsions. The contents of the two APDs (Serial Nos. 5716

and 5717) are shown in Figures 1-7.

The major purpose of this experiment was to conduct an

international comparison of passive dosimetry methods in space.

The results can also be compared to other dosimetry present on STS-

57 and, since the shielding vectors of the containment locker are

known, this will present an opportunity for comparisons with model

calculations of radiation.

The STS-57 mission orbit had an altitude of 473 km and an

inclination of 28.5". The duration was 9.990 days. At this orbit

the radiation was dominated by trapped protons and their secondary

particles, with most of the dose being accumulated during Shuttle

passages through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA).

The measured TLD absorbed doses are given in Table I.

Calibrations were made with a standard 137Cs source. Unfortunately,

the Ground Control background TLDs became separated from the flight

units during the return shipment but the background should have

been a small correction. The average dose measured was 9.24 mGy.

Other TLD doses measured in the Shuttle varied from 4.00 to 8.52

mGy, or somewhat less (Cash, 1993).

The low energy neutron fluences and dose equivalents, measured

with the TRNDs, are given in Table 2. The measurements are

averages from the front- and back-mounted TRNDs. The low energy

neutrons contributed a very small fraction to total flight dose

72
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equivalent, which was more than 1000 times less than that measured

with TLDs. For STS-57, in the CPDS locker, this component of dose

equivalent was negligible.

The LET spectrum measured with PNTDs is compared with that

measured with the TEPC in Fig. 8. It is seen that th_ PNTD

spectrum is higher at high LETs (above 80 keY _m "I) and lower at low

LETs (below 20 keV _m'1). The higher high LET flux represents an

improvement in PNTD response obtained with a new method of

processing and readout. The spectrum represents a combination of

the new (Method B) and standard techniques.

The reason for the greater PNTD flux at high LETs (compared

with TEPC) is not clear, but one possibility is in the respective

elemental compositions of CR-39 PNTDs and of the tissue-equivalent

lining and gas of the TEPC sensitive volume. The CR-39 composition

is OTC12HIa while that of TEPC is close to H20. The particles

forming high LET tracks on STS-57 were mainly short range (only a

few _m) and were therefore secondaries created within the CR-39 by

interactions between incident primary protons and target nuclei.

A somewhat different secondary particle spectrum would be expected

in TEPC. The TEPC had a higher partial density of H and

correspondingly less of the heavier elements. When the energetic

protons interact with the nuclei in the two detectors, there will

be a higher probability for producing lower LET proton secondaries

(elastically scattered H) in the TEPC and a higher probability for

higher LET secondaries (from elastic and inelastic interactions

with C and O) in the PNTDs.

In the LET region below 20 keY _m "I there is a possibility of

loss of sensitivity due to the small track sizes and inhomogeneity

of the detector surfaces. This may also account for a part of the

decline of the PNTD spectrum below TEPC. "

The integral flux, dose rate and dose equivalent rate for LET

>5 keY _m "I are given in Table 3.

In order to determine the real dose and dose equivalent for

STS-57, the TLD absorbed dose must be corrected for reduced

sensitivity to high LET particles. The average efficiency for

_.j 73



measurement of the absorbed dose in the LET spectrum can be found

from

LET
= _ max • (LET) D(LET)/D

5 keV/_m

where c(LET) is the efficiency curve as a function of LET (Fig. 9)

and D(LET) is the differential dose spectrum. The equation gives

c = 0.60 ± 0.05 for STS-57. It should be noted that the LET

spectrum in CR-39 plastic was not the same as that in TLD-700

because of a difference in the short range secondary particles

generated in the two media. However, this will not have

contributed substantial errors into the determinations of absorbed

dose in this paper. The low LET component of absorbed dose is

therefore

D L = DTLD -- 0.60 DpNTD

and

D H = DpNTD

D T = DL + D H

where D E and D H are

respectively, and D T

equivalent is given by

and

the low- and high-LET absorbed doses,

is the total absorbed dose. The dose

H T = D L + HpNTD

QF = HT/D T.

From the above

DTL D = 924 ± 18 mrad

D L = 855 ± 20 mrad

D H : 114 ± 8 mrad

D T = 969 ± 20 mrad

H T = 1910 ± 80 mrem

QF : 1.97 ± 0.Ii

LET <5 keY _m "I

LET >5 keV _m "I

These quantities can be compared with the measurements
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These quantities can be compared with the measurements

reported by Badhwar et al. (1994). The TEPC measured totals of

1109 mrad and 2063 mrem for QF = 1.86. The TEPC absorbed dose and

dose equivalent were therefore 14% and 78%, respectively, higher

than our combined TLD/PNTD measurements, giving a slightly lower

QF. The TEPC was placed in the same locker with the APDs, with

very similar shielding. The difference may be due to factors such

as measurement efficiencies of neutrons or other particles.

TABLE I.

APD Serial NO,

5716

5717

Average

TLD Absorbed Doses in STS-57 APDs

Absorbed Dose Dose Rate

(mGvJ (mGy d "I)

Front 9.29 ± 0.28 0.930

Back 9.20 ± 0.28 0.921

Front 9.36 ± 0.28 0.937

Back 9.09 ± 0.27 0.910

9.24 ± 0.12 0.925

k_J

TABLE 2.

Enerq7 Range

<0.2 eV

0.2 eV--i MeV

Low Energy Neutron Fluence and Equivalent Dose

from the STS-57 APD TRNDs

Neutron Fluence

(cm'2) 
Equivalent Dose

mrem

8.6 ± 5.0 X 103 0.009 ± 0.005

1.5 ± 0.7 X 105 0.74 + 0.35

TABLE 3.

Flux

(cm'2s'Isr'1)

3.22e-03

Results of PNTD Measurements fro_ the APD on STS-57

Absorbed

Dose Rate
Dose Equiv.

Rate

(mrem 4 "I)

Total Dose

Equiv.

11.44 105.1 1050

k_w 75
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Area Passive Dosimeter (APD) - Side View
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Figure 1: Side view of the APD box and its contents.
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Area Passive Dosimeter (APD) - Top View
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Figure 3: Dimensions of the TLD Array, PNTD center stack and TRND.
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PNTD Stack
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APD #5717
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APPENDIX D

DOSIMETRY ON STS-42 WITH THE RME APD

Introduction

N95- 25916

Beginning with the STS-42 mission, this laboratory began

participating in instrument comparison studies in which space

radiation was measured contiguously by passive and active methods.

The active instrument was the RME-III microdosimeter. This

instrument measures 4-channel LET spectra and employs a tissue-

equivalent proportional counter. It is sensitive to the full LET

range of ionizing radiation present.

Our Area Passive Dosimeter, the RME APD, contained arrays of

PNTDs and TLDs. The PNTDs measure LET spectra (LET®'H_O _5 keV _m'1),

while the TLDs measure total absorbed dose. The object of this

experiment is to compare the active and passive measurements on the

basis of LET spectra, total absorbed dose and dose equivalent.

The STS-42 mission was launched on January 22, 1992, with a

flight duration of 8.052 days. The orbit had an inclination of

57°and an altitude of 302 km. The Shuttle in this orbit is

expected to encounter radiation levels dominated by GCRs with a

lesser contribution from trapped protons in the lower region of the

SAA.

Experiment

The RME APD consisted of an acrylic box (9.8 x 9.8 x 5.2 cm in

outer dimensions) containing ten stacks of PNTDs which were

oriented in seven directional angles and also four sets of TLDs

which were positioned at the sides of the box. There were also

four sets of TLDs from Johnson Space Center at the sides of the

box. The RME APD is sketched in Figures 1 and 2.

The placement and angular orientation of the PNTD stacks is

intended to compensate for the angular sensitivity of these

detectors, which have maximum response to particles incident normal

to the surface. The response is characterized by a cutoff angle of

incidence, 6c(LET ). The solid angle of acceptance decreases with

decreasing LET and goes to zero below -5 keY _m "I. In the RME APD
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six stacks are adjacent to the box walls while the remaining four

are perpendicular to the axes of the box corners.

After the return of the APD the TLDs were read out with a

Harshaw Model 4000 reader. The PNTDs were processed to delineate

the latent tracks and then read out with a seml-automated digitizer

system. This consists of locating the tracks on the surfaces,

rejecting background features and measuring the major and minor

axes of the elliptical track openings. Tracks were accepted in two

categories, for "Short Range" and "Long Range" particles. The

short range particles left track pairs on the adjacent surfaces of

a CR-39 doublet. A long range particle also left tracks at both of

the outer surfaces of the doublet, showing that it had penetrated

at least 1200 _m of CR-39 material.

The TLD signals were converted to absorbed doses by the use of

137Cs standard source calibrations. The PNTD track parameter files

were converted to LET spectra using calibrations performed with

accelerated ion beams of various LETs. Doses and dose equivalents

for high LET particles (_5 keV _m "I) were then found from the LET

spectra.

Measurements

The TLD measurements are given in Table i. Some of the

individual TLD measurements were lost due to a reader malfunction

but there was sufficient data to yield a good average for the APD

box.

The PNTD measurements of seven categories of LET flux spectra

are shown in Figure 3. The seven categories represent the

different angular alignments of PNTDs present in the APD box. The

X, Y and Z directions are represented by averages of pairs of PNTD

stacks (at opposite sides of the box). The remaining four are

single stacks. There is approximately "a factor of 2 between

minimum and maximum values of integral flux with the X direction

being the highest. The spread in values represent differences in

directional shielding and averaged incident directional fluxes.

The Shuttle did not maintain a particular orientation with respect

to the Earth so the directions of maximum intensity of incident
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radiation varied. In the high LET region (>200 keV/#m) there is a

large spread in the measurements but the statistical accuracy is

poor (only a few tracks were found).

The flux, dose rate and dose equivalent rate spectra for three

APD configurations are given in Figures 4, 5 and 6. The RME APD

includes all ten of the PNTD stacks. The USF APD includes six of

the stacks (+x, -x, +y, -y, +z, -z). The Basic APD includes only

three of the stacks (+x, +y, +z) and is the simple orthogonal

configuration flown on most Shuttle flights as part of the mission

dosimetry effort. The integral quantities for these curves are

given in Table 2. Similar data for the seven directions are given

in Table 3. The three APD configurations have differences up to

17% in flux, 16% in dose rate and 18% in dose equivalent rate, with

the Basic APDs being highest.

The comparison of the three data sets revealed a significant

advantage in using PNTD stacks oriented in seven directions, rather

than three directions, to measure the averaged 4_ radiation fluxes

in space. There was also a smaller difference between six-stack

and three-stack measurements in three directions (7%) which may

have been due to attenuation through the APD box or to improved

sampllng of the radiation, using larger detector areas.

The TLDs do not measure high LET absorbed dose with 100%

efficiency. For the orbit of STS-42, the average efficiency of

dose from particles with LET >5 keV/#m is about 50%. Total dose

rate is therefore

DT = (DTL0 -- Dp.TD) + 2 Dp.TD

or DT : _LD + DpMTD

It is of interest to compare total dose rate (11.5 mrad/d) with

PNTD dose rate (0.983 x 2 = 1.97 mrad/d). This demonstrates that

more than 80% of the dose is due to radiation with LET.'H20 <5

keV/#m, mainly from higher energy protons (Ep >i0 MeV). The doses

measured on STS-42 can be given as follows:
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DTt.D = 10.5 mrad d "I

D for LET o'HzO <5 keY _m "I = 9.52 mrad d "I

D for LET®" HzO >5 keY _m "I = 1.97 mrad d "I

D T - Ii.5 mrad d "I

Dose equivalent rate for LET..HzO >5 keY #m "I - 8.15 mrem d "I

Total dose equivalent rate = 17.7 mrem d "I

Average Quality Factor = 1.54
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Abstracl: A nuclear photographic emulsion method was used to study the charge-state, ionization, and
angular characteristics of secondaries produced in inelastic interactions of _"Fe nuclei at

1.8 GeV/nucleon with H, CNO, and AgBr nuclei. The data obtained are compared _ith the results

of calculations made in terms of the l)ubna version of the cascade evaporation model (DCM).

The DCM has been shown to satisfactorily describe most of the interaction characteristics for two

nuclei in the studied reactions. At the same time, quantitative differences are observed in some cases.

E NUCLEAR REACTIONS Multiplicities, interactions of high energy nuclei, photo-

emulsions, cascade evaporation model.

_,...,.a J

1. Introduction

Nuclear collisions at high energies keep aroffsing'considerable interest because

of the search for feasible manifestations of ttnusual properties of nuclear matter

under conditions of high pressure and high temperatures. The great number of

proposed theoretical approaches to describing the inelastic interaction of two

nuclei s) make it obviously necessary to carry out a detailed quantitative comparison

of experimental data on nucleus-nucleus interactions with the predictions of various

models.

The present work compares the experimental data on the charge-state, ionization,

and angular characteristics of the secondaries produced in the collisions of _t'Fe

nuclei with hydrogen, light (CNO) and heavy (AgBr) components of photographic

0375-9474/90/S03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.

(North-Holland)
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emulsion with the calculation results obtained in terms of the Dubna version of the V

cascade model (DCM).

2. Experiment and model

The experimental data has been obtained by studying a NIKFI BR-2 emulsion

chamber irradiated by 1.9 GeV/nucleon Fe ions at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

BEVALAC. Interactions were sought by double (fast and slow) scanning of tracks.

At a 112.77 m length, 1478 events were recorded from which a 7.63:i:0.21 cm mean

free path was inferred. The range-energy dependence was used 2) to find the mean

energy of the collision-initiating nuclei which proved to be !.8 GeV/nucleon.

The energy and specie of the secondaries were inferred from the measured track

lengths and from ionization loss. The ionization parameters (I) were taken to be

the grain density per unit track length at I <9I,, (where l,,is the minimum ionization

of a singly-charged particle) and the number of ocular scale intervals closed by

grain conglomerates on unit track length (at I > 4I,) _). The charged particles which

stopped in emulsion were identified using the relation between the specific ionization

loss and the residual range. The ionization loss variation on a visible range length

was determined for the particles ejected from the chamber.

The charges of the fragments of projectile nuclei were found by three methods,

namely,, by measuring the grain density, the lacunarityand the 8-electron number _,

density. In this way, the energy of the initiating nucleus and the ejection angles and

charges of all secondaries were found for each of the processed interactions.

In accordance with the emulsion terminology, all secondaries in stars were

classified into black (b) particles with energy Ep_ 26 MeV; gray (g) particles with

26<Ep_400MeV; stream (s) particles with Ep>400MeV; heavily ionizing (h)

particles from target break-up; and fragments of projectile nuclei 4). It should be

noted also that the relativistic single-charged particles whose emission angle is below

5 ° (0 < 5 °) were treated as singly-charged fragments of a projectile nucleus and were

not regarded as s-particles. The total charge of non-interacting fragments of the

projectile nucleus Q=Yi niZi was determined in each interaction [n_ is the number

of fragments with charge Z, (at 0< 5°); the summation is with respect to all such

fragments in an event]. In accordance with the classification adopted in cosmic-ray

physics, the charge spectrum of the fragments was broken into the following groups:

group L (3_<Z_5), group M (6_<Z_9), group H (10_Z<_ 19), and group vH

(20_ Z _ 26). Also, the singly- and doubly-charged fragments (p and a, respectively)
were discriminated.

The measurements were made from 558 inelastic interactions of iron nuclei with

emulsion nuclei. Out of these, 314 interactions were selected without any discrimina-

tion. Also selected were 244 stars (processed to increase the ensemble of events in

the hydrogen and light nuclei of emulsion) consisting of fewer than 11 particle

fragments emanating from target nuclei (nh_ 10). The criteria developed in ref. 5)
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were used to classify the events into three groups according to the target-nucleus

specie, namely, the 56Fe interactions with hydrogen (H) and with light (CNO) and

heavy (AgBr) nuclei in emulsion which included 107, 228 and 162 events, respec-

tively.

The calculations were made in terms of the DCM 6-8) allowing for the meson

production processes, for the Lorentz compression, for the Pauli exclusion principle,

and for the effect of nucleon matter density variations as a cascade develops. The

process of removing the excitation of nuclear residues after completing the fast

stage was described in terms of a statistical model '_). The calculational statistics

were obtained by Monte Carlo interactions for the H, C, N, O, Ag and Br targets,

which were summed up afterwards with the weights corresponding to the calculated

cross sections for inelastic nucleus-nucleus interactions and to the elemental compo-

sition of emulsion. In all, 4767 events were simulated.

3. Interaction cross sections

The experimental probabilities for iron nuclei to interact with hydrogen and with

light and heavy nuclei in the emulsion were (16.6+0.8)%, (35.6± 1.7)% and (47.$±

2.6)%, respectively. The effective cross sections for disintegration of nuclei with

similar masses may be approximately assumed to be proportional to their geometric

dimensions, thereby making it possible to calculate the interaction cross sections

for each of the elements separately if the elemental composition of the emulsion

and the measured mean free path of iron nuclei in the emulsion are known (see

table 1). Table 1 presents also the effective cross sections calculated in terms of the

DCM and by the Bradt-Peters formula "_):

o.-in= ._-r_,[AI/-_+ A_/._ - B(A['/-_ + A;'/-_)] " ' (1)

TABLE I

Comparison of the measured inelastic cross sections (in barns) with those

calculated using DCM and formula (I) for 1.8GeV/nucleon '"Fe incident on

photoemulsion nuclei

Calculation C_ilculation

Target Experiment DCM formula ( ! )

H 0.74 + 0.07 0.75 ± 0.02 0.77 ± 0.02

C 1.75 + 0.11 1.82 + 0.05 !.67 ± 0.04

N !.80 ± 0.12 1.93 ± 0.07 1.76 ± 0.04

O 1.86 ± 0.13 2.04 ± 0.08 1.83 ± 0.04

Br 3.09 ± 0.26 3.17 ± 0.10 3.26 ± 0.08

Ag 3.30 ± 0.28 3.53 ± 0.14 3.65 ± 0.08

C NO 1.80 ± 0.12 1.93 ± 0.07 1.74 ± 0.04

AgBr 3.24 ± 0.27 3.35 ± 0.11 3.46 ± 0.08
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where A, and A_, are masses of projectile nucleus and of target-nucleus, respectively;

r,, = 1.32 fro; B = 0.85.

It can be seen that the presented experimental and DCM-calculated cross sections

are in agreement within statistical errors. The results are also close to the data

obtained elsewhere. For example, the cross sections for inelastic interactions of 5_'Fe

nuclei with hydrogen, carbon, and silver at a similar energy presented in ref. ,1) are

0.68+0.04, 1.56+0.05 and 3.34+0.08 b, respectively; in ref. '_), the cross section for

pFe collisions at 2.8 GeV was found to be 0.69+0.03 b.

The results of calculating the cross sections for nucleus-nucleus collisions by the

formula (l) which approximates the well-known data on relativistic projectile nuclei

of lower masses _2) proved to agree satisfactorily with the cross sections obtained

in the present experiment. This fact makes it possible to extend the application

scope of (1) to the projectile masses A, =56.

4. Fragmentation of projectile nucleus

Table 2 presents the cross sections for fragmentation of iron nuclei on the various

emulsion components. It is seen that the fragmentation cross section depends strongly

on the target-nucleus specie. In ref. _), where the 2.1 GeV/nucleon '-"C and '60

fragmentation was studied, the cross section for production of a projectile-nucleus

fragment, o'¢m-, was presented as

,,I;T= (2)

where "Y-ris a target factor (defined by the properties of a given target-nucleus and

with the dimension of cross section), and y_, is the factor describing fragmentation

of projectile P into fragment f. On the above-mentioned assumptions, the ratio of

the fragment yields of identical groups for different target nuclei is defined solely

by the ratio Yl,/YT: (where ",/._.,and Yr. are factors of the first and second targets)

and does not depend on the fragment type. Studying the cross sections for production

of fragments with Z= 18-24 in the interactions of iron nuclei of the same energy

with various targets ,i) has yielded the target factors of !.4+0.1, 1.9+0.09, and

TAnLE 2 o

Fragmentation cross sections (barns) for l.g GeV/nucleon _6Fe interacting with different types of

photoemulsion nuclei

V

Type of fragment

Target
p a L M H vH

(Z=I) (Z=2) (3<_Z<_5) {6_<Z<-9) (10<-Z<_19) (20-< Z<_ 26)

H 2.22 ±0.14 i.03±0.10 0.101 0.02 0.10-,- 0.02 0.33±0.04 0.34-,-0.04

C NO 7102 ± 0.57 3.3,_ ± 0.31 o.36 ._ 0.06 0.38+ 0.06 0.5{) ± 0.08 0.49 ± 0.06

AgBr 10.70±0.72 4.54 • 0.49 0.62t 0.08 0.29±0.09 0.32±0.13 0.91 =0.18
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2.94+0.14 for the Fe+ H, Fe+C, and Fe+Ag collisions, respectively. The 3'./_c

and 3'(/"/,_ values are then, 0.73+0.06 and 0.65+0.06 and appear to be close to

the values 0.84±0.08 and 0.69+0.06 obtained in our experiment for the respective

range of fragment charges (Z = 18-24).

To allow for the transformation of the charge state of cosmic rays as they traverse

matter, it is necessary to know, to within as high an accuracy as possible, the mean

production multiplicities of fragments (the fragmentation parameters, P_j) which

are defined to be the mean numbers of fragments oftypej produced in disintegration

of a projectile nucleus of type i. Table 3 presents the fragmentation parameters for

the collisions of iron nuclei with emulsion nuclei (era) and with its components.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the number of secondary fragments in an interaction

event for the Fe+em disintegrations.

The inelastic nuclear collisions in an emulsion are usually studied using the

criterion of discrimination of "central" interactions which means that any charged

fragments of a projectile nucleus must be absent in a star. In our experiment, the

events of this type amounted to less than 2%. At the same time, the number of

singly-charged fragments in an interaction event may reach 12, while the numbers

of doubly-charged fragments and the fragments with charges exceeding three may

be 6 and 3, respectively, thereby indicating a very strong feasible excitation of the

projectile-nucleus residue after the first interaction stage.

An increase in the target-nucleus mass results in a decreased fraction ofdisintegra-

tions with multicharge fragments (Z_>3). The values or PFe.z,_3 are 1.17±0.04,

0.96±0.04, and 0.76+0.04 for the H, CNO, and AgBr targets, respectively. Also, it

should be noted that a noticeable number of events with two and more Z i> 4 particles

TABLE 3

Comparison of experimental fragmentation parameters to the results calculated using fireball

phenomenology (shown in parentheses) for 1.8 GeV/nucleon S6Fe interacting with different types or

photoemulsion nuclei

Type of Type of interaction

fragment Fe + H Fe + CNO Fe + AgBr Fe + em

p 3.00±0.19 3.90±0.18 " " 3.2±0.2 3.4±0.1

(2.96) (I.43) (2.35)

1.39+0.14 1.88 ± 0.11 i.4±0.2 1.6+0.1

(1.02) (0.75) (0.81)

L 0.14+0.03 0.20±0.03 0.19±0.04 0.12±0.05

(0.12) (0.14) (0.13)
M 0.13 ± 0.04 0.21 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03 0.10 + 0.03

(0.12) (0.12) (0.10)

H 0.44 ± 0.05 0.28 ± 0.04 0. I 0 ± 0.04 0.20 ± 0.03

(0.46) (0.42) (0.40)

vH 0.46 ± 0.05 0.27 ± 0.03 0.28 ± 0.05 0.29 ± 0.03

(0.30) (0.12) (0.23)

/
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energy. The full dots are experimental dala; Ihe open dots are calculated results of the model _7).

ejected at small angles (0 _< 2°) were observed in the 56Fe+ H collisions. The occur-

rence frequency of such stars was (12+3)%.

The results obtained for fragmentation of iron nuclei on hydrogen may be

explained by examining the data on production of heavy fragments of a target

nucleus in the "mirror" p+Fe collision at the same energies of incident proton.

According to ref. ,4), the probability for the Z>_4 fragments to be ejected at

Er,= 2 GeV from heavy nuclei of an emulsion is (4+ 1)%. The presence of two and

more multicharged particles belonging to a projectile nucleus in the Fe+ H collisions

may, then, be interpreted to be indicative of the process of Fe target-nucleus

fragmentation in a "mirror" reaction. In this sense, a multicharged particle of the

highest charge may be defined to be a residue nucleus, while the remaining such

particles are regarded as fragments.

The validity of the above assumption is corroborated by the fact that the charged-

particle multiplicity in the Fe+H events with a single multicharged fragment and

with two such fragments was 7.82±0.39 and 11.61 ±0.76, respectively. The same

dependence was also observed in the case of the initiating protons ':); namely, the

muhicharged fragment ejection probability increases with the disintegration degree

of a target nucleus. The total multiplicity of singly- and doubly-charged particles,

which characterizes the Fe nucleus excitation degree, also increases when going

over from the disintegrations with a single multicharged particle to the stars with

two such particles (from 4.1 ±0.3 to 5.9+0.7, respectively).

v

V

V

@
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Thus, studying the disintegrations with two and more multicharged particles may

yield unique information for examining the nuclear fragmentation process. In this

case, hydrogen is expedient to use as targets because the occurrence probability of

stars with two large fragments in the Fe+ H collisions is three times as high as in

the Fe+CNO collisions and almost five times as high as in the Fe+AgBr collisions.

A sufficiently simple possibility of detecting a residue nucleus is one of the

advantages of studying the Fe+H events compared with the "mirror" events. As a

result of studying the properties of the residue products of disintegrations at

Z = 23-27, Rudstam )_) proposed a formula to describe the yield of residue nuclei.

The mean charge (Z) of residue nuclei may be expressed as _Z) = Zp- l/k, where

k is a fitting parameter which is 1.13 [ref. '_)] at Eo=2 GeV. In our case the mean

charge of residue nucleus in the Fe+H collisions was 17.7+0.6, which is close to

18.3 the value given by the Rudstam formula. The strong dependence of parameter

k on the mass of the interaction partner (the mean charge of residue nucleus in the

Fe+CNO and Fe+AgBr collisions was 12.2±0.5 and 9.8+0.8 charge units, respec-

tively) and the nonexponential distribution of fragment yields with increased frag-

ment charges prevent the Rudstam formula from being used in the case of the

Fe+CNO and Fe+AgBr interactions.

Using the fireball-model phenomenology ,7), we calculated the fragmentation

parameters for interactions of iron nuclei with emulsion nuclei at 1.8 GeV/nucleon.

In the fireball model, the fragment mass and charge are defined by the number of

nucleons lost by a projectile nucleus during the fast interaction stage (N_n,) and in

the course of subsequent "cooling" (N_,) of a produced excited residue nucleus.

In this case we get

Arr=Ap-(Nin,+ Nev), Zr,=Zp-(Zin,+Ze,.),

where Ap, Zp and At,, Zr, are, respectively, the mass numbers and the charges of

a projectile nucleus and of a produced fragment.

The number of knocked-out nucleons was inferred from the collision geometry

on assumption that the nuclei are spheres with well-expressed boundaries and that

all the projectile-nucleus nucleons appearing in the region of overlapping with the

target nucleus suffer interactions and are emitted from the nucleus. The excitation

energy of the residue nucleus was determined, according to ref. ,x), by the formula

E¢_ = aAS, (3)

where a is the surface-energy coefficient taken to be 0.95 MeV/fm-'; AS is the

difference between the surface area of a produced residue-nucleus when a cylinder

meets a sphere and the surface area of a sphere containing the same number of

nucleons. We note that both the projectile Fe and the heavier target nuclei have

matter distributions characterized by an exponential fall-off with increasing radius,

not a hard-sphere edge as used here. This will make the spectrum of transferred

energies softer than the one we have used in this work. We find that, typical|y, we

require a harder transfer spectrum to match the data, however.
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The evaporation of an excited nucleus was calculated using the scheme 9) with

the level-density parameter a =_,I,_A. The calculated fragmentation parameters are

presented in parentheses in table 3. The statistical errors in the values do not exceed

3%. From table 3 it follows that the given model gives systematically overestimated

values of the highly-charged fragment multiplicities and gives underestimated values

of the yields of singly- and doubly-charged fragments. We are of the opinion that

this circumstance has arisen from the low excitation energy ascribed to the residue

nucleus, which is particularly evident from comparing between the experimental

and calculated distributions of the number of fragments in an individual disintegra-

tion event (see fig. 1). The calcuhtted mean energy of residue projectile-nucleus

excitation in interactions with emulsion nuclei proved to be -50 MeV, i.e., approxi-

mately 5 times as low as the energy necessary for the experimental cr-particle and

proton multiplicities to be accounted for. At the same time, it should be noted that

the model reproduces correctly the trend ira the variations of the residue projectile-

nucleus charge with increasing the target mass. For example, the calculated (Z)

values are 14.7 for Fe+CNO and 12.5 for Fe+AgBr interactions, whereas the

experimental (Z) values for the events in the same targets are 12.2±0.5 and 9.8-+0.8,

respectively.

The angular distributions of the fragment particles can conveniently be character-

ized by mean emission angles (0) (see table 4). From the experimental data it follows

that (0) decreases with increasing fragment mass and that there is a trend in the

mean emission angle of composite particles to increase with target-nucleus mass.

The increase is due mainly to a higher fraction of particles emitted at anomalously

large angles. In the events with light nuclei, for example, (8.4 + 0.2)% of relativistic

a-particles are emitted at angles exceeding 5°, while (11.4-+2.4)% of such particles

are observed in the Fe+AgBr interactions. In the latter case, 2% of all the doubly-

charged particles are emitted at angles exceeding 10 °. Obviously, the ejection of

such fragments can hardly be explained by the stripping mechanism because this

mechanism implies that the momentum transferred to a relativistic a-particle must

exceed 1800 MeV/c.

TABLE 4

Mean emission angles (degrees) of fragments for i.8 GeV/n'ucleoa _lFe interacting with hydrogen, light

and heavy nuclei, and with all nuclei of emulsion

V

W

Type of fragment

Target
p a L M H vH

(Z=I) (Z=2) (3_<Z<_ 5) (6<_Z_<9) (I0_<Z_< 19) (20_< Z_< 26)

H 2.63±0.07 1.94±0.10 1.31+0.17 1.37±0.18 1.16±0.12 1.03±0.08

CNO 2.78+0.04 2.50±0.08 2.00±0.15 1.44±0.13 1.16±0.08 1.10±0.07

AgBr 2.52±0.05 2.58±0.12 2.24±0.28 1.87±0.39 !.01 ±0.19

em 2.63±0.03 2.44+0.07 2.00+0.10 1.63+0.11 1.08+0.08 1.04+0.08
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A similar rise in the fraction of relativistic fragments emitted at large angles was

observed as the impact parameter of interacting nuclei decreases. The fraction of

the fragment a-particles whose emission angle exceeds 5 ° was (12+2)% and (17+

3)% for the Fe+CNO and Fe+AgBr collisions, respectively, in the disintegrations

corresponding approximately to the complete overlapping of one of the interacting

nuclei (with Q_< 19 for CNO and Q_< 15 for AgBr target, where Q is the total charge

of relativistic fragments) and was (4+ I)% and (6± 1)% for more peripheral nuclei
(Q> 19 and Q> 15).

The occurrence of particles of the above types in the system composed of the

remaining projectile nuclei cannot be explained in terms of a simple "abrasion-

ablasion" model ,9) used to account for fragmentation of relativistic nuclei and

necessitates other mechanisms of nucleus-nucleus interactions.

A new class of models currently under development is the multi-fragmentation

model. This approach seeks to distinguish between sequential break-up of ever

smaller systems and simultaneous break-up of a larger system into many small

pieces. Randrup -'") has recently reviewed some of these approaches in an attempt

to understand the time development of the fragmentation process. Such approaches

may well help to explain the large number of events observed to have multiple

complex fragments in the final state here.

5. Mean multiplicities of secondaries

Table 5 presents the mean multiplicities of the b-, g-, h- and s-particles produced

in the collisions of _6Fe nuclei with nuclei of different masses and compares the

experimental and calculated (in parentheses) values for a singled-out class of

TAIII.I: 5

Comparison of experimental mean multiplicities to those calculated using DCM (shown in parentheses)
for ditlerent types of 1.8 GeV/nucleon S_'Fe interactions

Type of Fe+ AgBr

inleraction Fe + H Fe + ('NO Fe + AgBr ( nh _>28) Fe + em

(nh) 0.12±0.03 1.77+0.10 6.63 _: 0.33 " 9.37±0.56 4.07=0.23

(0.011 ± 0.003) (I.57 :_ 0.03) I6.54± 0.1 I) (9.14 + 0.22) (3.68 ± 0.08}

(n_) 0.26±0.04 2.87±0.14 13.66±0.96 27.33+ 1.34 8.23±0.60

(0.35+0.01) (3.93 ± O.05j (15.3±0.3) (31.8±0.5) (8.77±0.24)

(nh) 0.38±0.05 4.64±0.13 20.29+ 1.13 36.7± 1.30 12.30±0.76

(0.36 + 0.01) (5.49±0.04) {21.9±0.5) (40.9±0.5) ( 12.45 ±0.38)

(n,) 2.50±0.17 8.12±0.50 14.01 ±0.98 25.57+ 1.33 10.53±0.68

(2.36 ± 0.05} (9.53=0.18) (15.7±0.4) (31.8+0.5) (11.28+0.32)

(Q) 24.33±0.15 20.05 :t 0.35 15.84±0.69 8.06±0.71 18.83+0.43

(24.74+0.05) (20.66 ± 0.13) (18.05 ± 0.26) (10.09±0.28) ( 19.03 + 0.18)

(n_.) 3.00 ± 0.19 3.9 ± 0.18 3.30 + 0.20 4.35 ± 0.34 3.46 ± 0.18

(4.85±0.05) (9.03 :_ 0.07) (4.88±0.07) (7.00±0.10) (6.44±0.06)
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interactions at small impact parameters (,h_>28) and for the emulsion as a whole I_'

(Fe+em).

The increase of the multiplicity of various types of particles with rising target-

nucleus mass can be explained by the power-law dependence n-A", where cr =

0.34±0.04 for s-particles, 0.82+0.06 for g-particles, and 0.68±0.06 for b-particles.

These values are very close to the values obtained experimentally with a '4N beam

of the same velocity 2,) (the respective values are 0.35+0.03, 0.88±0.05 and 0.77±

0.04). The agreement seems, however, to be accidental because the approximation

was made in two works with respect to only three (in the case of s-particles) and

two (in the case of g- and b-particles) experimental points. It may be claimed,

nevertheless, that the churacter of the dcpendence of mean multiplicities of secon-

daries is almost independent (;it least for mo= 14-56) of the type of a projectile

nucleus.

As the projectile mass increases, the g- and s-particle multiplicity increases too,

while the number of low-energy particles (b-particles) remains in practice the same,

or even decreases. For comparison, it should be indicated that the mean multiplicity

of the b-, g-, and s-particles in the '4N+AgBr interactions was found in ref. 2,) to

be 7.25+0.27, 8.51 +0.46, and 10.35±0.40, respectively. In our case, the respective

values for the _6Fe+AgBr collisions proved to be 6.36±0.33, 13.66+0.96, and

14.01 ±0.98, respectively. This means that the energy spectrum of protons from

target nuclei gets harder with increasing projectile mass, which was indicated earlier

ref. _,2). In this connection, it should be noted that a replacement of projectile nucleus

(of '4N by _6Fe) gives rise to a substantial increase in the occurrence frequency of

large (nh>/28) disintegrations, namely, from (16±2)% to (33±5)%.

Comparison between the experimental and the DCM-calculated mean multi-

plicities (see table 5) has shown that the given model can satisfactorily reproduce

the mean yields of various types of particles. It should also be noted that the mean

multiplicities in the calculated iron nucleus-hydrogen interactions are in better

agreement with experimental data compared with the Fe+CNO and Fe+AgBr

events. The calculated total charge of noninteracting fragments of a projectile nucleus

(Q) is somewhat in excess of its experimental value. The difference arises mainly

from the difference in the multiplicities of ,7_ stripping protons of projectile nucleus.

Both experimental and calculated (not presented h_re) distributions of the numbers

of definite types of particles are of a falling form typical of relativistic nucleus-

nucleus interactions -"a) and prove to be in satisfactory agreement with each other.

Some quantitative differences are observed in the multiplicity distributions of the

"gray" and relativistic s-particles. For example, the fraction of disintegrations with

n_1> 5 is (23+4)% in the calculated ensemble of the Fe+CNO interactions, whereas

the experimental value is (14±3)%. In the Fe+AgBr interactions, the calculated

and experimental relative occurrence probabilities of events with n,, >I 28 proved to

be 0.38+0.03 and 0.33±0.05, respectively, while the fraction of events with ,,_>40 V

was (11+2)% and (2.5± 1)%. Similar overestimation of the relative contribution of
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the interactions wLth strong disintegrations of colliding nuclei is also observed in

the case of the "central" (nh t> 28) interactions roy _vhich the DCM-calculated values

or (n_), (nh) and (n_) are much in excess or their experimental values (see table 5).

6. Correlations of multiplicities

One of the effective methods for verifying the adequacy of a model describing

nuclear interactions is to obtain the correlations among secondaries in a star. The

g-particle multiplicity in a disintegration and the charge of noninteracting fragments

or a projectile (Q), which characterize the degree or overlapping or two nuclei in

a collision, were selected to be arguments (see figs. 2-5). The figures present the

experimental data on the _'Fe interactions with light and heavy nuclei oran emulsion,

(a)
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Fig. 2. Correlation functions versus n_ in nuclear interactions with CNO emulsion nuclei: (a) (nh); (b)

(nh); (C) 01,) and (d) (Q). The open dots are experimental data for projectile-proton at energy E,)=

3.6 GeV/nucleon. Tile crosses are experimenlal data with error bars for _+'Fe at El, = 1.8 GeV/nucleon.

The histograms are the DCM calculatio,1 results for :_'Fe at E. = 1.7 GeV/nucleon.
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The dots are experimental data. The histograms are the DCM calculation results.

the DCM calculation results, and the proton-nucleus interaction data 24). The

correlations of the (ng)(Q) and (Q)(n_) type make it possible to see the relationship

between the arguments; namely, at small impact parameters the value of (ng) (the

number of target-nucleus protons knocked out during the fast interaction stage) is

high, while the value of Q is at its minimum; as the impact parameter increases,

the (n_) value decreases, while the value of Q rises accordingly. The (Q) value can

be used also to estimate the mean number of the projectile-nucleus protons involved

in the fast reaction stage, namely, n_,,= 26-(Q). From the data of table 5 it may be

obtained that the mean ratio of the numbers of protons involved in the fast reaction

stage for the CNO, Fe and AgBr nuclei is (0.48±0.06):1:(1.34±0.16), i.e. 0.5 and

1.34 recoil protons are knocked out on the average from light and heavy target-nuclei,

respectively, per single interacting nucleon of a projectile nucleus. The above ratio

is close to the Z_/3 dependence. Examination of the correlations (Q)(n_) and (ng)(Q)

has shown, however, that in the case of peripheral nuclear collisions the ratio nJn_n

of projectile is close to unity in the interactions with both light and heavy nuclei.

In case of central collisions (small values of Q), the values of the n_/n_n ratio are

very different for different emulsion components and reach 0.22±0.05 for the

Fe+CNO collisions and 1.6+0.2 for the Fe+AgBr collisions. The observed depen-

dence of the ratios of interacting protons under nuclear collisions seems to us to
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be associated with the rising importance of the secondary nucleon-nucleon interac-

tions in the central nuclear collisions subject to finiteness of proton number in each

of the colliding nuclei.

Having been normalized by a single interacting proton of a projectile nucleus,

the multiplicity of relativistic s-particles appears to be 1.4+0.1 and is the same for

the target nuclei with very different masses (H, CNO, AgBr) and for a sampling of

central events with nh_>28. The correlation function (n_)(Q) (figs. 4d and 5d) may

also be presented as a straight line, (n_)= 1.4× (26- Q) in case of both light and

heavy nuclei of an emulsion. This dependence of (n,) on Q agrees with the model

of independent interactions and is indicative of the decisive role of the first interaction

of nucleons. The dependences (n_)(n_) for both components of emulsion are nearly

linear with positive coefficients depending on target-nucleus mass and are absolutely

at variance with the proton-nucleus interaction data; that is, the mean multiplicity

of s-particles in the p+CNO interactions is in practice independent of the number

of "gray" particles (figs. 2c and 3d), while the correlation function (n_)(n_) in the

p+AgBr interactions exhibits even a trend to decrease.

Visual correlation between the fast and slow stages of the reaction of inelastic

interaction of two nuclei may be obtained by examining a correlation of the (nh)(n_)

form (figs. la and 3a). The form of this dependence in the case of heavy nuclei

shows that it is approximately linear at a small g-particle number which can be

related to the low degree of cascading in target nucleus, i.e., the emission of each

g-particle makes, on the average, the Same contribution to the excitation energy.

The same correlation in the p + AgBr interactions exhibits a stronger dependence

(figs. la and 3a), thereby indicating that the g-particles in nucleon-nucleus collisions

excite the target-nucleus more effectively. The small n_ values in nucleus-nucleus

interactions correspond to high impact parameters when the colliding nuclei touch

each other but slightly, so the g-particles are protons knocked out from the extreme

periphery of a heavy nucleus. The same number of "gray" rays in the proton-

produced star correspond to low impact parameters, to more intensive cascading,

and, hence, to higher excitations of target-nucleus. At high n_ values (above 15),

i.e. in the region attainable only in nucleus-nucleus interactions, the mean multi-

plicity (nh) not only is independent of the number of "gray" rays in a star, but also

exhibits a trend to decrease. Two factors are.notable among the reasons for the

above described (nh)(n_) behaviour. The first factor is the above-mentioned "'finite-

ness" of a target-nucleus. If a target-nucleus loses 20-25 protons during the fast

reaction stage (the inflexion zone of the correlation function (nh)(n_), see fig. 3a),

a "lack'" of nucleons is observed in the target-nucleus residue during the second,

"slow", stage. The second factor consists of the high excitation energies of the

residue nuclei of targets which may give rise to an explosion-like process ofsecondary

particle emission, thereby resulting in their acquiring an energy exceeding the energy

boundary of the "black" rays. The effect of the two factors appears to be most visual

in the case of the correlation function (nb)(n_) under interactions of iron nuclei with

light nuclei of an emulsion. Here, an increase of the number of "gray" rays in a
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star leads in practice to the complete disappearance of b-particles in a disintegration

(fig. 2a). The character of the dependences (nh_(Q) (figs. 4a and 5a) is the same as

the behaviour of the correlation function (nh)(%) (figs. 2a and 3a), so they are most

probably defined by identical factors.

From figs. 2-5 it is seen that the DCM can rather well reproduce the behaviour

of the experimental correlations. Some differences are observed in the Q-depen-

dences (figs. 4 and 5). The following trend can be noted in this case: the DCM

reproduces quite properly the experimental data at high values of the total charge

ofthe projectile-nucleus fragments (Q > 18), which correspond to peripheral interac-

tions. In the case of central interactions, the DCM overestimates the mean multi-

plicities of secondaries. On the other hand, the form of the (Q)(%)-type inverse

correlations shows that the model predicts higher values of (Q) under a significant

destruction of target-nucleus compared with experimental data. It should also be

noted that the differences between experimental and calculated values manifest

themselves more pronouncedly in the Fe+AgBr interactions compared with the

Fe+ CNO reactions.

Since the Q-values summarize the stripping fragments of a projectile nucleus with

Z = 1, which differ only in angle, they may include the produced particles whose

model-predicted mean multiplicity is fairly high (see table 5). Obviously, if this

excessive meson production could have been suppressed in the model, the agreement

between the experimental and calculated mean s-particle multiplicities would have

been much improved and, in addition, a better agreement between the (n,)(ng) and

(Q)(%) correlation functions would have been attained. The inclusion of the 7rN

and NN resonances :5) in the calculations may substantially diminish the cascade

branching and, accordingly, the secondary-particle multiplicity would decrease. The

inclusion of the above resonances is particularly important in the case of collisions

of heavy nuclei. The disagreement between the experimental and calculated depen-

dences (n,)(Q) may also arise from using the statistical evaporation theory, which

seems to be ineffective at small impact parameters of nuclei, to describe the charac-

teristics of particles emitted from the projectile nucleus. It should also be noted

that the given version of the model disregards the distortions of projectile trajectories

by Coulomb forces and neglects the momentum transfers to interacting nuclei, as

a whole, in a collision; i.e., the model fails to allow for the.effects which become

noticeable under collisions of heavy nuclei. The allowance for the above-mentioned

factors may result in a decreased probability of interactions at small impact para-

meters; i.e., in a lower occurrence frequency of many-ray stars; besides, it will

decrease the Q-value and improve, in this way, the degree of agreement between

the calculated and experimental data.

7. Conclusions

The following conclusions may be drawn from the results of the present work

and from the subsequent analysis.
/

io,).
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(i) The experimental cross sections for inelastic interactions of 1.8 GeV/nucleon

iron nuclei with photographic emulsion nuclei may be described in terms of the

Bradt-Peters geometric model and prove to agree satisfactorily with the DCM-
calculated cross sections.

(ii) The fragmentation parameters of iron nuclei depend strongly on partner-

nucleus mass. In this case the fraction of disintegrations with multicharged fragments

(Z >/3) decreases with increasing the target-nucleus mass. Emission of two or more

Z_>4 fragments was observed in (12±3)% of the Fe+ H interactions.

(iii) The charge distribution of residue

described by the Rudstam formula which,

the Fe+CNO and Fe+AgBr interactions.

(iv) Theoretical calculations obtained in

et al. _) disagree with experimental data.

calculations to the residual nucleus leads

multiplicity of "evaporation" particles.

nuclei in the Fe+H collisions may be

however, appears to be inapplicable to

terms of the model described by Gosset

The excitation energy ascribed by the

to disagreement with the experimental

(v) The angular distributions of projectile fragments comprise particles with

anomalously large emission angles. The fraction of such particles increases with

target-nucleus mass.

(vi) The dependences of the mean b-particle multiplicity, or Q, are of different

forms for target-nuclei of different masses. The effect of the "finiteness" of a heavy

target nucleus, which is not observed in nucleon-nucleus interactions, manifests

itself in the Fe+ AgBr interactions.

(vii) The analysis of the correlation functions of particle multiplicities in a

disintegration has shown that the simple superposition model for nucleon-nucleus

interactions is inapplicable to the nucleus-nucleus interactions. The model assumes

a linear dependence between the number of secondaries and the number of interact-

ing projectile nucleons. This type of dependence is observed only in the case of

s-particles, but does not take place in the case of b- and g-particles.

(viii) The DCM describes qualitatively all the experimental data examined. A

quantitative agreement is observed with the results for Fe+ H reactions and in the

case of peripheral Fe+CNO and Fe+ AgBr interactions. To get a better description

of central collisions at small impact parameters, the model must be further refined.
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Abstract: Nuclear photographic emulsion is used to study the dependence of the characteristics of

target-nucleus fragments on the masses and impact parameters of interacting nuclei. The data

obtained are compared in all details with the calculation results made in terms of the Dubna

version of the cascade-evaporation model (DCM).

NUCLEAR REACTIONS Target-nucleus, photoemulsion method, cascade-evaporation

model, fragmentation, relativistic nuclear collisions.

1. Introduction

Successful acceleration of relativistic heavy-ion beams up to iron has provided

researchers with auspicious possibilities for studying the features of high-energy

nuclear interactions. In this connection, any information on non-relativistic secon-

daries (the upper boundary of their energy spectrum is ususaily taken to be

400 MeV/nucleon), whose characteristics are defined mainly by processes in the

target nuclei _), proves to be of great importance when constructing and verifying

any models which would be adequate to explain experimental data.

* Supported in part by NASA-Ames Research Center Grant No. NCC2-521 and by NASA-Johnson

Space Center, Houston, Grant No. NAG9-235.
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The characteristics of non-relativistic secondaries in reactions of relativistic nuclei

p, ':C, _60, and "--'Ne were studied in detail in previous works :-4), where comprehen-

sive comparison with calculation results obtained in terms of the cascade-evaporation

model was used to conclude that the given model is qualitatively applicable to

r describing the characteristics of singly-charged particles emitted from emulsion

nuclei. It is of interest, therefore, to study the characteristics of target-nucleus

fragments in the collisions initiated by a much heavier projectile nucleus.

2. Experiment

The present work continues the studies of collisions of 1.8 GeV/nucleon 5_Fe

nuclei with emulsion nuclei s-s). The experimental conditions, the search methods

and the initial processing of the events were described earlier s). The secondaries

with energies below 400 MeV/nucleon were charge- and energy-separated by the

same techniques as in refs. 2-4). All singly-charged particles were assumed to be

protons, while all doubly-charged particles were regarded as a-particles.

The experimental statistics amounted to 558 events. In conformity with Dudkin

et al. s), the studied events were classified into interactions of Fe nuclei with the

light (CNO) and heavy (AgBr) nuclei of photoemulsion. A class of interactions was

also singled out in which the number of h panicles, i.e. particles with energies below

400 MeV/nucleon, exceeded 27. The given events occur as a result of almost complete

breakup of target nuclei.
The calculations were made in terms of the Dubna version of the cascade model

(DCM) 9-_). The calculation statistics amounted to 4767 events. All the model-

calculated interactions were recorded on magnetic media and were then processed

using the same criteria as those applied to the real events.

3. Analysis

Following refs. 2-4), the energy range of secondaries was divided in our analysis

into two sub-ranges: fast particles (30< Ep<400 MeV, 40< Eo < 1600 MeV) and

slow particles (Ep _<30 MeV, Ea g 40 MeV).

Tables 1 and 2 present the mean values of multiplicities (n), emission angles (_9),

energies (E), transverse (p._) and longitudinal (PlI) momenta (or "forward/back-

ward" (f/b) ratio) obtained in our experiment for protons and a-particles with

energies below 400 MeV/nucleon. The DCM calculation results are presented in

brackets.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the experimental and calculated energy spectra of protons

and a-particles from the Fe+CNO and Fe+AgBr interactions, and from the

collisions accompanied by almost complete breakup of a heavy, target nucleus

(nh_28).
From table 1 it is seen that the mean multiplicity of fast protons (E > 30 MeV)

increases with increasing target-nucleus mass or with decreasing impact parameters

V
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TABLE l

Characteristics of 30-400 MeV protons and 10=400 MeV/n ,,-particles produced in interactions of Fe

nuclei (Eo = 1.8 GeV/nuc[eon) with photoemulsion nuclei (DCM results shown in parentheses)

Secondary- (O) (E) <P,L) (P_>

Interaction particle (n) (degree) (MeV) (MeV/c) (MeV/c)

type species

Fe+CNO

Fe + AgBr

Fe+AgBr

(.._ 28)

Fe + AgBr

Fe ÷ AgBr

(n. _ 28)

p 2.46=0.13

(3.58= 0.04)

p 11.4=0.3

(13.9=0.1)

p 23.8 = 0.9

(28.8= 0.4)

a 0.5=0.1

0.8=0.1)

a 1.I=0.2

(1.7=0.1)

48 = I 198 = 5 359 ± 8 394 = 14

(54.3=0.4) (166=2) (352=3) (314=5)

52.8=I 179=3 355=5 345=9

(58.9±0.9) (161=I) (359=1) (258=4)

54=I 176=4 364=7 338=12

(59.0=0.4) (162=1) (359=2) (246=4)

58=4 172=24 708=42 373=60

(50=1) (273=11) (840=20) (860=25)

60=5 186=30 793=74 408=80

(45--I) (312=16) (885=28) (969=35)

TABLE 2

The characteristics of slow protons (Ep_30MeV) and a-particles (E._40MeV) produced in the

interactionsof 1.8GeV/nucleon Fe nuclei with photoemulsion nuclei

Secondary- (n) ( O> <E> (P_) ri/_T ")

Interaction particle particle/inter- (degree) (MeV) (MeV/c)
type energy action

(MeV)

Fe+CNO Ep_30 1.66=0.10

(1.45= 0.03)

Fe+ AgBr 5.1=0.2

(6.6=0.1)

Fe + AgBr 7.8 = 0.5

(nh;m28) (9.7=0.2)

Fe+CNO Eo _40 0.18=0.03

(0.24 = 0.02)

Fe+ AgBr 1.1=0.1
(0.4=o.1)

Fe + AgBr 1.4 = 0.2

(nh _ 28) (0.40 = 0.04)

84=2 9.1=0.4 91=3 1.3=0.2

(83=I) (13.9=0.1) (114=2) (1.35=0.04)

86=1 11.8=0.3 113=2 1.2=0.1

81.9=0.3) (14.6=0.1) (125=1) (1.51=0.04)

86±1 13.3=0.5 120=3 1.41=0.10

(_.I=0.6) (15.8=0.2) (130±I) (1.68=0.07)

79=6 17.2=1.2 264=19 2.2=0.5

(84=I) (14.5=0.6) (2_=4) (1.30=0._)

85=3 17.4=0.8 272=10 1.3=0.2

(85=1) (20.2=0.2) (288=2) (1._=0.07)

95=6 20,1=1.2 286=18 1.0=0.2

(70=I) (18.8=0.3) (263=5) (2.91=0._)

") The ratio of particle emissions to the forward and backward hemispheres.
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Fig. 1. The Ev (400 MeV proton energy spectra. Triangles are for Fe+CNO interactions, circles are for
Fe+ AgBr interactions, and squares are for Fe+AgBr (n h ;)28) interactions. The histograms are the

DCM calculation results for these interactions. All data are given in absolute units.

(under transition to the nh _> 28 events). The DCM does describe the increase, but

the experimental values prove to be overestimated systematically by 20-30%. At

the same time, the calculated mean values of the energies and longitudinal momenta

of fast protons prove to be below their experimental values. The experimental and

calculated mean transverse momenta are in fairly good agreement with each other.

However, the experimental values of mean emission angles of fast protons prove

to be below their calculated values (see table 1), reflecting the above-mentioned P)l

difference.

From the fast-proton energy spectra displayed in fig. 1 it follows that the main

difference between the calculated and experimental distributions occurs in the energy

range below 100 MeV. It should be noted that the distributions are presented in

absolute units without any normalization. At higher proton energies, the calculated

and experimental spectra are in fairly good agreement with each other.

Fig. 3 shows the longitudinal and transverse momentum distributions of fast

protons produced in the Fe+AgBr interactions. It is seen that the calculated and

V
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Fig. 2. The Eo _ 400 MeV/nucleon a-particle energy spectrum for Fe+ AgBr interactions. The points:
experiment; the histogram: DCM calculation results.

experimental distributions are in quantitative agreement with each other at the

longitudinaland transverse momenta above 400 MeV/c. At lower values of Pll and

p._, the "model" spectra are 20-30% in excess of the experimental spectra. We are

of the opinion that such a systematic overestimation is accounted for by the fact

that the calculated 30-100 MeV proton yield is in excess of its experimental value

(see fig. 1). Indeed, the momenta of the 30-100 MeV protons are 240-450 MeV/c,

so the Pll and p_ momentum distributions can get distorted at values below

450MeV/c. The calculation overestimated 30-100 MeV proton multiplicity in all

three interaction classes singled out above, (FE + CNO, Fe + AgBr, and Fe + AgBr

(nh ;_ 28)), gives rise not only to an increase in the total multiplicity of the 30-400 MeV

particles, but also to a systematic underestimation of the mean energies and longi-

tudinal momenta of fast protons and to higher values of the mean emission angle

(see table 1). Despite the quantitative disagreement, the DCM gives a correct

qualitative description of the increase in <O) of E_ > 30 MeV protons and the decrease

in <E) and (Pll) of the same protons when going from Fe+CNO to Fe+AgBr and

to Fe + AgBr (n, _ 28) interactions.
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Fig. 3. The longitudinal (lab) (a) and transverse (b) momentum distributions of 30--100 MeV protons

in the Fe+AgBr interactions. The dashed and solid-line histograms are the experimental and DCM
calculation results, respectively.

Discrepancies between the experimental and calculated characteristics of fast

a-particles are much larger than for protons. From the energy distributions displayed

in fig. 2, it follows that the calculated yields of a-particles with energy more than
80 MeV (20 MeV/nucleon) are much in excess of the experimental values (see table

1). A substantial preference of the model-simulated (,-particles for emission in the

forward hemisphere (lower values of (_9)) is also worth noting. The above-mentioned

differences in mean characteristics and in the energy spectra suggest that the model

does not describe the emission of fast doubly-charged particles satisfactorily.

Let us now examine the degree of agreement between experimental and DCM-

calculated characteristics of slow singly- and doubly-charged fragments of a target

nucleus. From comparing the data presented in table 2 it is seen that the calculated

mean proton multiplicity for the Fe+ AgBr collisions has been overestimated, and

the mean (,-particle value underestimated. The calculated mean proton and a-

V
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particle energies are somewhat in excess of the experimental values for the inter-

actions with both light and heavy emulsion components. The energy spectra of

protons and a-particles in the Fe + CNO, Fe + AgBr, and Fe + AgBr (n, _>28) inter-

actions (see figs. 1 and 2) and proton energy spectra (Ep_<30 Me'v), for emission

angles 6) _<90 ° and _ > 90 ° (see fig. 4a, b), indicate a small number of the "sub-

barrier" fragments of a target nucleus (Ep < 4 MeV) in model-simulated interactions

compared with experimental data. The given differences in the forms of the experi-

mental and calculated spectra are observed in both forward and backward hemi-

spheres (see fig. 4a, b).
The calculated transverse momenta are higher than their experimental values not

only in the "mean" interactions but also in the subset of Fe+ AgBr (nh >_ 28)(see

table 2), thereby indicating that the model temperature of the excited residual

target-nucleus is, on the average, higher than its experimental value. A higher

excitation of"target nucleus leads to a higher number of evaporated protons and to

a lower multiplicity of low-energy a-particles (the relative probability for doubly-

charged particles to be emitted decreases sharply at high excitation energies in the

evaporation model). This assertion was verified by comparing the measured and

[ (a)

j_5

Z _ I-- I

I

0

w

Z

o_

Z

10 20 30 0

E, MeV
0

(b) ^

I'-'I Q.

, z 2.0

v/

_ _.c

I ., i- t Z_
I a i

0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

E t MeV E_ MeV

r-_ (c)

I

100 200 300
P_.,Mev/c

Fig. 4. The characteristics of Ep _ 30 MeV protons in the Fe+ ABBr interactions: the energy spectra at

forward (a) and backward (b) hemispheres; the transverse-momentum distribution (c), and the "'forward-

to-backward" rado energy dependence (d), the dashed and solid-line histograms are the experimental

and DCM calculation results, respectively.
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calculated transverse-momentum (p=) distributions of the E _ 30 MeV protons in

AgBr interactions (see fig. 4c). It is seen that the calculated and experimental
distributions are shifted with respect to each other but display the same form. The

"effective" temperature of the particle-emitting system may be estimated assuming

that the singly-charged panicle distribution of each of the 3-momentum components
corresponds to a gaussian distribution with parameter cr = x/_(Pj.) and that the

"effective" temperature is: To = o':/m. The estimate inferred in such a manner from

experimental data is To~ 7 MeV, whereas the model-calculated "effective" tem-

perature proves to be about 10 MeV.
Examination of the angular distributions (not presented here) and of the mean

emission angles of low energy protons and a-panicles (see table 2) has shown that

the experimental distributions exhibit a smaller forward asymmetry compared with
the model. The calculated f/b ratios for all interactions (1.51=0.14) and for the

"central" interactions at n, _ 28 (1.68 + 0.07) are markedly in excess of their experi-

mental values, 1.2±0.1 and 1.4±0.1, respectively. The disagreement is preserved

also in the f/b energy dependence (fig. 4d), although the character of its behavior

(an increase of anisotropy with increasing energy) is represented correctly by the

model.

Thus, the consistent comparison between the experimental and DCM-calculated
characteristics of fast and slow fragments of a target nucleus has shown that higher

numbers of both nucleons and complex panicles are emitted from target-nuclei

during the first (fast) interaction stage in the DCM-simulated events compared with

experimental data. As a result, at the end of the cascade, the "model" residual target

nuclei have a higher "'effective" temperature To and a higher longitudinal velocity

/311.The resultant anomalously-high T and/3tl give rise to an increased mean energy
of the panicles emitted from residual nuclei. Therefore, the number of the E <_5 MeV

panicles in the model interactions (even with light nuclei) is significantly decreased.
The effect of the projectile mass on the low-energy panicle characteristics (Ep <_

30 MeV, E_ <_40 MeV) was studied in the present work by comparing th_ results
obtained with the earlier experimental data :.4.1:). With this purpose, following

Antonchik er at. 1:), we plotted the distributions of longitudinal velocity/3_1 of emitted

panicles (see fig. 5) and approximated the plots by the gaussian distributions:

dN _ exp F- (/31t- (/3_1)):1 (1)
dflu t /3o J

where 13ois the characteristic velocity of the particles emitted from an excited
nucleon system; (/3_1) is the mean longitudinal velocity of the system.

In this case 12), the "effective" temperature To of the particle-emitting system is
I •

To = __m/3;, where m is an emitted panicle mass.
The longitudinal velocity distributions of the E _<30 MeV proton and of the

E _<40 MeV a-panicles, shown in fig. 5 are quite properly approximated by gaussian

distributions i) in agreement with the assumption that residual target-nuclei can be

V
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Fig. 5. The longitudinal (lab) velocity. (_'1) distributions for Ep_30 MeV secondary protons in the
Fe+CNO (triangles) and Fe÷AgBr (circles) interactions, and for E,_40MeV a-particles in the

Fe+ AgBr (diamonds) interactions. The curves are the approximations by gaussian distributions.

represented as a distribution of excited nucleon systems moving longitudinally at

velocity (/3ii) and emitting particles isotropically.

Table 3 presents the (/311)and (/30) values inferred from experimental and model-

calculated (in parentheses) data and shows also the results obtained elsewhere. The

set of data presented in table 3 indicates that the mean longitudinal velocity of the

system is rather low and varies within the 0.005 < (/3,.1)< 0.02 range, irrespective of

the projectile mass. At the same time, a systematically-higher velocity of the residue

of light target-nuclei is observed.
Analysis of the values of/30 presented in table 3 shows that/30 remains in practice

constant at a level of 0.10-0.12 as energy increases or the target nucleus changes

and when the impact parameter in the collisions with heavy (AgBr) nuclei (transition

to n, _ 28 collisions) decreases, thereby indicating that the "'effective" temperature

To, which characterizes the excitation energy of the target nucleus per nucleon I:),

L
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TABLE 3

Characteristics of the excited nucleon system emitting slow panicles (DCM results shown in parentheses)

Interaction Projectile Secondary

energy panicle (B_I) (/3o) Ref.
type [GeV/nucleon]

Fe +CNO 1.8 Protons 0.016 :_ 0.005 0.110=0.010 this work

Ep _ 30 MeV (0.003 ± 0.002) (0.137 = 0.003)

Ye+AgBr 1.8 0.0li =0.003 0.118=0.004 this work

(0.019±0.002) (0.150=0.002)

Fe+ AgBr 1.8 0.013 :e 0.004 0.121=0.007 this work

(n ;m28) (0.025 ±0.003) (0.156=0.003)

Ne+ CNO 3.6 0.011 ±0.007 0.1 I0 = 0.010 4)

Ne + Ag Br 3.6 0.005 =: 0.003 0.125 ± 0.005 4)

p + C NO 3.6 0.007 ± 0.008 0.120 ::: 0.010 2)

p + Ag Br 3.6 0.003 = 0.003 0.103 _ 0.004 2)

Fe + AgBr 1.8 a-panicles 0.007 ± 0.004 0.08 = 0.01 this work

E_ _40 MeV (0.013=0.002) (0.07=0.01)

Ne + AgBr 3.6 0.009 ± 0.003 0.08 ± 0.02 4)

p + AgBr 3.6 0.013 ± 0.005 0.08 ± 0.03 _)

He÷ AgBr 2.1 R <4ram 0.016 ± 0.0tM 0.117=0.002

O ÷AgBr 2.1 Ep<31 MeV 0.015±0.00,1 0.115±0.002 at)

A.r+ AgBr 2.1 0.012 ± 0.002 0.117 _ 0.002

is also constant. The value of To for low-energy protons was estimated to be 5-7 MeV

for all of the experimental data presented in table 3. The DCM calculations lead

(as mentioned above) to a higher "e_ective" temperature and to a higher longitudinal

velocity of the emitted low-energy particles.

4. Conclusions

The main results of the present work may be summarized as follows:

(1) The energy, momenta, and angle characteristics of singly- and doubly-charged

fragments of target nuclei have been obtained for interactions of 1.8 GeV/nucleon

_6Fe nuclei with light and heavy nuclei in emulsions; the dependencies of these

characteristics on target mass have been studied.

(2) The consistent comparison with the DCM calculation results has shown that

the DCM describes the differential energy spectra of protons with energy E >

100 MeV but does not describe the emission of fast complex particles. The high

model-simulated excitation energies, which exceed their experimental values, distort

the energy spectra of 10w-energy panicles.

V
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(3) The increase of projectile nucleus mass from proton to iron in the relativistic

energy range (1.8-3.6 GeV/nucleon) does not significantly affect the characteristics

of an excited nucleon system which emits slow particles. This is consistent with the

concept of factorization.

The authors are indebted to Dr. K.K. Gudima for kindly providing the DCM

calculation results.
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Abstract: A method is proposed for finding the dependence of mean multiplicities of secondaries on

the nucleus-collision impact parameter from the data on the total interaction ensemble. The impact _

parameter has been shown to completely define the mean characteristics of an individual interaction _

event. A difference has been found between experimental results and the data calculated in terms _

of the cascade-evaporation model at impact-parameter values below 3 fm.

1. Introduction

The characteristics of secondaries produced in an interaction between two nuclei

are defined as a first approximation by the energy of the projectile nucleus, the

masses of the colliding nuclei, and the impact parameter of the collision. As a rule,

the energy of the projectile nucleus and the masses of the colliding partners are

known, whereas the impact parameter is difficult to determine for a particular

interaction. The collision centrality can be estimated from the characteristics of the

projectile-nucleus spectator fragments produced by a given collision, just as was

done in the experiment m) by detecting charged secondaries of pseudo-rapidities

•q> 1.3 generated in relativistic oxygen-ion interactions with various targets. In

experiments which measure all charged secondaries, however, the study of the

dependence of interaction characteristics on impact parameter has been qualitative

Correspondence to: Professor E.V. Benton, Physics Research Laboratory, lgnatian Heights, San

Francisco, CA 94117-1080, USA.

0375-9474/92/$05.00 O 1992 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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and dealt mainly with two extreme situations, namely, the extremely peripheral and

central collisions 2-_,).

The present work is aimed at (a) testing the methods of determining the collision

impact parameter; (b) finding the dependence of the mean multiplicities of secon-

daries on the impact parameter; and (c) studying the impact-parameter dependence

as a function of the masses and energies of interacting nuclei and of the secondary

species.

V

2. Initial data and method

The analyzed experimental ensembles are composed of 497 inelastic interactions

of Fe nuclei (1.8 GeV/nucleon) and 236 interactions of Ne nuclei (3.6 GeV/nucIeon)

with photoemulsion nuclei 7_,,). The target nucleus (H, CNO or AgBr), the individual

charges of all particles, and the polar (0) and azimuthal (_) angles of the latter

were found for each of the interactions. To classify interactions according to the

type of target nucleus, we used the results of refs. i.._1) where the characteristic

features of collisions on each group of photoemulsion nuclei were studied using

nuclear emulsions with different concentrations of light components (of H, C and

O nuclei). Energy was determined for secondaries with energies below

400 MeV/nucleon. All singly charged particles were treated as protons, and all

doubly charged particles as a-particles. Following Antonchik et al. and Krasnov et

al. 45), all secondaries were classified into "black" particles (b-particles, E_<

26 MeV/nucleon), "grey" particles (g-particles, 26 < E _<400 MeV/nucleon) and

"shower" particles (s-particles, E >400 MeV/nucleon), except the projectile frag-

ments.

Each of the interactions was characterized by the particle number of a particular

species (nh, n_, n_), by the total number of all charged particles (n_.h) produced in

an interaction, and by the total charge of the non-interacting fragments of a projectile

nucleus (Q). Targets in the emulsion experiments were identified by criteria

developed in Dudkin et al. 7.._), and did not bias the multiplicity analysis.

The experimental results were compared with the cascade-evaporation model

using two calculated ensembles of the interactions on H, CNO, Br, Ag nuclei: the

first ensemble was produced by 1.8 GeV/nucieon _Fe nuclei- 4767 events were

calculated with the DCM version of the model _2), and the second ensemble was

produced by 3.6 GeV/nucleon _:Ne nuclei- 4976 events with the CEM version t_).

In both cases all the events were summed with weights corresponding to the observed

cross sections and to the emulsion composition.

We use the experimental integral distributions which define the probability for

producing interactions with the number of rays of type i equalling or exceeding a

certain number ni:
r --

W, .,,,,= _ W,_,,= W,,,,,+ W,,,,._t,+ W,,,÷_.,+-.., (1) '_"

//7
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where Wt,,,_ is the _experimental estimate of the=probability of disintegration with

the number of ra_cs_ ni to occur, which equals the::ratio of the number of stars with

ni to the total number of stars in an ensemble. The subscript i indicates the type of

ray (b-, g-, s-particles) or the total charge Q of non-interacting fragments.

In terms of the geometrical approach to nucleus-nucleus collisions, it was postu-

lated that as the degree of overlap of two nuclei increases (the impact parameter

decreases), the multiplicity of secondaries increases in strictly monotonic fashion '").

The highest impact parameter (b,) in a nucleus-nucleus interaction which gives rise

to disintegration with the number of rays of type i equalling or exceeding n, will,
then, be

h, = (2)

where o- is the total inelastic cross section (cm"); b_ is the impact parameter (cm);

the subscript i indicates that the impact parameter is estimated from the integral

star distribution of the particles of type i. Note that the disintegrations with n,

particles will correspond to the collisions whose impact parameters belong to the

range:

Ab, =4S7"_(_/W, .,, ,,-,/W, .,,,,). (3)

Having postulated a strictly monotonic decrease in the number of non-interacting

protons of a projectile nucleus (Q) with decreasing impact parameter, after similar

reasoning we obtain

bo = _x/-_-'_/_x/1- W, -o,. (4)

Thus, using the interaction ensemble data and the above formulae, we may

transform the integral distributions W_ .... 1to obtain the dependence of the number

of particles of type i in an individual disintegration on the impact parameter n,(b,),

and to find the range of the impact parameters of nucleus-nucleus interactions

which give rise to interactions with a definite number (n,) of secondaries. Also, the

experimental correlations of multiplicities of type (n,)(n,) and (ni)(Q) inferred from

the same ensemble of events may be used together with the relations between ni

and b, [eqs. (2)-(4)] to obtain the dependence of the mean multiplicity of particles

oftypej on impact parameter [0b)(b_) and (n,)(Q)]. The above-mentioned transfor-

mation procedure is shown schematically in fig. 1.

Let us assume a total ensemble of events in which the number of all charged

particles and g-particles is recorded for each of the events. The data on the ensemble

can then be used to obtain the integral distribution of the number of all charged

particles (n_,) in the event (fig. la) and to obtain the correlation dependence (n_)(n_,)

of the mean number of g-particles in the disintegration on n_., (fig. lb). Eq. (3) is

used to find the range of the impact parameters corresponding to the interactions

with a particular n,, value. For example, the events with n,, = 4 at <ng) = 0.75 ± 0.09

belong to the variation range from W, .5,=0.09 to W_ -41=0-25 and, according to

eq. (3), correspond to the impact parameters ranging from 0.3v/-J/Tr to 0.5v"_/_'.
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Fig. 1. A scheme for estimating impact parameter: (a) the integral distribution of the total number of

charged particles in a disintegration; (b) the correlation dependence of the mean number of g-particles

in a disintegration on the total number of charged particles involved; (c) the dependence of the mean

multiplicity of all charged particles in a disintegration on the impact parameter; (d) the dependence of

the mean g-particle multiplicity on the impact parameter.

Thus, in terms of our geometrical concepts, the mean g-particle multiplicity for the
0.3x/-_/rr -0.5_ interval will be 0.75 ± 0.09.

The scheme shown in fig. 1 illustrates the use of an ensemble of events when only

the numbers n,), and n_ were recorded. In the case where additional information

has been obtained (i.e. the numbers n,, Q, etc.), the impact-parameter dependence

of mean particle multiplicity may be found by different techniques (from different

correlations of (hi) with other n, and Q).

V

3. Results and discussion

The above formulae and the CEM-calculated ensembles of interactions of

3.6 GeV/nucleon '-'Ne nuclei with H nuclei (617 events), CNO nuclei (1629 events),

//7
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and Ag, Br nuclei: (2730 events) were used to obtain the dependencies ofthe number

of all charged particles (rich) per event and of the mean multiplicity of these particles

in a star ((rich)) on the impact parameter (fig. 2a). Fig. 2b shows similar dependence

of the multiplicity and the mean multiplicify of g-particles in a disintegration. The

techniques treated in this work were checked for consistency by using the impact

parameter prescribed in the CEM calculations for a particular event and by obtaining

the "direct" dependencies of the mean multiplicities (nch) and (n_) on the impact

parameter. From fig. 2 it is seen that the dependencies on the Monte Carlo sample

zo

0 g _ 6 g tO 6_ _m

50Lrtj_ <rtl>

_o

o z _ 6 g to L,, _cm

Fig. 2. The impact-parameter dependencies of the number and of the mean multiplicity of all charged
particles (a) and of g-particles (b) in calculated interactions of 3.6 GeV/nucleon 22Ne nuclei with hydrogen

nuclei (i), with CNO nuclei (2) and with AgBr nuclei (3). The histograms are the dependencies rich(b,)

and ng(b,) inferred from the nch and n_ multiplicity distributions. The filled-in circles and triangles are
the dependencies (n_)(b,) inferred from correlations with n_ and with n_h , respectively. The open circles

are the results of the straightforward verification by CEM calculations.
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(nch)(b) and (ns)(b) obtained by different techniques, including the direct methods, V

coincide with each other in remarkable agreement. The agreement is observed for

all three reactions which differ substantially in the masses of interacting nuclei, in

the variation range of the mean particle multiplicity, and in the variation range of

the impact parameter in a disintegration. [The analysis of the dependence of particle

number on b has shown that the functions hi(b,) have significant dispersion, so

only the dependencies of mean multiplicities inferred from correlations should be

treated.]

The results obtained indicate that the impact parameter defines unambiguously

the mean characteristics of a nucleus-nucleus interaction event. Therefore, given

five dependencies of the types (hI,), (n_), (n_), (n_,) and (Q) on impact parameter,

one can readily obtain twenty correlation dependencies of the types (n,)(n i) which

are frequently analyzed in theoretical and experimental studies of nucleus-nucleus

interactions.

The experimental dependencies of the mean multiplicities of particles produced

during the first (fast) stage of nucleus-nucleus interaction on impact parameter and

those calculated in terms oftwo modifications ofthe cascade-evaporation model ___.t._)

are compared in figs. 3 and 4 and table 1.

From the data obtained (fig. 3a, c and table 1) it follows that the mean total

charge of the non-interacting fragments of a projectile nucleus (whose velocities

are close to the projectile velocity and whose transverse momenta are lower than

230 MeV/c nucleon) depends on the impact parameter and, obviously, on the masses

of colliding nuclei. A nearly linear dependence (Q)(b) with a positive coefficient

depending on projectile-nucleus mass is obtained in the collisions of relativistic

nuclei with light (CNO) and heavy (AgBr) nuclei in most of the impact-parameter

ranges. The coefficient proved to be 1.4 charge unit/fm in the case of 22Ne, and

almost 2.5 times as high (3.4 charge unit/fm) in the case of_6Fe In central collisions

(at low values of b) the coefficient decreases with decreasing b. The effect is enhanced

by increasing the mass of the colliding nuclei.

Both cascade-evaporation model versions describe qualitatively the trend in the

experimental correlation dependencies but show a systematic excess over experi-

mental data for a range of small b.

The mean multiplicity 0f s-particles (the produced pions with energy E > 60 MeV,

and the interacting protons with energy E>400 MeV and transverse momentum

P>230 MeV/c) increases with decreasing impact parameter of collision (see fig.

3b, d) in all the interaction types examined. Note the similar absolute values of the

impact-parameter dependencies of the s-particle multiplicities for different beams

and energies.

The data of table 1 indicate that the multiplicity n_ increases with target-nucleus

mass. In the case of interactions at the impact parameters ranging from 2 to 4 fm,

for example, the experimental value of (n_) is 8.9 + 1.2 for the -'-'Ne + CNO collisions

and (n_)=30+4 for the 2-_Ne+AgBr collisions.
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Fig. 3. The impact-parameter dependencies of the mean total charge (Q) of projectile-nucleus fragments

(a, c) and of the mean s-particle multiplicity (b, d) in the interactions of 3.6 GeV/nucleon 22Ne nuclei

(a, b) and 1.8 GeV/nucleon 56Fe nuclei (c, d) with CNO nuclei (]) (open circles) and with AgBr nuclei

(2) (filled-in circles). The experimental dependencies are inferred from correlations with Q (circles),

with n_ (squares), with n_ (triangles) and wilh n_h (inverted triangles). The histograms are the dependencies

calculated in lerms of CEM (a, b) and DCM (c, d).

The examination of the impact-parameter dependencies of the mean multiplicities

of g-particles (the 26-400 MeV knocked-out from target nuclei), (n_)(b) (fig. 4a, c),

has shown that the form of (n_)(h) is substantially affected by the target-nucleus

mass. In the case of interactions with CNO nuclei, (n_) proves in practice to be

nearly independent of impact parameter at b = 0-3 fro; afterwards, the multiplicity

decreases slightly with increasing b. The variation of the projectile-nucleus mass

by a factor of more than 2 (when going from -_2Ne to _'Fe) does not result in any

pronounced changes of the character or numerical values of the given correlation.

In the case of collisions with heavy nuclei, on the contrary, the target-nucleus

mass affects substantially the g-particle multiplicity. In this case, a nearly linear
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Fig. 4. The impact-parameter dependencies of the mean g-particle multiplicity (a, c) and of the specific
multiplicities of s- and g-particles (b, d) in the interactions of 3.6 GeV/nucleon 2_Ne nuclei (a, b) and
1.8 GeV/nucleon S_Fe nuclei (c, d) with CNO nuclei (open circles), and with AgBr nuclei (filled-in

circles). The experimental dependencies are inferred from correlations with Q (circles), and with n_
(squares). The k_ and kg dependencies are for AgBr target. The histograms are the dependencies calculated

in terms of CEM (a, b) and DCM (c, d).

dependence (n_)(b) is observed at a high negative coefficient amounting to 4

g-particles/fro.

The comparison between the experimental and model-calculated dependencies

(n_)(b) and (n,)(b) has shown that the models can quantitatively represent the

peripheral collisions only. At low values of impact parameters (b<5 fm for ::Ne+

AgBr and b <6 fm for _Fe+ AgBr collisions), the calculation results are systemati-

cally in excess of the experimental data.

For the purposes of further analysis, it is expedient to present the s- and g-particle

multiplicities per single interacting proton of a projectile nucleus:

(n_) k_= (n_)
k"=Z-(Q-_-_' Z-(Q)' (5)

where Z is the charge of the projectile nucleus.

V
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TAI3LL I

Mean values of g- and s-particle multiplicities and of Q as functions of impact parameter in 56Fe and

22Ne collisions with light and heavy photoemulsion nuclei. Shown in parentheses are the cascade-

evaporation model calculation results

Reaction Type of Range of impact parameter (fm)

type secondary 0-2 2-4 4-6 6-8 8-10 10-12 0-12

Fe±AgBr (ns) 34±3 28±2 24±1 14.1 ±0.8 3.3±0.2 1.6±0.2 12.9±1.1

(39.22) (38.63) (29.43) (14.23) (4.41) (I.87) (15.32)

(n_> 33±3 33±3 24±2 13±! 3.5±0.3 1.9±0.2 12.9±1.0

(44.4) (42.87) (29.05) (13.82) (4.13) (1.81) (15.71)

(Q) 3.2±0.4 5.1+0.8 9.4±1.1 15.8±0.9 23.0±0.3 25.1±0.2 16.1±0.8

(5.09) (6.02) (10.94) (18.72) (23.64) (25.36) (18.05)

(ng) 4.5±0.8 4.3 ±0.7 3.1 ±0.6 1.8±0.4 2.87±0.14

(5.43) (5.09) (3.82) (2.71) (3.93)

(n_) 21.1±1.3 14.5±0.9 6.7±0.8 2.4±0.4 8.12±0.50

(24.9) (15.23) (7.44) (3.95) (9.52)

(Q) 10.1±1.4 17.8±1.1 21.8±0.6 24.0±0.5 20.0±0.4

(13.36) (16.72) (21.32) (23.95) (20.66)

(n s) 33±4 22±4 14±3 6.5±0.8 0.7±0.2 10.9+0.8

(39.56) (29.31) (16.83) (5.32) (0.996) (12.15)

(n,) 35±4 30±4 18±3 9.5±0.9 1.3±0.3 14±1

(37.86) (29.31) (18.93) (7.79) (2.23) (13.82)

(Q) 0.3±0.2 i.4±0.2 3.3±0.3 5.7±0.8 9.4±0.4 5.0±0.3

(1.18) (I.70) (3.53) (6.81) (8.70) (5.43)

(n_) 3.7 ± 0.7 2.6 + 0.4 1.7 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.2

(5.23) (3.97) (1.7) (2.97)

(n,) 19±3 8.9± !.2 3.9±0.4 7.8±0.7

(20.5) (11.1) (3.21) (8.33)

(Q) 3.3+0.5 6.4±0.8 8.0±0.8 6.8±0.3

(3.89) (5.89) (8.29) (6.85)

x,..,,,'

Fe±CNO

Ne ± AgBr

Ne±CNO

The resultant impact-parameter dependencies of the multiplicities in the case of

the interactions of '_Ne and 56Fe nuclei with heavy photoemulsion nuclei (fig. 4b,

d) exhibit very different trends. The specific multiplicities decrease systematically

with increasing impact parameter in the case of-'-'Ne+AgBr interactions, whereas

any noticeable correlation between k,, k_ and b is absent in the case of _6Fe+AgBr
interactions.

The difference in the absolute values of k, for "-'Ne and _"Fe projectiles is readily

explained by a greater fraction of charged pions, (n_,) = k, - 1, per single interacting

proton of a projectile nucleus when changing from 1.8 GeV/nucleon (_6Fe) interac-

tions to the 3.6 GeV/nucleon (:-'Ne) interactions. Such an explanation is corrobo-

rated by the similar variations of k, in the interactions with light (CNO) nuclei (see

table 1).

The k_ value defines, first of all, the ratio of the masses of interacting nuclei. If

the target-nucleus mass exceeds the projectile mass, the specific g-particle multiplicity
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will exceed unity, and vice versa (see table 1). Any increase in the collision energy

enhances the cascading because the latter involves both the produced particles and

the singly interacting nucleons. The increase of k_ and k_ with decreasing impact

parameter in the case of 22Ne+AgBr, and the absence of any definite dependence

in the case of _'Fe + AgBr, seem to us to indicate a substantial effect of the produced

particles on the cascading, especially in the central and nearly central interactions.

The cascade-type models represent quite adequately the experimental dependencies

k_(b) and k_(b), thereby indicating that the nucleus-nucleus interaction can be

described in terms of these models. At the same time, the quantitative differences

between the calculated and experimental data rise systematically with an increasing

interacting nucleon number in an individual collision. For example, the model can

well describe the 22Ne collisions with light photoemulsion nuclei [except the range

b =0-2 fro; the interval of differences increases up to b =0-4 fm in the case of

'-'Ne+ AgBr collisions and reaches 0-6 fm in the case of _'Fe+ AgBr interactions].

4. Conclusions

The main results of the present work can be summarized as follows:

(1) The impact parameter of a collision has been shown to unambiguously define

the mean multiplicities of secondaries in the interaction;

(2) The techniques for finding the impact-parameter dependence of mean particle

multiplicity from the data on the total ensemble of interactions have been proposed

and tested;

(3) The projectile-nucleus energy, the masses of the colliding nuclei, and the

species of the examined secondaries have been found to substantially affect the

impact-parameter dependencies of the mean and specific multiplicities of the

secondaries.

(4) The experimental results have been compared with the data calculated in

terms of the cascade-evaporation model. The particular impact-parameter values at

which the theoretical data differ from the experimental results have been found.

E.V. Benton would like to acknowledge partial support by NASA under grant

number NAG9-235.
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Abstract

Multiplicities of various species of charged secondaries produced in inelastic interactions of
2°Ne, 4°Ar and 56Fe nuclei with emulsion nuclei at 0.1-0.5 GeV/nucleon have been measured.

The data obtained are compared with the results for interactions of higher energy nuclei with
emulsion nuclei. The dependences of the nucleus-nucleus interaction parameters on masses and
energies of colliding nuclei are examined.
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1. Introduction

Photoemulsion measurements of secondary-particle multiplicities in nuclei-in-

duced interactions below 1 GeV/nucleon have had a revival of interest among

researchers recently [1]. Copious data have been obtained on interactions of nuclei

of relativistic and ultra-relativistic velocities [2-5], so the necessity has arisen for

deriving comparative data measured by identical techniques, but at lower projectile

velocities.

The present work provides new experimental data on interactions of Ne, Ar and

Fe nuclei at lower energies with emulsion nuclei and analyzes the effect of

projectile velocity on the basic characteristics of a nucleus-nucleus interaction

event.

V

2. Experimental design

Photoemulsion (Em) chambers assembled of Russian-manufactured nuclear

emulsion BR-2 layers were irradiated by 0.39 GeV/nucleon 2°Ne, 0.48

GeV/nucleon 4°Ar, and 0.583 GeV/nucleon 56Fe nuclei at the BEVALAC accel-

erator of the University of California, Berkeley. The layers were developed and

marked at the High Energy Laboratory of JINR (Dubna). The interactions were

sought by double inspection of tracks at a 60 × 15 magnification. The average

ranges of stopping ions were 6t.75 + 0.06 mm for 0.39 GeV/nucleon 2°Ne ions,

53.11 + 0.05 mm for 0.48 GeV/nucleon 4_)Ar ions, and 45.45 + 0.04 mm for 0.583

GeV/nucleon 56Fe ions. These ranges can be approximated by the range-energy

dependence for multiply charged ions [6,7], thereby permitting the energies of

projectile nuclei to be determined at the points of their interactions with pho-

toemulsion nuclei. The error in finding the energy of a split-inducing nucleus did

not exceed 1%. Accuracy in the finding of the projectile energy in the interaction

point is due to the very small sprcad of the BEVALAC beam energy. Determined

from the stopping ion range distributions, expcrimental stragglings were (0.95 +

0.06)%, ((I.96 + 0.05)% and (0.42 + 0.02)% for 2_)Ne, 4°Ar and 5t'Fe ions, respec-

tively. These stragglings proved to be more than theoretical values: 0.26%, 0.16%

and 0.14% calculated according to Barkas ct at. [8] for the ions mentioned above.

At the same time, the results obtaincd showcd the possibility of accurately defining

the projectile energy in the interaction point by measuring the particle path in

emulsion before collision and using the range-energy dependence for heavy ions.

The ranges of nuclei of different energies and charges calculated by these tech-

niques [6-9] were also used to identify secondaries.

The total statistics of the recorded events were 436 (2°Ne + Em, E o = 0.1-0.39

GeV/nucleon (the mean value of projectile energy <E o) --220+20 MeV/

nucleon)), 396 (4°Ar + Em, Eo = 0.1-0.48 GeV/nucleon (<Eo) = 270 + 20 MeV/
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Table 1

Experimental statistics of events used for present analysis

Projectile (E o ) (MeV/nucleon) Target Number of events

2°Ne 220 + 20 H 37

CNO 96

AgBr 163
'*OAr 270 + 20 H 23

CNO 63

AgBr I 16
s_Fe 480 + 20 H 71

CNO 218

AgBr 322

nucleon)), and 1005 (56Fe + Em, E o = 0.1-0.58 GeV/nucleon ((E o) = 480 + 20

MeV/nucleon)), while the mean free paths for interaction were 11.99 + 0.58 cm,

10.07 + 0.57 cm and 8.19 + 0.26 cm, respcctively. A number of events (1, 109) were

selected randomly from the overall statistics of the detected collisions and were

then processed by the standard techniques [2,3]. The species of target-nuclei were

found and the energies and changes of all secondaries were determined. The

statistics used for our analysis are presented in Table 1.

3. Interaction cross sections

The experimental interaction paths of Ne, Ar and Fe nuclei, the numbers of

interactions with a selected species of target nuclei, and concentrations of individ-

ual nuclei in emulsion [10] were used to find the cross sections for inelastic

Table 2

Total inelastic cross sections (mb)

Projectile Target

ion energy H C N O Br Ag
(GeV/nucleon)

Ne 0.22 330+60 930+100 990+110 1040+110 2060+ 170 2380+ 190

3.6 '_ 360+70 960±110 1030+120 I090+130 2260+210 2650+240

Ar 0.27 360±80 1070+ 140 1130± 150 1190+ I50 25905-240 2930+280
1.1 " 5105:90 1190+ 150 1260+ 150 1330_+ 150 30205-270 3480+ 290

Fe 0.48 450 5- 60 1540± II0 1580± 120 1630_+130 2820+300 3230+340

1.8c 740+7{) 1751) 5-110 1800+120 1860 5- 130 3090 5- 260 3300+280

" See ref. [1 I].

" See ref. [3].

c See ref. [2].
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interactions with particular emulsion nuclei (see Table 2). Table 2 also presents the

experimental data [2,3,11] obtained at higher energies. From the comparison it is

seen that, as the projectile energy increases from a few hundred MeV/nucleon to

a few GeV/nucleon, the cross sections also increase; that is in agreement with the

data of the experiment by Webber et al. [12] and Chen et al. [13]. In the early

experiments with < 1 GeV/nucleon nuclei, the nuclear interaction cross sections

for p +A collisions were noted to increase with increasing projectile mass more

rapidly than in A'A reactions. In our experiment the difference in the increases is

less perceptible. The approximation of the cross sections for non-relativistic and

relativistic interactions by the Bradt-Peters formula:

',, +.4,,., A. "' +A:o- _-- .n-R2[ A p - - (1)

using the least squares method, has yielded R o -- 1.27 + 0.03 fm,/30 = 1.14 + 0.11;

x2/k = 0.8, and R 0 = 1.28 + 0.01 fm,/30 = 0.75 + 0.05; x2/k = 1.81, for energies of

0.1-0.5 GeV/nucleon and above 1.0 GeV/nucteon, respectively. In the case of

relativistic interactions, the factors R o and /30 proved to be close to those

presented in ref. [14] which summarized the data on the interactions of nuclei with

energies above 1 GeV/nucleon (R o = 1.32 + 0.01 fm and /30 = 0.85 + 0.03). It

should be noted that at both E o >/1 GeV/nucleon and E 0 = 0.1-0.5 GeV/nucIeon,

the R 0 value, which characterizes the radii of interacting nuclei, remains constant.

The only variable is the overlap parameter/3o which rises with decreasing projec-

tile energy. This means that the interacting nuclei become more transparent at

E o = 0.1-0.5 OeV/nucleon. Such a variation in /30 (at a constant R o value) is not

a trivial result and seems to us to necessitate further experimental studies [15].

V

4. Multiplicities of secondaries

The experiments discriminate between slow target fragments (b-particles, with

Ep _< 26 MeV), fast fragments of a target nucleus (g-particles, with 26 < Ep < 400

MeV), "shower" particles (s-particles, with E o > 400 MeV and E_. > 60 MeV,

which are interacting projectile protons and produced _'-mesons), s'-particles

(which are relativistic singly charged fragments of a projectile nucleus with Ep < 26

MeV in the system of the projectile and which are excluded from the number of

s-particles), g'-particles (which are projectile fragments with Z = 2), and b'-par-

ticles (which are projectile fragments with Z >/3). In addition, the total charge Q

of the non-interacting projectile fragments was found.

Fig. 1 shows the laboratory relative-rapidity distribution 3I/3"o (Y= ½1n[(E +

Ptt)/( E -P,)]; Y0 is the projectile rapidity) of the examined particles for interac-

tions of argon nuclei with light and heavy nuclei at non-relativistic and relativistic

velocities of a projectile. The statistics presented in Antonchik et al. [3], where the

V
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Fig. 1. Relative-rapidity (y/Yo) distributions (Y0 is the projectile rapidity) for (a) the interactions

4°Ar +C, N, O and (b) 4nAr+Ag, Br at energy 0.27 GeV/nucleon, and for (c) interactions 4OAr+ C, N,

O and (d)4°At + Ag, Br at a l.l GeV/nucleon projectile energy. The non-shaded area indicates g- and

s-particles; right-inclined hatches repre_nt b-particles; left-inclined hatches are for (s' +g')-particles;
and the doubly shaded area is for multiply charged (Z_>3) fragments. For projectile energy 1.I

GeV/nucleon (c, d), only distributions corresponding to b- and g-particles are shown.

energies of secondaries were found for the b- and g-particles only, were for the

case of relativistic nuclear interactions. The distributions presented in Figs. la, b

exhibit two pronounced peaks due mainly to the b- and (s'+ g')-particles, i.e. the

particles emitted from an excited residual target nucleus (b-particles, Y/Yo " O)

and from a projectile residue (s'- and g'-particles, Y/Yo= 1). An additional

contribution to the peak at Y/Yo -- 1 is from the projectile fragments (b'-particles)

which may be treated as residues of a given nucleus on completing the slow stage.

The non-shaded area (g-particles at Y/Yo < 0.5 and s-particles at Y/Yo > 0.5) is

mainly located within the 0.1-0.9 relative-rapidity range and fills the gap between

two peaks. From Fig. 1 it follows that, as regards the kinematic parameters, the b-

and g-particles may be attributed to the target nucleus, and the b'-, g'-, s'- and

s-particles to the projectile nucleus, although the correlation of the g- and
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s-particles witfi the respective nuclei is less stringent when compared with the case

of b- and (s' + g')-particles.

Table 3 presents the mean multiplicities of the above-mentioned particles and

shows the estimates of the number of the-projectile nucleons involved in an
interaction: "

M.J

Zp

(,ni,) =Ap - -_-_(,Q), (2)

where A p and Zp are the projectile mass and charge numbers, respectively.

From Table 3 it follows that the non-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions

cxhibit some of the features found when studying the > I GeV/nucleon nuclear

interactions [2,4,16,17], namely:

(1) the mean number of the interacting projectile nucleons (n_,) increases with

target-nucleus mass;

(2) the singly-to-doubly charged projectile fragment ratio (ns,/ng,) is defined

mainly by the projectile species and depends very little on the target mass;

(3) the specific multiplicities of the charged secondaries of all species,

(ni)/(nin), where subscript i is the type of secondary, prove to be below the

respective mean multiplicities for the interactions of protons of the same velocities

with emulsion nuclei;

(4) as the masses of interacting nuclei increase, the multiplicities of all particle
species are observed to rise.

Thus, the analysis of the data has shown that the projectile energy decrease

from 3.6 to 0.3 GeV/nucleon does not result in any variation of the qualitative

behavioral features of the multiplicities of secondaries.

We used the data of Table 3, as well as the experimental results for 3.6

GeV/nucleon protons, carbon and oxygen [16], 3.2 GeV/nucleon 22Ne [4], 1.1

GeV/nucleon 4°Ar [3], and 1.8 GeV/nucleon S_'Fe [2] beams, to study the mean

multiplicities of the identified species of secondaries as a function of the masses

and energies of colliding nuclei on the assumption that, on average, 14N and 94Nb

are the light and heavy emulsion nuclei, respectively [17]. The dependence on the

nuclear masses and energies was taken to be

n i > = ,d °t ,*otl r" ot EO_O"*pPAt _0 ' (3)

where Ap and A t are the mass numbers of projectile and target, respectively; E 0

is the projectile kinetic energy in GeV/nucleon. Parametrization of the above type

is used frequently to study nucleus-nucleus interactions. The factor a 0 and power

exponents ap, a t and a z were determined by the nonlinear least squares method

for the case of different precision measurements [18]. The zero approximation was

selected from the linear approximation (by taking the logarithm in the right part of
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Table 4

Coefficients of approximation of the dependence (3), obtained by least squares method

913

Particle type alj ap a I a E X23

(rib) 0.28 +0.04 0.03-t-0.03 0.68+0.02 -0.12 +0.02 216

(n s, + ns,) 0.32 + 0.04 0.58 5:0.04 0.07 5:0.03 -0.07 + 0.02 261
(n_) 0.037+0.008 0.51 +0.05 0.81 -t-0.03 0.34 -t-0.03 114
(n s) 0.21 + 0.04 0.52 5:0.05 0.39 :t: 0.02 0.70 zl:0.03 79
(Q) 0.49 + 0.02 0.97 + 0.02 -0.06 5: 0.0l -0.033 5:0.004 149
(n) 1.38 5:0.13 0.34 5:0.03 0,38 5:0.03 0.27 + 0.02 185

Eq. (3)). The approximation was calculated (stoppage of the program) if the

decrease in value of the residual sum of the squares in the kth step was smaller

than 1%.

The errors (covariational matrix) of the sought factor and exponents were

determined by means of linear approximation using the matrix of derivatives at the

point of the (k - 1)th approximation. The relative error of the initial data (of the

multiplicities of different-species particles) was some 5-10%. In the case of the 27

experimental points which we have described by parametrization (3) (four un-

knowns), the relative error in the unknowns proved to be reduced, on average, by a

factor of two to three, depending on the particular values of the matrix of
derivatives at the point of the (k - 1)th approximation.

The values obtained for the unknowns in parametrization (3), to be used to

describe the dependence of the mean multiplicities of different-species particles,

are presented in Table 4 which also shows values of the normalized sum of squares

Xz2_ together with the values of the approximation coefficients for the mean

multiplicity of all charged particles in an interaction (n).

We examine some of the dependences obtained. The b-particle multiplicity is

characterized by an extremely weak dependence on A p. As a nucleus-nucleus

collision energy increases, the decrease of the mean multiplicity of b-particles

becomes perceptible (the a E value is negative). In the case of "evaporation"

particles from a projectile residue (n,, +ng,) we again observe that any depen-

dence on the mass of a collision partner nucleus in practice is absent and that the

a E value is negative. It seems to us that the similarity (to within experimental

errors) among all the approximation coefficients for (n b) and (n.< + n_,) (allowing

the substitution of Ap for A t) is indicative of identical mechanisms of the

generation of these particular particle species (see also Fig. 1). The multiplicity of

the g-particles, which are mostly target protons having interacted with some of the

projectile nucleons, depends strongly on the target mass. The (n_)/(n b) ratio

characterizing the energy spectrum of target-emitted secondaries rises with an

increase in both the projectile size, ~A_4xo , and the target size ~A°l_..t . The energy

dependence of the g-particle multiplicity in nucleus-nucleus interactions (a E =

0.34 + 0.03) has proved to bc much wcakcr than in proton-nucleus interactions
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(a E = 0.70 [17]), contrary to the consequences of the simple superposition models

which assume that the nucleus-nucleus interactions can be treated as a non-coher-

ent sum of nucleon-nucleus, or even nucleon-nucleon, collisions. On the contrary,

the multiplicity of s-particles (the generated pions included) exhibits an E0-depen-

dence close to that observed in the proton-nucleus interactions (or E = 0.70-t-0.03

and a E = 0.70, respectively). From Table 4 it follows that the mean total charge of

non-interacting projectile fragments (this value characterizes a projectile residue

after the rapid stage) decreases with increase in the partner-nucleus mass [2]

and/or with increasing interaction energy: a t < 0, otE < 0. We are of the opinion

that the dependence (Q)(E o) observed at the 0.3-3.6 GeV/nucleon range may

reflect the energy dependence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section in

this particular energy range. At ~ 0.3 GcV/nucleon the nucleon-nucleon interac-

tion cross sections run through their minimum, so the interacting nuclei prove to

be most transparent.

10_

t-

C /

_10'

d zje_

c

3-.."
f

10° 0' .....1 102 10 _ 104

Ap " At

Fig. 2. The mean total multiplicity of all charged particles in an interaction versus the product of mass

numbers of colliding nuclei and projectile energy. The symbols: • o = interactions with hydrogen; II,

[] -- interactions with C, N, O, and *, .', = interactions with Ag, Br. The filled-in symbols (e II, •)

and open symbols (©, _, zx) correspond to projectile energies 0.1-0.5 GeV/nucleon and 1.8-3.6

GeV/nuclcon, respectively. The solid and dashed lines are Eq. (3) approximations for energies 3.6 and

0.3 GeV/nueleon, respectively, and an -- a t -- 0.36.
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It is of great interest to examine the feasibility of describing the dependences of

the total multiplicity of all charged particles in an interaction (n) = (nb +ng + n_

+ n_, +ng, + n_,) on energies and masses of colliding nuclei. From Table 4 it is

seen that the power-law exponents ap and a t of the dependences equal 0.38 + 0.03

and 0.34 + 0.03, respectively, i.e. exponents are the same to within the experimen-

tal errors. In its turn, the result obtained permits the mean multiplicity of all

charged particles in interactions A p + A t and A t +,Zip tO be regarded as identical,

i.e. the effect of the mass of a colliding nucleus is of the same character,

irrespective of whether the nucleus is a projectile or a target.

Since the total multiplicity (n) includes not only the recoil nucleus and

evaporation particles (the particles already in nuclei), but also the newly generated

mesons, the result obtained cannot be rcgarded as trivial, although the high X_3

value is indicative of poor applicability of the simple power-law model to describ-

ing the interaction of two nuclei.

Fig. 2 illustrates the feasibility of examining the dependence of the total

multiplicity of secondaries on only two, rather than three (Ap, A t and E)

parameters, namely, on the product of the masses of colliding nuclei (Ap × A,) and

on the projectile energy. The values of the total multiplicities (except those

obtained in this work) have been borrowed from refs. [2-4,10,14,15,19,20]. The

lines in Fig. 2 represent Cep = o' t = 0.36 at Eo = 0.30 and 3.6 GeV/nucleon. The

dependence (Eq. (3)) describes the data quite well.

V

5. Conclusions

Analyzing the available experimental and calculated data has shown that:

(1) a decrease of a projectile energy from a few GeV/nucleon to hundreds of

MeV/nucleon gives rise to a 10-15% decrease in the total nuclear interaction

cross section and, hence, to an increased mean-free path of projectile nuclei;

(2) in the non-relativistic energy range, the interactions involve a smaller degree

of destruction of colliding nuclei;

(3) the multiplicity of the particles (b, s', g') emitted during the slow interaction

stage is defined unambiguously by the mass of the parent nucleus, and also

depends little on the mass and energy of partner nuclei;

(4) the 3.6-0.3 GeV/nucleon variation of a projectile energy fails to alter the

form of secondary-particle multiplicity dependence on the masses of interacting

nuclei.

The authors are indebted to the personnel of the Berkeley BEVALAC and of

the JINR High Energy Laboratory for enabling the photoemulsions to be studied;

we are also grateful to laboratory workers who shared with us the burden of

searching for events.

V
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Inclusivecrosssectionsforhighenergyinteractionsat0.9,2..3,3.6,and 13.5GeV/nucleon ofi_) with

C,CR-39 (CnHnOT), CH2, AI, C¢, Ag, and Pb targetsweremeasured.The totalcharge-changingcross

sectionsand partialcharge-changingcrosssectionsfortheproductionoffragmentswith chargeZ_6

and Z=7 are compared to previous experiments at 60 and 200 GeV/nucleon. The conm_utions of
Coulomb dissociation to the total cross sections are calculated. Using factorization rules the partial

electromagnetic cross sections are separated from the nuclear components. Energy dependence of both

components are investigated and discussed.

PAC5 number(s): 25.75.+r

M.J

I. INTRODUCTION

A. General

Depending on the impact parameter between the col-
liding nuclei, the type of reaction differs. For an impact

parameter smaller than the sum of the projectile's and
target's radii, the interaction is dominated by the strong
force. For impact parameters which are too large for an
overlap of target and projectile nuclei, the interaction is

purely electromagnetic. For high projectile energies and
strong electromagnetic fields (i.e., high-Z targets), the
probability increases that this interaction leads to a frag-
mentation of the projectile or target nucleus. This effect,
which is called electromagnetic dissociation fED), has be-
come the subject of systematic studies over the last years.

Several groups report experimental results for the mea-
surement of ED for di_erent projectile [1-13] and target
[14-17] fragmentation reactions. Recently, Olson et aL

[18] reported direct observation of the giant dipole reso-
nance of 160 via electromagnetic dissociation.

During the last years, we have been measuring frag-
mentation crosssectionsforhigh-energy heavx-ion reac-
tions.In thispaper we presentour resultsfor I_O projec-

triesatbeam energJesof0.9GeV/nucleon for H, CH 2,C,

and Pb targetsand at2.3,3.6,and 13.5GeV/nucleon for

H, CH 2,CR-39, C, Al, Cu, Ag, and Pb targets.Cross

sections for the hydrogen target were calculated with the
subtraction method using the CH2/C data. We per-
formed the 13.5-GeV/nucleon (14.5-GeV/c momentum)

experiment at the AIternating Gradient Synchrotron

(AGS) facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL). The 0.9-, 2.3-, and 3.6-GeV/nucleon experiments

were carriedout at the Synchrophasotron inDubna (Rus-
sia).

In combinationwith the earlierpublisheddata for t60

at 60 and 200 GeV/nucleon [9],we are now able to ana-

lyze the energy dependence of nuclear and electromag-

neticcrosssectionsin the energy range from 1 to 200
GeV/nucleon. Our interestisfocused onto the following

points: (a) The process of electromagnetic dissociation
contributes significantly to the total charge-changing
crosssectionsfor heavy targetswithin the investigated
energy range. With the complete setof our tSO data,we

•are able to determine the energy dependence of the ED

contributionof differenttargets to the total charge-

changing crosssections.(b)Cross sectionsforthe hydro-

gen targetare important inputdata forastrophysicalcal-
culationswhich describethe propagation of cosmic-my

nucleithrough interstellarspace. The energy dependence

of hydrogen partialcross sections,which we have ob-

servedbeyond I GeV/nucleon [19,20], can be analyzed in
more detail. (c) The validity of factorization rules for

partial elemental cross sections for the heavier targets is
tested.

B. Experimental setup

We used stacksof CR-39 (Cs2HlsO7) plasticnuclear

track detectors, which were mdunted up and downstream

of the target. One stack consists typically of five sheets of
CR-39. The CR-39 used was produced by American
Acrylics and has a unique charge resolution. The detec-
tion threshold lies near the energy loss for relativistic bo-
ron (Z = 5) ions. The detectors were etched in 6n NaOH

at 70"C for 36 or 48 h. After this procedure etch cones
of relativistic nuclei with charges Z--5-g could be

detected. Using the advanced Siegen automatic measur-
ing system, we scanned all detector surfaces, which con-
rained typically 70000 tracks each ( 1.4× 104 objects for 1
target and energy). Further detailed information about
the experimental setup and the automatic measuring sys-
tem can be found in [21,22]. Since etch cones for parti-
cles with charge 5 were detected with a reduced

elt_ciency, we could only determine partial cross sections

for charges 6 and 7.

C. Nuclearand ED total crosssections

The total nuclear cross section is generally

parametrized by overlap formulas, which have the form
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to: =Ir(Rr+Re_Spr)2 (1)a,uc(P, T)

where Rr and R e are the radii of target and projectile
nucleus and 8er takes into account the drop of the nu-

clear density in the nucleus sphere. Since none of com-
mon cross-section formulas [23-26,38] take the ED effect
into account (most of them are not even energy depen-

dent), all of them give constant cross-section values for

energies greater than 2 GeV/nucleon. This is expected to
be correct for the nuclear component of the cross section

because of the concept of limiting fragmentation.

For a theoretical description of the ED effect, Bertu-
lani and Baur [27-29] have derived spectra of virtual

photons, which are equivalent to the electromagnetic

pulse a projectile suffers while passing a target nucleus (or
vice versa). The intensity of the photon-number spectra

dN /dE r is approximately proportional to Z_ lnv /E r,

where Z r is the target charge, 7 is the Lorentz factor of

the projectile in the laboratory frame, and E r is the ener-

gy of an absorbed photon. The nucleus absorbs the pho-
ton by giant resonances, by the quasideuteron effect [30],

or by resonances which lie in higher-photon-energy re-
gimes (e.g., h resonances). The deexeitation of these ex-
cited modes can easily lead to the emission of protons or

alpha particles or may even cause a severe destruction of

the nucleus [10]. For high energies the relativistic con-
traeted field of the target seen by the passing projectile is

nearly a plane wave which contains all photon multipo-
larities with the same strength. In this case the total

charge-changing ED cross section can be calculated by

o'_--- f n (E r )ar(E r )dE r , (2)

where n (E r ) is the virtual-photon spectrum and ar(E r )
is the photonuclear charge-changing cross section for
160, respectively. This is equivalent to the method used

by Weiz_cker [31] and Williams [32].
For smaller projectile energies, the strengths of the

different multipolarities differ very much, especially in
the photon-energy region of the leo giant resonance. For
that reason electrical dipole (E 1) absorption has to be

distinguished from the electrical quadrupole (E2) absorp-

tion process. The total charge-changing ED cross section
can then be calculated by evaluating (3):

otOt-- r
cm-- d [ nEl(Er )°rel(Er )

+nE2(Er )arE2(E r )]dE r . (3)

Since photonuclear cross sections measured with real
photon beams contain all absorption modes, separation of
the E 1 and E2 contributions has to be performed using

several assumptions. In previous calculations of Norbury

[33-35], E2 contributions were obtained using a
Lorentzian distribution as an approximation of the quad-

rupole excitation cross section in combination with sum
rules and empirical formulas for the position of the reso-
nances. This method may be adequate for heavy nuclei.

However, for light nuclei such as _60, for which the E2
photon cross section is fragmented in energy, this pro-

cedure is possibly incorrect.
In a recent theoretical paper by Fleischhauer and

Scheid [36], (7,n) and (7,P) E2 cross sections for 160

were calculated. In order to determine the charge-

changing ED cross section, we use their cross sections

arE2p to calculate are2- In addition to the (V,P) process,

the (y,a) process plays an important role in the E2 ab-
sorption process. We use experimental data compiled by

Fuller [37] to determine the contribution of the a channel

to Ore 2 and estimate arE2a by multiplying the given ex-
perimental (y,a) cross sections by the ratio of the

relevant sum-rule values ¢0 in the photon-energy interval

from 9 to 29 MeV [37]:

oo(E2)

arE_ faeXPt( _"a ) ao(E 1 )+ao(E2 )

= Oexpt( Y, a)0. 176 . (4)

The charge-changing E2 cross section is then calculated

with help of (5):

Or_2=Or_2_, +aexpt(Y,a)0. 176 . (57

ore I is obtained by subtracting ar_ 2 from the experimen-

tal cross section O'rexpt:

(6)
O'rE 1 _'Orexp t _ O, yE 2 .

The total charge-changing ED cross sections were calcu- !
lated inserting (5) and (6) into (37 and using the virtual-

photon spectra derived from Bertulani and Baur [27].
This method is effectively equivalent to using

n = 0. 978nel + 0.022nE2 for the virtual-photon _spectra in

the whole y-energy regime of the giant resonance. This
effective weighting differs from the weighting of V

n =0.96nel+0.04nE2, which we have used in [9]. The i

consequences of the different weighting, however, have a .,

negligible influence on the calculated El) er0ss sections at

CERN energies. At lower energies the _lculated ED
cross sections are about 3% smaller (Pb target, 2.3 GeV)

than those using the method described in [9]. More de-
tails about the photonuclear data used can be found in

[9]. .... :
The only adjustable parameter in our calculation of the

total charge-changing ED cross section is brain, which is

the minimum impact parameter giving the maximum

range of the strong force. For our calculations we used
the overlap formula of Lindstrom et al. [23], which gives

total nuclear cross sections g/. This parametrization is a
fit to the data obtained with l'C and 160 projectiles at low

Bevalac energies and is in good agreement with different

experimental data, which we have compiled in [9]. We i
calculate the minimum impact parameter setting

bmin_.(O,L /_.i,)O.S" ".... _

To determine the error of our calculation, we consider

contributions by the error of the measured photonuclear

cross section, the different weighting of the photon spec-

tra, and the selection of brain: (i) The error of the pho-
tonuclear data is estimated to be about 6% (after averag-

ing where possible over several experimentalists data) [9].
(ii) Considering the weighting of different muhipolarities r
we assume an error of 50% for the calculated E2 cross

section. This leads to a contribution to the total error of i
otot of about 4% for 2.3 GeV/nucleon and decreases to

era

1% at 200 Gee/nucleon. (iii) The influence of bmi, on "%!
. .':'_"
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TABLE I. Measured cross sections for '+0 projectiles. All

cross .sections are given in rob.

Target
Total charge-changing Partial cross Partial cross

cross section section A_o_I section AZ =2

0.9 GeV/nucleon

H 302.6+22.7 67.5±4.8 67.3±5.7

CH2 500.3+9.6 81.5±1.9 88.3±2.0
C 895.8±35.1 109.3+3.9 130+4±4.7

Pb 3426.0±204.7 277.g±15.1 301.9+15.8
2.3 GeV/nucleon

H 307.3 + 29.4 54.8±4. 8 61.0± 5.7

CH2 497.9±17.7 70.5±2.9 g1.2±3.4
CR-39 626.2±21.6 81.7±3.0 90.6__.3.4

C 871.1±24.7 101.5±3.9 121.1±4.7
AI 1293.3±32.2 121.8+5.0 142.5±5.8

Cu 1955.2+51.9 162.7±8.2 181.5±9.0

Ag 2498.0±83.6 204.3±I0,6 216.1±II.3
Pb 3479.4± 142.9 320.8±17.4 299.6±18.0

3.6 GeV/nucleon

H 286.9±27.9 52.2±4.6 63.4±5.7

CH: 481.8+16.8 69.2+2.8 82.6+3.5
CR-39 618.3±17.8 81.9+2.8 89.2±3.3

C 863.8±23.9 102.7±3.6 120.5±4.3

AI 1250.3±32.2 125.5±4.7 147.7+5.4

Cu 1941.8±51.9 171.7+9.7 188.4±9.2

Ag 2524.2±70.5 228.1±10.2 203.7±10.3
Pb 3545.8±179.0 389.2±17.1 302.2±19.9

13.5GeV/nucleon

H 284.9±20.0 46.5±4.8 56.3±5.I

CHz 491.0±12.2 67.7±3.0 75.5±3.2
CR-39 627.9±13.0 80.0±2.6 86.0±2.g

C 895.0±15.3 109.4±3.7 113.4±3.9

AI 1309.0±27.2 143.9±5.I 140.5±5.5

Cu 2042.0±54.0 219.2±9.0 193.9±9.0

Ag 2693.0±66.2 311.5±II.4 225.9±10.2
Pb 3936.0_+76.0 588.7±22.3 334.4±17.8

the error of tz_ is estimated by comparing predictions of

empirical cross-section formulas. In addition to the for-
mula of Lindstrom et al. [23], we use the parametriza-

tions of Westfall et al. [24] and Benesh, Cook, and Vary
[38]. Differences in bmin reach a maximum for the lead s

target. We use Abmin/bmin=5.7%, which is deduced

from half the difference of bmin determined after Westfall

et al. [24] and Lindstrom et al. [23] for the lead target.

The compiled data of [9], which are best described by the
formula of Lindstrom et al., lie within the range of this

_tot inferred by the uncertainty oferror. The error to Uem

brain iS about 4.8% for the lower-energy data (0.9 GeV)
and 1% for CERN energy data.

Assuming independence of the errorsources,we obtain

a total error of cr_ of 10.3%, 7.6%, 7.5%, 6.6%, 6.2%,
and 6.1% for the 0.9-, 2.3-, 3.6-, 13.5-, 60-, and 200-

GeV/nucleon data, respectively. A further error source

is multiple;pVaoton excitation. Llope and Braun-
Munziger [39] have shown that the contribution of
multiple-photon excitation for 2SSi interacting with a Pb

target accounts about 1% to the total ED cross section,
almost independent of projectile energy. For the 160
jectile, this effect should be even smaller than for _rO-Si.

According to the calculations of Llope and Braun-
Munziger for 160 and zasu target [39], higher-order exci-
tation contributes only 0.83% to the total ED cross sec-
tion at 100 GeV/nucleon. An effect of this strength can

be neglected in our case since the other errors discussed
are considerably larger. For other projectile, target, and

energy combinations, however, the contribution of

multiple-photon excitation can be more significant

[39,40].

II. RESULTS

The obtained experimental totaland partialcross sec-

tionsfor charges 6 and 7 for the 0.9-,2.3-,3.6-,and 13.5-

GeV/nucleon experiments are listedin Table I. The

crosssectionsforthe hydrogen targetwere calculatedus-

ing the crosssectionsforCH 2and C targets.

A. Total charge-changing cross sections

The calculated total charge-changing ED cross sec-

tions are given in Table II. The determined total ED
cross sections were subtracted from the measured total

ones to derive the pure nuclear component. In Fig. 1 we
show measured total cross sections (solid squares), calcu-

lated ED cross sections (solid triangles), and difference

cross sections (open squares) for Pb, Ag, and Cu targets.

The horizontal lines give the average value of the
difference cross section for the five energies (six for the

lead target). The nuclear fragmentation cross sections
obviously are constant at high energies. This means that
the method we use succeeded in estimating the energy

dependence of the ED contribution to the total reaction
cross section.

The difference cross sections for the light targets H, C,
and A1 where the ED contribution is small are shown in

Fig. 2. For these targets the total charge-changing cross
sections are also constant in the whole energy regime
from 2.3 to 200 GeV/nucleon.

,The averaged nuclear cross sections for the five heavier
targets and all energies are compared with results which

TABLE II. Calculated total ED cross sections for 160. All cross sections are given in mb.

Kinetic energy (GeV/nucleon)

Target 2.3 3.6 13.5 60 200

C 2.0±0.I 2.4±0.2 - 4.5+0.3 8.3±0.5 12.0±0.7
AI 7.8±0.6 9.7±0.7 19.0±I.3 36.I±2.2 53.6±3.3

Cu 32.7±2.5 41.6±3.I 84.9±5.6 166.8±10.3 251.7±15.4

Ag 76.0±5.8 98.5±7.4 207.4±13.7 416.6±25.8 636.6±38.8
Pb 194.4±14.8 259.4+19.5 573.0±37.8 1184.7±73.5 1841.2±112.3
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FIG. I. Energy dependence of ]60 charge-changing cross-
section data for Pb (top), Ag (middle), and Cu (bottom) targets.
The solid squares show the measured reaction cross sections,
while the solid triangles represent the calculated charge-
changing electromagnetic cross sections. The difference cross
sections, which include errors from measured and calculated
cross sections, are given by the open _uares. The horizontal

line represents the average value of difference cross sections for
all energies.
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FIG. 2. Energy dependence of _60 cross-section data for the

light targets H (results are calculated from C and CH 2 targets),
C, and A1 after subtraction of the ED component. The horizon-

tal line represents the average value of our cross-section data for
all energies.

are obtained from empirical formulas. The empirical es-
timations of Westfall et aL [24] and Binns et al. [26] give

total charge-changing cross sections as measured in our
experiment. The formulas of Lindstrom e/ al. [23],
Benesh, Cook, and Vary [38], and Kox et al. [25] give
the total nuclear reaction cross sections. In order to

compare our data with the results of these formulas, we
have to estimate the contribution of the ¢r (Z=8---,8)
neutron-emission channel. This contribution is obtained

by using the data of Oison et al. [41] from a similar ex-

periment (160 projectile fragmentation at 2. I
GeV/nucleon), which allows the calculation of this con-

tributionwith the help of factorizationrules.As can be

seen inTable III,the measured cross sectionsagree with

the totalcharge- and mass-changing cross sections de-

rivedfrom differentformulas. Only the value forthe lead

targetisoverestimatedby some formulas. (Allformulas

are energy independent above 2 GeV/nucleon and do not
take intoaccount the ED contribution.)

B. Partial charge-changing cross sections

Partial nuclear cross sections can be described by the

factorization rule expressed as

TABLE HI. Total nuclear cross sections in comparison to results of different cross section formulas.

The first column gives the averaged value of the nuclear cross sections for our experiments at five ener-

gies. The next two columns include charge-changing cross sections derived from empirical formulas.
In the fourth column, the average total cross sections including the neutron-emission charmel are given.
The contribution of this channel was estimated using data of Olson et al. [41]. These cross sections are

compared with the results of four empirical formulas. All cross sections are given in rob.

Average

Average Ref. [24] Ref. [26] +Ref. [41] Ref. [24] Ref. [23] Ref. [38] Ref. [25]
Target &Z>0 &Z>0 &Z>0 &A >0 &A >0 AA >0 &A >0 &A >0

C 883.4±9.7 906.6 999.2 927.2+_9.8 924.0 $98.3 987.5 999.3

AI 1271.5+-11.9 1259.3 1314.4 1326.8±12.1 1314.2 1290.2 1394.6 1438.5

Cu 1908.5±21.I 1853.6 1811.3 1972.5±21.2 1979.5 1861,9 2054.3 2125.0

Ag 2444.6±31.0 2383.5 2234.0 2515.8±31.2 2577.7 2367.9 2629.1 2699.1
Pb 3313.9±69.7 3311.7 2949.2 3393.0±69.8 3632.9 3249.0 3620.1 3649.2

V

r.;
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TABLE IV. Calculated Ypr and err for 160. For definitions, see text.

Kinetic energy (GeV/nucleon)
Target 2.3 3.6 13.5 60 200

C y_ 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
¢_ 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

AI y_ 1.216 1.200 1.204 1.179 1.200
e_ 3.980 4.071 4.237 4.372 4.444

Cu Z_ 1.487 1.485 1.482 1.455 1.439
e_ 16.604 17.414 18,944 20.192 20.905

Ag y_ 1.669 1.678 1.671 I.M8 1.652
e_ 38.553 41.213 46.301 50.437 52.871

Pb y_ 1.944 1.953 1.943 1.919 1.925
e_ 98.660 108.548 127.893 143.427 152.925

unuc(p,T,F)=yprZ_, (7)

where Crnuc(P,T,F) is the nuclear fragmentation cross sec-
tion for the projectile P incident upon the target T pro-
ducing the fragment F. The factor _,_ depends only on
the species of projectile and fragment, while Yn- depends
only on the species of projectile and target [41].

We found that in a similar way it is also possible to
determine partial electromagnetic cross sections [10].
The photon spectra for different targets at constant beam
energies do not change significantly in shape, but only in
intensity. Therefore the relative probabilities for the pro-
duction of different projectile fragments in interactions
with different targets should be independent of the target.
We introduce a factor e_, which is proportional to the

probability to produce a fragment F by ED in a collision
of projectile P with an arbitrary target. At a given ener-
gy, the absolute value of the partial ED cross section into
a given channel is expected to scale with the intensities of
the photon spectra associated with each target. We use
the target factors Yet and eer, defined separately for
each energy as

ypr:= %/Crnuc(P,T) /_nuc( P, T = C) (8)

and

m lot 10[ePr:--aemc(P, T)/°'em¢(P, T = C) , (9)

where cy,,¢(P, T) is the total nuclear cross section for the
target T obtained by subtracting the calculated total

(remc(P,T)from thecharge-changing ED cross sections ,o,
measured data. The scaling on the C target is arbitrary,
and so scaling to a different target does not lead to any
difference in the separated cross sections.

The partial ED cross section is written as

o_(P, T,F) = ¢_,re_ • (I0)

For the measured partial cross sections atom(P, T,F), we
can write

F F
Ume_s(P,T,F)-- YerY e + ePree • (11)

The fragment factors y_ and e_ are evaluated for all en-
ergies and fragments by minimizing the expression

F F[Yer Y e + eere e -- °'m-s(P, T,F) ]2

_, [AC;mes(p,T,F)]2 --_minimum, (12)
T

where A_rmes(P,T,F) istheerrorofthemeasured partial

crosssectionames(P,T,F).
Nuclearand electromagnetictargetfactorsdetermined

by thisprocedurearegiveninTable IV forallfiveener-

gies.The fragmentfactorsdeterminedby our fitpro-
cedureareshown inTableV. Using (7)and (10),thepure

nuclearand pure electromagneticcomponents were
determined.In Fig.3 the partialcharge-changingnu-
clear,crosssectionsAZ = I and 2 are shown together
withdata of OIson etal.at 2.1GeV/nucleon [41].In

general,our partialnuclearcrosssectionsareconstantin
thewhole energyrangeand agreewiththedataofOlson
etal. Itshouldbe notedthatallcrosssectionsbelongto

one fixedenergyscalewith one fragmentfactorand its
error.For thatreasonallcrosssectionsfora certainen-

ergybut differenttargetsaresmalleror biggerthanthe

average for all energies (for example, the 13.5-
GeV/nucleon data for AZ = I are significantlylarger

thantheaverage).
Figure4 shows the energydependenceof the partial

electromagneticcrosssectionsforthe leadtarget.The
crosssectionu(Z=8--.Z<5) was calculatedby sub-

",.__..:

TABLE V. Z_ ande_ asdeterminedfromfitprocedures.Alldataareinrob.

Kinetic energy (GeV/nucleon)
2.3 3.6 13.5 60 200

y_CZ=7) 97.504-2.79 99.02+2.65 107.76+2.76 I05.01_2.99 105.94:3.96
eer(Z----7) 1.244-0.17 1.70---0.15 2.94+0. 16 5.442:0.21 6.75±0.27
y_(Z =6) 116.89+3.25 119.72±3.06 113.72±2.86 122.28±3.16 124.75±4.26
¢e;(Z=6) 0.66±0.19 0.45±0.18 0.88_+0.14 1.62±0.20 1.98+0.26
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FIG. 3. Partial nuclear cross sections AT.= 1 (top) and

AZ =2 (bottom) for the reaction of 1SO with targets C, A1, Cu,

As, and Pb determined from our experiments (solid squares)
based on factorization rules. The data include cross sections

from [41] at 2.1 GeV/nucleon (open squares). The horizontal

line represents the average value of our cross.section data for all

energies. .-

tracting the two partial ED cross sections from the calcu-
lated total one. The relative abundance of the ED partial
cross sections to the total ED cross sections derived from
the data for all targets is shown in Fig. 5. From both

figures it can be seen that the partial cross sections for
AZ = 1 and 2 are the dominant electromagnetic interac-
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FIG. 4. Partial electromagnetic cross sections for the reac-
tion of =+O with a Pb target. The open triangles give the calcu-

lated total charge-changing cross sections. The solid and open

squares represent the cross sections for AZ--1 and 2, respec-
tively. The solid triangles give the cross section for AZ > 3,

which was calculated by subtracting the AZ ----1 and 2 contribu-
tions from the calculated total ED cross section. Some of the

partial cross sections have a small offset in energy for better

comparability of the error bars.

HG. 5. Relative contributions of partial electromagnetic

cross sections for I_O to the total charge-changing electromag-

netic cross section. The plot includes results of all targets since

the given quotient for one energy only scales with the constant

factor e_. Some of the partial cross sections have a small offset

in energy for better comparability of the error bars.

tion channels. These interactions are induced by proton

or alpha emission from the giant resonance of the 160

projectile. With higher energies the virtual-photon spec-
tra become harder and the excitation of a delta resonance

becomes more likely. The excitation of a delta resonance

within the projectile ndcleus can lead to an intranuclear

cascade and can cause a more complete destruction of the.

projectile nucleus. That is the reason why the AZ > 3

channel exceeds the AZ ---2 channel at 200 GeV/nucleon.

This fact. was also observed for 32S data at 200

GeV/nucleon [I0].

C. Cross sections for light targets

The cross sections of the three fight targets CH 2, CR-

39, and C were used for the determination of the

hydrogen-target cross sections. The energy dependence

of the total charge-changing cross sections together with

cross-section data of Webber, Kish, and Schrier [42,43]

are shown in Fig. 6. It turns out that the data of Webber,

Kish, and Schrier match our data at 2 GeV/nucleon
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FIG. 6. Total charge-chaz)ging cross sections for 160 for H

and C targets. The squares (open for the H target, solid for the

C target) represent our data, while the triangles give the data

measured by Webber, Kish, and Schrier [42,43] (open triangle -if'

for the H target, solid triangle for the C target). . .-,_":i!
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(top)and _Z=2 (bottom)for reactionof 160 with carbon.

Data from Webber, Kish, and Schrier[42,43](triangles)and

Lindstrometal.[23](invertedtriangles)arealsoincluded.

quite well, whereas at I GeV/nucleon their cross sections
are about 10% smaller. Figure 7 gives the partial cross

section for hydrogen. It shows a decrease of the cross
section for AZ=I between I and 13.5 GeV/nucleon.

For AZ---2 the observed decrease is less strong. A de-

crease of these partial cross sections of this strength can-
not be reproduced completely with intranuclear cascade
calculations E44]. Further detailed studies of this effect

are necessary.
Our partial cross sections for the carbon target in com-

parison to other data are shown in Fig. 8. The partial
cross sections for AZ = I and 2 are constant between 2
and 200 GeV/nucleon. In contradiction to the data of

Webber, Kish, and Schrier, we only observe a slight de-
crease from 1 to 2 GeV/nucleon. Our data point at 2.3

GeV/nucleon is consistent with the data point of
Lindstrom et al. at 2.1 GeV/nucleon [23]. A surprising

point is that for low energies the two partial cross sec-
tions AZ = I and 2 for the C target of Webber, Kish, and

Schrier [43] show nearly no odd/even effect which is

present at higher energies.
The fact that the partial hydrogen target cross sections

are smaller at energies of some GeV/nucleon than ex-

pected implies a change of parameters for astrophysical
models for propagation of cosmic-ray heavy ions from
the sources to the Earth. These calculations relate mea-

sured nuclear abundances near the Earth to source com-

positions. The thickness of penetrated matter and the
probabilities of the nuclei escaping our Galaxy are ob-
tained in these calculations. A. reduced partial fragmen-
tation cross section AZ ----I (16a---N), which must be put

into these calculations to reproduce the experimental

data, e.g., for the measured N/O ratio, affects the escape

probabilities [45].

III. CONCLUSION

Fragmentation cross sections for 160 were measured

for a set of targets in the energy range from 0.9 to 200
GeV/nucleon. The rise of the total charge-changing

cross sections with energy, especially for heavy targets
caused by the ED effect, was observed. The contribution

of the ED process was calculated using virtual-photon

spectra and photonuclear data. Subtracting this ED con-
tribution from the measured total cross sections, we ob-

tained the pure nuclear component of the cross sections.
The total nuclear cross sections for all targets show no

energy dependence, as is expected by the concept of limit-

ing fragmentation. Fit procedures enabled us to separate
nuclear and ED components also for the partial cross sec-

tions. The partial nuclear cross sections for heavier tar-
gets are almost energy independent and agree quite well

with other data. The partial ED cross sections show that
with high energies ( > 100 GeV/nucleon) the ED process
cannot lead tothe emission of nucleons and a particles

only, but can result in a much more complete destruction

of the projectile nucleus. The data for the H target may
influence the output of astrophysical model calculations.
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Abstract--A nonperturbative analytic solution of the high charge and energy (HZE) Green's function is :
used to implement a computer code for laboratory ion beam transport in multiple-layered materials. The .
code is established to operate on the Langley nuclear fragmentation model used in space engineering :
applications• Computational procedures are established to generate linear energy transfer (LET) distri-
butions for a specified ion beam and target for comparison with experimental measurement. Comparison
with :rFe ion with Pb--AI and Pb-(CH2) , targets shows reasonable agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION

GREEN'S functions were identified as the likely means

of generating efficient HZE shielding codes for space
engineering which are capable of being validated in

laboratory experiments (Wilson et al., 1989). A deri-
vation of the Green's function as a perturbation series

gave promise for development of a laboratory-vali-
dated engineering code (Wilson et al., I990) but

computational inefficiency provided a major obstacle
to code development (Wilson and Badavi, 1992).

More recently, nonperturbative approximations to

HZE Green's functions have shown promise in

providing an efficient validated engineering code
(Wilson et al., 1993a, c). Previous work has found a

solution to HZE transport in a homogeneous

medium using nonperturbative methods (Wilson and
Badavi, 1992; Wilson et al., 1993b, c). In the present

report, we derive solutions for inhomogeneous multi-

layered media. The resulting computer code is used to
derive LET spectra behind multilayered targets for

ion beams with Z _< 28 corresponding to the major

components of the galactic cosmic ray spectrum. The
results of the computation are compared with 56Fe

accelerator beam experiments with Pb--AI and

Pb,-(CH:)., shield configurations.

2. GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A SINGLE

MEDIUM

We restrict our attention to the multiple charged
ions for which the Boltzmann equation may be

reduced (Wilson, 1977a) to:

(x,E)=,E (x,E),
(1)

where _)j(x, E) is the ion flux at x with energy E

(MeV/amu), _(E) is the change in E per unit dis-

tance, crj the total macroscopic reaction cross section
and a,_ the macroscopic cross section for collision of

ion type k to produce an ion of type j. The solution
to equation (I) is to be found subject to the boundary

condition:

_,(0, E) =f,(E), (2)

which for laboratory beams has only one value ofj

for wh.ich f(E) is not zero and that,(E) is described
by a mean energy E0 and energy spread a such that:

I

fj(E) = _--_a exp[-(E - E0)2/2a:]. (3)

The usual method of solution is to proceed solving

equation (1) as a perturbation series (wilson

19_a. b; Wilson et al., 1990). In practice, the compu-

taticx_al requirements limit the usefulness of the tech-

niq,,ze for deep penetration (Wilson and Badavi,

r':_cGreen'sfunctionisintroducedasa solutionof:

=_ .,,G,.(x.E, Eo), (4)
k

sub__.,x to the boundary condition

G_,(0, E, Z0) = _,. ,5(E - EQ). (5)

T'_-_ _"_ution to equation (1) is given by supcrposition

as

d_,(x,E)=_fG:(x,E,E')f,(E')dE" (6)



i

W
If Gj_ (x, E, E') is known as a transcendental func-

tion, the evaluation of equation (6) may be accom-

plished by simple integration techniques, and the
associated errors in numerically solving equation (1)

are avoided (Wilson et al., 1991).

The above equations can be simplified by trans-

forming the energy into the residual range as:

= I_dE'/_ (E'),5

and defining new field functions as:

: _,j(x, _,)= :,.(E)¢j(x, E)

_,,.(x, r_,r',.) = ._,(E)O_(x, E, E')

and equation (4) becomes:

Or, t-_] _..(x, 5, r;)

J. L. SHINN et al.

In the above, the g-function of n-arguments is found

recursively by:

g(j) = e-*J • (19)

and

g(Jt,J:'" '1'.,]'. + t)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lO)

j

= r,,r.). (I1)

where t) is the range scale factor as vjrj = v=r,_ and is

taken as vj= Z]/Aj and the boundary condition is

now:

_,_(0,5, r_,) = _5?.3(5 - r_.) (12)

and with solution to the ion fields given by

xf0Oi(x. 5) _- _j.,(x.r_.r;ff,.(r_)dr',.. (13)

The solution to equation (11) is written as a pertur-

bation series:

%..(x. r,. r;,) = 2_(¢l,_(x.rj, r;.)
i

where

and

(14)

%'olt x rj,r',.)=g(j)cSmcS(x +rj--r'.,) (15)enk ,

%"_t,_ 5, r;) ~ vjaj,.g(j, m)~ - 06)

where aSJ2(x, rj, r;) is zero unless

&(rj+ x)<.r'.<.&rj+ x (17)
Um i'm

for v,_ > t). If t)> v., as can happen in neutron

removal, the negative of equation (16) is used and the

upper and lower limits of equation (17) are switched.

The higher terms are approximated as:

%'O{xr,, r;)._ _.m l, s

kt .k2.....k, - t

× Via,k,ak _:" " ' Ok.... g(j. ki, k: ..... k,_ ,.m)
x(v..-v_)

g(J, .J2 "" ".i-, ,J.) -- g(J, ,A "" "J. -' .A. ,)

a_.., + aj.
(20)

the _(x. rj, r') are dependentNote that purely

on x for t.>0 which we represent as _(x)

(Wilson and Badavi, 1992). In terms of the above, the
solution to equation (I) becomes (Wilson and Badavi,

1992)

eli(X, rj) = e-°"_(r, + x)

+ _ @_(x)[Pm(r'..3-P.(r_,.)]. (21)
nt,/

In equation (21), r_ and r_,l are given by the upper
and lower limits of the inequality (17). The symbol

P..(r;) refers to the integral spectrum:

t.(r;) -- f,,(r) dr. (22)

We note that:

" ' F_,(E') (23)F._(r ..) -

F..(E') = f; f,_(E) dE (24)

gL-

r; = Jo dE/_,.(E). (25)

introduce nonperturbative terms for the

with

and

We now

summation in equation (21).
First, we recall that the g-function of n-arguments

was generated by the perturbation solution of the

transport equation neglecting ionization energy loss

(Wilson et al., 1989) given by:

[f__+ajlg,,,(x)=_a,_g_,,(x) (26)

subject to the boundary condition:

g_ (0)- 3. (27)

for which the solution is

gin(x) = 3_g(m) + a_g(j, m) +"" (28)

It is also true that:

g,,. (x) = _ g,_ (x - y)g,,.O') (29)
k

(18) for any positive values ofx and y. Equation (29) may

V

V
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be used to propagate the function gjm(x) over the

solution space, after which:

_j,.(x,r,,r_.)_e-',_l,.6(x +r,--r',.)

+v, Igj.(x)-e-',' cSj.l/x(v,_-v,). (30)

The approximate solution of equation (1) is then

given by

_,(x, rj) = e.... "_" *"

+E vLgj.(x)- e-°'''s,.] . ,
,. x(v,.-vj) [F_'(r'u)-F'(rkl)]

(31)

which is a relatively simple quantity (Wilson et al.,

1993a).

aJt:J,_(x' Y' r,, r_,) _, e .... "-_:-" 6j,.

x 6(x + py + rj - r'_) + v,[g_:/,_(x, y)

3. GREEN'S FUNCTION IN A SHIELDED
MEDIL'M

The major simplification in the Green's function
method results from the fact that the scaled spectral

distribution of secondary ions to a first approxi-

mation depends only on the depth of penetration as

seen in equations (16), (18) and (30). Our first ap-

proach to a multilayered Green's function will rely on
this observation and assume its validity for multilay-

ered shields.
Consider a domain labeled as 1 which is shielded

by a second domain labeled as 2; the number of type

j ions at depth x in 1 due to type m ions incident on
domain 2 of thickness y is:

gl:j,,(x,y) = _gljk(x)g,.,,.(Y). (32)
k

The leading term in equation (32) is the penetrating

primaries as:

g_:j_,(x, y) = e-*',"- ,2,z c5_,.

+ [g_:j,.(x, y) - e -'''x- ,2,y 6j,.], (33)

where all higher order terms are in the bracket of

equation (33).
The first term of the scaled Green's function is

then:

ff_°_,.(x, y, r,, r_,) = e-% _- ":,Ydij,.

x 8[x + rj - (r'_ - py)], (34)

where p is the range factor for the two media:

/

-e-*',x-'=, -' 6j,.]/(x + py)(v,. - vj). (37)

Equation (37) is our first approximation to the
Green's function in a shielded medium (two layers)

and is easily modified to multiple layers (see Appen-
dix). We now consider the first spectral modification.

It is easy to show that the first collision term has

the properties:

vjoo,, e ........ u..v for r_, = r_.,
Iv., - vii

, - - . (38)
= cja,./,.e _',' #2,_ for r_, = r_,v

Iv=- vii

We use these properties to correct the average spec-
trum as:

vjg_?j,. (x, y)

_l_,,_(x, y, rj, r'_) = Iv,, - vll(x + PY )

+bj,.(x,y)(r'_-F,,), (39)

where g]_:_,,(x, y) is the first collision term of equation
(37) and

f'_ = (r',._ + r'_)/2 (40)

is the midpoint of ¢_. between its limits given by

equation (36). The bj,. term of equation (39) has the

property that:

f'b,,.(x,y)(r'-f',.)dr'=O, (411

ensuring that the first term of equation (39) is indeed

the average spectrum as required. The spectral slope

parameter is found to be:

bj,,(x, y) = v_v.(%,,e -°' ..... _'." - a:_.

x e-°',"-'2,s)/[(x + py)(v,, - v_)lv,. - rill. (42)

A similarly simple spectral correction could be made

to the higher order terms. The spectral correction

given in equation (42) is i,ncluded in the present
Green's function code.

p = R,,(E)/R:,(E). (35) _,.]_

The ratio is shown for protons in Fig. 1. We take a _1 _ 0.5single value for p corresponding to 600 MeV/amu.
The secondary contribution is similarly found by

noting that equation (17) becomes:

/)/
_(rj+x+py)<_r'_<_--r_+x+py, (36)
_,n l),,,

from which the average spectrum is evaluated. The

full approximate Green's function is then:

0 I I I I
!0 -t 10 o 10 ] 10 2 10 3

E (MeV)

FiG.I.Ratioofrangeinwatertorangeinaluminum for
protonbeams.

/Yo
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4. LET SPECTRA FOR LABORATORY BEAMS

We use the boundary condition appropriate for

laboratory beams given by equation (3). The cumu-

lative spectrum is given by:

F,(E) =: [1
fE E0'_-]

' - "l )_l- (4')
The cumulative energy moment needed to evaluate

the spectral correction is:

,
a [ (E- &):-]+_exp_ _ _j. (44)

The average energy on any subinterval (E_, E:) is

then:

J. L. SHINN et al.

E= [_(&)- E,(&)1t[F,(E,)- F,(E:)].

The beam generated flux is:

_bj(x, y, rj) = e-*" :- ":' '_(r, + x + py)

+ _ _J(x, y) [¢..(r _,.) - t.if;.,)]
i!qj

(45)

+ Y. bJ2(x, y)lr;. (_ - P']
m

x [[',,(r',) - J_,,(r,_)], (46)

where Eis evaluated using equation (45)with Ej, and

E: as the lower and upper limits associated with r_,,

and r_,,.
A series of evaluations for a lead scattering foil

(2.24 g/cm 2) in front of a water target is shown in
Fig. 2. The lead scattering foil is usually part of the
accelerator beam line so that the fragments from the

..008
!

..006

".00_

-.002

0 4

as

600 56

(a)

.O04

"- 'o--- 300" . .___
48

E, MeVlamu 500 _ ¢"
600 56

(b)

FiG. 2 (a) and (b).

Normalized
fluence densily,
(MeV/amu) -1
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fluence density,
(MeV/arnu) -1
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.004

Normalized

fluence density,

._2 (MeV/amu)-"

o
600 56

(c)

Fig. 2. Differential ttuence for 525 MeV/amu _Fe beam with a 2.5 MeV/amu standard deviation after
passing through a 2.24g/cm 2 lead scattering foil and a water target. (a)0cm H:O; (b) 5¢m H:O;

(c) I0 cm H20.

J

lead target are seen as contamination. Clearly, these

fragments must be modeled to properly interpret the
attenuation of the beam in the water target in actual

experiments.

5. NUCLEAR DATA BASE

The nuclear absorption cross sections are fits to

quantum mechanica] calculations developed at the

Langley Research Center over the past 20 years

(Wi]son, 1973, 1974; Wilson and Cosmer, 1975;
Wilson and Townsend, 1981; Townsend and Wilson,

1986) and are considered reliable to about 10%. The
nuclear fragmentation cross sections for most nuclei

on hydrogen targets are taken from Silberberg et al.
(1983) and are augmented for light fragment pro-
duction with the Bertini model (Bertini, 1969). It

was noted that early versions of these cross sections
failed to conserve mass and charge (Wilson et al.,

p., 0.g

0.6
v

'_ 0.4

'E
J

0.2.

_ ¢ (_Ajojp)/Ap

a ap -_o 0
.RO_

_=BBBB ._

- ,,aB=o_' ^00_o
_o_ Qo

- SOOw

_0 Z I I l I I J
4 8 12 16 20 24 2g

Projectile ion charge

FIG. 3. The absorption cross section in hydrogen targets

and mass averaged production cross sections at

600 MeV/amu for various projectiles.

RM 2311--E

1974) and still exhibit mass loss for 10 _< Z _< 22 by
as much as 30*,/,. This is displayed in Fig. 3 where

aa_ is compared to YA/r_,/Ap, where A_ is fragment

mass, % is the fragmentation cross section for

projectile p and Ap is the projectile mass. The
breakup of light nuclei (A _<4) is taken from the

quantum calculations of Cucinotta et al. (1993). The

fragmentation of the remaining nuclei (Ap > 4) is
evaluated from the latest versions of the

NUCFRAG model (Wilson et el. 1987a, b). Since

the public release version of NUCFRAG (HZE-
FRGI, Townsend et al., 1993), a de-excitation
scheme for mass two and mass three fragments and

a coulomb trajectory calculation have been added
for more realistic cross sections at low energy

(Wilson et al., 1993a). The elemental fragmentation
cross sections are displayed in Fig. 4 at several

energies. The reduced fight fragment production at

low energy results from coulomb trajectory correc-
tions. This is the same data base used in the most

recent energy dependent engineering code HZETRN

(Shinn et al., 1992).
The transport codes usually represent a reduced

set of isotopes. In the past, we usually represented

each charge group with an associated mass taken as
the nearest mass on the stability curve for the given

fragment charge. The most recent version of
HZETRN uses an isobaric flux representation with

the nearest charge on the stability curve and the
distance to the nearest isobar was calculated

D = (A,- At): + 4(Z,- Z,):, (47)

where A, Z, represent the fragment and A/, Z_

represent the listed isobar mass used in the calcu-
lation and nearest charge to the stability curve. The

present calculation uses an 80-isotope representation
and the nearest isotope in the list is found using

equation (47).
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6. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND

COMPARISON

The S6Fe nuclei were accelerated to 600 MeV/amu

at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Bevalac facility

and passed through a series of beam transport

102

!r 101 --

°_

E
-1
:>" l 0° --
1.1

dlK

1o-_
lO o

I I
101 1o 2 109

LET, keV/p.m (in water)

FIG. 5. Measured CR-39 response parameter (Benton et al.,
1986).

elements, triggering devices and a 2.24 g/cm: lead foil

prior to exiting the beam pipe and impacting the

target. Two targets of 2 g/cm: Al and 4.6 g/cm 2 of

polyethylene (CH:), were used to evaluate their

transport properties. The beam energ3' is inferred to

be 557 MeV/amu when only the lead foil and target

are considered for transport analysis. The trans-

ported beam exciting the target was measured using

CR-39 plastic foils (Benton et al., 1986). The beam

intensity was measured by a monitoring foil in front

of the target. The detectors and targets are run in

good geometry, so that acceptance corrections are not

required.

The detector response is assumed to be approxi-

mately Gaussian with an LET dependent width F

shown in Fig. 5. A correction for non-Gaussian

contributions is taken as:

I e-(L - Lo):,':_
R(L, Lo) = 0.8

I e-_L- z_)::2#_ (48)+ o.2 

where ao = 0.4247F and a; (taken as 2.4tr0) is fit to the

L __
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high LET side of the primary ion peak. The response
function of equation (48) is used to compare the
theory to the experiment.

The distribution of ions produced in passing a
557 MeV/amu _rFe beam through a 2.24 g/cm: of lead
and the two target materials (separately) was mapped
into detector response using equation (48). The com-
parison with experimental measurements is shown in
Fig. 6. While the calculated result for polyethylene is

in good agreement with the experimental data
(Fig. 6(b)), the calculated aluminum curve (Fig. 6(a))
suggests that the aluminum fragmentation cross sec-
tions may be 20-30% low.
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APPENDIX

The preceding formalism is extended to a three-layer
configurationas follows.The solutionto equation(26)ina

three-layeredmedium is:

g123_(x, y, 3) = _, gl_(x)g2_lO')g_(z). (AI)
k!

The leading term is the penetrating primaries, and equation

(A l) may be written as:

+ [gl.,3,_(x,y, :) - e-°', x- _.,,-,,,-- _,_]. (A2)

The scaled Green's function is then:

_123,,(x, y, :, rj, r',) ,_ - e ....... _.,- _',,-"di_

× 6(x + p:y ÷ p: + rj- r',) + _3[g:.3_(x,y, :)

- e ....... '.,."-*_: cS_]/(x + P2Y + p_:)(t',, - t)),

(A3)

where p:_- RIflE)/R2j(E) and p_--- RIj(E)/R_:(E). The
range condition of equation (17) becomes:

_(rj+x +pD,+p_z)<_r',<_-rj +x'_p.'+p_'" (A4)
/.:_ rm

The spectralcorrectionsare similarlyderived.

- = °

'* , ; ' %" ': . _: _- . "," i '_ ,_ - t , _. :

r li . f
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ABSTRACT

The eleven-month duration of the EURECAmission allows long-

term radiation effects to be studied similarly to those of the Long

Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). Basic data can be generated for

projections to crew doses and electronic and computer reliability

on spacecraft missions. A radiation experiment has been designed
for EURECA which uses passive integrating detectors to measure

average radiation levels. The components include a Trackoscope,

which employs fourteen plastic nuclear track detector (PNTD) stacks
to measure the angular dependence of high LET (_6 keV/_m)

radiation. Also included are TLDs for total absorbed doses,

thermal/resonance neutron detectors (TRNDs) for low energy neutron
fluences and a thick PNTD stack for depth dependence measurements.

LET spectra are derived from the PNTD measurements.

Preliminary TLD results from seven levels within the detector

array show that integrated doses inside the flight canister varied
from 18.8±0.6 cGy to 38.9±1.2 cGy. The TLDs oriented toward the
least shielded direction averaged 53% higher in dose than those

oriented away from the least shielded direction (minimum shielding
toward the least shielded direction varied from 1.13 to 7.9 g/cm 2,

A1 equivalent). The maximum dose rate on EURECA (i.16 mGy/day) was
37% of the maximum measured on LDEF and dose rates at all depths

were less than measured on LDEF. The shielding external to the

flight canister covered a greater solid angle about the canister

than in the LDEF experiments.

INTRODUCTION

The EURECA mission provided the opportunity for measurements

of the space radiation environment in low earth orbit (LEO) over an

extended period (II months). Compared with the LDEF mission, the

_time period was 16% as long, but the number of orbits was
sufficient to obtain an excellent average over the LEO radiation

*Work partially supported by NASA Grant No. NAG9-235, NASA-Johnson

Space Center, Houston, TX



field. In orientation EtrRECA was in stable alignment with the sun,

rather than Earth, which complicates the shielding distribution

about the experiments. However, calculations based on
environmental radiation models can be made by averaging over

shielding for comparisons with the measurements.

A selection of passive integrating radiation detectors has

been flown on the EURECA mission in a sealed aluminum canister.

This experiment is similar to the A0015 and P0006 experiments which
were flown on LDEF. The EURECA experiment included plastic nuclear

track detectors (PNTDs), TLDs and thermal/resonance neutron

detectors (TRNDs) to measure total absorbed doses, high LET

particle fluences, directionality and shielding depth dependence of

the space radiation. A silicon wafer in contact with PNTDs was
also included for measurement of the high LET fluences of secondary

particles originating in the silicon. The secondary radiation may
contribute substantially to electronic microcircuit failures in

space.

The radiation detectors in this experiment allow a number of

measurements to be made. At present only the TLDs have been read

out. Absorbed doses as functions of shielding thickness (due to

the A1 canister and the composition of the detectors only) are

given. The remaining measurements will be reported at a later

date.

V

EXPERIMENT w

The EURECA satellite was launched with the STS-46 mission at

8:57 a.m. CDT on July 31, 1992 and returned with the STS-57 mission

at 7:52 a.m. CDT on July i, 1993, for a total duration in space of

335 days. The orbit was 426 km in altitude with an inclination of
28.5". The flight canister was mounted within the Exobiology

Radiation Assembly (discussed below) with open space through an

aperture to one side of the canister.

The complement of detectors included in the experiment were a

TLD plate, nearest the top of the canister, followed by the
Trackoscope and the thick detector stack. The layout is shown in

Fig. i. The TLD plate was acrylic, with 16 holes for placement of
TLDs; 4 around the center of the plate and 3 at each side.

The Trackoscope base was a truncated cube of acrylic with 14

faces (7 parallel pairs with 6-cm separations). PNTD stacks of
2.86 cm diameter and 0.45 cm thickness were attached to the faces.

This arrangement compensates for the directional response of the

PNTDs.
The thick detector stack contains layers of TLDs, PNTDs and

aluminum, interspersed, and also a silicon wafer, held in place

within a polyethylene sheet, and a TRND layer. The thick stack
allows a measurement of shielding dependence of absorbed dose and

heavy particle LET spectra. A comparison of the LET spectrum
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Detector components for EURECA radiation experiment. The

Trackoscope base is a truncated cube with 7 pairs of parallel
faces. PNTD sub-stacks (2.86 cm diam. x 0.25 cm thick) were

placed on each of the 14 faces. The detector stack contained
6 additional TLD layers at various depths.
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adjacent to the Si wafer with that in the near vicinity will yield
information about secondary particle production within the wafer.

The low energy neutron fluence, to be measured with the TRNDs, is
of interest from the standpoint of dosimetry and as a test for the

radiation modeling codes. The contents of the detector array are

given in Table I.

There were seven TLD plates included in the detector array

with 16 TLD-700 chips (0.635 x 0.635 x 0.089) in each. After the

mission, the TLDs were read out, with controls and 13Zcs _-ray

calibration chips, in a Harshaw Model 4000 reader. A pre-readout

annealing cycle was used (120"C for I0 sec) to eliminate the low

temperature LiF glow peak from the response. A low temperature

fading study has shown that this eliminates the need for a fading
correction for the EURECA time period. The flight and calibration

TLDs were recalibrated together afterward to improve response

accuracy •

MEASUREMENTS

The 16 TLD doses in each plate have been averaged into 5

groups: center, left, back, right, front. The measurements are

given in Table 2 and Fig. 2. The direction of maximum intensity of
radiation is seen to be diagonally through the right side and top

of the canister. The minimum and maximum doses are 18.8 and 38.9

cGy.

DISCUSSION

The direction of maximum radiation intensity in the flight

canister should correspond to the direction of minimum external

shielding. The positions of the Biostack flight canisters, one of

which was occupied by the detectors, is shown in Fig. 3 relative to

the Exobiology Radiation Assembly. It can be seen that one side of

the canister is unshielded to space. Also the top of the canister

is set back from the side of the assembly so that the top has a

significant solid angle open to space. It is also probable that

the top of the canister receives a significant fraction of dose

through the side mf the assembly. This corresponds well to the

expected external shielding as projected from the dose

distribution.

An accurate solid angle distribution of external shielding

about the detector canister will allow the dose measurements to be

compared with calculations based on environmental radiation models.

A comparison with dose rates measured on LDEF (Frank et al., 1992)

is given in Fig. 4. For equivalent shielding, the EUP_CA dose
ra£es are less than those at all LDEF locations. This is

qualitatively consistent with the difference in the external

shielding. The LDEF flight canisters (P0006 and A0015) were open

to space over an approximately 2T solid angle, while the open solid

angle on EURECA was much smaller. Also the different altitudes of,



EURECAand LDEF contributed to higher LDEF doses. EURECA was
launched from STS-46 with a Shuttle altitude of 426 kin. LDEF was

launched from STS-41C_wzith the Shuttle at an altitude of 478 km.

The LDEF altitude decayed, but a higher average trapped proton flux

can be expected for this mission. At greater shielding depths the
differences are smaller and the EURECA dose rates may be

approximately equal to those at the LDEF leading edge.

REFERENCES
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TABLE I. EURECA DETECTOR ASSEMBLY

Material

Layer
Thickness (cm)

TLD (Acrylic) 1 0.165

Trackoscope 6.92
Lexan I 0.025

k.j TLD (Acrylic) 1 0.165

CR-39 (+PC)* 4 0.060
A1 1 0.159

TLD (Acrylic) 1 0.165

CR-39 (+PC) 4 0.060
A1 1 0.159

TLD (Acrylic) 1 0.165

CR-39 (+PC) 4 0.060
A1 1 0.318

TLD (Acrylic) 1 0.165

CR-39 (+PC) 4 0.060
A1 1 0.318

TLD (Acrylic) 1 0.165

CR-39 (+PC) : 4 0.060

Si/Polyethylene 1 0.015
CR-39 1 0.060

A1 1 0.159

TLD (Acrylic) 1 0.165

6LiF/CR-39 (Acrylic) 1 0.350
Lexan 1 0.025

Label

TLD #i

ET-I -- ET-14

TLD #2
EUR-I -- EUR-4

TLD #3
EUR-5 -- EUR-8

TLD #4
EUR-9 -- EUR-12

TLD #5
EUR-13 -- EUR-16

TLD #6

EUR-17 -- EUR-2 0

EUR-21

TLD #7

EUR-TRND

*8_m-£hick polycarbonate film was placed between adjacent

layers of CR-39
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3
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TABLE 2

TLD Absorbed Doses Measured on EURECA

Absorbed Dose (cGv)

Shielding
Thickness

A1 Equiv.

Center _ront Left Back _ (_I cm2)

30.9+_0.9 33.9+1.0 28.8+_0.9 32.8+1.0 38.9_+1.2 0.92

22.3+-0.7 24.6_+0. 7 19.7_+0.6 25.8_+0.8 32.9+_1.0 8.30

23.2+-0.7 24.7+0.7 20.1+0.6 25.4+-0.8 31.3+-0.9 9.36

22.2+-0.7 25.2+_0.8 20.7_+0.6 23.7_+0.7 29.7+-0.9 10.4

5 22.9+-0.7 24.1+0.7 20.1-+0.6 24.5+-0.7 28.6+_0.9 11.9

6 21. I+_0.6 22.3+0.7 18.8-+0.6 22.8_+0.7 29.0+_0.9 13.4

7 21.7+_0.7 24.1_+0.7 19.4+_0.6 22.8+_0.7 29.6+_0.9 14.9

The uncertainty given is standard deviation, a.

The shielding given is the averaged vertical shielding to the

top of the detector array and includes the top of the flight
canister. Shielding external to the canister is not given.

Minimum shielding of the side TLDs through the sides of

the canister was 1.13 g/cm 2, A1 equivalent.

V
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FISSION FOIL DETECTOR CALIBRATIONS WITH HIGH ENERGY PROTONS

A.L. Frank and E.V. Benton
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;ntroduction

Fission foil detectors (FFDs) are passive devices composed of

heavy metal foils in contact with muscovite mica films. The heavy

metal nuclei have significant cross sections for fission when

irradiated with neutrons and protons. Each isotope is

characterized by threshold energies for the fission reactions and

particular energy-dependent cross sections. In the FFDs, fission

fragments produced by the reactions are emitted from the foils and

create latent particle tracks in the adjacent mica films. When the

films are processed surface tracks are formed which can be

optically counted. The track densities are indications of the

fluences and spectra of neutrons and/or protons.

FFDs have previously been used for spaceflight measurements

(Benton et al., 1982-1983; Benton et al., 1978; Benton et al.,

1981; Frank et al., 1990; Dudkin et al., 1992). In cases where the

proton contribution to track densities can be subtracted out, the

FFDs can be used as high energy (>1 MeV) neutron dosimeters. These

detectors have been calibrated with neutrons of energies up to -15

MeV and found to have efficiencies _ = 1.!6 x 10 .5 tracks/neutron

barn (Pretre et al., 1968), where "thick" foils are used (the

thickness of the foils exceeds the ranges of the fission fragments

produced so that maximum efficiency is achieved). There have been

no calibrations performed with nucleons ofhigher energies or with

FFDs having threshold energies above 15 MeV. In the past,

detection efficiencles have been calculated using the low energy

neutron calibration and published fission cross sections for

neutrons and protons. The problem is that the addition of a large

kinetic energy to the (n,nucleus) or (p,nucleus) reaction could

increase the energies and ranges of emitted fission fragments and

increase the detector sensitivity as compared with lower energy

1



neutron calibrations.

High energy calibrations are the only method of resolving the

uncertainties in detector efficiencies. At high energies, either

proton or neutron calibrations are sufficient since the cross

section data, plotted in Figure 1 (Lomanov et al., 1979; Wollenberg

and Smith, 1969; Stehn et al., 1965), show that the proton and

neutron fission cross sections are approximately equal.

mmmUa  
High energy proton beams have been utilized at the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory BEVALAC and at Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory

(HCL). Beam energies were 1.8 and 4.9 GeV at the BEVALAC and 80

and 140 MeV at HCL. All irradiated FFDs were assembled with thick

foils. During the irradiations the proton beams were incident

normal to one surface of the detectors. The two mica films

therefore measure the tracks of fission fragments emitted backward

(opposite to the proton direction) and forward (in the direction of

the protons), respectively (Figure 2).

For the BEVALAC irradiations, the proton doses were monitored

by arrays of TLDs (TLD-700) held in acrylic plates. The plates

were aligned with the FFDs during the irradiations. At HCL, their

calibrated ion chambers were used to determine the doses. In each

case the proton fluence is found from dE

Fp = Dose(rad)/[l.602 x 10 .8 x dX (MeV'cm2"g'1)]

After the irradiations, the mica films were etched in 50% HF

for 1 hr at 21°C to reveal the fission fragment tracks. They had

been etched for 3 hr prior to the irradiations to enlarge the

latent fossil tracks. Average track densities were measured by

scanning several strips across each film under an optical

mocroscope at 200X or 430X, depending on track densities.

Backgrounds were counted on reverse sides of the films.

Track densities from aged _SU foils are reduced due to

oxidation. This was compensated for by dividing the measured track

densities by 0.7, so that the results are consistent with new,

unoxidized foils. The background due to spontaneous fissions in

the 238U foils were measured by storage of assembled FFDs.

V



Measurements

The measured detector efficiencies are given in Table i. The

track densities on the two mica films (backward and forward) have

been averaged for each fission foil, as would be done in space

measurements. In all cases the track density in the forward (beam)

direction was greater than in the backward direction, showing that

beam energies have a distinct effect on fission fragment ranges.

The ratios of backward-to-forward track densities with better

statistics varied from 0.45 (1.8 GeV protons on 181Ta) to 0.85 (140

MeV protons on Pb) but the data are too sparse to determine

variations as functions of beam energy or atomic number of the

foil.

The standard deviations (o) for the 1.8 and 4.9 GeV

measurements are in the range of 7 to 15%. This is mainly due to

uncertainties in proton fluences caused by gradients across the

detectors during the irradiations. The track counting statistics

were about 2-4%. The beam was uniform across the detectors at HCL,

resulting in smaller as in the 80 and 140 MeV measurements.

The efficiency measurements are plotted in Figure 3 along with

some calculated neutron efficiencies for L_U and _2Th at lower

energies. The cross section curves (Figure I) have been used as

guides in filling in the efficiency curves over a wide energy

range. The _2Th measurement at 4.9 GeV does not fit in with other

measurements or with projections from the cross sections. The

reason for this could not be determined.

Conclusions

A beginning has been made to the calibration of fission foil

detectors to high energy nucleons. Measured sensitivities above 1

GeV (tracks/nucleon) are higher by factors of approximately 2-3

than those which would be calculated using published fission cross

sections and the efficiency equation derived from low energy

neutron calibrations. The calibrations will be improved by

measurements at a greater number of energies. The energy range of

interest in space applications extends to i00 GeV (Armstrong and

Colborn, 1990) so the published fission cross section curves will



continue to be useful in supplementing measurements.
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APPENDIX M

PROTON CALIBRATION OF LOW ENERGY NEUTRON DETECTORS
CONTAINING 6LiF

A.L. Frank and E.V. Benton

Department of Physics, University of San Francisco
San Francisco, CA 94117-1080

Introduction

Neutron detectors composed of layers of 6LiF placed between

films of plastic nuclear track detectors (PNTDs) have been used on

numerous space missions to measure thermal and resonance neutron

fluences. The detectors have typically been mounted in pairs, with

one of the pair covered by Gd or Cd foil to absorb out the thermal

neutron component. The neutrons are detected through the 6Li(n,a)T

reaction which has a high cross section at thermal energies (950 b)

and declines with increasing neutron energy (a = 150.2/JEn). The

6LiF layer becomes a radiator foil for the PNTD films. The emitted

a-particle track densities are counted in the PNTDs and are

converted to neutron fluences through detector calibrations and

response calculations.

The accuracy of these neutron measurements has recently been

questioned by Keith et al. (1992). The reason has to do with the

high fluences of energetic protons incident on the spaceflight

detectors during the measurements. There are reactions other than

neutron absorption by 6Li which can produce _-particle emissions,

such as 6Li(p,a), 7Li(p,u) and 19F(p,_). They believe it possible

that a large fraction of the a-particle tracks counted on these

detectors are induced by protons rather than neutrons. If true,

the measured neutron fluences would be overestimated and the large

deviations in the ratios of proton and neutron fluences present in

the spacecraft, plus proton spectrum fluctuations, would result in

inaccuracies of uncertain magnitudes.

The purpose of the present calibrations is to measure the

proton response of the detectors with accelerated beams having

energies within the region of maximum intensities in the trapped \__-

13



proton spectrum encountered in near-Earth orbit. This response is

compared with the responses of the spaceflight detectors when

related to proton exposures. All of the spaceflight neutron

measurements have been accompanied by TLD absorbed dose

measurements in close proximity within the spacecraft. For

purposes of comparison, the spaceflight TLD doses are assumed to be

proton doses.

mmmu  1
Detectors were assembled from layered arrays of 6LiF and 7LiF

TLDs (TLD-600 and TLD-700) with films of CR-39 PNTDs on both sides.

The individual TLDs are 0.635 cm square and 0.089 cm thick. The

7LiF detectors were included to reveal the effect of the 6Li

isotope in determining response to protons. The detector

components were covered with dense cardboard sheet during the

irradiations.

Detectors were mounted in pairs (one of each type) slde-by-

side for the irradiations. The proton beams were incident at 45"

angles to the surface of the PNTD and LiF layers. Proton beam

energies of 80 and 153.6 MeV were obtained at the Harvard Cyclotron

Laboratory. The detectors exposed to 80 MeV protons were given

15.1 rads, while those exposed to 153.6 MeV were given 9.88 fads.

These doses correspond to 1.085 x 108 and 1.129 x 108 protons/cm 2,

respectively. A third pair of detectors traveled with the others

for background purposes.

After return of the detectors, the CR-39 films were removed

and processed by standard techniques to delineate the latent tracks

and provide good visual discrimination between short, stopping a-

particle tracks and other tracks present in the surfaces. The

etchant used was 6.25N NaOH at 70" and the etching time was 4 hr.

The films were scanned and the track densities counted at 200x

under an optical microscope. Spaceflight detectors are read out

using the same methods.

_easurements

The measured track densities per rad are given in Table A-I-I.

The error limits given are calculated from the standard deviations



based on counting statistics plus a 10% uncertainty due to track

classification. The added uncertainty derives from the nature of

the track size distribution. On spaceflight detectors, the track

counting is relatively easy because the targeted tracks, short,

stopping a-particle tracks from the 6Li(n,u) reaction, are

relatively distinct from other tracks present with few border-line

events. The proton-irradiated detectors contained a more

undifferentiated track size distribution. This made track

classification more difficult and may have caused added track

density variations of up to ± 10%, after background subtractions.

The track densities found for 6LiF are greater than for 7LiF

at 80 MeV, but less than at 153.6 MeV. However, the uncertainties

in the measurements may account for the differences. The track

densities at 153.6 MeV are greater than at 80 MeV when calculated

per rad but are about the same when calculated per incident proton.

Included in Table A-I-1 are the results of calculating track

densities per TLD tad for 17 spacecraft measurements. The

spaceflight track densities used were those measured for the

resonance neutrons. Because of the way thermal neutron track

densities are found from the pair of flight detectors (subtraction

of the Gd-covered-detector track densities from uncovered-detector

track densities) all of the tracks produced by space protons would

be included with the resonance neutron component. There were large

variations in the spaceflight measurements of track density per TLD

tad, with a trend to very low values for high altitude flights. At

high altitudes high doses of lower energy protons are encountered

in the SAA. The data suggest that these protons are relatively

inefficient at producing secondary neutrons through interactions

with the spacecraft material.

In comparing spaceflight track densities with those measured

for protons it is seen that there is approximately a factor of 100

between them. This implies that the proton-induced fraction of

track densities attributed to resonance neutrons in spacecraft

measurements averages about 1% and would not be expected to exceed

4% on any mission.



Conclusions

Based on a simulation of spaceflight protons by 80 and 153.6

MeV accelerated protons, the average overestimate of measured

resonance neutron fluences during LEO missions is about 1%. Since

the accuracy given for these spaceflight measurements is about a

factor of 2, the proton contribution is not significant. Track

densities of short-range, stopping a particles, measured with 6LiF

and TLiF radiator foils were not significantly different, implying

that the p,a cross-sections of the radiator foil isotopes are

comparable at these proton energies.

Reference

J.E. Keith, G.D. Badhwar and D. J. Lindstrom (1992) Neutron
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TABLE A-I-I. Track Densities of StoDpiDq a-Particles

Induced by Protons

Proton Energy Radiator

(MeV) Layer

Track Density

(cm -2 rad -I) (Tracks/Proton)

80 6LiF 9.3±1.8

80 7LiF 6.8±1.3

153.6 6LiF 11.0±2.1

153.6 7LiF 15.4±2.1

Spaceflight 6LiF 1060±670,

1.29±0.25 x 10 .6

9.5 ± 1.8 x i0 "7

9.7 + 1.9 x 10 .7

1.36+0.19 x 10 .6
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._su--ac_--Lumgral linear energy transfer (LET) spectra of cosmic radiation (CR) parucles were measured
on five Cosmos series spac_raR in low Earth orbit (LEO). Pax_cular emphasis is placed on rmults of
the Cosmos 1887biosateLUtewhich carried a set ofjo/nt U.S.S.P,.-U.S.A. radiation experiments involving -_
passive deu:cu)rs that included thermolum/nescem de,,ec_rs (TLDs), pla.qic nuclear track detectors " i
(P,N'TI)s), Rs,s/on foils, nuclear photo-emul._on.s, etc. wk/ch were located both inside and outs/de the -
spscccra_ Measured LET spectra are compared with those theorecical/y calculated. Results show that ;
_er, is some dependence of LFf s_-tra on orbital parameter. The results are used to ,stimam the CR :

quality factor (QF') for the Cosmos 1887 mi._ion. /

INTRODUCTION

Tim tm'Eo-a_ linear energy transfer (LET) s'I:mctra

are important for characterizing cosmic radiation
(CR) because they can Ix used to estimam the
absorbed and equivalent particle dose and to evaiuato
the respective quality factors. Ea=licr, the intagral
LET dism'butiou._ were measured ha the following

" works: Petrov et al. (1975"), Benton (1983,. 1986"),

and Akopova et d. (1985, 1986, 1987, 1988). As
a rule, these investigations used passive detectors

(plates, emulsions) which permitted measurements
in a rtstrictcd LET interval.In some investigations

(e.g. Akopova et a/., 1987, 1988; Heinrich, 1977;
Heinrich and Baer, 1984), the LET distributions
were calculated as a functionof" shielding.In allof

these theoretica_'studies,only thegalacticcosmic

ray particleswere regarded as sourc_ ofcosmic

radiation.

This paper presents _e results of a rec=ntexper-
imental mad caiculationaistudy carriedout by the

authors.Particularattentionwas paid toComparing

results obtained by various experimental techniques,
and to finding the laws which govern the dependenc=
of the forms of the integral LET distributions on

orbital parameters.Measurements were takenin

space (behind very thin shielding), and inside the
spacecraft wher* the mean thicknessof theshielding
of detectors reached tens of g crn-z.The contribution

of trapped protons and electrons is also takenhat6
account in the theoretical calculations.

EXPERIMENTAL TE_QL rF-,S

Theuse of LET _ data is necessm'yfor

appraisingthe radiationenvironment inside space-
craft. Previous measurements were made on board

Cosmos 782,936, and 1129 usingan electronspec-

tromet,r, nuclc_a.remulsions,and plasticdetectors.

These rtsuJts have been presented by Benton (1986)

togetherwith dosimetricmeasurements and LET

spectra obtainedon board some of the U.S. Shuttle

flights.
The current work presents the results obtainedon

board five Cosmos-ty_ satellites using two types of
detectors, namely, nuclea_ photo-emulsions (N'PE)
and solidstarenucleartrackdetectors(SSNTDs).

The N'PE assembliescon_a;-ing200/_m thickBR-

and BYa-typ_ emulsions wrapped with light-right

paper and aluminized Lavsan were placed tither in
instrument modules outside the spacecraft or insid_

thespace'raft.Mter exposu_ and recovery,eac_a
layerof emulsion assembly was treatedby the

selective-developmenttechnique which makes it poss-
ible to controlthe N'PE layerthresholdsensitivityin

a broad intervalofLET (se_Akopova eraL, 1983).

The emulsion threshold sensitivity controlisbased

on the introductionof Br- ions into an exposed

smuisionlayerby diffusion.The Br- ionsemanated

from BR-tyl_ layers(emitters)glued to either of the

surfac_of the exposedlayer thathad been irradiated
bcforthandwithblue-violetlight.The Br- iongener-

ationand diffusionfrom theemitterstotheexposed

§USF work partiaLly_pported by NASA-Ames R_arr2aC_atcrGrantNo. NCC2-521,NASA-MSFC GrantNo.
NAGS-071 and NASA-ISC GrantNo. NAGg-235.
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layers_ves risetoa negativebromine barneraround

th'elaten_imagecenters,therebyincreasingtheindue-

non periodsofdevelopingcemers.The ability,of the

centers to be developed depends, then. upon the rado
of the height of the barrier restricting the amval of
electrons at the c_nters to the depth of rhe potenual
well in which the electrons are captured. Thus, con-

trollingthe N'PE thresholdsensitivityisbased on

differentdegreesof dispersionof the latentimage

cente_ produced by particleswith differentLET

values.The thresholdsensitivity,ofthe exposedlayer

permitsonlythoseparticletrackstobe developedfor
which the LET isat leastequal to some tbxeshold

LET value.Therefore,the techniqueof findingthe

planarfluenceof the particleswith LET > LET_,,_
doesnotrequirethetrackparameterstobemeasured

but isreducedtocountingthe number of thetracks

traversing a particular section of an NPE surface.
Calibrationof the techniquewas achievedby expos-

ingN'PEs to particlebeams of well-definedLETs.
We used BYa-typc emulsion which permitsthe

integral LET spectra to be measured within an inter-
val from 12 to -lff' Me Vcm-_ of biological tissue

(water),with the lower limit(~ 12MeV ¢m -i)being
defined by the effectivesensitivityof the BYa-type

emulsion.To obtaina completeLET disu'ibution,we

sometimes used the relativistic BR-rype emulsion,

thereby making k possible (to within a large m_cro-

scope scanning error) to find the planar fluence
of cosmic radiation particles at small LET values

(the L_ZT of relativistic protons in _ssue is
=2.0 MeV cm-k "l'ne error in counting these tracks

at LE'i'_,_ = 2.0 MeV era-' increases (i) due to a

high wack exposure of the detectors (the satellite
flightslastS, as a rule, for more than 10 days)and
(ii)becausetheoperatorcan easilyoverlooktracksof

relativistic protons (low gram densities).
The secondtechniquefor findingthe LET distri-

butionsisbasedon theuse ofSSNTDs oftheCR-39,

CN, and polycarbonatetype,whose effectiveLET

thresholdsof track detectionare 40, I000, and

1250 MeV cm.-tinwater, respectively. CN and Lexan
were used in earlier measurements (the AS'IT,

Skylab, and Apollo 17 missions). During later flights,
including the 24 initial Rights of the U.S. Shuttle, use
was made of SSNTDs of the CR-39, polycarbonate,

and polysLy rene types which were subjected after the
fliahtS to the standard NaOH etching with 6.25 N at
70"*C. Preliminary scanning showed that the densi_

A. B. AKOPOVA ee al.
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F_. 1.The experimental LET specu_ obtain_ from diker-
gritsatellites oftheCosmos seriesat _ _ 1.0gem-z by the

NPE method.

of the tracksdetected in polycarbonate and poly-
styrene was very low compared with that of CR-39.
The method for using SSNTD to find the LET

spectra is described in detail by Henke and Benton

(1974).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. I are shown the results of LET spectra
meas_xements by the tffPE method. The NPE
assemblieswere placed in external instrument
modules on spacecraft with different orbital par-

ameters (see Table l). For these external assemblies,
the shielding thickness may be considered not to
exceed ~ l.Ogcm -_.The shielding of the detectors by
the satellite bodies and by the Earth and fiae geometry,
of the exposures were approximately the same for all

of the flights.
The integral LET spectra shown in Fig. 1 have been

obtained mainly with the BYa-type emulsions, so the
distribution ranged from 12 to 1.5 x 10_MeV cm °_ of

tissue. From Fig. 1 it is seen that the values of the

integral spectrum at the lower LET values were

Table I. The flight pm--zme_ersofthe s_eIlims on which the N'PEassemblieswer_
exposed

Cosmos Aposeel Solar
!_ri _ Orbital activity
(kin) inclination !_ "iodseries

_teUite Exposure time

I129 S_p. _-Ocu I0, 1979 A06,'126 62.8* max
1571 Jun. tl-Jun. 26. 1984 4201355 70* man
1600 5ep. 27...0ct.i0, 198a 4201354 70" man
1757 Jun. ll-Jun.19, 1986 2521189 92"3° mm
1887 Sc'_.29--Oct. ix 1987 -t06i_-4 6180 rain

V
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COSMIC R.AD[AT'iON LET SPECTRA .

obtained using the re!advisfi4BR-qpe emulsionon

board Cosmos [571 and [757only.[nordertomake

rh¢ presentation of dam clear, the experimental
points have bee= umfied by a solid line of _¢
approximate t'orm x./-"J, wi_ere L is LET m r.issue:
x and _ are constants.
The foUowi_g preiimin_'yconclusionsmay be

drawn from the curvespr_cntedtn Fig.h

(I) experimental values of ±e integral LET diswi-
budons ate very close to each other for the ssteilhes
with similar orbitalparame_e,"s(Cosmos I129 and

1887, Cosmos [571 and 1600);

(2) effec:sof so[_r ac:/viry at_ insignificant (the
values of the specu-a obtained from Cosmos 1129 and

I887 are alike);
(3) slopesof the integral.spectraobtained5-ore

satellitesdiffering inorbitinclination,/,_ similarto

other (the specu'al index_ of all tht_ .spectra for
the LET ran_ag from I0 to 10J MeVcm -I ofdssue

is the same within deviations of ± 15%);

(4-) values of the LET spectra seem to rise with

inc-wa.cing orbit inclination at i .> 60°; .
(5) the integral LEt spec:rum obtained from

Cosmos 1757 is higher, than all the other specu'a

d_spite the fac: that the particular orbit was 1.5 times
lower in altitude than the other orbits.

A preliminaryconclusionmay be drawn from

comparing these results with the result.sof Beneon

(1983): in the case of highly inclined orbits (i > 60°)
the absolute flux values of the LET specu_ and.

hence,of the absorbed and equiva/entdoses,depend

more stronglyon the orbitinclination(i)than on

altitude(h),_vhere_ inthecase of low inclin_tdon

/

orbits (i < 60=) r_eir flux values depend more strongly
on aititude--than on orbit {nc!ination. F,.u'ther
measurements in h/gh inclination orbits arc aeeded

(or verification.
"['heobse:'_adonc.%nbe unde_tood by considering

how the various contributions to LET vary. with
orbitalaltitudeand inclination.Above 60=hac[inadon

at tow altitudes galacdc cosmic rays dominate the
LET. The C.,CR is not strongly modulated by altitude
at the altitudes conside,'_i, but is modulated by the

rigidity, cut-off, which is a fuacdon of geomagnetic
latitude.For lower inclinationorbits,trappedpar-

dcles a_ more importanu Trapped par_cles ale
stronglymodulated with altitude, but aot so strongly

modulated with inclination.
Figures2 and .3presentthe integral LET specu'a

obtained from cosmos 1887 by the ,.N'PE aad SS_'TD
methods. The respec_vevaluesforthe exte.na__-

_b[_es a_m showu in Fig. 2, while the data obtained
inside the satellite are presen_-'d in _g. 3. "i-ae two

figures also show the calculated ,-_sults obtained by
the method described in Akopov_ ¢r aL (198_ behind

shielding t.hick'ness_=l.0gcm': ('Fig. 2) and
6 = 1.0, I0.0, aad 20.0 gcm -z (Fig. 3). The calca-
radons were made for the Cosmos t887 orbit par-
amerars. The uumber of histories is tOt

A method for calculating the integral LET spec-

tram o( galacuc cosmic ray particles _s described in

Akopova et aL (198_. Our work is the first to inc!ude
both the ga.lac'_c cosec ray psrdcles and the radi-

ation belt protons in the region of the South ArJa_dc
Anomaly (SAA). The LET distributions from the

protons wer_ determined from the energy spec='a of
radiation beJt protons caJcuiated using the SawTer
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t
and Vette (1976") APSMI.N trapped proton environ-

ment. Figures 2 and 3 present the total calculated

LET distributions (the histograms).

The following llre[iminary conclusions may be

drawn from analy'nng the curves presented in Figs "

and 3.

(1) the experimental results obtained by the N'PE

and SSNTD methods are similar in the region where

the LET spectra overlap, thereby indicating that both

methods may be used in studies of this type. The best

agreement between the experiments was obtained

from measurements made inside the spacecraft

(Fig. 3);

(2) the experimental and calculated data are also

in satisfactory, a_'eement with each other. The fact

that the experimental and calculated curves shown in

Fig. 3 are about the same at 3 = 10.0 g cm "z seems to

imply that the mean thickness of the shielding of the

detectors was close to ~ 10.0 gcm-:;

(3) it should be noted that the calculated and

experimental data disagree at small shielding thick-

nesses (3 _< 1.0 gcm-:) especially for the lower LET

values (Fig. 2). As shown by a relevant analysis,

85-95% of the spectrum at the LET values from ~ 10

to 100 MeV cm °_ of tissue is due to the radiation belt

protons (on assumption of the isotropic proton distri-

bution in the SAA). The trapped proton calculations

therefore seem to be less consistent with the exper-

iment than the GCR calculations. However, the

experimental points are scanty in the given LET

range, a fact that should be taken into account in

further studies;

(4) the results of calculating the int_graI LET

spectra from galactic cosmic ray particles behind

shielding from 0 to 50 g c-m-'- were previously done

by Hein.,'ich (1977) and Heinrich and Baer (1984),

where the following two main conclusions were

reached, namely, (i) the spectra] slopes change at

~ I03 MeVcm "T for all shielding thicknesses and

(ii) the spectral slope angle i¢ independent of shielding

thickness for LET> 10JMeVcm =) and depends

upon the latter (increases with thickness) for

LET _< 10 _ MeVcm -_. Our studies have confirmed

the first conclusion completely. Our calculations have

shown that the slope angles of the LET spectra are

alike in the range of LET >- I03 MeV cra -_ where the

value of the spectrum is defined solely by the galactic

cosmic ray particles (mainly, by Fe nuclei). The

contribution of radiation belt protons to the total

integral LET distribution decreases with increasing

shielding thickness. The opposing dependendes lead

to the near-independence of the slope angle of the

totat GCR and proton distributions on shieiding for

shielding thicknesses up to at least 20 g cm':. for

LET < 10 _ MeV cm-'.

We have used our experimental and calculated

LET distribution data to estimate the mean quality

factor (QF) in the Cosmos 1887 orbit behind shield-

ings of 1.0 and l0 gem-:. This applies to particles

A. B. AKOPOVA et aL

having LET in tissue from 2.0 to t0" MeV ¢m -_. We

used the AESMI"N environment (Teague and Vette,

1972) to calculate the doses from the radiation belt

electrons in the Cosmos 1887 orbit behind a

1.0 g cm': shielding. In the case of a 10.0 g c'm':

shielding, the electrons were neglected because of

their small contribution to the total dose. We have

found their QF to be 1.3 _-0.2 and 1.7 _, 0.2 at t.0

and 10.0gem-:, respectively. These values are in

good agreement with the calculated and experimental

data published elsewhere (Kovalev ee al., 1979: Curds

er aL, 1986).

In future studies, parlacular attention should be

paid to detection of spectra at small LET values. In

addition, lmowing the distribution of the spa_t

shielding is extremely important, as this information

will allow a more correct comparison between the

calculated and experimental data.
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(Received 30 May 1989)

A_a-ae_--Significant absorbed dose levels exceeding 1.0Gy day -j have been measured on the external :
surface of the Cosmos 1887biosateLliteas functions of depth in stacks of thin thermoluminescent detectors ,
CTLDs)ofU.S.S.R.and U.SIA.manufacture.The dosewas foundtodecr_serapidlywithin_g ,
absorber thickness, thereby indicating the presence of intensive ftuxes of low-ener_ particles. Comparison :
betweentheU.S.S.R.and U.S.A.r_sultsandcaJcu_donsbasedon theVerteModelenvironment_ in ,
satisfactory agreement. The major contribution to the dose under thin shielding thickness is shown m be :
from electrons. The fraction of the dose due to protons and heavier charged par_cles increases with ;
shielding thickness.

k_/

INTRODUCTION

TH_ DEPTHdistribution of absorbed dose in matter is

an important characteristic of the radiation environ-
ment. It is of particular interest to examine the
absorbed dose values which apply to the surface

layers of materials placed outside spacecraft.
Experiments measuring absorbed doses under very

thin shielding have been made on board the Soviet
recoverable satellites since the late seventies using

integral-type solid-state detectors. In the Cosmos
936 (1977) and 1129 (1979) biosatellite experiments,
thermoluminescence detectors (TLD) of 1.0 g era -z

thickness covered by 0.001-I.0 gcra -z thick opaque

rna. terials were mounted on the external surfaces of
the satellites (Akat0v et al., 1981; Benton, 1983).

These experiments have shown that absorbed
doses measured outside the satelht_ are as much

as 50-1000 times higher than the absorbed doses
measured with similar detectors inside the satellites.

The doses increase rapidly with decreasing shielding,
thereby indicating that the dominant contribution to
the surface dose is from the low-energy component of

ionizing radiation.
The measurements were continued on board

Cosmos 1514 biosatellite (1983) and other recover-

able satellites (198#--1986) using thinner (up to
20 _m) TLDs (Akatov et M., 1985, 1988; Szabo et at.,
1986, 1987). In these measurements, the absorbed
dose in 0.005--0.03 gem -z thick detectors covered

with 0.00l-0.002 g crn--' thick foils was found to be

2-10Gyday -t. The doses varied as a function of

the exposure conditions, namely, orbital parameters,
solar activity and shielding by satellite structures.
However, the character of the depth distribution of
doses remained the same, with the dose decreasing

rapidly in the 0.005-0.1 gem-: thickness interval,
then decreasing more slowly.

This paper presents the results of the K-6-25 joint
Soviet-American dosimetric experiment on board the
Cosmos 1887 biosatellite, as well as the results of
theoretical calculations for the Cosmos 1887 orbit

(altitude of 406 km apogee and 224 km perigee; incli-
nation of 62.8°). The flight lasted from 29 September
to 12 October 1987.

EXPER_AL TECHNIQUES

The American 7LiF detectors (Harshaw TLD-700)
of two thicknesses (0.00914 and 0.0889cm) and
the Soviet-manufactured 0.8 era diameter thermo-

luminescent glass detector of 0.012 and 0.i cm thick-
nesses were used in the experiments. The detectors
were stacked in vertical cylindrical channels of a

metallic container. Two four-channel containers were
used in which the 7LiF detectors were stacked in three
channels, and the glass detector in one channel.
The containers had a diameter of 5 cm and a height
of 2era (see Fig. 1). The maximum depths of
the detector stacks were 3.'* gem "z for 7LiF and

3.8 g¢m -z for glass. The container surfaces facing
free space were covered with a Kapton film
0.002 g¢m -_ thick, metallized on both sides to pro-
tect the detectors agains_ direct sunlight and against

**USF work parually supported by NASA-Ames Research Center Grant No. NCC2-521 and NASA-JSC Grant No.

NAC.-9-235.
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FIo.I.Drawing,halfactualsize,ofTLD stackcontainer
(Al)forCosmos 1887experimentThe U.S.demctorsof
0.32cmx 0.32cm were in hole (a),U.S. det_-zorsof
0.64_nx 0.64cm were inholeCo)and Sovietdetectors

of0.8eradiameterwereinhole(c).

heating. The optical density of the metallized film

surfaces is 3.
The detector containers were mounted in a special

device covered with a lid for protection during re-

entry. The device with the lid open was fastened
under a fairing on the external surface of the satellite
before launch. (When in orbit, the fairing is jetti-

sonedg on re-entry, the lid is closed. In this manner
the detectors are open to nearly free space while in

orbit,and arc heat-shieldedduring the satcUite

launchingand recoveryperiods.)

Afar the Right, the detectors were processed at the
laboratories in the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. by similar

methods. The 7LiF detectors were measured using the
_w Model 4000 TLD Reader, and the glass

detectors using the NI-IZ-203 instrument. The detec-
tors were calibrated separately in the U.S.S.R. and

theU.S.A. using U_Cs y-rays.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 are shown the measured and calculated
valuesof absorbed dose as a f_nctionof shielding

thickness for the Cosmos 1887 experiment. The dose
levels in the least protected upper detectors

(~0.002gem -2) were 1.2-2.5 Gy day -t and de-
creased by a factor of _ 103 at a 1 gem-: depth.
This confirms the earlier observations indicating the
occurrence of substantial low-energy particle fluxes in

free space.
The character of the depth distribution of the dose

inferred from the American- and Soviet-made detec-

tors has proved to be the same despite some differ-
ences in the absolute dose values. The main difference

is observed in the uppermost detectors where the dose
in the American detectors is about t_ce a.s high as
the Soviet detector dose. This may be due to
the difference in the detector thickness (0.024 g cm -2

for 7LiF (U.S.A.) and 0.31 go'm-: for TL #ass
(U.S.S.R.), since the averaged specific value of dose
in a thicker detector will be lower if the dose falls

significantly across the thickness of the detector.
At greater depths, the discrepancy in the readings
decreases and is in the range of 20--_0%. Some of the
variations may arise from differences in detector

arrangement; for instance, the American detectors
were not packed closely in the cylindrical assembly

Y'U. A. AKATOV et aL

0.ol 0.2 0.4 0.s 0.8 i.O J_. 1.4 las
0.1 o_ o.s o.7 o4, -u - -1.3 i..s t.7

Depth {_]-cm"_)

FiG. 2. Depth disU'ibutionof absorbed tissue dose on the

exlef'_I surface of Cosmos .1887-biosatdlitc. The dose

measurementerroris~10%.Cur_ I:dataoftheSoviet-
madeglassTLD. Curve2:dam oftheAmerlcan-n_xde7LiF

TLD. Curve3:ciilculi;t;_l"data.-

channels.Also,theremaybe m_/l" differencesm

detector-calibrationprocedures.

The depth distributionsof doseswere calculated
consideringthecontribution_om trappedelectrons

and protonsand galacticcosmic..rays(CrCR).The

flightoccurrednearsolarminimum so no solarflare

proton contributionwas considered.Trapped radi-
ationbeltfluxeswere calculatedusing the Vertc

"A_8-MI"N electronand APS-MIN proton model

environments (Teague et al., 1976; Sawyer and Vettc,
1976). According to this data, most of the electron
flux lies within a 0.0.5-g.5 MeV energy .r:ange, wh_e

the proton flux covers a 0.1-450 MeV range. The
dose at small shielding thicknesses ts due to the

proton and electron ionizing energy loss, Whereas the
electron bremsstxahlung makes a significant contri-
bution to the dose for thicknesses in the range above

2gem -_.
The methods used tocalculatethe C_,-CRspectra

and,hence,thedosesinlow Earthorbitarethesame
asdescribedinDudkin eta/.(1986)..Thecalculations

allowedfor the deformationof the GCR particle

spectrum in theEarth'smagneticfieldand for the

secondary,radiationgenerated in inelasticinter-

actionsof particlesin the shielding.The absorbed
dosesfrom both thetrappedand the C_.rCRparticles

werecalculatedforthecaseofisotropicincidenceof

a broad paniclebeam onto an A1 planarshieldand
forsolarminimum conditions.

The calculationresultshave shown thatthedoses

under low shieldthicknesses(<Igcm--') axe due

19:
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DEPTH DISTRIBUTION OF ABSORBED DOSE

Table t.Component compositionofcosmic ray dose (%) under various
shieldthicknesseson Cosmos t887

Shield thickpess
(gcm%" 0.i 0.5 t.0 1.5_,:2.0 5.0
Particle species

e 99.2 95.6 79 42.8 13.7 2.2

p 0.6 2.7 I1.3 30 42.5 34.0
GCR 0.2 1.7 9.2 27.2 43.8 63.8

/

mainly to ionizationlossof radiationbeltelectrons.

The fractionof dose due to radiationbeltand C_.rCR

protons and to electronbremsstahlung increaseswith

shieldr.h/ckness.Comparisons between the calculated

and experimental data shown in Fig. 2 indicate that

they are in good agreement. The calculated data used

to analyze the doses from the different radiation types

outside the biosatellite are presented in Table 1.

As noted in Szabo et aL (198"0, the average dose

rate outside satellites depends substantially on orbital

parameters. The character of the dependence of the

dose on shieldingthickness varies also and is very

difficultto describe with a unifiedexpressionapplying

to differentspacecraftorbits.We are of the opinion

that further studies should be aimed at examining

the depth distribution of the absorbed dose for

differentorbital parameters and differentsolar ac-

tivityperiods.In so doing, particularattentionshould

be paid to the experimental geometry and to careful

calibrationof detectors,especiallyin the intervalof

high doses of about 10-1000 Gy where lincarityof the

dose characteristicsisobserved to vary in some types

of detectors.
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7
Abstract--JointSoviet-Americanmeasurementsoftheneuroncomponentofspaceradiation(SR)were L
carried out during the flight of the Soviet biosatellite Cosmos-20_. Neutron flux densities and differential -_
energyspectra weremeasuredinsideandontheexternalsurfaceofthespacecraft.Threeenergyintervals
were employed: thermal (E, < 0.2 eV), resonance (0.2 eV < E, < 1.0MeV) and fast (E, > 1.0MeV)
neutrons.The first twogroupsweremeasuredwithU.S.6LiFdetectors,whilefastneutronswererecorded
bothby U.S.fissionfoilsand Sovietnuclearemulsions.Estimationsweremade ofthecontributionsto
absorbed and equivalent doses from each neutron energy interval and a correlation was presented between -;
fastneutronfluxes,measuredoutsidethesatellite,and thephaseofsolaractivity(SA).Averagedose
equivalent rates of 0.018 and 0.14torero d-' were measured for thermal and resonance neutrons, :
respectively,outsidethespacecraft.The correspondingvaluesforfastneutronswere3.3(U.S.)and I.$
(U.S.S.R.)mrem d-I.Insidethespacecraft,a valueof3.5mrem d-_was found.

t .....

INTRODUCTION

TFE PRESENTmeasurements are a continuation of

previous investigations begun on board the bio-
satellite Cosmos-1887 which showed the necessity

of further development within the S.U.-U.S. joint
research program. The flight of Cosmos-2044 had
two major features which distinguished it from
other satellite flights. Firstly, its orbit was near

to polar, and secondly, the experimer_t was carried
out on the eve of the phase of maximal solar

activity.
In our previous works (Akopova et al., 1988;

Dudkin e t aL, 1990) we presented the results of
neutron measurements in near-Earth orbits per-

formed in recent years. Estimations of fast-neutron
fluences at the end of the 1970s were made from
nuclear emulsion data having insufficient statistical

accuracy. Hence, the error in determination of
fluence values reached : 50% and more. In recent

years, the value of the statistical error in these
investigations has been reduced to _+.25%. Exper-
imental data on fast neutrons have enabled us to
evaluate the correlation of the neutron fluxes of

E, >_ 1.0 MeV with the SA-phase in order to verify the
hypothesis that the neutrons recorded outside the
spacecraft are mainly albedo neutrons and correlate
with the fluxes of the GCR particles, i.e. with the

SA-phase.

,METHODS

The investigation of the SR neutron component
was carried out both inside and on the external
surface of the Cosmos-20a4 biosatellite which had

the following flight parameters: apogee = 294km,
perigee = 216 kin, inclination "- 82°, flight time =
14 days (1_29 September 1989). The satellite was not
oriented. Thermal and resonance neutrons were
measured with the U.S. SLiF detectors through the

6Li(n,_) T reaction. The fluences of x panicles emitted
from 6LIF film surfaces were recorded in plastic

detectors (CR-39). Separation of thermal from
resonance neutrons was made using Gd-foils which
shielded the detectors. Rough estimation of fast

neutrons was made with the help of the U.S. thorium

(Th) foils, where the tracks of fission fragments
produced by Th were recorded in mica detectors.
Since disintegrations can be caused by both fast

neutrons and protons, the estimation of neutron
fluences by this method is complicated.

The differential fast'neutron energy spectra were

measured using the recoil proton energy spectrum
generated as a result of the elastic scattering of
neutrons from unbounded hydrogen in the emulsion.
Measurements were made only of proton tracks
whose ends were located within the volume of

the emulsion. Allowance should be made for the
fact that, due to a significant visual error during

:USF ponion of the work partially supported by NASA Grant Nos NCC2-521 (NASA-.-M'nes Research Center) and
NAGg-235 (NASA-Johnson Space Center).
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Table 1. Experimental measurements of thermal neutrons on board Cosmos-20_

Detector F_ F2 CrC

Neutron fluence,
neutr, em -2 (2.56 _ 0.16) x los (2.23 ± 0.16) x los (0.15 q- 0.05) x l0s

Dose equiv, rate,
mrem day-' 0.019 = 0.002 0.017 _ 0.002

Table 2. Experimental measurements of resonance neutrons on board Cosmos-20_

Detector Ft F: GC

Neutron tluence,
neutr, em -_ (0.99 ± I. 16) × l0s (6.8 _ 1.3) x l0 s (4.29 + 0.46) × lOs
Dose equiv, rate,
mrem day -_ 0.036 ± 0.04I 0.25 _ 0.04 0.15 ± 0.02

determination of the short path-length recoil protons

(£p< 1.0MeV) and proton contamination from
l_N(n,p) reaction with emulsion nitrogen, neutron
fluxes with E, < 1.0 MeV were not measured in this

ex]_iment.
More detailed descriptions of measurements of

neutron fluxesand spectrausing fissionfoilsand

nuclearemulsionwere giveninAkopova etal.(1988)

and Dudkin etal.(1990).

RESULTS ._LN'D DISCUSSION

Tables I-3 present the results of measurements of
thermal (Table I), resonance (Table 2), and fast

(Table 3) neutron fluxes in various locations on board
Cosmos-20_. The data also include the equivalent
dose estimations for each group of neutrons.

As is seen from Table 3, there is some disagreement
between the U.S. and Soviet fluence values measured

on the external surface of the spacecraft (about a
factor of two). It may be accounted for by the fact
that errors shown in the tables are exclusively statisti-

cal. The magnitude of the absolute error is signifi-

cantly greater due to the ambiguity of the values of
fast neutron and proton fluxes and their spectral
forms and this must be borne in mind when TH
fission foils are used. The estimated error is within a

factor of 3.
In Table 2 there is a large difference between

resonance neutron measurements from the two out-
side detectors (F1 and F:). The ground control detec-

tor (GC) gave a fluence value which was a significant
fraction of that from F: and larger than that from F_.
The reason for the variation is not known but it is

larger than statistical uncertainties would account for.

Table 3. Experimental measurements

Figure 1 presents experimental differential neutron
spectra measured in the flight of Cosmos-2044 with
nuclear photoemulsions. These spectra are in the
range from 110 to 10-15 MeV with a maximum, as a
rule,inthe2-5MeV neutronenergyrange.Neutron

fluxesinsidethe satelliteare approximatelytwiceas

high as on theexternal surface, i.e. somewhat greater
than the values obtained in our previous investi-

gations fDudkin et al., 1990).
According to the current concepts, the neutrons

detected in near-Earth orbits originate mainly from
two sources: the albedo neutrons produced in the
interaction of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) with the

Earth's atmosphere, and the secondary neutrons pro-
duced in the spacecraft hull and structure (local
neutrons). The form of the local neutron spectra is
similar to the form of the spectra produced in nuclear
reactions

The analysis of Dudkin et al. (1990) did not reveal
any definite dependence of the neutron flux density
on altitude or orbital inclination to the plane of the

equator. In the present work we made the first
attempt to analyse dependence of the fast neutron
flux density on the phase of solar activity. If the
albedo neutrons do originate mainly from the GCR

particles, then neutron fluxes, especially those
measured outside the satellite where the contribution
of local neutrons is small, must correlate with the

phase of solar activity; i.e. in the period of minimum
SA, they must be more numerous than in the period
of maximum solar activity, in proportion to the ratios
of the GCR particle fluxes in a given orbit. Figure 2
illustrates this assumption, showing values of the fast
neutron flux densities (the experimental points)

measured on flights of various satellites within the

offastneutronson boardCosrnos-2044

Outside

F_ F:
Detector (U,S.A.) (U.S.A.)

Avg. for assemblies
Nos I, 3, 5
(U.S.S.R.)

Inside
Avg. for assemblies

Nos 2,4
(u.s.s.R.)

Neutron fluence,
neutr, era-: (8.1 ± 1.I) x 10s (7.0 "" 1.I) x los
Dose equiv, rate,
mrem day -_ 3.5 ± 0.5 3.0 __.0.5

4.0x l0s

1.80

7.74 x l0 s

3.50

V

V

V



NEUTRON FLUENCES AND ENERGY SPECTRA-.-COSMOS-20_
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FIG. 1. Differential neutron energy spectra measured outside
and inside the Soviet biosatellite Cosmos-20_. (I) Assembly
No. I (outside); (2) assembly No. 2 (inside); (3) assembly
No. 3 (outside); (4) assembly No 4 (inside); (5) assembly

No. 5 (outside).

past five years with inclination i= 70-90 ° and

h -- 200-400 kin. Curve 1 is a calculated dependence

curve (Lingenfelter, 1963) of the albedo neutron flux

on the SA-phase for the same orbits. Curve 2 shows

a relative time dependence of the GCR particle flux.

This curve is constructed on the basis of our calcu-

lations of the GCR panicle fluxes in high-latitude

orbits, taking into account the geomagnetic cutoff'.

As is seen in this figure, our assumption about

correlation of the albedo neutrons with measured

neutron fluxes and with the dependence of these

values on SA-phase (in correlation with the GCR

panicle fluxes) found strong confirmation.

It appears that in future studies specml attention

should be given to neutron energy regions where

measurements have not yet been made. or have been

made with rough accuracy--less than 1.0 MeV and

higher than 15 MeV.

h ,, 200 - - 400 km

n _. sA/nP_, sA _2.20
' GCR * GC_ = 2.1 (i ,, 70"}

N _n_ sA/_ _,i s,_.. 2.3 {i - 90")

2 J (see text)

0 I I I
84 88 88 90

YMr_

L..---.--J

rnin SA max SA

FIG.2. The correlationof fast-neutronfluxeswith solar
activity(SA)phaseinnear-Earthorbits.Curve 1:calculated

dependenceof albedoneutronfluxon SA cycle(Lingenfel-
ter,1963).Curve 2:calculatedrelativetimedependenceof

GCR panicleflux(thispaper).
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Al_tract--During the flight of the Cosmos-204g biosateLiite,joint U.S.S.R.-U.S.A. investigations of
different characteristics of cosmic radiation (CR) in the near-Earth environment were carried out. The U.S.
dielectric track detectors CR-39 and Soviet BYa- and BR-type nuclear photo-emulsions were used as
detectors. The present work shows some results of experimental measurements of Linearenergy transfer
(LET) spectra of CR particles obtained with the use of these detectors, which were placed both inside
and outside the satellite. The LET spectra measurement with plastic detectors is composed of two parts:
the measurement of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) panicles, and of short-range particles. The contributions
of these components to the total LET distribution at various thicknesses of the shielding were analyzed
and the results of these studies are presented. Calculated LET spectra in the Cosmos-204a orbit were
compared with experimental data. On the basis of experimental and calculated values of the LET spectra,
absorbed and equivalent CR doses were calculated. In the shielding range of 1-1.5 g cm-_, outside the
spacecraft, the photo-emulsions yielded 10.3mrad d-' and 27.5 mrem d-* (LET :>2 MeV cm -t) while
the CR-39 yielded averages of L43mrad d-* and 13.4torero d-* (LET >40MeV ¢'m-*). Inside the
spacecraft (> 10 g c'm-') the photo-emulsions yielded 8.9 mrad d -_ and 14.5 re.rein d °_.

INTRODUCTION

T_ F_X.P_.IM_'_'TALstudies which were begun on
board Cosmos-1887 (Akopova et al., 1990) showed
the necessity of extending investigations of the near-
Earth space environment using passive detectors.
The present experiments had two characteristic

proper-des: the orbit of Cosmos-20_ was near to
polar (inclination i ".82°), and the flight period
almost coincided with the maximum of solar activity

(SA).
In our previous work (Akopova et aL, 1990)

we analyzed the experimental LET distributions
which were available at that time and showed some

orbital dependence. It was noted that some orbits
were not amply studied. Also, it was necessary, to
verify the conclusion that absolute values of LET
distributions, and, consequently, absorbed and equiv-
alent doses, are more strongly dependent on orbit
inclination (i) than on altitude, for H = 200-400 km
above the Earth, in the case of highly inclined

(i _>60 ¢) orbits.
As is apparent from the above, the main purpose

of the present investigation was to obtain experimen-
tal data about LET distributions of the CR particles

in a nearly polar orbit of the satellite in close to

maximum SA-phase, using various passive detectors.
Comparisons of experimental data for LET distri-
butions at different shielding thicknesses are also
discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The flight parameters of the satellite were as fol-
lows: inclination (i) "-.82°, apogee altitude = 294 kin,

perigee = 216 kin, duration = 14 days from 15 to 29
September 1989; i.e. the flight was in the period close
to the solar maximum.

The assemblies of passive detectors (plastic detec-
tors CR-39 and BYa and BR-type nuclear photo-

emulsions) were placed on the lid and the bottom of
a special container with scientific equipment (outside
assemblies), and inside the satellite (nuclear photo-
emulsions).

After exposure and recovery, the layers of nuclear
emulsions were treated by the selective-development

technique (Akopova et al., 1983) to ensure quenching
of the accompanying background and threshold sen-
sitivity control in a broad interval of LET. It is then
possible to develop only those particle tracks for
which the LET is not below threshold.

**USF portion of the work partially supported by NASA Grant Nos NCC"-521 (NASA-,_'aes Research Center) and
NAG9-235 (NASA-Johnson Space Center).
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In the experiment. BYa-Lvpe photo-emulsions were

used to measure LET spectra within an interval from

12 to 3.5 x I0 -_MeV cm-: in biological tissue with the

lower limit being defined by the effective sensitivity of

BYa-type emulsions. In several cases in this exper-

iment we have succeeded in obtaining the planar

fluence of the particles with LET "--2.0MeV crn -_

in tissue, using the relati_dstic BR-type emulsion,

thereby making it possible to evaluate the doses

from CR panicles practically within the whole LET

interval.

The CR-39 detectors have higher effective LET

thresholds of track detection (~40 MeV crn -I in

tissue). In the present experiment, their assemblies

were located, as a rule, next to nuclear emulsions

to provide more accurate comparison of measure-
ments made with the two types of detectors, with

due account taken of the difference in LET intervals

of the panicles which are re_stered by these

detectors.

Two integral LET spectra were measured in each

location of the CR-39--the spectrum generated by

the GCR particles which are not stopped in the

detector, and the spectrum formed by short-range

particles. Since the CR-39 registers particles with

LET ->40 MeV cm-_ in tissue (corresponding to the

protons with ener_' less than ~ 12 MeV, alpha par-

ticles with ener_' less than ~ 65 MeV nucleon-_, and

panicles heavier than carbon with any energy) and

the satellite had an almost polar orbit, a great number

of low-chert' particles were stopped and registered in

the detectors.

Besides the above-mentioned detectors, other in-

vestigators measured the LET spectra on board

Cosmos-20'_ using plastic track detectors (Beaujean

et al., 1990) and detectors based on AgC1 (Baican

e: al., 1990).

In this work. together with experimental studies,

LET spectra for the Cosmos-20_ orbit were calcu-

lated according to two different programs developed

in the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. The U.S. program

takes into consideration the contribution to the total

LET distribution of the GCR particles (protons and

alpha particles only), protons of the internal radi-

ation belt of the Earth, and the contribution from the

anomalous component with the charge Z = 1. The

program takes into account the close-to-maximum

SA phase during which the flight took place, geomag-

netic cut-off, and screening of particles by the Earth.

However, it disregards geomagnetic disturbances. A

similar program was developed in the U.S.S.R., but

it included only the contribution of GCR particles

from hydrogen to nickel.

To compare experimentaI data with calculations,

LET distributions from the GCR particles with Z > 3

were calculated following the U.S.S.R. code, and

added to the corresponding LET distributions result-

ing from the U.S. program. All experimental and

calculated LET distributions were normalized for 2.':.

geomet_'.

Table I.Huxes of CR particleswithLET >40 MeV crn-)
intissuebehindsmallshieldings(6 <2.0 g cm -2)on board

thebiosatelliteCosmos-204a

Particles
crn=s sr× 10-4

6

A_ Nc_ Nt g cm-2

10.23 5.60 15.83 0.0935
25.18 2.11 27.29 0.164
12.83 2.02 14.85 0.239
10.92 1.82 12.74 0.250

5.58 1.72 7.30 0.397
2.27 2.20 4.47 1.49
r.53 1.52 3.05 1.95

AT-= total flux: Noca - flux of C.,CR panicles; Nrr - flux
of panicles producing short-length tracks.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental data concerning the integral LET

distributions on the external surface of Cosmos-204,4

were obtained with two assemblies of detectors: the

U.S. detectors F-1 and F-2, behind shielding thick-

nesses 6 --0.164, 0.239, 0.397, 1.47 and 1.95 gcm -2

(assembly F-l) and 6 = 0.0935, 0.250, 1.49 and 1.97 g

crn-: (assembly F-2), and the Soviet detectors,

= 1.2 and t.9 gcm-:. Inside the satellite, LET

spectra were measured with the Soviet detectors.
Since the orbit of the satellite was near to polar, it

was assumed that the number of low-energy panicles

with various charges was great and this would cause

a difference in fluxes of particles registered on the

external surface of the satellite even behind shieldings

slightly differing in thickness. This premise can be

confirmed by the data in Table 1 which exhibit the

"values of fluxes of panicles measured with the U.S.

detectors behind small shielding with _ < 2 g cm -2 at

LET >40MeV crn -_ in tissue on board Cosmos

20#4. Shielding with thickness under 1.5 g crn-: is

made of plastic; at 6 > 1.5 gcm-: shielding is com-

posed of 0.59 g crn -2 stainless steel, 0.120 gcm -2 is

I0-_ --

T_ _0"a _

3

o iO.-_ 2
,.J

7

I I

IO' I0 z !0_ ICa

Le(MeV cm':ln _issue)

FIo. [. Imegrai LET spectrum measured on board Cosmos-
2044 with CR-39 track detectors behind 6 = 0.164 g _m -_'-
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FIG. 2. Integral LET spectrum measured on board Cosmos-
2044 with CR-39 track det,'ctors behind _ - 1.95 g e.m-=

nuclear emulsion and the rest is plastic. Flux values

corresponding to the smallest thicknesses in the F-I
and F-2 containers (0.164 and 0.0935 g crn-=) show

that there was a significant difference in orientation

or external shielding between the two.

Moreover, this hypothesis is clearly verified by the

data presented in Figs I and 2. Figure l shows LET
distributions measured with CR-39 on the external

surface of the satellite behind shielding with

6 : 0.164 gcm-:; Fig. 2 shows the analogous distri-

butions at _ : 1.95 gcm -2.In these figures, curves 1

denote LET spectra formed by the GCK particles;

curves 2, the LET spectra of low-energy, short-range

particles; and curves 3, their total. Comparing the
curves from Figs 1 and 2 and analyzing similar LET

distributions measured in this exper_ent behind

other shieldings and at Lo > 40 MeV cm" _, it becomes

evident that at/5 < 1.0 gcm -z the main contributors

IO"'
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Emu_iOn(1_ia)oper)
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0 TDm
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FIG. 4. Comparison of calculated and experimental LET
distributions in investigations on board Cosmos-20g4 be-
hind small shielding(6= 1.0--I.5 g crn-ZY'--'externalassem-

blies.[°(DTD): Beaujean et ai.,1990.]

, P
IO':oo tO' i0 z )0 ) Lo (MeV ¢m °' in "_issue )

L= (MeV cm "_ in _issue)

FIG. 3. Comparison of calculated integral LET distributions

from trapped protons and GCILs of Z < 3 (curves I-7) with
the experimental LET spectrum produced by short-range

particles in the flight of Cosmos-2044.

FiG. 5. Comparison of calculated and experimental LET
distributions in investigations on board Cosmos.20a,4 (be-
hind shielding o_" 6 > I0g cm'Z)---inte real assemblies.

[*(AgCI): Baican et al., 1990; "'(DTD): Bcaujean er a/.,
1990.1



to the LET spectra are the short-range particles

(under Lo=200--300MeV crn-)), and with an in-

crease of/-,u this role passes to the C_,-CR particles. At

6 > 1.0 g crn -2, in practically the whole LET range of

particles registered with CR-39, the bulk of the
contribution belongs to the GCR particles.

Figures 3-5 demonstrate results of comparison of

the experimental and calculated data. Comparison of

LET distributions, calculated according to the U.S.

code (without accounting for the contribution of the

C.rCR particles with Z > 3) and the experimental LET

spectrum, produced by low-energy particles with a

residual path < 1200 ]_m in CR-39 plastic ('Fig. 3)

with shielding6 __0.Ig cm -2,revealed a satisfactory

agreement in the range of/,0 from 100 to I000 MeV

cm =_. At Lu <I00MeV crn =_ the calculated curve

surpasses the experimental one by approximately a

factor of two, which may possibly be explained by the

contribution to the total distribution from fast par-

ticles which have a residual path > 1200/_m in the

plastic detector.

Figures 4 and S show the comparison of exper-
imental and calculated data with respect to LET

distributions on the external surface of the satellite (6

-_l.0-1.5g cm -_) (Fig. 4) and inside it (6 >10.0g

cm-'-) (Fig. 5). The figures also include, for compari-

son, data obtained by other investigators during the

flight of the satellite. Calculated curves in Figs 4 and

5 were constructed following the above-mentioned

techniques (curve l: the U.S. code, curve 2: the sum

of curve l and the LET distribution contributed by

C.rCR particles with Z > 3, calculated by the Soviet

program). Explanations of the experimental data are

given in the corresponding figures. Results of exper-

imental measurements made with different detectors

(nuclear emulsions, plastic detectors, AgCl detectors)

should be noted as to their satisfactory conformity

with total calculated integral LET distributions.

Differences in calculated and experimental data

values at L0 _ 103 MeV crn -_, apart from experimen-

tal errors, can also be explained by rather great

V. E. DUDKIN et al.

statistical errors in calculations by the Monte Carlo

method.

LET spectra from the present experiment were

compared with results of our previous investigations

of LET spectra (Akopova et al., 1990) for various

inclinations of the orbit (i) from 60 to 83 °. The Soviet

satellite Cosmos-1757, as well as Cosmos-20#,4, had

an inclinationi= 82°.However, in the firstcase,the

magnitude of the values of LET spectrafluxwas two-

to three-foldhigher compared with the present data.

In our opinion, thereare three factorswhich may be

_nvolved in thisphenomenon. Firstly,Cosmos-1757

was in orbitin the period of deep SA-minimum when

fluxesof the GCR particlesin these orbitsincrease

1.5-2.0timescompared with the SA-maximum, when

Cosmos-204,4 was launched. Secondly, the shielding

of detectorsused for LET distributionmeasurements

presentedin Fig.4 (6 = 1.0--1.5gcm -2) was almost

an order of magnitude greaterthan in the experiment

on board Cosmos-l?57 (6 = 0.1-0.2g cm-_). This

conclusionisalsoconfirmed by measurements which

were made in this experiment with plastic detectors

behind various shieldings (Table I). Indeed, the differ-

ence in fluxes behind 6 = 0.164 gcm -2 and 6 = 1.95 g

crn -2 is almost equal to an order of magnitude. This

difference is observed over the whole interval of LET

which was registered by the plastic detectors. And,

thirdly, in our work (Akopova et al., 1990) we took

into account the fact that Cosmos-1757 was oriented

and detectors were located on the external surface of

the satellite in the spot where, to quote Akopova et al.

(1989), the normalizing geometric factor, aUowing for

the spatial angle at which a CR particle penetrates a

detector, was 4. l against 6.28 in the flight of Cosmos-

2044. Each of these three factors affected an increase

of the fluence of particles in the experiment on board

Cosmos-1757 compared with Cosmos-2044.

The data contained in the integral LET spectra

were used to estimate the radiation environment

inside and outside the biological satellite. Values of

absorbed and equivalent doses were calculated using

Table2.Valuesof absorbedand equivalentdosesobtainedfrom experimentaldataand
calculatedvaluesof LET spectraon board Cosmos-2044

Outside Inside

(/5= 1.0-1.5gcm-:) (6 > I0 g c-m:)

Doses D, H, . D, H,

Data mrad day -) mrem day -_ mrad day -) mrem day-_

I 2 3 4 5 6

LET > 2.0 Calculation 9.30 23.6

['MeV cm -_] (6= 1.0) (6 = 1.0)
Experiment 10.30 27.5
(_PE)* (6 = 1.2) (_ = l:-)

LET > 40.0 Calculation 1.38 16.8

[MeV crn-'] (6 = t.0) (6 = 1.0)
Experiment 1.32 12.8
(CR-39) (6--1.47) (¢5= 1.47)

1.53 13.9

(6 = 1.49) (6 = 1.49)

4.40 9.14

(6=20.0) (6 =20.0)
8.9 14.5

(6 =I0.0) (_ = I0.0)

•NPE: nuclear photo-emulsion method.
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Table 3. Calcu!atecl_components of total absorbed dose (tatar_day-') in
the orbit of Cosmos-204a

(6, g em -2)
No. Sources h, km 1.0 1.5 2.0 i0 20

1. Electrons 200 52.6 10.7 1.25 0.12
of RBE*

300 72.0 20.0 1.73 0.17 m

2. Protons 200 0.06 0.05 0.04 -- --
of RBE*

300 3.71 3.20 2.94 1.11 0.52

3. GCR 200 6.64 6.58 6.52 5.28 4.19

300 6.71 6.65 6.58 5.34 4.29

4. 2 + 3 200 6.70 6.63 6.62 5.30 4.20

300 10.4 9.8 9.4 6.45 4.8

5. I + 4 200 59.6 17.3 7.8 5.4 4.2

300 82.4 30.0 11.2 6.6 4.8

*RBE: radiation belts of Earth.

total flux curves (curves 3) in Figs 4 and 5 (Table 2,

line 1). The table lists the values of doses obtained

from the experimental data (nuclear emulsions) cov-

eting the whole interval of LET (Table 2, line 2), as

compared wit_i the plastic detector interval of /-,

>40 MeV cm -_ in tissue (Table 2, calculation: line 3;

experiment: line 4).
The dose values in Table 2 do not include the

contribution of electrons which, as it was shown in

Akatov et al. (1990), at small shieldings can reach

70-90% of a total dose. In view of this, the dose

values for maximal SA would be: D(6--1.0)=

69.3 mrad day -_ and H(6 = 1.0) = 83.6 mrem day -_

and D(_f = 1.2) = 27.8 mrad day -l and H(6 = 1.2) =
48.0totem day -t. Contribution of electrons at 3

> 10g em °_ is negligibly small. The dose values

calculated for positions inside the satellite are ap-

proximate due to the absence of information about
mass distribution in the shielding which screened

these detectors.

The techniques described in Akatov et aL (1990),

were used to calculate dose values for the orbit of

Cosmos-2044. Results of these calculations, pre-

sented in Table 3, are in satisfactory agreement with

the experimental data in Table 2.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) In orbits with a large angle of inclination, a

strong dependence of the CR particle fluence on the

shielding thickness is observed in a range from 0.1 to

2.0 gcm-'-. This has been confirmed by previous

investigations.

(2) For similar satellite orbits, the magnitude of

total fluence is a function of the measurement period,

i.e. on SA-phase.

(3) The LET spectra measured by different

methods (nuclear emulsions, plastic detectors, AgC1

detectors) are in satisfactory agreement within over-

lapping intervals of registration.

(4) Calculated estimations in an undisturbed map

netic field allow a satisfactory prediction of the results

of experiments.
Future investigations should be aimed at quantifi-

cation of total fluence of all particles including rela-

tivistic protons.

It is also necessary to give more detailed study to

LET spectra with a sufficiently high experimental

statistical accuracy in the area of very low (< 10 MeV

cm =L) and very high (>5 x 10JMeV cm =t) LET

values.
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AMtract--Resultsoftheexperimentson boardCosmos-20_ (Biosatellite9)arepresented.Various
nucleartrackdetectors(NTD) (dielectric,AgCl-based,nuclearemulsions)wereusedtoobtaintheLET
spectrainsideand outsidethesatellite.ThespectrafromthedifferentNTDs haveprovedtobeingeneral
agreement.The resultsofLET spectracalculationsusingtwo differentmodelsarealsopresented.The
resultantLET distributionsareusedtocalculatetheabsorbedandequivalentdosesandtheorbit-averaged
qualityfactors(QF) ofthecosmicrays(CR).Absorbeddoseratesinside(~20 gem -zshielding)and
outside(Igcm -_)thespacecraft,omittingelectrons,werefoundtobe4.8and8.6mxad d-_,respectively,
whilethecorrespondingequivalentdoseswere8.8and 19.7mrem d-L The effectsoftheflightparameters
onthetotalfluenceof,and on thedosefrom,theCR particlesareanalyzed.Integraldosedistributions
ofthedetectedparticlesarealsodetermined.The LET valueswhichseparateabsorbedand equivalent
dosesinto50% intervalsareestimated.The CR-39 dielectricNTD isshown todetect20-30% ofthe
absorbeddoseand60-70% oftheequivalentdoseintheC0smos-20z,4orbit.The influenceofsolaractivity

phaseon themagnitudeofCR fluxisdiscussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tim KA.DIATION environment in near-Earth space
needs to be shown in order to estimate the radiation

risk for any planned manned space mission. The need
for this knowledge becomes even more necessary in
the case of long-term missions.

Cosrrdc ray dosimetry is faced with certain
difficulties due to the complicated composition of
radiation fields in near-Earth space, the diversity of

the factors affecting the qualitative and quantitative

compositions of the fields, and some characteristic
features inherent to space flights. Copious relevant
information has been accumulated within the last
decades, including the total absorbed dose, the dose

rates, the particle LET spectra, and the particle flux
densities. The information relates mainIy to low-
inclined orbits (inclination i _<70 °) with altitudes not

exceeding.--450 km.
Recently, the absorbed and equivalent doses have

been estimated using not only dosimeters, but also
N'I'Ds which make it possible to measure the integral
LET spectra of cosmic ray particles in low orbits.
Measurements of that type were made earlier
(Benton, 1983, 1986; Benton and Henke, 1983;

Akopova et aL, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1990a)for
various satellite orbit parameters and thicknesses of

detector shieldings during different solar activity (SA)
periods. Some works should also be noted (Benton,
1986; Akopova et al., 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1990a;
Heinrich, 1977; Heinrich and Baer, 1984; Heinrich

et aL, 1989) where the LET distributions were cal-
culated for different satellite parameters. These calcu-

lations treated only the galactic cosmic ray (GCR)

particle component of the radiation field.
The characteristic features of the Cosmos-2044

flight were as follows: the flight took place during
solar maximum and the orbit was near-polar

(i = -,-82°). Various NTDs (dielectric plastics, AgCI
single-crystals and nuclear emulsions of different

types), mounted inside and outside the satellite, were
used to measure the CR particle LET spectra within
a broad range. The present work compares the results
of the measurements taken inside and outside (under

low shielding thicknesses) the Cosmos-204a satellite.
The resultant LET spectra are used to calculate the
total absorbed and equivalent doses and the LET
distributions of the doses.

The following four basic factors affect the
magnitude of the charged-particle flux measured in

+USF portion of the work partially supported by NASA Grant Nos NCC2-521 (NASA-Ames Research Center) and
NAGg-235 (NASA-Johnson Space Center).
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space: (a) solar modulation, i.e. the dependence of
particle flux on SA period; Co) geomagnetic cut-off
threshold (the GCR flux increases with satellite orbit
inclination); (c) the detector shielding thickness; and

(d) the satellite flight altitude (the trapped proton flux
increases steeply with orbital altitude). The degree
of the effect of these factors on the measured LET
distributions will also be discussed below.

Work by Akopova et al. (1990b) and Dudkin et al.

(1992) presents the Biosatellite-9 preliminary exper-
imental data including the results obtained by Soviet

experts using nuclear emulsions (Akopova et al.,
1990b) and the results of the joint Soviet-American
researchers (Dudkin eta/., 1992). These are compared
with the relevant calculated results.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In conformity with the scientific program for
BiosateLlite 9 (Cosmos-2044), the solid-state nuclear
track detectors (SSNTDs), i.e. nuclear emulsions,

AgCl-based detectors, and dielectric detectors, were
placed in specially designed containers and exposed
inside and outside the sateLlite during 14 days of flight
near the Earth (at 294km apogee, 216kin perigee,
orbit inclination i--82.3 °) under quiet geomagnetic

conditions. The participants in the experiment are the
ESA, represented by Frankfurt University, Germany
(the AgCl detectors), KJel University, Germany
(the dielectric detectors with different thresholds of

particle LET detection), the Centre de Recherches
Nucl_aires, Strasbourg, France (nuclear emulsions),
and the .Research Center of Spacecraft Radiation

Safety, Moscow, U.S.S.R. (nuclear emulsions of
various types). Plastic nuclear track detectors were
contributed by the University of San Francisco,
U.S.A. The AgCI detectors were mounted only inside
the satellite, and the American-made dielectric detec-

tors only outside the satellite, while the German-
made dielectric detectors and the French- and

Soviet-made nuclear emulsions were mounted both
inside and outside the satellite.

The SSNTDs usedinthe experiment are character-

ized by effective particle LET thresholds above which
the particles could be detected (_: see Table I).

Various types of nuclear emulsions were used to

detect the CR particles throughout their LET range.
Emulsion stacks containing 200-/_m-thick BR- and

BYa-type emulsions wrapped with light-tight paper
and aluminized Lavsa.n were placed in instrument
modules either outside or inside the satellite. After

Table1.Effective thresholds(La._)of

exposure and recovery, each layer of the emulsion
stack was treated by the selective development tech-

nique which makes it possible to control the emulsion
layer threshold sensitivity in a broad interval of LET
(Akopova et al., 1983). The emulsion threshold sensi-
tivity control is based on the introduction of Br- ions
into an exposed emulsion layer by diffusion. The Br-
ions were emitted from BR-type layers (emitters)

glued to either of the surfaces of an exposed layer
that had been irradiatedbeforehandwith blue-violet

light.The Br- iongenerationand diffusionfrom the
emitterstotheexposedlayersgivesrisetoa negative

bromine barrier around the latent image centers,

thereby increasing the induction periods of develop-
ing centers. The ability of the centers to be developed
depends, then, upon the ratio of the height of
the barrier restricting the arrival of electrons at the
centers to the depth of the potential well in which the

electrons are captured. Thus, the emulsion threshold
sensitivity control is based on different degrees of
dispersion of the latent image centers produced by
particles with different LET values. The threshold
sensitivity of the exposed layer permits only those
panicle tracks to be developed for which the LET is
at least equal to some threshold LET value. There-
fore, the technique of finding the planar fluence of the
particles with LET >t LET_ does not require the
track parameters to be measured but is reduced to
counting the number of the tracks traversing a par-
ticular section of an emulsion surface. Calibration of

the technique was achieved by exposing emulsions to

panicle beams of well-defined LETs.
We used BYa-type emulsion which permits the

integral LET spectra to be measured within an inter-
val from 12 to ~ 104MeV cm -I of biological tissue

(water), with the lower limit (12 MeV cm -_) being
defined by the effective sensitivity of the BYa-type
emulsion. To obtain a complete LET distribution, we
sometimes used the relativistic BR-rype emulsion,

thereby making it possible (to within a large micro-
scope manning error) to find the planar fluence of CR
particles at small LET values (the LET of relativistic
protons in tissue is ~ 2.0 MeV cm-_). Scanning error
with BR-type emulsion increases (a) due to a high
track exposure of the detectors (the satellite Rights
lasted, as a rule, for more than 10 days); and Co)
because the operator can easily overlook tracks of

relativistic protons 0ow grain densities).
This method has the drawback of emulsion shrink-

age after the layers have been fixed and developed,
which may lead to distortion. The necessity for a

particledetectionby theCosmos-20#,4NTDs

Detector Dielectric detectors
Deter_or type CR-39 CNk CND Lexan

Single
crystal Nuclear emulsion
AgCI BR-2 BYa-2 Ilford K2

Country U.S.A. Germany
Kid KJel Kiel

/._, MeV cm-_,
intissue ~ 40 1200 1800 5800

Germany U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R. France
Frankfurt

60 2.0 12.0 > i0

V
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•--60% ambient humidity to be maintained is also a

drawback of the method.
The method for finding the LET dis_ribhtions with

dielectric detectors of CR-39, CN, and Lexan types,
whose effective thresholds of particle LET detection

are presented in Table 1, has been tested earlier
during various spacecraft flights. After being etched

under appropriate time-temperature conditions, the
Kiel detectors were scanned to find the LET spectra

by counting the particle track densities per surface
and correcting for flight duration and for the effective

solid angles for registration of particles incident on
the detectors. The particle numbers were then plotted

at the respective LET thresholds for each of the
detectors.

The American-made CR-39 plastic NTDs, of

~ 600 pm thickness each, were etched in the standard
manner for 7 "days in a 6.25 N NaOH solution at
50°C. The bulk etch B (i.e. the total thickness re-
moved from each surface) was measured in all the

layers. For readout, pairs of detectors were segre-
gated according to their orientations during the flight.
Each two adjacent inner surfaces were scanned with

an optical microscope, thereby making it possible
to group the particles into short-range (SR) tracks,
when the matching tracks appear on two inner sur-

faces only, and the long-range GCR tracks, when the
matching tracks appear on all four surfaces of the
pairs of detectors. The SR particles included the SR
secondaries from target nuclei within the plastic, the

stopping primary GCR particles, and the trapped RB

particles. All protons were classified as SR particles
because of their short registration paths in CR-39.

The GCR particles include the primary CR particles
and the long-range secondaries which are mainly

projectile fragments of primary GCRs. Etching of
the CR-39 produces conical tracks at the particle
entrance and exit points. The intersections of the
cones with the CR-39 surfaces are elliptical in shape.

The lengthsof the major and minor axes of the

ellipseswere measured on thedetectorsurfaces.The

axiallengthsand the valuesof B in the specimens,

togetherwiththecalibrationofpanicleLET response
in CR-39, were then used to find the totalLET

distributions.
The AgC1 single-crystal layers coated with a Cd

grease on a glass underlayer were used to obtain the
LET spectra inside thesatellite. For particle detection

by AgCl crystals,high-power yellow-greenlight
sourcesare used to preservethe latenttrackimage

beforedevelopment(German-made lithiumbatteries

were used on the satellite).The 140-/am-thickAgCI

singlecrystalsweremounted insidespeciallydesigned
containerswhere biologicalobjectswere alsoplaced.

Such adetectorwas usedearlierinspaceborneexper-

iments,mainly in radiobiologicalexperiments(for

example, on Cosmos-1887). The detectorscould

recordparticleswith LET above 10MeV g-'cm-:.

During the spaceflight,thelatentimage centerspro-

duced bythepanicleswithlow LET valuesdisappear

NT 20/I_K

f
due to the fading which occurs continually within the

detector volume, so the eff_tive detection threshold
for panicle LET gets_hifted towards higher LET
values (~ 60 MeV cm-' of tissue in the given exper-
iment). The detectors ate used to find the LET spectra
of CR particles in the LET range above the threshold.

In the present work, the experiments were sup-

plemented with calculations of the LET spectra in the
Cosmos-2044 orbit using two independent programs

designed in the U.S.A. and in the U.S.S.R. The
American program allowsfor the contributionsof

GCR particles(protonsand He nucleionly),of the

inner RB protons,and of the Z = I anomalous

component to the integralLET distributions.
Allowance is also made for geomagnetic cut-off and
for the screening of particles by the Earth without,
however,any geomagneticdisturbance.A similar

program designed in the U.S.S.R. wasused to calcu.-
late the contribution from the Z >i 3 GCR particles

only. More details can be found in Dudldn et al.

(1992).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures I and 2 show the integral LET spectra
outside (Fig. I) and inside (Fig. 2) Cosmos-20_. The
spectra have been obtained with different NTDs.
In all cases, the planar particle fluence, i.e. the
number of tracks traversing the detector surface, was

measured.
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show the total LET spectra of CR particles (curve 1).
Each of the distributions consists of an LET spectrum

defined by the light CR components (the C__R

protons, the He nuclei and the RB protons) as
calculated by the American program, and includes
the LET distribution of the Z > 3 CR particles (C-CR

particles) calculated by the Soviet program. A good
agreement is seen between the experimental and
theoretical data in the two figures.

It should be noted that the simultaneous usage of

different techniques for measuring the LET spectra
has proved to be very fruitful because, firstly, a
broader range of LET values can be covered and,

secondly, the reliability of the measurement results
in the intervals of overlapped measurements are

improved.
The LET distributions obtained were used to calcu-

late the absorbed and equivalent doses inside and
outside the satellite. To facilitate the calculations, the

LET spectra were approximated by piecewise con-
tinuous functions:

N(L >1Lo) = = x L_ t, (1)

' where = and _' are constants.
10=

The integral LET spectra of CR particles measured
in different low-Earth orbits and outside the magneto-

sphere exhibit a characteristic knee at L ~ 1350
MeV era- z. The knee, i.e. a decrease of the exponent

/_ in (I), can be accounted for by the fact that the
GCR Fe nuclei are detected at L -_ 1350MeV cm -]

and higher, and that the flux of Fe nuclei decreases
with increasing L very rapidly in comparison with the

range L < 1350MeV em -t, Where all CR particles
from protons to Fe nuclei contribute to the total flux.

The same pattern was recorded on Cosmos-2044;
from Figs 1 and 2 it is seen that the characteristic
knees in the LET distributions at L > 103 MeV em -_

are observed. When calculating the doses for these

spectra, therefore, we approximated the resultant
integral LET spectra by expressions of type (I) in
two L ranges, 2.0_<Lu_< 1350MeV cm -_ and

1350 < Lu < 5 x 104MeV em -_.
To find the effect of the _read of the experimental

points in the LET spectra on the absorbed and
equivalent doses, we applied the approximation func-
tions of type (I) to each ofthe spectra shown in Figs 1
and 2 in such a manner that all the experimental
and calculated values of N (L _ Lu) would be below

(the first case, "Maximum" version) and above (the
second case, "Minimum" version) the approximation
functions. Table 2 presents the resultant values of the

FiG.2.Comparisonbetweenthecalculated(curvel--for
20gcm-:)and experimentalLET distributionsofCR par-
ticlesobtainedonCosmos-2044(stacksinsidethesatellit=);

DTD denotesplasticdielectrictrackdetectors.

It should be noted that the measurement results
obtained at different research centers with different

detectors have proved to be in satisfactory agreement.
Certain differences in the integral spectra obtained

outside the satellite (Fig. 1) can be accounted for by
the difference in the detector shielding thicknesses.
Because of a near-polar inclination of the satellite
orbit, the contribution of SR particles to the total flux
must depend substantially on the detector shielding
thickness,even in the case of small thicknesses

(_5< 2 gcm-_).The American-made dielectricdetec-
tordatashow thattheSR particlefluxdensityunder

a shielding6 = 0.28 cm -2 isalmost an orderof

magnitude higher than that of 6 ~ 2.0gem -2

(Dudkin eta/.,1992).
For comparison,Figs I and 2 alsopresentthe

calculatedintegralLET distributionsofCR particles

on the Cosmos-20a,4orbitduringsolarmaximum.
The calculationsweremade at6 = 1.0gcm -_(Fig.I)

and 6 = 20g cm-: (Fig.2) usingthe two available
models forcalculatingthe LET spectra.The figures

Table 2. The valuesof the approximation constants ,, and #

Ve_ion LET range, in tissue constant:
2 _ L _ 1350 MeV crn -_

1350<L <5 x 104 MeVem -_

2 _ L _ 1350 MeV cm -_

1350 <L <5 x 10_ MeVern -I

Detectors mounted

Outside the satellite

Maximum

Minimum

Insidethesatellite

0.2088 1.3800 0.1425 1.4540

1.052 x 103 2.5626 1.00 x I06 3.641
0.2370 1.5645 0.1836 1.8197

2.850 x I06 3.826 5.03 x 10L6 7.39
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Table 3. Calculated values of the absorbed (D) and equivalent (H) doses

.... in the Cosmos-2044 orbit .....

Detectors mounted

Outside the satellite
(! gem -2)

Inside the satellite

(20 gcm -2 )

mrad mrem mrad mrem

v on \ Do,, o,- T H,d,---7 o, H, a,---T
Maximum 9.7 25.9 5.6 12.5
Minimum 7.6 13.6 4.0 5.1
Mean doses 8.6 __.1.4 19.7 _ 6.2 4.8 + 0.8 8.8 + 3.7

constants • and ft. Table 3 presents the doses calcu-
lated throughout the L range in two versions and also
gives the mean values of the doses.

The QFs averaged over the LET spectra on the
given orbit are 2.3 outside and 1.8 inside the satellite.
It should be noted that the values of the doses and

QFs obtained outside the satellite do not allow for the
contribution to the total dose from the RB electrons

which, according to Akatov et al. (1990), may con-
stitute 70--90% of the total dose under shielding of

less than ~ 1.5 gcm -2 (even during solar minimum
and at an orbital inclination of 60°). With the electron

component included, the doses during solar
maximum at 82° inclination and 250kin altitude

will increase to D(6 = 1.0),=69.3mrad day -I and
H(6 = 1.0) = 83.6 mrem day -_. The averaged QF on
such an orbit under shielding 6 -- 1.0 gcm -2 will fall
to QF = 1.2, in agreement with Akatov et al. (1990).

The equivalent doses were calculated using our
approximation of the dependences of QF on
LET - L® in tissue, the values of which are tabulated
in ICRP-26 (1977):

QF= 1

at L _<35 MeV cm-'

QF = 2.857 x 10 -2 x L

at 3.5 < L _<70 MeV cm-

QF = 6.830 x 10 -2 x L °'n_
at 70 < L _<530 MeV cm-_ (2)

QF = 2.625 x 10 -I x L °m3

at 530 < L _< 1750 MeVcm -I

QF ,, 20

at L > 1750 MeV cm-k

The disagreement between the apprommated data
and the recommended QF values is not greater than
+5% throughout the L range. It should also be
noted that the CR doses were calculated in some

studies (Silberberg et al., 1984; Letaw et al., 1986,
1987; Letaw and Clearwater, 1986) using other func-
tions to approximate the dependence QF _=f(L):

1 at L g 35 MeV cm -_QF = 0.072 x L °.74 at 35 < L < 2000 MeV crn-_

l. 20 at L _ 2000 MeV cm- '.
(3)

An analysis has shown that the equations (3)
underestimate the recommended QF values by up to
20-30% at 35<L <2000MeV cm -_. It is note-

worthy that the absorbed doses calculated in the
versions "Maximum" and "Minimum" (see Table 3)

differ from each other by not more than ~ 30% for
theLETspectra measured both inside and outsidethe

satellite. At the same time, the equivalent dosesdiffer
from each other by a factor of 2.0-2.5 for the same
LET distributions. It should be emphasized that this

corresponds to the largest spreads found between the
different measurements.

Figure 3 presents our calculated integral LET
distributions of the absorbed and equivalent doses
outside and inside the satellite. The approximation

functions in the version "Maximum" were used as the

input data. From Fig. 3 it is seen that the general
trend of the LET dependence is the same outside
and inside the satellite with the dependence being
"shifted" towards smaller LET values (towards

higher particle energies) inside the satellite, as would
be expected in principle.

Nearly 50% of the total equivalent dose is from the

particles whose LET exceeds 400 MeV cm- _,whereas
~ 50% of the absorbed dose is from the particles with
LET below 10 MeV cm -_. Knowing, for example,
that dielectric detectors such as CR-39 measure par-
ticles with LET >i 40 MeV cm -_ in tissue, we can

note from Fig. 3 that, in this instance, the detected

1.o _ / _ ou1_ide

......... inside

0.5

10 " f -"_--..-":W.--""_h....-

--2".

t

101 102 103 104 10s

Lo. MeV-cm "1 in tissue

FIG. 3. The dose-LET distributionsobtainedon Cosmos-
2044. The outsidecurvesareforlgem'" shielding;inside

curvesaxefor20gem -2,
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absorbed dose can be as small as 20-30% of the total,

while the equivalent dose is 60-70% of the total. This
fact has been corroborated by the data of Dudkin

et al. (1992) where absorbed and equivalem doses
which were measured with CR-39 outside Cosmos-

2044 are presented. According to Fig. 3. the absorbed
dose (1.32-1.53 mrad day -I) under an ~ 1.5 gcm-:

shieldingis23% of the totaldose,therebyyielding

~ 6.2mrad day -I when the totaldose isestimated

for the fullLET range,in agreementwith themean

value of (8.6_ 1.4)mrad day-l from Table 3 at

~ 1.0gcm-:. Similarly,accordingtoFig.3,the.value

of(12.8-13.9)mrcm day-_must constitute--72% of

the totaldose.Simple calculationsyield18.5mrem

day-], also in good agreement with the data of

Table 3 foroutsidethe satellite.

The greatestdifferencesin the valuesof the LET

spectrameasured by differenttechniquesoccurinthe

tailsofthespectra.The differencesmay be accounted

for by a low statisticalaccuracyof the resultsfor

rareevents(particleswith high LET values)and by

marginal detectionof the fluenceof CR particles
with LETs near the detectorthresholds.Particular

attentionshould be paid inthe futuretothecorrect

determinationof the totalfluence(at the lowest

ionization values) and of the flucnce at

L > 103 MeV cm-L
- As noted above, the Cosmos-20A4 flight was distin-

guished by the following factors: the Right took place
during solar maximum on a near-polar orbit with an

apogee of close to 300 k.m. The effect of the orbital
parameterson thedifferentsourcesofradiationinthe
Earth'senvironment(GCR particles_md RB protons

and electrons)varies.The GCR paniclefluxchanges

littlewith orbitalaltitude,but decreaseswithincreas-

ing solaractivity(due tothe screeningeffectofsolar
wind on the C_rCR flux) and increases with orbital

inclination (due 1o a decrease in the geomagnetic

cut-off, threshold). The RB proton contribution
decreaseswith increasingsolar activityand with

de,creasingorbitalaltitude(at,,-200-300km theorbit

passesunder thezone ofthemost intensefluxesofthe

Braziliananomaly) and increaseswith decreasingi,

fori> ~ 35_(due toa longerresidenceofthesatellite

in the region of the Braziliananomaly).The RB
electronfluxesincreasewith solaractivity,whereas

the contributionof precipitatingelectronsin the

Earth's near-polarzone increaseswith decreasing

altitudeand increasinginclination.

The above-mentionedrelationshipshavebeen con-

firmedexperimentallyby comparing dosesmeasured

with American-made thermolurninescentdosimeters

on two satellites(Cosmos-20A4 and -1887)(Frank

eral.,1990;Benton eta/.,1988).Cosmos-188"]flew

ata higheraltitudeand a smallerinclinationduring

solarminimum.
As notedabove, the Cosmos-20A4 Rightisdis-

tinguisbedby itscoincidencewith the maximum of

Solar Cycle 22. According to some predictions[see
the review ISSN 0208-1849 (1990)] the Cycle 22

of COSMO$-204a

t
[ i i
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F]G. 4, Wolf numbersversus limeduringSolarCycle22.

maximum should have exceeded all the previous

cyclesin solaractivity.If so, we would expect a

pronounced decreasein the C_,-CRparticlefluxand

inthe RB proton fluxin low orbits.This was not

observed,however.

The Wolf numbers (R=),recorded continuallyat

variousground-basedobservatories,areknown tobe

a significant criterion for estimating solar activity.
Figure 4, borrowed from ISSN 0208-1849 (1990),

presentstheWolf number data up to March 1990.

September 1986istakentobe the onsetof Cycle22;

the Cycle 19 data are present_ for comparison

(Cycle19was themost intenseofthelastfiv_dez:adcs).

The thick solid line represents the 1_ values during

Cycle 19 (smoothed mean-monthly /_ values); the
dashed lines represent a 90% confidence interval; the
dots are observation data (smoothed R, values up to

August 1989 and observed values up to March 1990).

From Fig. 4 it is seen that, up to the present, a
maximum of extreme intensity has not been attained

inCycle22.At most,the R..valueswillapproach the

valuesobservedduringCycle 19,but willnot e.xc_d

them. Thus, despitethe violentriseof solaractivity

duringitsinitialphases,Cycle 22 can be considered

to be fairlymoderate,with the highestvaluesof R,

reaching150-170,which arcclosetothelevelsduring

Cycles 18 and 19.
Consideringthe fact that Cosmos-204g flew in

September 1989 and that the delay between solar

activityand GCR particlemodulation isabout half

a year,we may say that solaractivityduring the

Cosmos-2044 flightwas moderate and comparable

with the levelsduringthe previoussolarcycle.Our

resultsare consistentwith thisconclusion.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

(i) The experimental studies of integral LET distri-

bur.ions carried out on board Cosmos-20_ by experts

from different countries using various detectors have
demonstrated that the results obtained are in satis-

factory agreement in the overlapping LET ranges. A

satisfactory agreement was also obtained between the

experimental data and the LET spectrum calculations

obtained with two different calculation models.

(ii) The absorbed and equivalent doses inside and

outside the satellite have been calculated using the

measured LET distributions as input data. This

approach has been demonstrated to yield good results

for calculating the absorbed dose and to be applicable

for estimating the equivalent dose. For improved

results, it is necessary to increase the accuracy of flux

measurements in the tails of the LET spectra and,

particularly, to measure the fluenee of all charged

heavy CR particles by multiple methods.

(iii) The integral dose LET distributions calculated

for Cosmos-20_ show that ,--50% of the absorbed

dose is from the particles with LET below 10 MeV

cm -I, while ,-, 50% of the equivalent dose is from the

particles with LET above 400 MeV cm -_. The CR-39

detector, with a LET threshold for particle detection

at ,,,40 MeV em -I, may detect as little as 20-30% of

the absorbed dose and 60--70% of the equivalent dose

in a Cosmos-2044 type of orbit.

(iv) The Cosmos-204.4 flight is distinguished by a

near-polar orbit and by its coincidence with solar

maximum. The orbit tends to increase the detected

particle fluence, in comparison with the usual lower

inclination orbits, due to a decrease in the geo-

magnetic cutoff threshold. The coincidence with solar

maximum, on the other hand, results in a general

decrease in fluences of both GCR particles and RB

protons. These factors, along with a rather low

orbital altitude, explain the variations in radiation

exposure as compared with earlier spaceflights. It has
also been demonstrated that, despite the predictions

of an extremely high solar maximum in Cycle 22, the

solar activity can be considered fairly moderate. This

is consistent with the experimental data presented

here.
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Alma-act--Fluxesof cosmicray particleswithdifferentLET valueswere measuredon board the
Cosmos-20aabiosatelliteundervariousthicknessesofshieldingbystacksofCR-39 and nitrocelluloset
plasticnucleartrackdetectors(mountedoutsidethesatcUJte).The componentcompositionoftheparticles
detectedunderskieldingsof0.I-2.5g cm-2 isVerifiedbycomparingexperimentaldatawiththeresults
of model simulations of the fluxes of galactic cosmic ray particles and of radiation belt protons.

1. ENTRODUCTION

Tim _a_noN fields in the Earth's vicinity are gener-

ated by the particles which are commonly grouped,
according to some criteria (mainly their orion, com-

position and energy) into certain components,
namely, galactic and solar cosmic rays (CrCR and
SCR), radiation belt (R.B) particles and anomalous
fluxes (AF'). To date, numerous experiments have
been carried out on board Soviet and U.S. spacecraft,

yielding copious data on the fluxes and spectra of
protons and heavy, ions in the Earth's vicinity (see, for
example, Benton and Parnell, 1988; Marenny et aL,
1987). Almost all of the data have been obtained

using solid-state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD)
(Mareuny, 1987) which are notable for their essential
characteristic of a detection threshold expressed by
the smallest LET value at which detection is possible.

In the present work, an attempt is made to analyze
the components of SSNTD-detected particle fluxes
under variousthicknessesof shielding.The exper-

imentaldataare supplementedwith simulationscal-

culatedbymodelsoftheradiationenvironment.Only
GCR and RB particles are included because other

heavy cosmic ray components did not penetrate to
greater shielding thicknesses than 0.05 gcm-'- during
the Cosmos-2064 flight.

2. EXPERIME_N'r

The Cosmos-20aa mission lasted for 13.8 days
from 15 to 29 September 1989. The biosatellite orbit

was elliptical; with a perigee and apogee of 216 and
294 kin, respectively, and an inclinauon of 82.3 °.
Four flat, lidded containers holding a variety of dosi-
metric equipment were mounted outside the satellite.

The experimental results presented here were ob-

tained by processing tku'ee SSNTD stacks, one at

IBMP (Moscow) and two at USF (San Frandsco).
The IBMP stack of 90 x 50 x 16ram dimensions

contained20 Soviet-made KNC-type nitrocellulose

detectors of 800/am thickness each. The detectors
wereetchedina 6N NaOH solutionfor5h at50°C.

The trackswere scanned with a stereo-microscope at
80 x magnification. The penetrating (a cylinder or
two cones) or single-cone (of at least 100 9m length)
tracks were selected by counting, and correspond
with the GCR particles of Z ;) 6 and LET _ 1600

(MeV cm:)g-1 (under the g_ven etching conditions).
The USF stacks were of 3 cm diameter and in-

cluded CR-39 and Cronar polyester layers. The CR-
39 SSNTDs were processed in a 6.25N NaOH

solutionfor7 days at50°C. The bulk etch,B, was
measuredforeachofthedetectors.Pairsofdetectors

were reassembledintheirflightorientationsand the

two adjacentinnersurfaceswere scanned with an

opdcal microscope.This procedure permitted the

particlesto be separatedinto short-range(SR)

(matchingtracksappearon two innersurfacesonly)

and long-range(LR) (matchingtracksappearon all
four surfaces of the detector pairs) GCR particle

tracks. The SR particles include the secondary SR

particles from target nuclei within the plastic and the
stopping primary GCR and trapped particles. All

**USFportionofthework partiallysupportedby NASA GrantNos NCC2-521 ('NASA-AmesResearchCenter)and
NAG9-235 (NASA-JohnsonSpaceCenter).
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protons were detected as SR panicles because of their
short registration ranges in CR-39. The GCR par-
ticles include the primary CxCRs and the LR Z _>2
secondaries which are mainly the C___R projectile

fragments. The Z >i 2 stopping CaCR particles can
_o contribute to the SR tracks, but with a low

probability.

3. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

3.1. Galactic cosmic rays

The GCR particle fluxes outside the Earth's mag-
netosphere were calculated in terms of the model

proposed by Suslov and Nymmik (1988) and de-
scribed in detail by Suslov and Nymndk (1990). In

the model, the energy spectra F_(E,t) of the
I<_Z _ 28GCR paniclesareinferredfrom thepar-

ticle rigidity spectra @i(R, t):

AtB dR
F,(Z, t) d_ = _,(P., t)._ , (1)

where A_ is the atomic number of a nucleus of species
i; R_ is particle rigidity; t is time.

The rigidity spectra are defined by the phenomeno-

logical model

D,_ _ (. R ?''
,,(R,,) = R; t,R+L(,i/ ' (2)

where D, a, asld 7_are the constants which character-

izc the spectra of particles of certain species whose
values were determined through the available set of

experimental data on the GCR panicle fluxes during

the previous solar cycles.
The data used to calculate the fluxes of all particles

can be found in Standards forGalactic Cosmic Rays

(1991);theconstantsused incalculatingthe energy

spectraofthebasicelementsarepresentedinTable i.
The valueofR0 isdefinedby thesolaractivitylevel

and by thedelayof the CK particlefluxvariations
relativetoWolf numbers.During theexperiment,Ro

proved tobe 0.88GV.
The power-lawexponentin(2)isdeterminedby the

formula

f:,BR' -I5.51

+1.0 s.(r,)_-exp(--_), (3)

Table 1. Values of constants used in calculating energy
spectra

Element Z, A, D, ", Y_

H 1 1 2.0E04 3.0 2.75
He 2 4 3.5E03 3.0 2.75
C 6 12 9.6E0l 3.1 2.75
O 8 16 8.4E0l 3.0 2.70
5i 14 32 1.2E01 3.0 2.65
Fe 26 56 9.2E00 3.I 2.60

where the coefficients b_ffi 1.2 and d_= 0.034 describe

the form of the spectrum at low energies

(R < 0.55 GV) and were inferred from our data on
the fluence of oxygen nuclei obtained in the Cosmos-

2044 experiment (Marenny eta/., 1990).

3.2. Function of nuclei penetrating to low orbits

The GCR particle energy spectra on the satellite
orbit were found by calculating the penetrating func-
tion on thebasisof previousdeterminationsof the

boundariesforprotonpenetrationintothemagneto-

sphereina Cosmos-800 experiment(Biryukoveta/.,

1984).
Figure 1 shows the plots of the penetration func-

tion, calculated as indicated above and using the
conventionaltechniquesbased on the Intm'national
ReferenceGeomagnetic Field(IRGF) model Our

approach has yieldedhigherfluencesof particles

penetratingtolow orbitsas compared withconven-
tionaltechniques(Nymmik, 1991).

3.3. Radiation belt protons

The RB proton fluxes on the Cosmos-20_ orbit
were calculated using the AP-8 model (Sawyer and

Vetter, 1976) for solar maximum. The calculations
have shown thatthe orbit-hategrat_differential en-

ergy spectrum of the 1-100MeV protons can be

describedas

F(E) = 8 x 103E -', (4)

where y=2.03 at E<8MeV and Y ='2.72 at

E >t 8 MeV.

3.4. Particle flux deep in matter

The species i particle flux under shielding of thick-
ness x is determined by the formula

F,_(E'_)= F_(L,/L,), exp(-x/_), (5)

I •
Oi

q

0OI O. i tO iO.O

Rigidity (G'V)

FIG.I.Paniclepenetrationfunction intothemagneto-
spherefortheCosmos-2044orbit.Curve I istheIGRF
modelcalculationresult.Curve2 isthe Nymmik (1991)

model calculation result.
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where E'= Eo- [oL,(x)d.x;L° and L, are thepar-
ticleLET valuesabove and under the shielding,

respectively;_ isthespeciesiparticlepathfornuclear

interaction.

The particleenergy spectra under the shielding

were used tofindthepaxticleLET spectra:

where L(E) is the energy dependence of species i

particleLET value;jisa givenfluxcomponent (GCR

orRB).
In conformity with the selection criteria for events

in the USF stacks, the flux $_(>L) was broken into

four groups (s_ Fig. 2):

4

$,(>L)= Y. $_(>z). (7)
t-!

Ifxlistheleveloftheupper surfaceofthe upper

detectorina pairof detectors,xz isthe levelofthe
lowersurfaceofthelowerdetectorinthepair,and x

is the level between x_ and x2, then the pictorial

patternfor breakingintofour groups of eventsis

= I 2 3 4
GCR SRs SR,. SR3

Xl ® 0 0 ®
X @ ® ® @

X2 @ Y @ Y

where ® means that L > Lo, 0 means that L < L,,
and Y means that a paxticle is not present. The

tO 2

,o,

i
_. tO°2

i0-3

0._

Deg_ in HzO (cm)

FiG. 2. The calculatedfluxvs detector depth. Curves I--4are

particle fluxescalculated byformulas(8)--([I),respectively.
$ _ the total panicle flux with L > L°at depth x. The curves
numbered without a prime are for L>4OMeVcmg'_;
thosewitha prime are forL > I000MeVcmg -t.Curve4"
isnotpresentforthevalueSofLET and plasticthickness

used.

/
particle fluxes at L > L. at the level x may be

described by

'.(C_,CR)= _ (r ;_/.,, x,);(Z(R) > Z(x: - x_))
v (8)

$'_(SR) = _O_ (/. ;_ L,, xt);(Z(R) a F.(x: - xl))

u (9)

_:,(sR) = T.*_ (L < L., x0;(E(R) _ Z(x:- xs))

(10)

O_(SR) = _O_ (/. < r, xl);(Z(R) > Z(x: - xO).
¢ (11)

In the expressions (8)--(11), the GCR group in-
dudes the particles with LET values L > L, over a

range great enough to penetrate both detector Myers,

from xs to x2.

4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the _(L > L,), plotsOI,(C-.rCR),

O_(SR), O_(SR), and O_(SR) calculated for the
experimental conditions under the shielding thick-
nesses ranging from 0.075 to 2.5cm HzO at two
threshold LET values (40 and 100 MeV cm -z g-t).
From the calculations it follows that, under the

shielding exceeding 0.2 cm HzO, the fracuon of the
eventsingroups2--4(SR) islessthan 1% ofallthe
detectedGCR particles,whiletheeventsofgroup l

includenearlythe totalfluenceof detectedCR par-

ticleswithinthe givencomponent. Secondary par-

ticlesarenot includedinFig.2.

Figure 3 shows the experimentaldata (plotted

points)for(a)theparticlefluencesdetectedatseven

depthsatx > 0.2cm H:O intheUSF stacks(GCR)
atL > 100and L > 500MeV cm g-l;and (b)attwo

depths (0.24and 1.53cm) in the IMBP stackat
L > 1600MeV cmz g-I.The independenceoftheval-

uesofGCR particlefluxespredictedby calculations

for L>L, and at depths of 0.1-2.0gcm-2 is

confirmedby thedata.The measured particlefluxat

L > 100MeVcm:g -_ is somewhat below that pre-

dictedby tb.e calculations, but probably within the
overall accuracy expected from the comparison.

Figure 3 also presents the data on the events
selected by the critet'ia of SR conditions (9)--(11) and
shows the calculated dependence which foLlows from

the RB proton spectrum. This data (Curve 1) has
been normalized to the SR particle flux at
x = 0.25 cm H: O. To that end, the factor C in (4) had

to be set equal to 1000, i.e. eight times less than the

value given by the AP-8 model for solar maximum.
The reduction in proton flux from the model predic-
tion can be attributed to uncertainties deriving from
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FIG. 3. Particle fluxes with L > L, vs detector depth.
L > 100 meV ¢'m g-t: Curve I is the SR track density due to
RB proton flux calculated by formula (4); Curve 2 is the

track density due to GCR particle flux calculated by for-
mulas (I)-(3); the black circles are experimental SR track
densities; the circles with dots are experimental GCR track
densities. L > 500 MeVcm g-_: Curve 3 is the track density
due to GCR particle flux calculated by formulas (I)-(3);
the star-like crosses axe experimental GCR track densities;
the skewed crosses are the SR track densities.

L > 2 x I03 MeVcm g-h Curve 4 is the GCR track density

calculated by formulas (I)-(3); the squares are the exper-
imental GCR track densities.

two major causes. There are substantial proton flux

fluctuations observed at low altitudes near the lower

RB border, where the density of residual atmosphere

increases. The high solar activity level during the

observations may have contributed to atmospheric

expansion and a decrease in proton flux. Also, the

pronounced directionality of the trapped proton

fluxes is not taken into account by the AP-$ model or

compensated for by the SSNTDs. The assumption of

isotropic proton incidence which is made in correct-
ing the experimental measurements for detector solid

angle response could therefore have introduced some

error into the measured proton fluxes.

From Fig. 3 it follows that the SR particle flux at

x > 0.3 crn H: O is considerably greater than would

be expected from the primary RB protons. For the

particle flux with L > 100 MeVcm:g -_, the excess

equals about I particle (m = s st) -1. Only a small part

of this can be attributed to H recoils produced by

neutron collisions. The high energy (> I MeV) neu-

tron flux was measured on Cosmos-2044 (Dudkin et

a/., 1992) in the range of 275-500 no/m -= s-' sr-L The

efficiency, of CR-39 for high energy neutron flux

detection has been reported as ~ 10-' proton tracks

(neutron) -_ 0Durrani and Bull, 1987). This would

imply a neutron-induced component of ~ 0.04 parti-

cles m -z s -_ sr-L High energy protons also contrib-

ute through elastic scattering of target H nuclei and

this would seem to be the major source of the excess

tracks seen at the larger shielding depths.

The SR particles at L > 500 MeVem=g -_ cannot

be protons, but are mainly secondary particles of

higher charges produced by inelastic interactions of

RB protons and neutrons with the detector nuclei

(H, c, o).
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Absffact--Two methods for measuring neutrons in the range from thermal energies to dozens of MeV
were used. In the first method, _-par-dcles emmed from the 6Li(n.',)T reaction are detected with the help
of plasticnucleartrackdetectors,yieldingresultson thermaland resonanceneutrons.Also,fissionfoils
areused todetectfastneutrons.Inthesecondmethod, fastneutronsarerecordedby nuclearphotographic

emulsions(I_I'PE).The r_'ultsofmeasurements on boardvarioussateRite_ar_presented.The neutronflux
densitydoes not appearto correlateclearlywithorbitalparameters.Up to 50*/oof neutronsaxe due to
albedo neutrons from the atmosphere while the flux_ inside the satellites are 15-20% higher than those ;
on theoutside.Estimatesshow thattheneutroncontributiontothetotalequivalentradiationdoser_aches

20-30%.

INTRODUCTION

T_ _DU_TION environment in low Earth orbits is

studied, as a rule, using thermoluminescent dosi-

meters and plastic nucIear track detectors (Benton

et aL, 1977; Akatov et at., 1981, 1984). Measurwments

of this type yield data on absorbed dose, but cannot

give information on radiation quality or on dose

component composition. Also, a serious underesti-

mation may occur because neutrons axe disregarded.

A few investigations were previously carried out to

study the neutron component. The experimental

work of Dudkin er al. (1968), Merker et aL (1970),

Jenkins et al. (1971), Bhaff (1976), and calculational

efforts of Lingenfelter (1963), Armstrong et al. (1973)

and Merker (1973) studied the neutron fluxes and

energy spectra in near-Earth orbits. These previous

efforts were, at best, sporadic, so that characteristics

of the neutron component in the Earth's environment

have not yet been systematically studied.

The aim of the present work was to experimentally

study the energy spectra and fluences of neutrons in
low Earth orbit as a funcuon of flight parameters.

Two methods were used, namely, the method of

fission foils with shielding screens and the NPE
method. The measured values of neutron fluxes were

then used to estimate the neutron dose equivalent in

different energy groups and its contribution to the

total equivalent dose.

M'EASUREM'ENT TECHNIQUES

The large cross-sections for capture of thermal and

resonance neutrons by 6Li nuclei makes detection

possible through the 6 Li (n,:z)T reaction. The fluences

of ,,-particles emitted from SLIF film surfaces are

recorded in plastic nuclear track, detectors, for

example, in a CR-39 detector. Thermal neutrons

can be separated from resonance neutrons using Gd

foilswhich shield a detector. In our experiment,

25 #m-thJck foilswere used. The differencebetween

shieldedand non-shielded detectorsgivesthe value of

thermal neutron flux, whereas the shielded detectors

measure resonance neutron fluxes. The 4.5 mg crn -z

6LiF thickness defines the detector sensitivityto

thermal neutrons which is 4.9 x 10 -J tracks/thermal

neutron. The sensitivity, to resonance neutrons

(0.2 eV-I MeV), where the dependence of the neutron

spectrum was assumed to be (I/E,), was calculated to

be 2.56 x I0-" tracks/resonance neutron. The fluence

of high-energy neutrons (I> 1.0 MeV) was roughly

_timated using thorium foils. The foils recorded the

track densities produced by Th fission fragments. The

disintegrations were caused by fast neutrons and by

protons. Therefore, to separate neutrons and protons

itwas necessary to assume the forms of theirenergy

spectra and theirrelativeintensities.

The differentialfast-neutron spectrum was deter-

mined by the N'PE method using the low-sensitivity

400_m-thick BYa-type emulsion layers whose

recording power corresponds to particles whose

linear energy transfer (I::T) exceeds the LET of

protons with kinetic energy of about 50 MeV. The

background from panicles with lower LET values

was reduced by thismethod.

The fast-neutronspectrum was recovered using the

recoil proton energy spectrum generated as a result

§USF work partiallysupportedby NASA-A.mes ResearchCenter Grant No. NCC2-521, and NASA-Johnson Space
Center Grant No. NAGg-235.
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of the elastic (n.p)-scattering of neutrons from the

hydrogen in the emulsion.
The recoil proton path in an exposed and devel-

oped emulsion was determined by measuring two
orthogonal projections of a track whose ends were
located within the volume of an N'PE layer. Allow-
ance was made for the fact that a fraction of the recoil

protons will leave _e emulsion layer and that the
probability of such an event rises with increamng
recoil proton energy and, hence, the energy of a
neutron scattered by the recoil proton. The factor.lt,

which depends upon proton energy and NPE layer
thickness, was introduced into the recoil-proton path

(energy) distribution to correct for the loss of tracks.
To correctly construct the proton path (energy) distri-
bution in NPE, the N'PE shrinkage factor K_ was also

included.
The kinematics of elastic scattering of a non-

relativistic neutron of energy, E,, has been described

elsewhere (e.g. Ncmer7 and Gofman. 1975). The

reladonship of the differential neutron energy
spectrum dN/dE, to the measured differential recoil
proton spectrum dP/dF, is found by graphic
differentiation and can be presented as

= _ f _-_(E,). v

where no is the number of hydrogen nuclei in I cm _

of NPE (n0--3.05 x 10_cm -3 for the BYa-type
emulsion; V is the volume of emulsion inspected

(in cm_); cr is the (n.p)-scattering cross-section (in

c.n12)°

To facilitate the graphic differentiation, we approxi-
mated the recoil proton spectrum including the cor-

r_tion factor f for the track extending beyond the
N'PE layer. The values off as a function of proton

energy, E_, were calculated by the formulaspresented
in Perfilov era/. (1962), where the expression is of the

type

y = y__- exp(- B,-_)
i

where _i and 3; are numerical factors.
The following Threecircumstances should be noted.

Firstly, the measurements appear to be unreliable at
neutron energies E_ < 1.0 MeV because of a large
visual error when recording the short path-length

protons (the I MeV proton path in NPIE is ~ 14 #m).
Also, the measurements in the above-mentioned

energy range axe unreliable because the reactions of
thermal and intermediate neutrons on nitrogen of the

emulsion produce a 0:7 MeV neutron which cannot

in practice be distinguished from a recoil proton in
the (n,p) scattering. Secondly, the error of the given
method increases at neutron energies above

I0-15 MeV because the expression (I) has been ob-
tained assuming an isotropicproton scatteringin

c.m.s,which is only possibleat energiesbelow

10-[SMeV. Tnirdly.it should be borne in mind

that,ifthe neutronspectrum isof a complicated

V. E. DUDK_ er aL

non-monotone character, a differentiation error will

distort the results substantially.
The reprodu_bility of this method in the neutron

energy range above [.0 MeV was verified by irvadiat-
hag similar BYa-type emulsion packages with neu-
trons from sources whose spectra have b_n well
documented in literature. For example, we/rradiated

the BYa-type emulsion packages with neutrons from
mCf and from Pu-Be sources, and obtained spectra

which differed from published data by not more than
-20%.

RESISTS AND DISCUSSION

Flux densitiesand energy spectraof neutronsin

differentenergy ranges were measured on board

severalU.S. and Sovietspacecraft-The measure-
meritswere made insidethe satellitesand on their

externalsurfaces.The thicknessof mattsrscreening

the detector inside a satellite was different in different
satellites and varied from ~ 5 to ~ 50 g c'm-:. Unfor-

tunately, the exact distribution of the mass of detec-
tor-surrounding matter was not known, thereby
making the analysis of the measurement results
di_cult.

Table I presentssome of theresultsof measuring

neutronfluxdensityon board variousspacecraftwith

6LiF detectorsand fxssionfoils(Benton and Henke,

1983 and Benton, 1986).The tablealso presents
the neutrondoses calculatedon the basisof these

m_.surements.

The doses wee calculatedusing the flux--dose

conversionfactorsfrom NCRP Proceedingsof 1971,

whilethe qualityfactorswere taken to be 2.0,6.4,

and 10.0forthermal,resonanceand fastneutrons,

respectively.
The data on the forms of the neutron and proton

spectra used ha calculating the doses were taken from
Merkcr (1973) and Hewitt era/. (1972), respectively,
whilethe relationbetween the proton and neutron

fluenceswas takenfrom Fishman (1974).Itshouldbe

,noted that, whexoas the experimental data on proton
spectrain drmlar flights g_neraUy can be found,

the fast-neutronspectraldata were not available.

Obviously,thiscircumstancecan giverisetoprobable
errorsin determiningthe doses which are difficult

to estimate.Since,as seen from Table I,the fast

neutronsmake themajor contributiontotheneutron

dose, the method of using the fissionfoilsneeds

furtherrefinement-

Table 2 presentsthe resultsofmeasuring the flux

densityoffast(E__ lMeV) neutronson board var-
ious satellitesof the Cosmos seriesby the NPE

method. Ineachcase,thedifferentialneutronenergy

spectrum was measured and then used to findthe
neutronfluxdensityby energyintegration.The Table

2 resultsalsoshow thedoseequivalentratesobtained

using the differentialneutronspectraand the flux

density---doserate conversion factorstaken from
VildaroveraL (1978).

V
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Table 2. Radiation characteristics of last neutrons in near-Earth orbits (measurements by the NT)E method)

A Cosmos Hight parameters

series Time of Apogee, Neutron flux Equivalent
satellite flight Inclination perigee NPE density dose rate
(numberl Launching data (days) (degrees) (kin) placed (cm': day -I ) (torero day =_)

V

936 3 August 1977 18.5 62.8 419;24 inside (I.1 _ 0.5) 10_ 4.5 _ 2.2
1129 25 September 1979 18.56 62.8 394/56 inside (1.I Z 0.4) I(P 4.5 __.1.a
1129 25 September 1979 18.56 62.8 394,'226 outside (8.6 = 2.6) 10' 3.5 - 1.0
151,1 14 December 1983 4.92 82.3 288/226 inside (7.4 +. 2.2) liP 3.0 -,- 0.9
1514 14 December 1983 4.92 82.3 288/226 outside (6.2 -!- 1.7) liP 2.5 = 0.7
1571 11 June 1984 15.3 70 420/355 outside (6.9 __.1.7) liP 2.8 = 0.7
1600 27 September 1984 13.2 70 420/355 outside (7.8 ± 2.6) 10' 3.1 .T. 1.0
1667" 10 July 1985 7.0 82.7 297/222 outside I (6.7 _ 1.7) liP 2.7 ± 0.7
1667* I0 July 1985 7.0 82.7 297/222 outsideII (5.6= 1.7)liP 2.2_-0.7
1757 11 June 1986 14.0 82.3 252/189 outside (5.2 = 1.7) lip 2.1 = 0.7

1781 17 September 1986 14.0 70.4 405;217 outside (5.2 _ 1.7) liP 2.1 - 0.7
1887 29 September 1987 12.6 62.8 394/226 inside (5.2 _ 1.7) liP 2.1 = 0.7

1887 29 September 1987 12.6 62.8 394/226 outside (4.5 _ 1.7) liP 1.8 : 0.7

=External assembly I oriented towards the Sun: assembly II oriented towards the Earth.

Shown as an example in Fig. 1 are the neutron

energy, spectra measured inside and outside the Cos-

"mos 1514 and 1887 satellites. For comparison, Fig. 1

presents also the results of a calculated albedo

neutron spectra obtained in Lingenfelter (1963) for

solar minimum at different orbital inclinations to the

plane of the equator (i = 40 ° and 90_).

Analyzing the experimental data has shown that

most of the fast-neutron energy spectra are of the

characteristic 'evaporation' form with a maximum in

the 1.5-4.0 MeV neutron energy range. In any case,

the form of neutron spectra presented here is realized

in all the spectra measured inside the spacecraft. The

external neutron spectrum is, as a rule, softer.

4"
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FtG. I. Differential neutron energy spectra measured in
spacecraft in low Earth orbit. Curves I and 2 are the

Cosmos 1514 data obtained outside (1) and inside (2) the
satellite. Curves 3 and 4 are the Cosmos 1887 data obtained
outside (3) and inside (4) the satellite. Curves 5 and 6 are the

albedo neutron spectra calculated in Lingenfelter (1963) at
angle i - 90-" (5) and at i = 40* (6) during solar minimum.

According to the present-day concepts, the

detected neutrons originate from two sources,

namely, the albedo neutrons produced in interactions

of galactic cosmic rays with the Earth's atmosphere

and the secondary neutrons produced in the space-

craft structure (the local neutrons). The form of

the local neutron spectra is similar to the form of the

spectra generated in inelastic proton-nuclear inter-

actions. The local neutron spectra are obviously more

rigid compared with the spectra of the albedo

neutrons which undergo multiple seatterings and

attenuation in the atmosphere.

The data of Table 2 show that the neutron fluences

inside the spacecraft are 18-20% higher than on

the outside, thereby indicating that local neutrons

are accumulated in the instruments simultaneously

with attenuation of albedo neutrons. This trend is

observed in the neutron dose rates measured both

inside and outside the satellites.

Comparing the data of Tables 1 and 2 it is seen

that the fast neutron flux densities measured by the

two different methods are in approximate agree-

ment. A difference in the dose rates shown is probably

due to different values of the flux--dose coefficients

used.

Analyzing the measurement results has shown

that the neutron flux density does not exhibit any

unambiguous dependence on altitude, orbital incli-

nation, and phase of the solar cycle. According to

Jenkins et aL (1971), the flux density of the albedo

neutrons with E, _>IMeV increases by a factor

of --- 10 as a satellite moves from the equator to the

poles and is 0.03 ncrn-_s -] at the equator and

0.2-0.5 ncm-:s -I at the poles. This is confirmed by

our experiments (see Table 1) where the fast-neutron

dose decreases by a factor of -,,3 as the orbit

inclination angle varies from 60 to 30L

Analyzing the measurement results has also shown

that the albedo neutron contribution to the total

neutron flux may reach ~50%, which is in good

a_eement with the estimate obtained by Yushkov
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(1988)wherethealbedoneutroncontributionto the

total counting rate o( the neutron detector flown on

Salyut-6 was t'ound to be 2/3.

It is of interest to estimate the neutron contribution

to the total dose in low Earth orbit. This is possible

since thermoiuminescent detectors were used in aJl o(

the flight experiments. The rates of absorbed neutron

doses are approximately a few per cent of the total

absorbed dose, whereas the neutron contribuuon to

the dose equivalent reaches "_0-30% (because of a

high qualiw factor).
In order to understand better the nature of the

cosmic ray neutron component in low Earth orbit

and in order to make the absolute dose measurements

more accurate, it is aec,'ssary to carry, out further

experiments onboaxd oriented spacecraft in different

orbits and during varying phases of the so[at cycle,

The distributionof shieldingmass about the detectors

must also be taken into account. Lastly, further

refinement of the measurement techniques is still

necessary.
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Al_trac_The effects of spaceflight factors on the seeds ofArabidopsis thaliana and Crepts eap_lla_ were :
studied provided with various prot_ve measures: the seeds were located in,de the sateUi_ and in open
space,protectedwith album foil and alsoexposedwithout the foil cover.When theseedswerein open ,
spacewithout any prote_on, their viability was found to be suppressed;the su_val rate and fertility
of plants grown from these seeds were also diminished- An increase in the frequency of chromosome
aberrations (CA) and in the number of multiple injuries was registered in this case. Experiments with the
aluminiumfoilshieldingshoweda decreaseinthesuppres_onoftheseeds'viability,butmutational _

changes were found to be even more in_ while the survival rate and fertility of the plants
An increase in the thickness of skidding resulted in a decrease in the effects up to the level of the control,
except for the effects connected with CA and fertility of the plants. Aaalys/.s of the results shows that these
impairments can be as:n'b_l to the action of single heavy charged particles (HC'P). The seeds can be thus
regarded as an integral biological 'dosimeter' which allows estimation of the total effects of radiation,
ecological and biological factors.

I/qTRODUCTION

ExP_ conducted aboard spacecraft have

shown that biological objects can be severely dam-

aged by HCP. There is strong evidence for the
existence of direct correlations between the hitting of

the object with the particles and the injuries observed

(Grigoriev and Nev-zgodina, 1978; Gdgonev, 1982;
Nevzgodina et al., 1984; Maximova, 1985). The ex-
periments made in open spare make it possible to
analyzethe totaleffectofio-i_ng£nd UV-radiations
of the solarspectrum fightand other spaceflight

factors.At thepresenttime,inconnectionwith the

problem ofozone holes,thestudiesofthoseelectro-

magnetic radiationsand cosmic rayswhich failto
reachthesurfaceoftheEarThbeingabsorbedby the

atmosphere have become increasingly-important.
Those experiments are to be conductedat aititudes

exceeding 100-150 Icm. They require the employment
of spacecraft to expose the studied organisms both to
the conditions of spaceflight and to the factors of

open space.

EXPERIME'CrAL

The experiments conducted aboard the biosatellite
Kosmos 1887 constitute an integral part of the pro-

gramme of radiobiological research implemented
by means of biosateRites of the Kosmos series. The
taskof the experimentwas to studythe effects of

spaceflight on plantseedsprovidedwithvarioustypes

ofprotection.The experimentswere carriedout both
inside the satellite and in open space. In the latter
case, the seeds were fixed to a removable cover of a
container located on the outer surface of the satellite.

A monolayer of seeds fixed with PVA to the cellulose-
mtrate plates was exposed to open space tither
without any protectionor coveredwith ai,,_i,ium

foilof thickness15#m (1.76mg cm-Z). To es_mate

the absorbed doses, thermoluminescent dosimeters
were used. Throughout the flight a dose absorbed hy

the sample stored inside the spacecraft amounted to
6.7 × 10-_ Gy. A dose absorbed by the seedsexposed
toopen spaceand protectedwithfoilrangedfrom 15
to36Gy, dependingon theloca_onof theseedson
thecover of the container. After landing, theseeds

were exposed to low temperatures from -15 to
-18°C. The air-dried seeds of the model plants

of Arabidops[s thatiana and Crepis capillaris were

employed in the experiments. Numerous tests devel-
oped for each of these plants have proved to be
complementary; they allow evaluation of both the
direct effect of the faczors under study and future
results by means of a number of indices which

IIUSFwork partiallysupportedby NASA-Ames ResearchCenterGrantNo. NCC2-521,and NASA-Johnson Space

C_.nterGrantNo. NAC,9-235.
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characterize the viability, fertility and mutability of all the indices under study were found to deteriorate.

plants. The viability was estimated by the germin- as compared to the ground-based control, except for

ation energy of the Crepis seeds, as well as by the

germination ability of both plants and also by the
survival rate of the Arabidopsis plants. The mutability

was estimated by the frequency of aberrant cells

and by the multiple rearrangements which occur at

first division metaphases in the root mcristcm ceils of

Crepis, as well as by the death of the seedlings at

a cotyledon phase caused by rough chromosome
aberrations. The mutability was also estimated by

the frequency of recessive mutations of Arabidops_s

0vanov, 1974; Anikceva eta/., 1983). Taking into

account the fact that differences in the doses absorbed

by the seeds located at various sites of the cover

outside the satellite do not exceed those detected by

various dosimeters in the case of one and the same

distribution, and also that the results obtained in

different variants of the experiment do not differ

significantly, the authors found it possible to sum-

marize the results irrespectively of the distribution of

the seeds over the cover of the container. The indices

obtained in the laboratory and transport controls

were also summarized, as they failed to show any

statistically significant differences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resultsof the action of spaceflightfactorson

the air-driedplant seeds are shown in Table I.In the

case of unprotected seeds located outside the satellite

the frequency of recessive lethals in Arabidopsis (this

index was found to be diminished, although these

changes were statistically insigrtificant). This can be

attributed to the selection of mutants which results

from a decrease in the viability and fertility of the

plants grown from the exposed seeds. Noteworthy is

the fact that the germination energy of Crepis was

found to be considerably decreased (by a factor of

two) and the germination ability of both plants was

found to be slightly lowered (by 10%); a 39-fold

decrease was also found in the frequency of CA in

Crepis, as compared to the ground-based control.

Besides this, a great number of cells with multiple

rearrangements were seen, which was not the case

with the ground-based control A thin layer of pro-

tective foil was shown to decrease the effect of open

space on the viability of the seeds. The energy and

ability of germination were not different from those

of the control. As to all the other indices under study

(except for the survival rate of Arabidopsis) the

authors observed even greater influence of spaceflight

factors, as compared to the vaxiant without any

protection. Further increase in shielding (e.g. locating

the seeds inside the satellite) resuIted in elimination or

significant depression of these effects. As compared to

the ground-based control a statistically significant

increase in the frequencies of CA and multiple re*

arrangements was registered in Crepis only. The

number of unfertilized seedbuds in Arabidopsis was

found to be increased, too.

Table 1. Effects of space on _ of Crepis capillaris and Arabidopsis thaliana (%)

F'tight

Outside the satellite

Biological
charactcfi._cs Inside the Without
of tats Investigadontests Control sat_nite Shielding shielding

Viability Germination energy of 88.98 ± . 90.26 +_ 1.18 91. i I 4- 1.24 48.72 _+2.30
C. cap///ar/s

C. eapillaris 97.04 ± 97.29+_0.65 97.5a, 4-0.677 89.61 ± 1.41
Germination

ability of A. thaliana 98.36 ± 97.63 4- 0.68 95.16 ± 1.03 89.44 : 1.35

Survivalrateof 73.68_+ 69.31± 2.05 62.50± 2.33 61.04± 2.14
A. thaliana

Mutability Frequency of aberrant 0.50 4- 1.52 ± 0.27 24.1,t 4- 0.44 19.55 ± 0.61
_lJs in C. capillaris

Frequency of cells with
multipleaberrations in 0.00 0.05+ 0.05 3.614-0.33 3.03 _ 0.28

C. capillaris

Death of the seedlings 17.31 _ 20.20 : 1.84 27.36 ± 2.19 24.68 : 1.99
A. thaliana

Frequency of embrional 3.00_- 2.91± 0.14 4.70: 0.20 2.77: 0.II
lethalsin A. thaliana

Fertility Unfertilizedseedbuds 39.85 = 46.76 ± 0.32 50.43 4- 0.35 43.95 = 0.32
of A. thaliana
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A tendency to a decrease in _¢ survival rate was
shown in Arabidopsis. Which of the factors are

responsiblefor the phenomena observed?In the
variant without any protection the seeds were

exposed to a complex of factors of open space: UV-
and ionizing radiations, visual light, infrared light,
vacuum, and mierogravitation. As was shown in our

experiments (Anikeeva et aL, 1983; Vaulina et al.,
1984) the last-mentioned factor fails to have any
significant effect on the plant seeds if the duration of
their exposure to microgravitation is short. Vacuum
and low temperatures also failed to show any effect
on the viability, mutabi]ity, and other indices. How-
ever, high temperatures may have an adverse erect on
the seeds, and vacuum may enhance the effects of

U'V-light and ionizing radiation (Imshene_ky; 1.975i-
Vaulina eta/., 1974). Unfortunately,' it" was- not
feas'ble to measure the radiation doses abso÷bed by
unprotected seeds exposed to open space, sinc_the
luminescent dosimeters used for. this i_urpose would
have been ruined under those conditions. A thin foiI

cover protects the seeds from the U'V-tight and delays
their drying; it creates possible additional irradiation
of the seedsby means of 6-electronsformed when

both high-and low-energycosmicraysare passing

be responsible for the effects observed. The presence
of cells with multiple chromosomal injuries suggests
that the impairments revealed are connected with the

action of single heavy charged particles. However
they are not very numerous in this case, as compared
to the variants when the seeds were located inside

the satellite. This is evidenced by the reading of
the detectors and also by a decrease of one order of "

magnitude registered inthetotalfrequencyofCA, as
well as by a very, significant (60---70-fold) decrease in
the frequencies of multiple aberrations which was
lacking in the control. Multiple aberrations appear in
the cell when it acquires a large amount of energy.
Thus, for instance, when the cells are irradiated with

gamma-rays these aberrations appear only when the
doses are as high as 30 Gy. It is worth noting that the

plant seeds not only exhibited all the changes in all
the variants of the experiment, but also responded
differently to the action of open space factors (i_e. to
U'V- and ionizing radiations). None of the existing

dosimeters can cover such a broad spectrum of
radiations either totally or quantitatively. As to the

radi.'ation-<iependent effects revealed, those plants can
be regarde d asan integral biological dosimeter, the
application of which necessitates a more detaiIed

through the foil (the so-called an0ti_al_ui;component study to be carried out, so as to establish the depend-
with the maximum of the energy spectrum at ence of the "dosimeter readings' on the effects of the
12-16 MeV nucleon-_). Deceleration of the ions of

the anomalous component (mainly oxygen) whl"ch
occurswhen they are penetrating the foiland the 2"

skin results in maximum losseshaenergy dh'e_:_:"
the area of the seed location. In this variant the:

ionmng radiation dose registered was shown to"be-

the highest. An increase in the thickness of the
protective cover (the wall of the satellite) leads to a.
decrease in the radiation dose absorbed due to the

reduction of the general flow of particles and harden-
ing of the spectrum. In this case the radiation dose

registered is rather low. And to what do the bioiogic_
results testify? The whole complex of open space .
factors has an adverse effect on' all the inherent

indices. On the one hand, protection against the
U'V-light eliminates the effects connected with the
suppression of the seeds' viability. On the other hand,
an increase in the mutability and a decrease in the

survival rate and fertility of plants in the experiments
conducted in open space (with the foil and without it)

are related to the effects of HCP. The impact of HCP
is evidenced by the large number of ceils with multiple
chromosomal injuries. A rise in the temperature
and exposure to vacuum could modify the effects
observed in these variants. In the variant with the foil

these effects were found to be more pronounced.
Unfortunately, it was impossible to use dosimeters in
open space for measuring the doses absorbed by

unprotected seeds: however the biological results
obtained make it possible to believe that the radiation

doses in this.-,,_,..,..easecould, be lower, as compared to the
variant .wtth:..the: foil protection. The dose registered
in the variant.'_de the satellite was far too small to

2

radiation and also on the ecolomcal and biological

(age, etc.) characters. The changes found are quite
obvious. However, not all of these changes are statis-

tically significant, as compared to the control and to
one another. We believe that this can be attributed to

the fact that at small absorbed doses the sampling of
the studied materials is insufi:icient. Based on the

analysis of the adequacy of the sampling volume, it
has been shown that for obtaining statistically signifi-
cant information on the radiation-induced changes in
the ceils by means of cytogenetic analysis it is neces-
sary to have such a quandty of the irradiated and
then .analyzed biological objects which would be no
less than a certain minimum volume of sampling,

l_m- When solving the problem of prognosticating
the minimum volume of sampling, l_, by a number
of biological objects required for the irradiation and
analysis, we took into account the expected radiation
dose absorbed, the fluctuations of the energy ab-
sorbed in the responsive volumes of cells, as well as

the biological specificity and stochastics of the objects
under study. Thus, it has been established that

Jm= = t:(P)
6:;t(N,D)

L_ _v_-'w)) _-'J' (n

where _ (D) is the expected mean number of aberra-
t.ions in the cell at a dose of D which can be described

by the tbliowing equation:

,T(D)=/_(D). (2)
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Table 2. The volume of sampling N* and
./'__ at low doses for seeds of Crepis
capillam (L.)WaUr. with the relative stan-
dard variance o_/k"-0.i irradiated with

protons of kinetic energy 9.2 GcV

D, Gy J'-- (N = 25) N •

0.5 17.8 ± L6 1098 ± 164
t.o 8.9 ± 1.3 549 ± s2
2.5 3.6 _ 0,5 219 ± 33
5.0 1.8±0.3 110±16

The other valuesin formula (I)are:r(P) isthe

solutionto theequation4,(r)= P,where 4,(t)isthe

integralofprobabilities,P isthe levelofconfidence,

3 is the pre-set maximum relative error of the center
of expected empirical distribution of aberrations
in the cellafteritsirradiation,N isthe number of

analyzed cells in each biological object; £ and 6_

the mean value and the dispersion of the coefficient
of transition from the energy absorption to the effect,

6.2(D)isthe expecteddisper_onof the number of
aberrations in the cell at a dose of D; 6_(D) is the

dispersion of the function _ at this dose;
2(N,D) is the probability of the fact that after the
radiationexposure to a dose of D the cellof the

biologicalobjectanalyzedwillcontainnot lessthan
N of the observed (metaphase or anaphase) ceil

The givenprobabilitycan be found experimentally.
When the doses are low thisprobabilitydoes not

actuallydepend on thequalityand levelofthedoses
absorbed. The relative standard variance6k/_ is

determinedata highdose,D,and fora largenumber

of'cells,N, when the stochasticsof the absorption

•energy can be neglectedin comparison with the

biologicalstochasticsof the objectsunder study.
To estimatethe relativestandardvariance6_/]_the

empirica.lsquarevarianceS_j_)(D)isused.The latter
canbe found from theformulagiveninCocren(1976)

fortheindependentexperimentwithmodel radiation.

For _t.hispurpose the biologicalobjectsarc chosen
from the same assemblage as for the cytogenctic

studieswith planned conditionsofirradiation.Practi-

cal applicationof formula (1)was consideredwith

respect to the air-dried seeds of Crepis capillaris
irradiated with protons with kinetic energy of

9.2C_V atthestageGo ofthecellcycle.The obtained

dam are giveninTable 2.In spiteof the particular
characterofthesedata,theiranalysismakes itposs-

ibletosuggestthatforobtainingstatisticallysignifi-
cant informationon cy_ogeneticeffectsin the ceils

exposedtosmalldosesof irradiation(e.g.insidethe
satelliteKosrnos 1887)a vastvolume of samplingis

requiredas to the number of biologicalobjects

(seeds).The minimum value of thisvolume, Jm,,

dependsconsiderablyon thelevelofconfidenceP,the

probability2(N,D), and the value 6.Therefore,it

would be preferabletocalculatethevolume l*.. A
correlationbetween the volumes of samplingsJm,

and 3"*--isas follows:

J*-,.= Ju 2(N,D )6=It:(P). (3)

I. D. ANIKEEVA er al.

Correspondingly, the volume of sampling N ° k_
described by the equation:

N*-- 0.i , = i . (4)
ai_.(b)

For N _<N ° thebiologicalstochasticsof theobjects

understudycan beneglected.For N* < Itheyshould

betakenintoaccountforany N. As seeninTable 2,

when the doses of irradiationand the biological

stochasticsare low, the ratiosof the volumes of

samplingsJ-- areinverselyproportionaltothedose
ratios.A similarpictureisobservedfortheobjectsof

the samplingsN* under the indicatedconditions

of irradiation.Expression(I)allowsmore detailed

planningof cytogeneticst'udiescarriedout in the
radiationfieldsofHCP and fadlitatesthe appropri-

atecl_oiceofthe biologicalobjectitself.Along with
"thisitshows thatbefore,,settingthe generalexper,

iment itisnecessaryto carry out some auxiliary

calculationsand experimentalstudies.

SUMMARY

Thus, as compared to the ground-based control, in
the case with the seeds located outside the satellite

without any shielding, the plants' viability, survival
rate, and fertility were found to be considerably
decreased. In this case there is also a significant

increase in the cytogeniceffect. The variantof the

experimentwhen theseedswere locatedoutsidethe
satelliteand coveredwith foilwas characterizedby

even greater effects, as compared to the variant with
unprotected seeds located outside the satellite. Com-

parison of these two variants(withand withoutthe
foilprotection)shows even greaterdecreasein the

viabilityand fertilityof the plants,as well as an
increase in their mutability revealed by the CA t_t

and also by the test of embryonic lethals. The viabil-
ity of theseeds in this variant corresponds to that in
the control. For the seeds located inside the satellite
the resea_hers observeda'thr_-foldincrea.seinthe

mutability,as compared to the Control;thiswas

determinedby the testof CA and by the decrease

in the fertilityof the plantsgrown from exposed

seeds.
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RADIATION EXPERIMENTS ON

COSMOS 2044:

K-7-41 PARTS A, B, C, D, E

Abstract

The Cosmos 2044 biosatellite mission offered the opportunity

for radiation measurements under conditions which are seldom

available (an inclination of 82.3 ° and altitude of 294 x 216 kin).

Measurements were made on the outside of the spacecraft under

near-zero shielding conditions. Also, this mission was the first in

which active temperature recorders (tlw ATI-{-4) were flown to

record the temperature profiles of detector stacks. Measurements

made on this nfission provide a comparison and test for modeling

of depth doses and LET spectra for orbital parameters previously

unavailable. Tissue absorbed doses flom 3480 rad (252 rad/d)

down to 0.115 rad (8.33 mrad/d) were' measured at different

d(,pths (0.0146 and 3.20 g/cm _, respectiv,'ty) with averag_d TLD

readings. The LET spectra yiehled ma:dmum and minimmn val-

ues of integral flux of 27.3x10 -'j and 3.05x10 -'1 cm-2s-_sr -_, of

dose rate of 7.01 and 1.20 mrad/d, and of dose equivalent rate

of 53.8 and 11.6 mrem/d, for LETo_.H20 >__4 keV/Iml. Neu-

tron measurements yielded 0.018 mrem/d in the thermal region,

0.25 mrem/d in the resonance region and 3.3 mrem/d in the high

energy region. The TLD depth dose and LET spectra have been

compared with calculations fl'om the modeling codes. The a-

greement is good but some further refinements are in order. In

comparing measurements on Cosmos 2044 with those flom pre-

vious Cosmos missions (orbital inclinations of 62.8 °) there is a

greater spread (ma_mum to mininmm) in depth closes and an

increased contribution fl'om GCRs, and higher LET particles, in

the heavy particle fluxes.
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INTRODUCTION

The Cosmos 2044 mission was the latest of five Soviet biosateUite missions

in which the University of San Francisco has participated. The previous

missions were Cosmos Nos. 782, 936, 1129 and 1887 /Peterson et al., 1978;

Benton et al., 1978a, 1978b, 1981, 1988; Koval(,v et al., 1981/. Previous work

which applies to radiation measurements in space also covers a wide range

of U.S. space fights, including the Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, Apollo-Soyuz

and Space Shuttle missions/Benton et al., 1977a, 1977b; Benton and Henke,

1983; Benton, 1984; Benton et al, 1985; Benton, 1986; Benton and Parnell,

1987/.

The Cosmos biosatellites have been host to a wide variety of space biology

and radiation experiments performed by international research groups. Radi-

ation dosimetry and spectrometry experiments are typically included for the

purpose of providing radiation measurements specific to the mission and to

implement long-range goals of mapping radiation intensities in near-earth or-

bit and of providing measured comparisons for the radiation modeling codes.

The Cosmos missions also offer the opportunity to intercoml)are measure-

ments with other research groups and in this way compare measurements of

certain quantities (i.e. dose, LET) using different techniques.

The Cosmos 2044 biosatellite mission took place between September 15

and 29, 1989, for a duration of 13.8 days. The orbit was elliptical, with

minimum and maximum altitudes of 216 km and 294 kin, respectively, and an

inclination of 82.3 ° . The selection of international experiments on the flight

included K-7-41 from the University of San Francisco. This experiment was

composed of five parts (A through E) for the purpose of measuring (A) depth

dose distribution in thermolunfinescent detector (TLD) stacks under very low

shielding, (B) LET sp_,ctra of HZE I_articles uwl_'r low shMding, with stacks

composed of plastic nuclear track (l_'t_x'tors (PNTD) and emulsions, (C) high

energy n('utron and l_Xoton fluxes with :':_Co activ;ltion foils. (D) high _,'n('rgy

neutron flux_'s with _':_"Th fission foils and (E) tl_,rmal and rc'sonan('e nmltron

fluxes with '_LiF foils. Tlw measnrr'nwnts will lw used to (l_,tcrminc radiation

levels for the special orbital paranwt_'rs of this nfission and will b(, COml)ar(,d

with calculations from radiation modelling co(h's.

-2-



EXPERIMENTS

The five parts of the experiment K-7-41 are discussed individually below.

Part A

The objective of this experiment was to measure the depth dose under

very thin shielding on the outside of the space'craft and to dct('rminc what

fraction of the dose was due to low energy ch'ctrons versus heavy charged

particles. This required that the shMding of the outermost detectors be no

more than a few mg/(m 2 and that th(i (letc('tor_ th('mselvcs idso be very tliin

(because of the short ranges of the l_arti(:h's). The maxinlum depth in the

TLD stacks was 3.2 g/cm 2. Although comI)Ul,'r codes e,,dst for calculating

doses encountered in LEO both fl'om protons and electrons, there have been

only a few instances where a direct comparison (under very thin shielding)

has been possible between experiment and theoreticM prediction. The orbit

of Cosmos 2044 will allow the codes to be compared for parameters quite

different from any for previous flights.

The TLD stacks were placed in cylindrical holders (Fig. 1) which were

then arrayed in plates _tttached to the outsi(lc of the spacecraft. Three TLD

stacks were placed in each of four mounting plates (Bg-1, -2, -3, -4) for a

total of twelve flight stacks. The TLDs and ,all other detectors mounted

on the outside of the spacecraft were held in "clam-shell" style containers

which were closed before re-entry to prevent heating of the detectors in the

atmosphere. Some detectors and two cont_dners are shown in Fig. 2.

Each stack was composed of both thin (0.02395 g/cm _ thickness) and

thick (0.2322 g/cm 2 thickness) TLD-700 extruded chips. Thin TLDs were

used to a depth of 0.5175 g/cm 2 and thick TLDs at greater depths. A double

window of 7.5/nn thick I(apton polyimide films, both aluminized to an opti-

cal density of 3, held the TLDs in place and shiel,lcd them fronl sun and space.

In the depth-dose results, the mass density of the I(apton (0.00213 g/cm 2)

has been converted to an equivalent mass density of 7LiF (0.00266 g/cm _)

on the basis of low energy proton ranges.

Part B

The objective here was to measure the low energy, heavy particle (exclud-

ing electrons) LET spectra under very low shMding (outside the spacecraft)

-3-
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Fig. I. Sketch of a TLD stack holder for K-7-41A, made of
acrylate. Three stacks were placed in each of four
plates (Plate No. B9-1, -2, -3, -4) for a total of
twelve flight stacks (outside the spacecraft). A
double window of aluminized Kapton polyimide (total
thickness: 15 iJm) separated the stacks from space.
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and as a function of depth. Although there have been some previous mea-

surements of let spectra under suclt conditions, tile orbital dependence and

the effects of solar cycle on tile low energy charged particle component are

still not well understood. The very high inclination orbit of Cosmos 2044

(82.3 °) will provide a test of radiation models in tile polar regions, which has

not been possible before.

The hardware consisted of two hermetically sealed flight units containing

PNTD and nuclear emulsion stacks and with ,xlmnJnized Kapton double-

windows, as in Part A. The PNTD stacks were 3 cm in diameter and included

sets of CR-39 and Cronar polyester detectors. The emulsion stacks were

enclosed in thin stainless steel cylinders of the same diameters. The physical

configurations of the units and stacks are shown in Pigs. 3 and 4. The flight

units were placed outside the spacecraft with F1 being in Plate B9-2 and F2
in Plate B9-1.

In addition to the radiation detector stacks, these units also held temper-

ature sensors for the ATR-4 Ambient Temperature Recorder which has been

developed 1)3, NASA for spacecraft, use (NASA. 1989). This system allows

a time-temperature profile to be determined for cacll sensor included on the

mission (up to eight sensors). This ix an important consideration for flight

materials, sudl as some of the radiation detectors, which are heat sensitive.

Part C

Here the intent:was to obtain some information on the neutron energy

spectra. The detectors were located both on the outside and inside of the

spacecraft.

The outside experiment consisted of two flight units containing 59Co ac-

tivation foils and PNTD films. An alunfimml frame with aluminized Kapton

double-windows was placed above the detectors but the sides of the units

were open to vacuum. The PNTD., used were Cronar polyester. The pur-

pose of the PNTDs in this experiment was for an intercomparison between

those open to vacuum and those hermetically sealed. Due to space limita-

tions, Crt-39 was not included. The co||figuration of the units is shown in

Fig. 5. The flight placement of the detectors was F1 in Plate B9-4 and F2 in
Plate B9-3.

The inside detector consisted of a single 59Co activation foil. In conjunc-

tion with the activation foil was a stack of nuclear emulsions to provide a

comparison with the enmlsions exposed on the outside of the spacecraft in
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Part B. The selection of available isotopes with suitable activation cross sec-

tions and decay product half-lives for spaceflights of a few days places severe

limitations on this method. Cross sections exist for the measurement of both

low energy (thermal plus resonance) and high energy (>10 MeV) neutrons,

with some proton contribution, with the activations forming e°Co and SSCo.

However, readout requires a very sensitive, low background spectrometer.

Part D

The goal of this part was to measure high energy (>1 MeV) neutron

fluxes and close equivalent rates averaged over the mission duration. The

detectors were fission foils of Za2Th ill conjunction with solid state nuclear

track detectors (SSNTD,s) of muscovite mica. There were two flight units (F1

and P2) and each unit was composed of four 2:_2Th foils with mica (1.27 cm

in diameter) in an aluminum and Lexan polycarbonate holder (see Fig. 6).

The arrangement of the foils was mica/232Th/mica and lead discs of 0.5 mm

thickness were placed to each side for reduction of radiation from the 232Th

foils. The flight units were mounted on the outside of the spacecraft, with
F1 in Plate B9-8 and F2 in Plate B9-7.

Part E

The goal here was to measure the thermal (< 0.2 eV) and resonance

(0.2 eV < E. < 1 MeV) neutron fuxes and dose equivalent rates averaged

over the mission duration. The detectors were layers of 6LiF (TLD-600)

in conjunction with CR-39 PNTDs. There were two flight milts and each

unit was composed of two 6LiF layers with CR-39 (1.27 x 1.27 cm) in an

aluminum and Lexan polycarbonate holder (see Fig. 7). The arrangement of

the components was CR-39/6LiF/CR-39 with Gd foil of 0.0025 cm thickness

around one of the two detectors. The Gd foil absorbs thermal neutrons and

allows a separation of thermal and resonance n,,,trons. The flight units were

monnted on the outside of tlw space,craft, with F1 in Plat_, B9-5 aml F2 in
Plate B9-6.

Processing and Readout of Detectors

a) Temperature Profile and Environmental Conditions During the
Cosmos 2044 Mission

The exposed Cosmos 2044 detectors were returned to this laboratory on

12 October 1989, or thirteen days after satellite re-entry. The condition

-10-
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of the flight units appeared generally good, with the possible exception of

the sealed PNTD/emulsion stack units (Part B) where the outer Kapton

windows were found to be easily flexed. This was due to tiny perforations,

apparently from micrometeorite impacts, causing the windows to lose their

vacuum seals. It was subsequently determined that the inner windows were

not perforated and that tile flight units retained their air during tile mission.

This is important to the response of the PNTDs where a deficiency of oxygen

results in faded or unformed latent particle tracks.

Temperature Measurement

During the mission, the temperature profiles were measured by two ATR-

4 Ambient Temperature Recorders (NASA, 1989). Each of these devices had

four temperature sensors which were distributed over plates containing flight

dosimeters (Plates B9-2 and B9-6 in the KHA-1 clamshell container and

Plates B9-1 and B9-7 in the KHA-3 container). The two aluminum canisters

used in the K-7-41B experiment each had a sen_or embedded in the side and

sealed with a high-temperature conducting epoxy. The sensors were accurate

to 4- 0.5°C over the temperature range from -40 ° to +60°C. Temperature

readings were taken from each sensor at intervals of 3.75 rain.

In Fig. 8 is the temperature record of the sensor in the K-7-41B F1 can-

ister. Aside from some brief temperature spikes the variation was between

3 ° and 36°C with an average of about 22°C. Based on environmental studies

of the PNTDs and TLDs, no measnreable effect on detector response would

be expected fi-om this temperature profile. The closure of the clamshell con-

tainers about a day before landing, as the spacecraft bcgan moving into the

outer atmosphere, is obvious from the drop in temperature.

In Fig. 9 is the temperature record of the sensor in the B F2 canister.

The temperature profile is similar to, but about 5°C less than, the profile

for F1 up to the last day. As the spacecraft began moving into the upper

atmosphcrc prior to landing, the clamshell container (KHA-3) did not close.

Where tile F1 sensor temperature decreased, that of F2 increased to above

50°C and then spiked t.o above 60°C during the landing. Based on envi-

ronmental studies for a morc cxtended pcliod of time, these temlmratures

could have affected the PNTD rcspons(,, but l_ecausc of the brevity of tl,c

conditions there was no nwasural)le cff_,ct. The PNTDs froln F1 and F2 were

intercompared after the processing.

After disassembly of the flight units, the d,,tcctors were processed and

V
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site with high efficiency Ge(Li) detectors. The data analysis and background

studies for these measurements are still in progress.

f) Z32Th/Miea Detectors

The muscovite mica discs from these detectors were processed for 2 hr

at 21"C in 50% HF acid. They had been processed for 5 hr under the same

conditions pre-flight to develop the fossil fission tracks to large size. The

flight tracks on the discs were then counted under an optical microscope.

Backgrounds were counted using the backs of the flight discs. Detector cali-

brations based on fission cross sections for neutrons and protons and assumed

spectral distributions for neutrons and protons were used to convert track

densities into neutron fluences (see Benton et el., 1978a). Dose equivalents

were determined using Quality Factors (QF) of 10.

g) 6LiF /CR-39 Detectors

The CR-39 films from these detectors were processed in 6.25 N NaOH

solution at 70°C for 5 hr. Track densities were counted on the surfaces both

adjacent to and opposite to the 6LiF layers in order to determine net alpha

particle track densities from the °Li(n,c_) T reaction. The ground control

detectors were used to measure the non-flight alpha particle backgrounds.

Since there were CR-39 films on both the space and spacecraft sides of the

6LiF layers, the average track densities on tile two films yielded a measure of
4r neutron incidence.

In each flight unit, one detector was covered with 0.0025 cm-thick Gd

foil and one was not. The thermal neutron absorbance of the Gd gives an

effective low energy cutoff of 0.2 eV for the covered detectors. By subtraction

the measured track densities were separated into those due to neutrons below
and above 0.2 eV.

The flight background track densities, counted on the backs of the CR-

39 detectors, were quite large and also depth dependent. Since the front

and back of the detectors were at different d,'pths, it was necessary to in-

terpolate between only two measured points to obtain the appropriate back-

grounds. Consequently, the measurement accuracy is somewhat less than

implied by the associated standard deviations which were calculated from

counting statistics. In addition, the neutron spectra assumed in the cal-

ibrations are the completely thermalizcd distril)ution below the Gd cutoff

and a 1/E distribution above. Deviations of the flight spectra from these

assumptions will also contribute to measurement error.



RESULTS

Part A

The average depth dose rates for the three TLD stacks in each of the four

flight plates are plotted in Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14. Tile measurements show

more than a 4 order-of-magnitude decrease in close rate down to 3 g/cln 2

depth. The average plate dose rates are given in Table 1. Tile total flight

doses fox' the twelve TLD stacks are given in Tables 2a, -b, -c and -d. It

can be seen that there are shielding differences for the various stacks. As an

example, three indi_;idual TLD stack distributions for Plate No. B9-3 are

shown in Fig. 15. Stack No. 1 dose rates are clearly less than Stacks Nos. 3
and 9. There are substantial variations at the tops of the stacks, as seen in

Tables 2a-2d (2040 rad for No. 2 up to 4480 tad for No. 9) while stacks Nos.

1, 5 and 10 have smaller doses at the maximum depths than do the others.

Part B

The CR-39 PNTDs have been given the standard processing for 7 days

in 6.25 N NaOH solution at 50°C. Adjacent pairs from the flight stacks

were reassembled, scanned and measured with a microscope and electronic

micrometer. The particle tracks were separated into galactic cosmic rays

(GCR), which traversed all four surfaces of the CR-39 pair, and short range

(SR), which traversed only the two inner surfaces or the two inner surfaces

plus one outer surface of the pair. The GCRs are mainly galactic cosmic

rays or their projectile fragments where Z _> 2. Anomalous particles may
also contribute to the four-surface tracks. The SR tracks are maixdy short

range secondary particles or primary protons near their stopping points. The

short registration range of protons in CR-39 makes four-surface proton tracks

very low-probability events. GCR stopping particles of Z > 2 can contribute

to SR tracks, but tiffs also has a low probability.

Five sets of integral LET spectra (Total, GCR and SR) from the PNTD

stack in the F1 canister are given in Figures 16-20. Four sets of spectra

from the F2 canister are given in Figures 21-24. The minimum to ma_mum

shielding is covered in each PNTD stack. The minimum shielding is greater

for F1 because the least shielded CR-39 layer was damaged on one surface by

the high electron dose encountered. An extra layer of thin plastic protected

the least shielded CR-39 layer in F2.

V
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TABLE 1

Plate #B9-1
Ave. (rad/d)

Cosmos 2044 Experiment

Plate #B9-2
Ave. (rad/d)

K-7-41A TLD

Plate #B9-3
Ave. (rad/d)

Stack Tissue Absorbed Dose Rates

Plate #B9-4 Depth in
Ave.(rad/d) _LiF (9/cm 2)

188
22.1
13.3

7.32
4.81
2.98
2.55
2.04
1.40
1.22
1.03
0.870
0.714
0.593
0.500
0.430
0.370
0.311
0.278
0.246
0.201
0,183

0.0971
O.0380

0.0204
0.0135

O.Oll5

O.O104

0.00971

0.00978

O.00949

0.00913

0.00942

0.00935

219
27.0
14.4

7.39
4.96
3.93
2.54
2.16
1.60
1.29
1.13
0.971
0.761
0.718
0.588
0 486
0 386
0 373
0 334
0 299
0 254
0 211

248
24.9
14.3

7.54
5.79
4.12
3 08
2 33
1 86
1 42
1 22
0 978
0 855
0 714
0 604
0 533
0 490
0 403
0 357
0 278
0 245
0 219

252

35.0

13.6

8.55

5.57

3.83
2.70

2.29

1.67

1 41
1 21

l Ol

0 884

0 678
0 579

0 523
0 468

0 420

0 352

0 326
0 254

0 217

0.I08 0.130 0.128
0.0474 0.0457 0.0461
0.0218 0.0225 0.0237
0.0145 0.0145 0.0145
0.011 0 0.01 08 0.0114
0.01 Ol 0.00928 0.01 07
O. 00884 O. 00899 O. 00906
•0. 00906 O. 00862 O. 00877
0.00841 0.00841 0.00877
O. 00848 O. 00826 O. 00870
0.00870 0.00833 0.00855
O. 00884 O. 00848 O. 00833

0.0146
0.0386
0.0625
0.0865
0.II0
0.134
0.158
0.182
0 206
0 230
0 254
0 278
0 302
0 326
0 350
0 374
0 398
0 422
0 446
0 470
0 494
0 518

0.646
0.878
1 .II
1 .34
1.57
1 .81
2.04
2.27
2.50
2.74
2.97
3.20

Measurements from thicker TLDs below this point
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TABLE 2a

COSMOS 2044 Experiment K-7-41A

TLD Stack Doses Plate No. B9-1

Stack No.4 Stack No.8 Stack No.12 Plate No.Bg-I

(rad) (rad) (rad) Average (rad)

Depth in 7LiF

(g/cm 2 )

V

208O
285

143

95.6

70.0

32.3

31 .l
• 28.0

20.7

18.6

14.3

12.2
_w

8 63

6 71
6 06
5 87

418

3 74

3.60

2.93
2.64

l.32
O.Sll

0.275

0.184

0.159

0.145

O.131

0.129

0.126

0.122

0.133

2580

362
250

ll2

73.7

42.7

36.7

28.2
19.6

16.5

15.1

13.5

9.85
8.01

7.61
6.38

5.13

4.81

4.29
3.66
2.85

2.61

3130

268

159

94.3
55.4
48 2
37 8
28 2
176
156
132
102

-m

7 90
6 37
5 36
4 29
3 87
3 50
2.93
2.52
2.33

2600

305
184

lOl

66.4

41.1
35.2

28.1

19.3

16.9

14.2

12.0
9.85
8.18
6.90

5.93

5.10

4.29

3.84
3.40
2.77
2.53

l.42 l.27 l.34
0.556 0.507 0.525

0.289 0.281 0.282

0.201 0.174 0.186

0.167 0.150 " 0,159

0.137 0.148 0.143
0.137 0.135 0.134

0.140 0.136 0.135

0.135 0.132 O.131

0.127 0.128 0.126

O.121 0.136 0.130
0.134 0.124 0.129

0.0146
0.0386
0.0625
0.0865
0.II0
0.134
0.158
0.182
0 206
0 23O
0 254
0 278
0 3O2
0 325
0 350
0 374
0 398
0 422

0 446

0 47O
0.494

0.518

0.646

0.878
1.II

1.34

1.57

1.81

2.04

2.27
2.50

2.74

2.97

3.20

V

*Measurements from thicker TLDs below this point
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TLD

Stack No,2 Stack
(rad) (rad)

TABLE 2b

COSMOS 2044 Experiment K-7-41A

Stack Doses Plate No. B9-2

No.6 Stack No.lO Plate No. B9-2
(rad) Average (rad)

Depth in 7LiF

(g/cm2)

2040 341 0 3600
266 483 366

131 232 235

79.3 129 96.2

62.3 79.4 63.7

44.1 73.2 45.7

27.9 46.6 30.7

31.6 33.0 24.7
19.7 27.3 19.2

15.8 21.4 16.3
14.0 21 .l II .8

II .4 18.0 I0.7

9.78 13.3 8.33

9.65 II .2 8.89

8.35 9.31 6.66

6.59 8.15 5.40
5.04 6.35 4.58

5,27 5.89 4.28

4.49 5.33 4.01

4.35 4.80 3.24

3.38 4.21 2.92
2.85 3.67 2.22

l.45 l.83 l.18
0.737 0.739 0.485

0.317 0.349 0.237

0.232 O.211 0.156

0.166 0.170 0.120

0.158 0.150 0.108

0.123 0.145 0.098

0.142 0.142 0.091

0.122 0.134 0.092

O.121 0.135 0.094

0.135 O.131 0.093

0.149 0.129 0.087

3020
372

199

I02

68.5

54.3
35.1

29.8

22.1
17.8

15.6

13.4

I0.5

9.91
8.11

6.71

5.32
5.15

4.61

4.13

3.50

2.91

l.49

0.654

0.301

0.200
0.152

0.139
0.122

0.125

O.ll6

O.ll7

0.120

0.122

0.0146
0.0386
0.0625
0.0865
0.II0
0.134
0.158
0.182
0.206
0.230
0.254
0.278
0.302
0.326
0.350
0.374
0.398
0.422
0.446
0.470
0.494
0.518

0.646
O.878
1 .II
1.34
1.57
1 .81
2.04
2.27
2.50
2.74
2.97
3.20

*Measurements from thicker TLDs below this point
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Stack No. 1
(rad)

TABLE 2c

COSMOS 2044 Experiment K-7-41A

TLD Stack Doses Plate No. B9-3

Stack No.3 Stack No.9 Plate No.B9-3
(rad) (rad) Average (rad)

Depth in "LiF

(glcm 2 )

2380
295

153
89.8
61.7

50.7

32.9

26.9

22.5

16.9

13.3

II .6
II .5

8.15
7.33

6.62
5.32

4.46
4.49

3.20
2.42

2.48

l.56
0.479

0.237

0.144

0 I05
0 097

0 085

0 089

0 086

0 079

0 084

0 091

3390 4480 3420

343 390 343
214 223 197

113 II0 104

106 72.0 79.

78.1 42.0 56

50.8 43.7 42
37.3 32.1 32

27.6 26.8 25

20.3 21.7 19

17.8 19.3 16

16.0 12.9 13
II .6 12.2 II

I0.8 I0.6 9

8.83 8.82 8
8.35 7.07 7

7.47 7.49 6.

6.79 5.42 5.
5.36 4.91 4.

3.82 4.50 3.

3,93 3.79 3.
3.55 -- 3.

2.Ol l.82 l.

0.729 0.683 O.

0.346 0.349 O.

0.227 0.228 O.

0.174 0.167 O.
0.152 0.134 O.

0.140 0.147 O.

0.135 0.133 O.
0.133 0.128 O.
0.128 0.134 O.
0.129 0.133 O.
0.127 0.133 O.

9
9
5

1

6

6

8

5
8

85

33
35

76

56
92

84
38

02

8O
630
311
200
149
128
124
119
116
114
115
117

0.0146

0.0386

0.0625

0.0865

0.II0

0.134

0.158

0.182

O.206

0.230
0.254

0.278

0.302
0 326

0 350
0 374

0 398

0 422
0 446

0 470

0 494

0 518

0.646

0.878

l.ll

l.34

l.57

l.81
2.04

2.27

2.50

2.74

2.97

3.20

*Measurements from thicker TLDs below this point
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TLD

Stack No.5 Stack No.7
(rad) (rad)

TABLE 2d

COSMOS 2044

Stack Doses

Stack No.ll
(rad)

Experiment K-7-41A

Plate No. B9-4

Plate No. B9-4
Average (rad)

Depth in 7LiF

(g/cm 2 )

2530 3750 41 50
587 481 382
167 196 202
III 135 107

64.7 83.4 82.3
48.6 52.1 58.0
34.1 40.8 37.1
28.4 34.5 32.0
20.5 23.9 24.5
18.0 18.5 21.6
14.4 15.3 20,5
12,9 13.4 15.3
10.9 12.4 13.2

9.18 9.51 --
7.96 8.01 --
6.34 7.40 7.91
5.58 6.86 6.93
4.83 6.41 6.13
4.62 5.43 4.53
4.82 4.25 4,43
3.07 3.75 3.67
2.87 2.84 3.25

1.48 1.80 2.01
0.591 0,607 0.709
0.282 0.335 0,363
0.I 80 0,206 0.214
0.139 0.159 0.172
0.I 21 0.I 68 0.I 53
0.I 07 0.I 33 0.I 36
0.107 0.129 0.126
0.015 0.138 0.120
0.103 0.127 0.131
0.I 06 0.I 25 0.122
0.103 0.124 0.119

3480
483
188
118

76.8
52.9
37.3
31.6
23.0
19.4
16.7
13.9
12.2

9.35
7.99
7 22
6 46
5 79
4 86
4 5O
3 50
2 99

1.76
0.636
0.327
0.200
0.157
0.147
0.125
0.121
0.121
0.120
0.118
0.115

0.0146
0.0386
0.0625
0.0865
0.II0
0.134
0.158
0 182
0 206
0 23O
0 254
0 278
0 302
0 326
0 350

0 374

0.398

0.422
0.446

0.470

-0.494

0.518

.646

.878

.II

.34

.57

.81
O4
27
5O
74
97
20

*Measurements from thicker TLDs below this point
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r_r

The decrease in total flux with increasing shielding thickness is obvious in

both F1 and F2. However, the least shielded PNTD in F1 has a greater inte-

gral flux than that in F2 (factor of 1.7) despite being more heavily shielded.

This demonstrates a directional dependence of incoming radiation with F1

(Plate B9-2 in Container KHA-1) being in better alignment with the direc-

tion of maximum flux than F2 (Plate B9-1 in Container KHA-3).

The integral measurements are given numerically in Tables 3a and 3b.

The differences between F1 and F2 are seen to be greatest at small shielding

thicknesses. A comparison of fluxes, dose rates and dose equivalent rates

reveals that average particle LET increases with shielding thickness (dose

rate/flux and dose equivalent rate/dose rate increase as average LET in-

creases). This agrees with previous measurements on Cosmos 1887. The

fraction of total flux due to SR particles decreases with shielding thickness,

although this is irregular in F2. The above two observances are consistent

with a more rapid filtering out of low energy protons than of higher Z parti-

cles with increasing shielding.

The nuclear emulsions which were a part of the detector stacks are still

undergoing analysis and will be reported at a later time.

Part C

The SgCo activation foils have been read out. Background studies and

data analysis are still in progress. The results will be reported at a later
time.

Part D

The measurement results from the Z32Th/mica fission foil detectors are

given in Table 4. Each flight detector included eight mica discs (0.5 in diame-

ter). The statistical standard deviations of the measurements were computed

from the scatter of the eight counted track densities. There is a 15% differ-

ence between the neutron fluxes for the two flight units but this difference

is within the limits of accuracy of the track counting statistics. The avcrage

dose equivalent rate of high energy neutrons for the mission was 3.3 mrem/d.

Part E

The results of the eLiF/CR-39 thermal and resonance neutron measure-

ments are given in Table 5. An obvious fcature is the much smaller resonance

neutron dose in detector F1 as compared to F2. The CR-39 detectors both

-39- V



Detector

TABLE 3a PNTD Results From K-7-41B*

Min. Shielding Spectrum Flux Dose Rate
(g/cm 2) Type (cm-2.s-l.sr -I ) (mrad/d)

xlO -_

Dose Equiv.Rate
(mrem/d)

Fl 0.164

0.239

0.397

l.47

l.95

TOT 27.29 7.01 53.8

GCR 2.11 1.66 23.9

SR 25.18 5.35 29.9

TOT 14.85 3.72 27.2

GCR 2.02 0.94 I0.I

SR 12.83 2.78 17.1

TOT 7.30 2.03 17.8

GCR 1.72 0.94 12.0

SR 5.58 1.09 5,8

TOT 3.73 1.32 12.8

GCR 1.52 0.79 9.0

SR 2.21 0.53 3.8

TOT 3.05 1.20 12.3

GCR 1.52 0.86 10.3

SR 1.53 0.34 2.0

*For LET=.H20 >-

Note: For the

plastic.
material

nuclear

4 keV/_m

three least-shielded detectors the shielding materials were
For the two detectors with greater shielding, the shielding

included 0.591 g/cm 2 of stainless steel and 0.120 g/cm 2 of
emulsion.
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Detector

TABLE 3b PNTD Results From K-7-41B*

Min. Shielding Spectrum Flux Dose Rate
(g/cm 2) Type (cm'2.s-l.sr -I) (mrad/d)

xlO -4

Dose Equiv.Rate
(mrem/d)

F2 0.0935

0.250

1.49

1.97

TOT 15.83 3.35 23.3

GCR 5.60 1.56 15.2

SR 10.23 1.79 8.1

TOT 12.74 2.89 22.9

GCR 1.82 1.03 13.7

SR 10.92 1.86 9.2

TOT 4.47 1.53 13.9

GCR 2.20 1.00 10.7

SR 2.27 0.53 3.2

TOT 3.27 1.22 11.6

GCR 1.72 0,82 9.0

SR 1.55 0.40 2.6
Wd

*For

Note:

LET®.H20 7 4 keV/_m

For the two least shielded detectors the shielding materials were

plastic. For the two detectors with greater shielding, the shielding
material included 0.591 g/cm2 of stainless steel and 0.120 g/cm 2 of

nuclear emulsion.
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Experiment K-7-41D:

Flight Detector

TABLE 4

High Energy Neutron Measurements with 232Th/mica Detectors

Neutron Neutron Dose Dose Equiv.
Fluence Flux Equiv. Rate

(cm-2) (cm'2d -I) (mrem) (mrem d-I)

F1 8.1-+I.IxlOs 5.9±0.8xI0" 48_+7 3.5-+0.5

F2 7.0+I .IxlO s 5.1-+0.8xI0" 42±7 3.0_+0.5

*Measurements are for neutron energies > 1MeV

Note: The standard deviations of the measurements are those due to counting
statistics only. The absolute accuracy is uncertain because of assump-

tions of neutron and proton spectral shapes and the ratio between
neutron and proton fluxes which are used in the data reduction. The

probable accuracy of the numbers is within a factor of 3.

Experiment K-7-41E:

Energy

Detector Range

TABLE 5

Thermal and Resonance Neutron Measurements

Neutron Dose Equiv. Dose Equiv. Rate
cm2 (mrem) (mrem/d )

Fl <O.2eV 2.56_+0.16xi0 s 0.26_+0.02 0.019+_0.002
O.2eV<E <IMeV 0.99±I .16xlO s 0.49+_0.59 0.036±0.041

n

F2 <O.2eV 2.23±0.16xi05 0.23_+0.02 0.017:0.002

O.2eV<E <IMeV 6.8 ±1.3 xlOs 3.4:0.6 0.25 ±0.04
n

GC <0.2eV 0.I 5_+0.05x10s 0.02±0.01

O.2eV<E <IMeV 4.29_+0.46xi0s 2.1 ±0.2
n

Note: The standard deviations of the measurements are those due to counting

statistics only. Probable accuracy is +/- 20% for thermal neutrons
and a factor of 2 for resonance neutrons.
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above (space side) and below (spacecraft side) the 6LiF layer confirmed the

difference. Most of the tracks measured in F2 were on the space side of the

6LiF layer. The space side CR-39 yielded a tr_tck density 2.7 times higher

than the spacecraft side CR-39. This could imply a large epithermal neutron

flux, incident from the space side of detector F2, which was not present in

detector F1. However, as mentioned in the Readout section, the background

subtraction from the detectors contained an element of uncertainty. It is

possible that the experimental uncertainty in the resonance neutron results

is larger than expected. Because of the method of subtraction in the da-

ta reduction, the thermal neutron results are much less affected than the

resonance results.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The results from Cosmos 2044 are compared with previous Cosmos mea-

surements in Table 6. It is seen in the TLD results that in the total absorbed

dose rates for tissue found outside the spacecrMt there is a greater spread

on Cosmos 2044 when compared to Cosmos 1887. The maximum dose rate

(minimum shielding) is greater and the minimum dose rate (maximum shield-

ing) is less. This indicates that the higher inclination, lower altitude orbit

of 2044 must have encountered greater trapped electron fluxes but smaller

trapped proton fluxes than 1887. The smaller trapped proton fluxes can

be explained in that the lower altitude Cosmos 2044 orbit passed beneath

the higher flux region in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). The greater

trapped electron fluxes are due to the extension of the electron belt horns to

lower altitudes at the higher latitudes. The large uncertainties seen in the

maximum and minimum dose rates on Cosmos 2044 are due to the spread in

the three measurements of the TLD stacks in Plate No. B9-4.

The PNTD measurements on Cosmos 2044 are directly comparable with

those of Cosmos 1887 outside the spacecraft. It can be seen that while the

maximum flux on 2044 is 0.80 times as high as on 1887, the dose equivalent

rate is 1.75 times higher. The average LET, and ,also particle Z, were greater

on Cosmos 2044. This is consistent with the higher inclination, lower altitude

orbit and the resulting greater relative contribution from GCRs.

The thermal and resonance neutron fluxes and dose equivalent rates were

less than previously measured, but on Cosmos 2044 the measurements were
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TABLE 6. RADIATION MEASUREMENTS ON JOINT US/USSR COSMOS FLIGHTS

_._. FLIGHT NO. 782 936 I129 _ 1887
2044

Launch Date Nov. 1975 Aug. 1977 Sept. 1979 Sept. 1987 Sept. 1989
Duration (d) 19.50 18.50 18.56 12.63 13.80
Inclination (0) 62.8 62.8 62.8 62.8 82.3
Altitude (km)--

Apogee/Perigee 405/226 419/224 394/226 406/224 294/216

TLD DOSE RATE

Outside (max)

(mrad d-I )

Outside _min)
(mrad d-_ )

Inside

(mrad d"I )

HEAVY PARTICLES
Flux Inside

(cm-2s-lsr-1)

Flux Outside
(cm-2s-lsr -I )

Dose Equivalent
Inside
(mrem d-I )

Outside
(mrem d-I )

8.7+_I .4xlO -6.

Rate

25.6+I. 3 18.0+-3.6t#

5.1+I .OxlO-6a 6.1±O.IxlO -Tv

1.21±0.02xl 0"By

NEUTRONS
Thermal Flux
(cm -2 d -I) 1.9-+0.4xi04 2.7-+0.5xI0 _

Resonance Flux
(cm-2 d -l) 6.5_+3.2xi04 7.5±3,8xI0 h

High Energy Flux
(cm-2 d-l) 1 .l+_---xlOs 1 .l±---xlO s

Thermal Dose
(mrem d-I ) 0.020 -+0.004 0.028+0-006

Resonance Dose

(mrem d-l) 0.32 -+0.16 0.40 ±0.20

High Energy Dose
(mrem d-l) 6.8 ± ? 6.8 ± ?

1.78-+0.I9xl 0s

28.0±I. 4

24.8±I .0

II .4+_0.7

30.8±2.0

2.52±0.50xi0;

8.3±0.6

2.73±0.I 7xl_-

53.8m3.6

1.7-+0.4xI 0_

5.0-+2.5xi 04

5.5±---xI 0"

0.018-+0.004

0.25 +_0.13

3.3-+?

*LET®.H20 _I05 keY _m-]; >I00 um range. &LET®.H20 _I06 keY pm-}; >180 _m range.

_Different processing; results not comparable to other flights.
TLET®.H20 _4 keV um'_; >I00 um range. ##Detectors irradiated during return transportation
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on the outside of the spacecraft, while previous measurements were inside.

Their comparability is therefore questionable.

The high energy neutrons have about half the flux and dose rate measured

on Cosmos 936 and 1129; however, this comparison is also between detectors

outside and inside the spacecraft.

In Figure 25, a measured depth dose profile in TLD-700 is compared with

calculated depth doses for trapped electrons and protons behind plane alu-

minum shields for the Cosmos 2044 orbit at solar maximum/Watts, 1990/.

This demonstrates that for shielding thicknesses up to 1 g/cm 2 trapped elec-

trons contribute most of the dose. The modol electron spectrum appears

deficient at very low energies and somewhat harder than that measured.

The trapped proton dose rate drops to about 0.001 rad/d at 3 g/cm 2, where

the electron dose is a very small fiaction of the total. This is a factor of

8 lower than the measurements. GCRs dominate total doses under thicker

shielding for the Cosmos 2044 orbit, so this general result is expected.

In Figures 26 and 27, measured LET spectra under 0.0935 g/cm 2 are
plotted with some recent calculations made with the NRL CREME code. In

Figure 26, an SR spectrum is compared with calculations which omit GCRs

with Z > 2. Most of the contributions to short-range tracks are included

in these calculations. The fit below 100 MeV-cm2/g (10 keV/#m) begins to

diverge, but, as discussed above, the experimental measurements can also

diverge in this LET region due to directional effects. The calculations are

averaged over angle of incidence.

In Figure 27, the total flux spectrum is compared with calculations which

include the GCRs through Z=28 (the contribution from particles with Z > 28

is insignificant). The measured spectrum falls somewhat below the spectrum

for the nearest calculated shielding (0.1 g/cm2). It should be noted that there

is some loss fi'om the measured spectrum due to loss of very short tracks in

etching of the PNTDs. However, the agreement between measurements and

calculations may be off by a factor of 2 because of basic difficulties in modeling
the orbital radiation environment.

V
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SPACE RADIATION DOSIMETRY ON U.S. AND SOVIET MANNED MISSIONS (1)

2L

E. V. Benton* and T. A. Parnell**

*Department of Physics, University of San Francisco

Ignatian Heights, San Francisco, CA 94117, U.S.A.

**NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL

35812, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Radiation measurements obtained on board U.S. and Soviet spacecraft are

presented and discussed. A considerable amount of data has now been collec-

ted and analyzed from measurements with a variety of detector types in low-

Earth orbit. The objectives of these measurements have been to investigate

the dose and LET spectra within the complex shielding of large spacecraft.

The shielding modifies the external radiation (trapped protons, electrons,

cosmic raynuclei) which, in turn, is quite dependent on orbital parameters

(altitude, inclination). For manned flights, these measurements provide a

crew exposure record and a data base for future spacecraft design and flight

planning. For the scientific community they provide useful information for

planning and analyzing data from experiments with high sensitivity to radi-

ation. In this paper, results of measurements by both passive and active

detectors are described. High-LET spectra measurements were obtained by

means of plastic nuclear track detectors (PNTDs) while thermoluminescent

dosimeters (TLDs) measured the dose. A few flights carried active detec-

tors--tissue equivalent ion chambers (TEICs), particle spectrometers (gener-

ally to measure the LET distribution), and particle rate counters. On some

flights, thermal and epithermal neutrons were measured with the use of fis-

sion foils, and metal samples analyzed by gamma ray spectroscopy measured

low levels of several activation lines. PNTDs consisting of different com-

binations of CR-39, polycarbonate, and cellulose-nitrate sheets have proved

to be an effective means of measuring the high-LET spectra. To date, they

have been used on all the Space Shuttle flights including Spacelabs i and 2,

(i)Work partially suDported by NASA Contract NAS9-17389 and NASA Grants

NAGS-071 and NAG9-235.
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and the earlier missions of the Gemini, Apollo and Skylab series. The assem-

bly of various types of detectors, especially "-he large numbers deployed in

_he crew compartments, modules, access tunnels, and pallets of Spacelabs 1

and 2, have provided the most comprehensive mapping yet available of the

radiation environment of a large spacecraft in low Earth orbit. They demon-

strate _he efficiency and advantages of coordinated measurements with pas-

sive and active detectors. The dosimetric results accumulated for over

twents,-five years indicate the difficulty of ac.-n/rately predicting the total

picture of radiation phenomena as it will be encountered by space station

crews and other future missions. Understanding the effects of different

types and configurations of shielding is also of particular importance.

Detailed results of the measurements and comparison with calculated values

are described.

Kevwords: Space radiation / U.S. and Soviet measurements / radiation dose /

LET spectra / shielding / detectors / dosimetry /

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Exposure to ionizing radiation of space crews engaged in long-term

space missions such as space stations, moon bases and trips tc Mars, poses

a set of complex scientific and tec.hnological problems which need to be

resol_ed before adequate radiation protection can be achieved. Areas of

immediate interest include providing adequate radiation measurements (i.e.,

dosimetry) and understanding the complex radiation environment and the ef-

fects of shielding on the different components of the incoming radiations.

This paper summarizes the results of radiation dosimetry measurements which

have been performed in the last twenty-five years in the U.S- and Soviet

space flight programs.

The complex radiation environment and special conditions involved in

space flight pose unique problems in the dosimetry of high energy radiation.

First of all, there are a number of primary sources of radiation including

galactic cosmic rays, radiation trapped by the Earth's geomagnetic field,

rare but sometimes intense solar flares and, potentially, that from nuclear

on-board sources. These radiations have broad energy spectra and may con-

rain a variety of c.harged particle types such as protons, electrons, alpha

particles and photons, as well as heavier nuclei including those of the

entire periodic table. A gamut of secondary radiations includes mesons,

neutrons, recoiling nuclei; also bremsstrahlung, n O decay, and activation

photons. These radiations have a spatial and temporal variation which can

resul_ in orders of magnitude changes of radiation levels inside spacecraft-

For low-Earth orbit the fluxes and energy spectra are dependent on altitude,
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orbit inclination, solar conditions, position, and spacecraft orientation

in orbit, and the amount, type and placement o{ shielding materials in the

spacecraft. Since the equipment and supplies are usually unevenly distri-

buted _hroughout the spacecraft, different radiation levels are found in the

different portions of the spacecraft, as well as uneven radiation of various

parts of the astronauts' bodies. The degree of non-uniformity depends upon

the penetrating ability of radiation and can result in steep gradients of

absorbed dose within the body. Finally, while some secondary radiation is

less penetrating, in certain circumstances secondary radiations may ,have

even greater penetrability than _he primary; for example, in the situation

involving the attenuation of low-energy electrons by the skin of _he space-

craft and subsequent production of penetrating bremsstrahlung radiations

/Parnell et al., 1986; Benton, 1986/.

2.0 DOSE AND DOSE-RATE (Mostly Passive Detectors)

For the past twenty-five years, a variety of spacecraft have been devel-

oped and used by the U.S. and U.S.S.R. In order to present an idea of the

shielding involved, Fig. 1 shows (roughly to scale) the three earliest Soviet

spacecraft, namely Vostok, Voskhod and Soyuz, and one of the latest space-

station types of spacecraft, _he Salyut-7, which is shown not to scale.

The weight and dimensions of the early spacecraft (not including anten-

nas, solar cell banks, or panels) are il) Vostok: about 10,400 ibs., 8.7

feet in diameter, 23.8 feet in length; the manned capsule is 7.5 feet in

diameter; (2) Voskhod: about 12,000 lbs., 9.0 feet in diameter, 34.5 feet

in length; the manned capsule is 7.5 fee: in diameter; (3) So.vuz: 11.4 feet

in diameter; the aft interstage is 14.8 feet in diameter; the length is 40.2

feet with a manned capsule 10.3 feet in diameter/janni, 1969a/. The Salyut-7

section show_ is a/_out 15 meters in len_h, excluding the transport ships

and a new module which was added later. Wi',h _he addition of the new module

and a Soyuz P-14 manned transport, the Salvut complex stretches for some ll5

feet and has a _ass of approximately 103,000 ibs.; it also includes a Gemini

spacecraft-sized re-entry vehicle. Clearly, the size, mass and therefore

the effective shielding within the different spacecraft vary greatly. While

knowledge of the exact shielding is always somewhat poor, for the pre-Salyut

flights the shielding (arithmetic average) generally exceeded 17 g/cm 2

/Petrov et al., 1975/.

2.1 Soviet Measurements

In Table 1 is shown some of the dosimetry data from Soviet spacecraft

for the time period 1960-1983 /Petrov e_ al., 1975; Akatov st a!., 1984;

Markelov and Chernykh, 1982/. Most of the average dose-rate data is in _he
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Fig. 1.
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VOSKHOD SOYUZ SALYUT-7

Four types of Soviet ,Tanned sT_c_aft /Janni, 1969/.

(Saiyut not drawn _o scale wi_,h other three. )

range of 10-30 mrad/day and reflects the fact that the Soviet manned space-

craft have consistently flown in fairly low-aItitude orbits. The main excep-

tion to that was the 1965 flight wi_h an apogee of 500 km which recorded a

higher dose of 65 mrads per day, still well below that which has been recor-

ded on a number of U.S. flights. The measurements in Table 1 were performed

with a variety of active and passive tires of devices, with the early mea-

surements being accurate to about _;'- 15 per=ent. From these early measure-

ments, the Soviets concluded that they had observed dependence of dose-rate

on the period of solar activity, notinq tha_ "during the !964 solar minimum

the dose-rates increased by roughly a factor of two." Also, "increasing the

shielding from 2 to !5 g/cm 2 did not greatly decrease the dose-rate"/petrov

et al., 1975/. This again is par__ial!y a consequence of the low altitude

(see Section 3.1).
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Table I.

Date

month year

Dos£_ne_-y _ta from Soviet Spacecraft

Orbital Parameters

inclination apogee (km)

08* 1 960 65° 340
04 1961 65o 330

08 1961 65° 240

05 1962 65o 330
08 1962 65o 370

08 1962 65o 240

l0 1962 65o 350
Il 1 962 65o 380

12 1962 65o 400

04 1963 65° 340
05 1963 650 370

05 1 963 65o 400

06 1 963 65o 300
06 1963 65o 220

06 1963 650 230

l0 1964 65o 41 0
04 1965 65° 500

09 1 965 650 360

l 0 1965 65o 340
Il 1965 65o 350

03 1966 65o 310

04 1966 65o 330
07 1966 730 350

07 1966 52o 360

08 1966 65o 360
II 1966 65° 340

12 1966 650 320

II 1968 52o _210

Ol 1969 520 _21 0
Ol 1969 520 _210

l0 1969 52o _21 0

l0 1 969 520 _210
lO 1969 52° _21 0

06 1970 52o _210
12 1973 520 _210

07** 1974 51.6° 270

12 1974 51.6 o 270

06 1976 51.6 ° 260

09 1977 51.6 o 275

o5-o6. 198o ---
03-07 1983 ;T6o 340
07-08 1 983 51.6 c 340

08-09 1983 51.6 ° 340

09-11 1983 51.6 o 492

Salyut-3

Salyut-4

Salyut-5

Salyut-6
Salyut-6
Salyut-7

Salyut-7

Salyut-7
Salyut-7

Average
Dose Rate

(mrad/day)

12.5
7.2
8.4

16.0

45.0

13.5
30.0

30.0

35.0
18.0

15.0

30.0
12.0

15.5

15.5
29.O
65.0
16.0
15.0

18.0
II .0
15.5
21.0
26.0
29,0

22.0
14.0

21.2

20.0
24.0

14.0

13.0
14.0

13.0

12.5
15

13
15

16
lO.O

16.7
14.8

18.0

16.0

V

*Petrov et al., 1975
**Akatov et al., 1984

tMarkelov and C_hernykh, 1982
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_n Table 2 are listed the absorbed and equivalent radiation doses for

the crews of Salyut 3-6 spacecraft, while Table 3 lists the doses incurred

r on board Sa!yut-6 under the Znuercos-by members of the international c ews

mos Progranm_ /Vorobyov a_d Kovalyov, 1983/. Some of the Salyut-7 data was

taken using the Hungarian "Pille" TLD system and has a considerably higher

ac,-_racy /Akatov etal., 1984/. In ._ig. 2 is shown the range of average

dose-rates (mrad-day) measured on hoard. Sa!.vut-7 in various positions within

the spacecraft during the three msamlrl/_g sessions of 36, 28 and 49 days

dura-ion. The numbers shown in Fig. 2 represent the lowest and the highest

average dose-rate measured during these three sessions in each position.

The measurements, which were performed in the second half of 1983, show _hat

for Salvut-7 as well as for Salyut-6 .spacecraft, in t_his particular orbit,

the largest ratio of dose-rates within the spacecraft was about i. 6.

The highes_ dose-rates were found in the massage section on the left

(16-23 mrad/day), and in one of _he sleeping areas on the right (17-21 mrad/

day). This was only a few feet away from the position of the work station

on the right which recorded the lowe_ dose-rate of 13-15 mrad/day.

.2 Joint U.S./Soviet Measurements

_In addition to the manned space program, the soviets have utilized the

Cosmos Biosate!lite series in order to conduct radiation experiments. As of

this writing, eight such missions have flown, including Cosmos Nos. ii0,

605, 782, 936, 1129, 1154, 1667, end 1887.

Four sets of radiation measurements using passive detectors were car-

ried out jointly on the cosmos Biosate!!ite series including Cosmos 782,

936, 1129 and 1887. The results for two of the flights are shown in Table 4

/Benton et al., 1983/. Here are shown the .-V_Ddose and mission dose rate

as well as neutron measurements made using a set of fission foils (described

later). The results from Cosmos 1887 mission are in the initial stages of

readout and analysis. Since _he highe_ inclination orbit flown to date by

"-he Space Shuttle is 57 °, these joint Cosmos Biosacellite missions repre-

sent t.he highest inclination orbits available to the U.S. experimenters,

and hence are useful in measuring the contribution to the total radiation

picture of the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) component.

2.3 Measurements Under Thin Shieldinc.

The object.ires of the Cosmos missions are many and also include the

development of new types of active shielding as well as dose measurements

under very low shielding conditions. Fig. 3 shows a "waffle-iron" type of

container which is mounted on the outside of _--hespacecraft and which holds

various types of detectors. Once in orbit, the container is opened _o the
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Table 2. Absorbed and -.=quivalent Radiation Doses for the _ews

of Salyut 3-6 Spacecraft*

Orbital

Station

Radiation Dose
Trans-
por_tion Period and dur- AbsorD_ Equivalent
Spacecraft ation of _ight Astronaut (I0"5 Gy) (ro_)

Salyut-3 So_z-14

Sal_t-4 Soyuz-17

Soyuz-18

Sal_t-5 Soyuz-Zl

Soyuz- 24

Salyut-6:

Expedition _ So_Z-26

II Soyuz-29

Pand Soyuz-31

III Soyuz-32
--and SoyuZ-34

IV Soyuz-35
Wand So_z-37

V So.z-T4

3-19 July 1974, P. Po_vich 265=I0 0.40
16 days Yu. Art)_khin 295=17 0.44

ll Jan-g Feb 1975, A. Gubarev 7?O±llO l.l
30 days G. Grechko 640±80 l.O

24 May-26 Jul 1975, p. Klimuk 3050:300 4.5
63 days V. Sevastyanov 2170±190 3.3

6 jul-24 Aug 1976, G. Votynov 830±70 1.2
49 days V. Zholobov 820±30 1.2

7-25 FeDruary 1977, V. Gorbatko 348:12 0.52
18 days Yu. Gladkov 338±g D.51

ID Dec 1977-16 Mar Yu. Romanenko 2050±100 3.1

1978, 96 days G. Grechko 2150±80 3.2

16 jun-2 Nov 1978, V. Kovalyonok 3150±190 4.7
140 days A. Ivanchenkov 3350±200 S.O

25 Feb-19 Aug 1979, V. Lyakhov 3670±190 5.5
175 days V. Ryumin 3670_190 5.5

9 Apr-ll Nov 1980, L. _pov 2700±160 4.0
185 days V. Ryumln 2700±160 4.0

12 Mar-Z6 Ray 1981, V. Kovalyonok II00±40 1.6
75 days V. Savtnykh 1060±40 1.6

V

*pVorob_K_ _ F_r_a&_ov, 1983./

Table 3. _vi_ual _tion Doses Ircurred by Members of

int_na_ Crews on Ix>ard Salyut-6 Space.--aft

u.,'_P_._ the ___,_osmos .-_:x_'amme*

Astronaut Country

USSR Soyuz-28

Trans- Radiation Dose
portation Date of Absorbed Eouivalent
Spacecraft Launch CIO"s Gy) ' (rim)

2 March 1978 250_23 0.38
A. Gubarev 260"c'-g 0.39
V. Remek Czechoslovakia

p. Klimuk USSR So_Z-30 27 June 1978 188±18 0.28
M. Gemaszewski Poland 201±16 0.30

V. 8ykovsky USSR Soyuz-31 26 August 1978 238±32 0.36
S. len GDR and SoyuZ-29 270=!3 0.40

V. _basov USSR SoyuZ-36 26 May 1980 ........
B. Farkas Hungary ana SoyuZ-35 135:20 O.2D

V. _r_tko USSR 5oyUz-37 27 July 1980 190±25 0.28

Fam Tuan Vietnam and SoyuZ-36 216:22 0.32

Yu. Rolunenko U$SR Soyuz-38 18 Sept. 1980 150±15 0.22147±15 0.22
A. Mendez Cuba

V. _ni_kov USSR So_Z-39 22 March 1981 165:15 0.25
Zh. Gurragcha Nongolia 182:16 0.27

i. Popov USSR Soyuz-40 14 ;by 1981 166=23 0.25
D. Prunariu Romania 200=_2 0.30

V

*/Xlorob_ov _ IrJ_va_lyov, 1983./
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Cosmos Flight No. 936 I129

Flign= duration (days_ 18.5 1_.56

Inclination 52.8 5C.8

Alti:uoe (l_n,,apogee/oe-_gee) 41g!224 394/225

TLD dose (mrad) 474 347 (US)32O (USSR)

TLD dose rate (mrad/day} 25.6 IE.O

Thermal Neutrons

fluence _.6 x IOs cm': 5.1 x IOs ct_"2

dose C.37 ¢re_ = 20_ 0.52 _em : 20';.

Resonance neutrons

fluence ;.2 x 106 c_,': l._ x 106 cm"2

E mre_ - 305 7._ mre_ - 30_
oose • 5D_ + 50_

High energy neutrons
fluence _._ x I0_ cm"_ 2.1 x IO6 cm"2

125 mre_ : ? 125 mrem : ?
oose

/Benton eta!., -9_3/

Cosmos-1443

spact
treighter

rig. 2.

5alyul-7 I 5oyuz Tm

_s-_e _ space craft
1,-,e I/_6-20 / 14-17 1

7 /7 '

IR_e of av_age dose rates (mrad/clay) m board __'L_A2t-7.

/Akatov el: ell., 1984.7
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free space environment. Absorbed dose as a function of thin shielding for

Cosmos 936 and 1129 is shown in Fig. 4 /Benton et al., 1981/. Here, absor-

bed dose decreases three to four orders of magnitude in the first _(i-3)

g/cm 2 of material /Dudkin, 1987; Benton, 1987/. Since this means that very

thinly shielded portions of the spacecraft can receive very large radiation

exposures, these measurements need to be verified for the various orbits and

Fig. 3. "Waffle-iron" detector container used on

Soviet Cosmos Biosatellite flights.

conditions so as to get a better picture of this environment. The rapid

change in dose at these shielding depths is primarily due to absorption of

low energy electrons.

V

V
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2.4 U.S. Measurements --_ _

.'.4.1 Early measuraments. The U.$. s_acec a L_ used in manned space

explora:ion are shown in Fig. 5 Ln_ include _e Mer.-u_-y, Gemini, Apollo,

$kylab, _e ASTP an_ T.he Space Shut-!e, all shown roughly to scale. .mid

mlsmission dose and dose-rate da_a measured on ".he early U.$. manned space " -

slons are shown in Table 5. T,_e _aua for ".he _-Lini, SkTlab and AS_mP fligh, s

reflec,, s_rongly ".he al-.i:ude dependence of "_hese low Ear-_h-or:i'-al (LEO)

missions, while nhe Apollo series =eflec-.s _.he specific pa_.h _hrough _-_e

radia'-ion bel_s on -.he way ,o and from -he moon. Ontil fa//ly recently, "_he

dose-.-ate of some 86 _/- 9 mrad/day for -.he Skylab-4 mission represented _-he

! i i

i
1oi

E

36

lo°l /

10 .3

THI_:_E5$ OF $HIELO IN _014'r OF OO51HETER, g/cm2

F._. 4. Dose a.l::soz!:e_._ c:__ "1.0 g/cm:_ r.h_,
as a £-,a,"_'_ of shield _'-_a._:-,ess.
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Fig. 5. Six types of U.S. manned .spacecraft shown nearly to scale.

(Clockwise from top left) .Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Space

Shuttle, Apollo-Soyuz, Skylab.

Table 5. Crew Dose Pates frcm Early Marmed U.S. Spacefligh_s

Average

Duration Inclination Apogee-Perigee Average Dose dose rate

Flight (hrs/days) (dog) (km) (mrad) 'mrad/day)

97.3 hrs 32.5

25.3 28.9

260.I

147.0

241.0

192,0

Ig4.O

244.5

142,9

216.D

295.0

26_.8

301.8

28 days 50 alt : _35 3

59 days 50 alt _ _35 5

90 days 50 alt = _35 9

9 days 50 alt : 220 I06 12

Gemini

Gemini 6

Apollo 7"

Apollo 8

Apollo g

Apollo lO

Apollo II

Apollo 12

Apollo 13

Apollo 14

Apollo 15

Apollo 16

Apollo 17

Skylab 2**

Skylab 3

Skylab

Apollo-Soyuz

Test Project

295 - 166

311 - 283

lunar orbital flight

lunar orbital flight

lunar flight

_6 II

25 23

16O 15

16D 26

2DO 20

480 60

180 22

580 57

240 40

ll4O 127

300 24

510 _6

550 44

1596 57 :

3835 65 ±

7740 B6 :

*Doses for the Apollo flights are skin TLD doses. The doses to the

blood-forming organs are approximately 40% lower than the values

measured at the body surface.

**Mean TZ/) dose-rates from crew dosimeters.

fApollo data courtesy of J. V. Bailey /1977/.
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highest dose-rate recorded by any astronaut while in low Earth-orbit /Bailey

1977/. The average crew dose-rates recorded on Apollo lunar missions ranged

from 22-127 mrad/day and that recorded on Apollo !4 (127 mrad/day) is still

the highest mission-average crew dose-rate recorded to date. The average

dose-rates inside the heavily shielded film vault drawers B (16-30 g/cm 2)

and F (30-50 g/cm 2) of Skylahs 2 and 3 were 39.5 and 33.4 mrad/day I res-

pectively.

2.4.2 STS measurements. The passive dosimeters which were used on the

Space Shuttle missions STS i-61_, which include the crew passive dosimeter

or CPD (which consists of the TLD module and the module containing a set of

PNTDs), as well as three pencil-type, electrometer-type dosimeters, having

ranges of 0-200 mrad, 0-100 ra_, and 0-600 tad, are shown in Fig. 6. The

plastic box at the 5ottom left is that of the area passive dosL_eter (APD)

which was flown on the first several missions and which contained, in addi-

tion to the TLDs and PNTDs, some fission-foil-type, low-energy neutron dosi-

meters. The APD and the electrometers are fitted into the pouch shown at

the bottom right of the picture.

The TLD crew passive dosimeter data from the first twenty-four flights

of the Shuttle are shown in Table 6. The doses and mission dose-rates ref-

lect for the most part the low-LET components of the radiation, it is obser-

ved that the first eight flights of the Shuttle, which involved orbiters

Columbia and Challenger and which had sLmiiar orbits of 28.5 ° to 40 ° incli-

nation and nominal altitudes of 250-300 km, all shewed very modest mission

dose-rates of 5-7 mrad/day. With the first flight of the Space!ab, Space-

lab-i (STS-41A), in an orbit having about the same altitude but an inclina-

tion of 57 °, the dose-rate doubled to about 12 mrad/day. From these measure-

ments and those of Parnell etal., /1986/, we now :_now that, at most loca-

tions in the Shuttle or Spacelab, the bulk of the 5ose recorded on this type

of low-altitude, 570 inclination flight is the result of GCR.

Parnell et al., /!986/, showed that on Spaceiab-l, at a shielding depth

of _ 8 gm/cm 2, only about 15% of the dose w_s attributable to the trapped

protons of the South At!antlc ._noma!y (SAA). This situation changed drama-

tically with the flight STS-41C, the Solar .Max repair mission which, although

at orbital inclination of 28.5 _, was the first true higher altitude mission,

with a maximum of %528 km and recording a mission-average crew dose-rate

which was an order of magnitude greater than the nominal low-altitude

flights, namely, about 74 mrad/day. In this case it is clear that the bulk

of the dose comes from the SAA, with the 3CR contributing something of the

order of 5-6 mrad/day. Starting with flight STS-41G and continuing until

the most recent flight, STS-61C, the missions showed dose-rates of 11-22

740
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Fig. 6.

Top: STS Crew Passive Dosimeter

Bottcm: Area Passive Dosimeter and three electro-

meter-type dosimeters with the pouch which

holds the instruments.
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mrad/day; however, most of these flights involved changes in altitude. By

looking at the average crew dose-rate after a mission, it is possible to

ascertai_ whether a higher-than-300 km altitude orbit was involved. For

example, mission 51J, the first flight of Atlantis, with orbital inclination

of 28.5 ° and a maximum altitude of 510 kin, recorded an average crew dose-

rate of 107.8 mrad/day, which is now the highest average crew dose-rate re-

corded by any crew while in low Earth-orbit. There is a steep dose-rate

gradient, increasing with altitude above _300 km. The dose does not change

as dramatically with inclination between 28.5 o and 57 c, where the variation

is about a factor of 2. At the lowest altitudes (_250 kin) the dose increa"

ses with inclination due to the increased cosmic ray flux at higher geomag-

netic latitudes. At the higher altitudes (400-500 km) the dose would be

maximum near 350 inclination, since the spacecraft spends more time in the

peak region of the SAA. It should also be noted that in higher-inclination

orbits the LET spectrum is shifted towards the higher values.

The steep dose gradient with altitude and the changing energy spectrum

of trapped protons which are responsible for most of the dose (at altitudes

_500 km) was clearly observed in the data of Atwell et al., /1987a/. The

devices used were flown beginning with mission STS-6 and continuing through

ST$-6iC with six Passive Radiation Detectors (PRDs) deployed at specific

locations in the spacecraft. Each PRD, which weighs about 25 grams and con-

rains 32 TLD chips, is attached to the same specific location each time by

means of a Velcro strip. PRD Nos. i, 2 and 3 are located on the inside of

the outer periphery of the mid-deck, while PRD Nos. 4, 5 and 6 are located

on the inside of the outer periphery of the flight deck (see Fig. 7). The

shielding at these six locations differs significantly (see Fig. 8) /Atwell

and Beever, 1987b/. Location No. 1 is the most heavily shielded of the six,

while location No. 2 is the least shielded. The data for STS missions 6-24

are shown in Figs. 9 /Benton, 1986/ and i0 /Atwell et al., 1987a/. For

missions 6 through 41B the dose-rate for the six locations is very similar,

as seen from the clustering of the data from the six detector locations (see

Fig. 9). The dose-rate points spread out c_nsiderably for the three high-

altitude missions, 41C, 51D and 51J. Here, in each case, location No. 2,

which is on the mid-deck on the left wall facing aft, consistently gives a

substantially higher dose-rate than position No. 1 which is also on the mid-

deck, just above the payload bay air-lock. The ratio of dose-rates between

position No. 2, as compared to location No. i, was as high as 2.2. In loca-

tion No. 2 was recorded the highest mission dose rate measured inside the

orbiter, _200 mrads/day, on STS-51J. The PRD data for only the 28.5 ° incli-
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PASSIVE RADIATION

DOSIMETER 1'4

[-_ PAYLOAD BAY
-- _ _'_ OBSERVATION

DOSIMETER IS RADIATION

, _\DOSIMETER 15

PASSIVE

RADIATION

DOSIMETER 12

PASSIVE _SIVTE I

RADIATION

DOSIMETER I1

ON

mS

!
; o

/

D BAY

AIRLOCK

Fig. 7. Passive Radiation Detector locations on Space Sbattle.

Top: aft flight deck

Bottom: aft mid-deck

/Atwe/l et al., 1987a/
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nation flights was plotted as a function of orbital altitude and compared

with calculations for solar minimum and solar maximum (see Fig. i0) /Atwell

et al., 1987a/.

Measurements performed with the APDs on STS-I through 51C and giving

the mission dose-equivalent are shown in Table 7. Here, the TLDs used were

of the 700 type. The high LET portion of the LET spectrum was measured using

the six orthogonally-positioned stacks of CR-39 detectors. This was needed

in order to take account of the strong directionality of the plastic detec-

tors. The neutron measurements were made using 6LiF and 232Th foils Posi-

tioned against CR-39 and mica detectors, respectively (as discussed later).

'°°T

,0 "I..............................................i°'-'_!................................

i .0.................................................i..........................
_ S070 .................................................DLOC • _iiii_" .........

SO ...............................

i 40 .......................

30 ..................
O

1.0 10 100

THICKNESS (gm/iqcrn - Alurnlnum)

Fig. 8. STS orbiter shield distrikutions for PRD locations

No. i, 2, and the airlock /Atwell and Beever, 1987b/.

The dose-equivalent for the high LET (_ 20 keV/Um H20) particles as mea-

sured by the CR-39 detectors was obtained by integration of the integral LET

spectra with the use of the appropriate quality factors as recommended by

the ICRU (see Note 1). The low LET dose is obtained by taking the TLD data

and subtracting from it the high LET absorbed dose as measured by plastic de-

tectors. Then the.total mission rem dose is obtained through the addition

of the low LET, the high LET, and the neutron contributions (see Table 7).

Because of some unusual behavior of the plastic track detectors experienced

during the early flights (prior to STS-41B), the reported high LET rem doses

may be somewhat (10-20%) higher than actual. LET measurements are discus-

sed more completely in Section 5.0.
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Table 7. Space Shuttle Dos/me_-/ 51_mary: Hea_ements from

the Area Passive Dos__ers

ghole-aoey Dose Equivalents (re'm)

S';'S-l _TS- Z _S- 3 ST5 -4

LOW-LET" 12.5 : l.B 52.5 ± 1.8 44.6 z 1.1
Rate (/day) 5.2 : 0.8 6.5 : 0.2 6.3 .* O.Z

Neutron

Thermal < 0.05 < 0.03 0.03 0.04
Resonance < 0.75 < 0.3 Z.O 1.6
High Energy ........ 7.7 14
Total < 15 < 6 9.7 15.5

HIC_-LET_" 3.6 : 0.4 t.0 : 0.4 6.3 : l.O 7.7 = 2.9
Total Mission

Dose Equivalent • I9 68.5 67.9
Mission Parameters

Storage Locker

Duration (hrs) 54 57.5 194.5 169.1
Inclination {deal 38 38 40.3 28.5
A] titude (_) 240 240 280 297

STS-S STS-6 ST$- 7 STS-8

LOW-LET" 27.8 ± 2.5
Rate (/day) 5.6 : 0.5

Neutron
Therma] O.03
Resonance O. 7
High Energy 11
Total II.7

HIGH-Li"T*'* 14.5 _* 1.5
Total Mission

Dose Equivalent 54.0
Mission Parameters

Storage Locker MF140
Duration (hrs) 120
Inclination (deal 28.5
Altitude (km) 297

27.3 ± 0.9 34.3 = Z.3 34.5:1.3
£.5 ± 0.2 5.8 : 0.4 5.8 ± 0.2

0.03 0.02 0.02
!.9 1.4 Z.5
5.5 ....
8.4 1.4 _*-* 2.5._

!3.8 = 1.8 11.7 : 1.8 19.2 ±3.5

49.5 47.9 "_" 56.5 : 3.7 *'_

NF_I( MF2BK _,ISF
IZO 143 70 75
28.5 ZS. 5 ZS. 5

Z84 Z97 297 22Z

STS-9 STS-41B STS-41C S-S-41 D

LOW-LET" lOl.1 ± 3.1 43.6 : l._ 403 : 12 42.0 = 2.8
Rate (/day) 10.1 = 0.3 5.5 : 0.2 57.5 : 1.7 7.0 ± 0.5

Neutron

Thermal O. I O.OZ 0.05 0. Ol
Resonance Z. 2 0.5 3. I 1.5
Tote 1"_'_ 2.3 0.5 3.Z 1.5

HIGH'LET*_ 76.3 : 9.2 13.5 : 1.5 98 : 3 ZI _ : 1.3
Total Mission ""

Dose Equivalent*_* 179.7 : 9.7 5"7.7: 2.3 504.-"12 64.3 : ).I
Mission )arameterS

Storage Locker MFZBE MF280 HFZBO HFZSO
Duration (hrs) 240 191 168 laS
Inclination (deg) 57 ZB.5 28.5 Z8.5
AItitude (kJ.) 241 297 519 297

ST5-41G STS-51A STS-STC

LOW-LET* 82.4 : 2.4 94.3 : 4.9 35.4 = Z.O
Rate (/day) lO.O ± 0.3 ll.) : 0.6 II.5 ± 0.6

NeutrOn

Thermal 0,03 0.04 ...

Resonance 1.1 0.9 --.
Tote 1_* 1.1 0.9

HIGH-LET"' 71.0 = Z.8 37.a : Z.3 t2.2"_-'2.1
Total Mission

Oose Equlvalent "_ 154.5 : 3.7 133.0 : 5.3 47.6 ± Z.9
Mission Parameters

Storage Locker NFZ$O MFZ50 _LrZSO
Ouratlon (hrs) ZR/19/148.5 192 73.6
Inclination _deg) 57.0 28.5 Z8.5
A1tiCude {km) 352JZ74/Z24 3Z4 297-334

• Photons and electrons of any energies. _ltRn LET
"_1,ZE particles with LET >20 keV/uc, of water.
t** ODes not include high-energy neutron dose.

at lower efficiency.
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Fig. 10.

LOG DOSE (MRAD/DAY) VS ALT

CALCULATION FOR SOLAR MINIMUM PERIOZ

@ 4 7 61C 511 51G

I J

1@0 180 200 220 240

28.45 DEG. FLT ALTITUDE(NMI]

D MIN MEASURED DOSE

CALCULATION FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM PERIOD

200

100

@0

@O

40 >

:=

_7 MAX MEASURED DOSE

STS PRD dose measure_nts/calc_ations /A_ll et al., 1987a/.

3.0 ACTIVE DETECTORS FOR DoSIMETRY

Active, real time detectors play an important role in radiation mea-

surements in that they allow the determination of temporal changes in the

radiation environment, provide information on dose and flux rates, and can

allow the separation of dose contributions from the different components,

i.e., GCR, trapped protons, electrons and bremsstrahlung, etc. Relatively

few active dosimetry-related measurements to date have been made in the

U.S. manned space program.

The Soviets have flown a number of active instruments in their manned

program, but very little information is available in the literature concer-

ning either instrumentation or results. They have, however, reported LET

spectra from Cosmos 782, 986, and 1129, from a particle spectrometer. These

results are discussed in Section 5.0.

3.1 Early Measurements on Gemini and APollo

Beginning with the Gemini program, a variety of ion chamber dosimeters

and solid state de_ector "dosimeters" were developed and carried on the Gem-

ini and Apollo flights. The chamberz were generally of the tissue-equivalent
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ion chamber (TEIC) type, the principles and construction of which are des-

cribed by Janni /1976/. These detectors and some of the measurements have

been stummarized /Janni, 1969b; Schneider and Janni, 1969; Richmond, 1969/.

The data was often subject to telemet__y and other limitations, so synoptic

data on missions are not always available. Nevertheless, some pioneering

results are still very useful for comparison with more recent data. Their

usefulness is an indication of the paucity of recent measurements and also

the utility of TEIC measurements. For Gemini ,_V (163 x 281 kin, 32.50), mea-

surements were published for orbits outside the SAA, and peak dose rates in

the SAA /Schneider, 1969/. Two TEICs were carried, mounted inside each

hatch, which had minimum shielding of >i g/cm 2 of aluminum over large solid

angles. One TEIC was demountable and was used to survey the effects of

equipment and self-shielding around the crew members' bodies /Schneider and

Janni, 1969/. At the highest geomagnetic latitudes, dose rates up to 0.18

_rads/s due to GCR were recorded. In the center of the SAA, dose rates up

to 35 urads/s were obtaindd, an indication of the thin shielding and the in-

fluence of the artificial e!ec',rons from the Starfish explosion three years

before.

The two TEICs on Gemini IV also indicated the directionality of the SAA

trapped particles by indicating doses that varied in opposite directions by

a factor of >2 while the spacecraft changed attitude. Table 8 lists major

features of the Gemini IV data corn.Dared with that from similar TEICs carried

on Skylab and Spacelab-l, to be discussed in the next two sections.

Gemini VI (259, 328 x 161 km, 290 ) used the same ion chambers, one with

a 2.5 g/cm 2 brass shield. This one-day mission varied in altitude, with the

apogee out of the SAA. The shielded chamber showed doses lower by a factor

of two, compared to the unshielded c,h_ber in the 5AA, with interesting

variations due to the direc_-ionality of the trapped flux.

The Apollo program carried a complement of dosimeters similar to Gem-

ini /Richmond, 1969/. Because of the short time the lunar missions spent

in the trapped belts, the majority of these doses were from cosmic rays (see

Section 2.4). However some of the Apoilo f!igh_s passed near the maximum

trapped proton flux region. Apollo V-_,TEICs recorded maximum doses of 103

_rads/s (3.6 rad/hr) and 720"_rads/s (2.6 rad/hr) for _he "skin dose" and

"depth dose," with two ion chambers in the command module.

3.2 Skylab Results

Skylab (415 _n, 50 o ) carried a rather comprehensive set of passive de-

tectors available at the time and also active instruments /Janni, 1976/.

The passive detectors were TLDs (CaF 2, LiF), nuclear track emulsions, plas-

V
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Table 8. Dose Measurement from Genini IV, Skylab and Spacelab-1

Feasured with Tissue-Equivalent Ion Chambers (TEICs)

Dose-rates in microrads/second

Max. CR% Av. CR Max. SAA

GeminiIV
(281x161 kn, 32.5 °) 0.18 0.047 35*

Spacelab-1

(250 km, 570 ) 0.28 0.110 1.7

SkyL_b
(415 _m, 50 ° ) 0.55 0.055 23

*Note shielding of Genini IV TEIC (4 1 gm/cm 2) , flown three years

after Starfish

+Cosmic rays

tic nuclear track detectors, activation foils, and quartz fiber electro-

scopes. The active detectors were TEICs and a s_all two-detector solid

state particle telescope to measure LET spectra. The instrumentation is

completely described in Janni /1976/. The TEIC chamber was designed accor-

ding to the Bragg-Gray principles (to provide accurate results in a mixed

radiation field) and constructed of approximately tissue-equivalent plastic

and filling gas. Results from the Skylab-2 mission TLD measurements and

some TEIC results are contained in Janni /1976/, including numerous passes

through the South Atlantic Anomaly. Dose rates up to 23 _rads/s were re-

corded in the center of the SAA. Outside the anomaly, dose rates averaged

about 0.055 _rads/s due to cosmic rays, which increased to _0.55 _rads/s at

the highest geomagnetic latitudes. At the geomagnetic equator the dose rate

was as low as _0.014 _rads/s. These values may be compared with the average

mission-dose measured by the TLDs of about 0.5 _rads/s (1.2 rads for the

28-day mission).

3.3 Coordinated Active and Passive Measurements, Results from SL-I and

SL-2

An example of the usefulness of even very simple active devices when

coordinated with passive detector arrays is the work by Parnell et al. on

SL-I and -2 /1986/. Two Ac_--ive Radiation Detector (ARD) packages were flown

on SL-I, each containing an integrating _EIC (see Refs., Note No. 2) and

two xenon-filled proportional counters (see Refs., Note No. 3, and Figs. ii

and 12). These simple omnidirectional detectors were flown to measure tem-

poral variations of radiation dose and count-rate due to cosmic ray nuclei,

trapped protons and electrons, and bremsstrahlung X-rays from electrons.

The ion chambers had a sensitive gas volume of 180 cm 3. Preflight calibra-
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tions of the ion chambers were reproduced after the flight within 5 percent.

The proportional counters (PCs) had a sensitive volume of %60 cm 3 and coun-

ted each ionizing event with energy deposition greater than 5.9 keV in the

gas (about 85% of the charged particles and 2% of 100-keY photons). In the

laboratory the PC count rate was %i/s. One PC in each unit was surrounded

by a copper sleeve 1 g/cm 2 thick which would absorb 40% of 100-keV photons.

The ARDs were placed in the top and bottom of equipment rack No. 3 in the

SL-I module. Passive detector packages containing TLDs, PNTDs, neutron fis-

sion foils, activation samples, and nuclear track emulsions were placed be-

side each active detector and at other locations in the Spacelab module.

The Spacelab-i mission flew for i0 days at %250 km altitude and 57 °

inclination. Twenty-nine passive and two active detector packages were used

at a variety of shielding locations in the module and tunnel, and one pas-

sive unit was on the pallet.

SPACELAB 1 RAI_IATION MEASUREMENT PACKAGES

PASSIVE RADIATION DETECTOR S _VFI l

FILM SAMPLES

TRACK EMU L._ONS

THERMOLtlMINESCENT DOSIMETERS

HZ[ DETECTORS ICR-31]
NEUTRON FI_SSION IrOIL3
ACTIVATION MATERIALS

IIIIOP

2kll

L0 WATTS HEATER
1 ANALOG MF.IJ;UREMENT

,PJ.+. n.

A_'TIVE RAI_IATION DETECTORS {VFI I

11SSUE EOUIVA LENT

ION CHAMBER
PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS

ION

C_MIdklBER

I_WE R I+5 em

COUNTER SHIELDED""

COUKT'ER

17 kl
4.4 WATTS. 21 VO¢
DATA 32 BPS B 11MBI_

2 ANALOG MEASUREMENTS

PASSIVE _O51MI_n-ER PACKET5 [!N5006)

MZ[ DETECTORS (CR-3g]
THERMOLUMINE_'+ENT DOSIMETERS

/ u_, I

THICK PLASTI(_ _'TACK_; IIN,_006)

MZE DETECTORS (CR--_I

HZE DETECTORS (AI ¢_ I
THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS

Detector package configurations for Experiment INS006 and

Verification Flight Instrumentation _FI) on Space1

/Parnell et al., 1986/.
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The _verage ion chamber iose rates were 12.5 ± 0.T and 12._ ± 0.7 mrads/

day in the top and bottom of rack No. 3. TLD measurements in adjacent PRD-M_

registered 9.7 ± 0.3 mrad/day and 10.9 Z 0.3 mrad/day, respectively. The ior

chambers thus appear to measure about 20% higher values than the TLDs. Part

of this is due to the TLDs' lower sensitivity to heavy nuclei. As determined

from the ion chambers and proportional counters, about 85% of the SL-I modul_

dose comes from cosmic rays, and the TLDs are less sensitive to very heavy

nuclei than singly charged particles. Other contributions to the difference

may be systematic biases in calibration and biased environment sampling due

to data gaps, which existed for about 45% of the mission.

Fig. 12. Active Radiation Detector (ARD) package flown on Spacelab-l,

containing an integrating tissue-equivalent ion chamber and

two xenon-filled proportional counters.
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Thetemporal information from the ion chambers and proportional coun-

ters allowed an assessment of the relative contributions of the cosmic rays

and trapped belt particles. Fig. 13 is a one-hour seqment of data from one

ion chamber and the two PCs in the same unit. This shows variations in the

integrated ion chamber dose and PC rates due to cosmic rays (with the expec-

ted geomagnetic dependence as the spacecraft travelled from north to south);

this effect and the trapped particles in the SAA region and the south "horn"

of the electron belt are shown in Fig. 14. The small "bump" of electrons

in the middle are probably transiently trapped on those field lines. The

observation that the ion chamber dose rates in the south horn region are not

significantly different from rates at other high latitude portions of the

orbit (see Fig. 15) shows that the high PC rates there are due to bremsstrah-

lung photons produced by electrons stopping in the Spacelab structure. In

Fig. 15, one can see the effect of the copper shield on one PC in absorbing

%40% of the photons. The high PC rates in the SAA are mostly due to the

trapped protons that produce the increase in ion chamber (IC) dose rate in .

that region. The similar proportional counter rates in the SAA and electron

horn regions are an artifact of the orbit and the sensitivity of the xenon-

filled PC to photons.

The segments of the ion chamber data indicating the SAA (see Figs. 14

and 15) by temporal behavior of the PC count rate comprise 0.13 of the aver-

age mission dose for the top ion chamber and 0. I0 for the one in the bottom

of rack No. 3. These fractions may be somewhat biased by data gaps, but

show clearly that the dose in the SL-I orbit is dominated by the cosmic rays,

as predicted by pre-flight calculations /watts and wright, 1976/. Those cal-

culations also predict that trapped protons would dominate above %350-400 km

for similar locations in the SDacelab module.

occasionally at large geomagnetic latitudes, sudden increases in pro-

portional counter rates occurred as shown in Fig. 16. Bremsstrahlung pho-

tons of _i00 keY characteristic energy are indicated by the relative count

rates of the shielded and unshielded PCs and the lack of significant ion

chamber doserateabove that expected from cosmic rays. The intensity was

occasionally approximatelz_£wic& t-hat observed An the undfsturbed s6uth elec-

tron horn and episodes lasted from a few to _500 s. Seventeen s_gnificant

episodes occurred in five days of ARDdata. These events resemble trapped

electron "precipitation" events previously observed /Imhof et al., 1979 and

1986/_ These bremsstrahlung photons are generated by electrons stopping in

-_ the atmosphere and are_probably seen from large distanCe__

The low fraction of dose due to trapped particles in the SL-I module

makes assessment of the trapped environment and its absorption by shielding
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somewhat uncertain. Analysis is also zomplicated by the short mission and

variation in attitude of the Shuttle bezause the trapped particle angular

distribution is directional, with more particles arriving nearly perpendicu-

lar to magnetic field lines in a "pancake" distribution /Heckman and Nakano,

1963; Watts et al., 1987/. To aid in assessing the SAA and south electron

horn effects, contour maps of the radiation were assembled. The maps were

constructed by averaging data around geographical points (e.g., within 3o),

and smoothing. Displayed in Fig. 17 are the rates from two ICs and one of
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the PCs in the SAA region. That the two ICs are in different shielding situ

ations is obvious. Comparisons between the maps show high PC count-rates in

the south electron horn region, but the ICs have no significant dose accumu-

lation there. This is due to the relatively high sensitivity of the xenon-

filled PCs to bremsstrahlung photons as previously noted. The averaging pro.

cess reduced the maximum dose and count-rate contours displayed %20% below

the actual values.

The 29 passive packages all contained TLDs and plastic track detectors

and were designed to map the low and high LET dose in the Spacelab module.

Some passive packages carried fission foil detectors for neutrons, metal

samples for activation analysis and nuclear track emulsions to record the

entire LET spectrum. This array of passive packages at 29 locations would

have been prohibitive to implement with active detectors and it provided spe-

cific information on radiation components of interest in a number of ccntext_

including the determination of the biological dose-equivalent (neutrons, HZE

particles), and activation of sample materials.

The large number of passive detectors at different locations, the mea-

surement of the different environment constituents, and the temporal infor-

mation from the active detectors presented an extensive survey of the radi-

ation environment within SL-I. Cosmic rays produced most of the dose at all

locations in the Spacelab module. Only at a few detector locations was the

dose significantly above that expected from zhe cosmic rays alone. This was

due to the large shielding depths (_14-66 _/cm 2 arit.hmetic average) of the

Spacelab-Orbiter structure, and the low altitude. Detectors that had low

shielding depths (< 1.5 g/cm 2) over significant solid angles (%8% of 4 pi st)

registered the largest doses in the module. For these detectors, the frac-

tion of the measured dose attributable to trapped particles was about one-

half the calculated values. This might indicate tha_ the environmental

model flux is too high. However, the trapped flux is directional, which is

not in the model, and caution must be obsey_ed in such comparisons.

The steep trapped electron and proton spectra cause small solid angles

about detectors subtended by light shielding (< 2 g/cm 2) to dominate the

trapped particle dose component. Thus a "dose-weighted shield," calculated

with the available trapped environment models, was found convenient to place

the measured doses in order with respect to shielding. For a massive space-

craft such as this, an accurate vector shield model is necessary before

accurate dose_ can be predicted. The directional characteristics of :he

ambient radiation may also need to be used. These considerations become par-

ticularly important at altitudes above 350-400 km where the trapped compo-

nent is dominant and the proton energy spectrum is softer.
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3.4 Active Dosimetrv _nstruments on Unmanned Soacecraft

Since Explorer I discovered the Van Allen Belts, a large number of

spacecraft have carried instruments of varied sophistication to directly

measure the flux, spectra, spatial distribution and temporal variations of

the trapped particles. Some products of these extensive data were the models

of the spatial distribution, energy spectra, and major temporal features of

the trapped protons and electrons. The most widely used models are those

maintained by the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA/GSFC.

The current models, AP8MIN, APSMAX /Sawyer and vette, 1976/, and AE8MIN,

AESMAX /Vette and Chen, 1987/, have superseded earlier versions /Vette, 1966;

Singley and Vette, 1972; Teague and Vette, 1974; Chan et al., 1976, 1977/.

The trapped radiation environment is discussed in Stassinopoulos /1987/.

Some unmanned missions have carried instrumentation specifically de-

signed for measurements of dosimetric quantities. Generally these unmanned

spacecraft and the instruments have considerably less shielding than the

manned missions, but in most cases the shielding is more accurately known.

The unmanned spacecraft have covered high altitude and polar orbits where

data is not available from manned missions (except Apollo transits).

The OV spacecraft series was contemporary with Gemini and early Apollo

flights. A variety of electronic radiation instruments were flown on some

OV spacecraft including particle telescopes, single silicon detectors in

spherical shielding, and TEICs on some flights. Considerable data from these

missions are described in an issue of Aerospace Medicine/Janni, 1969c; Thede

1969/. These missions performed significant surveys of the environment and

dose rates at altitudes between _425 and 5000 km and in polar orbits. They

investigated the temporal variations of the outer belt electrons and distur-

bances due to solar flares.

The OVI-2 (413 x 3078 km, 144 o ) carried three silicon solid state dosi-

meters and two TEICs under light shielding (up to 5 gm/cm 2) and an X-ray de-

tector. Iso-dose and count-rate data were presented /Radke, 1969/ over the

complete B-L space covered by the orbit.

OVl-4 (886 x 1012 km, 144.5 o ) carried three lightly shielded (1.3-2.6

gm/cm 2) TEICs. Iso-dose contours in B-L coordinates and geographic maps were

presented. Dose rates of 80 rads/hr (2.2 x 104 _rads/s) from the TEICs were

seen at the center of the SAA at 956 k_. The inner radiation belt was still

enhanced by electrons from the Starfish explosion, which had occurred about

four years before the data was taken. In these data the anisotropy of the

trapped radiation was noted in changes of dose-rate as the spacecraft rotated.
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The oVl-12 mission (309x428 km, 102 o ) carried three TEICs with shiel-

ding of 0.3, 0.8 and 2.7 g/cm 2. They gave peak rates of 2.7xi03, 1.39xi03

and'0.83x103 urads/s in the SAA and 1.6-9.7xi03, 0.07x103, and a "trace" of

prads/s in the cusps of the outer belt. These data clearly showed the large

temporal variability of the electron flux in the outer belt.

OV19 (470x5,677 km, 104.7 ° ) carried a variety of active detectors in-

cluding LET spectrometers and three TEICs under 0.3, 5.0 and 12.0 g/cm 2

shields /Cervini, 1971/. Data was reported from orbits during "quiet" times

and following solar flares. The thinly shielded chamber gave rates from 2.8

xl02 urads/s at low altitudes to saturation of 1.7x105 urads/s below the

maximum altitude. Following solar flares at the higher altitudes, the most

heavily shielded chamber gave rates up to 3.3xi03 urads/s.

Much of the OV radiation data was compared to environment models by

rhede /1969/ and vette /1966/. Although there was influence from the Star-

fish electrons in the inner belt, these comparisons did provide valuable in-

6ormation on the status of the proton models.

More recently, the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP-F7) has

:arried silicon detector "dosimeters" on a nearly polar orbit at 840 km

ZMullen et al., 1987/. The four small silicon detectors are covered with

_emispherical aluminum shields of 0.55, 1.55, 3.05, and 5.91 g/cm 2. The ener-

gy deposition thresholds on the detectors are set so that rather good separa-

tion between electrons and protons is achieved. The data is also binned so

:hat energy depositions due to heavy cosmic ray nuclei, and evaporation or

-ecoil nuclei from nuclear interactions in the the detector, fall in a bin

:alled VH LET or "star events." These events are of interest in predicting

soft faults" in microcircuits and are caused by densely ionizing particles

hat would have a high relative biological efficiency (RBE).

The analyzed proton and electron spectral data (from 1984) was compared

o calculations using the latest electron and proton models from the NSSDC.

'he proton data agreed with the calculations rather well and the electron re-

ults were a factor of %2 low compared to the models. The DMSP data displayed

he temporal fluctuations of the outer zone electrons and the geographic dis-

ribution of the SAA protons and outer zone electron "cusps" at 840 km. A

lobal "star" count map clearly showed the importance of the SAA protons in

roducing high LET events through recoil or interaction, and showed the geo-

raphic distribution of such events due to cosmic rays.

The above short description of some results from active dosimeters on

nmanned spacecraft indicates the value of such data which covers much of the

igh altitude, high inclination regime not yet available from manned missions.
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4.0 HZE PARTI_ INTEGRAL FLUX _ APOLLO AND S_

Over =he past m_ decades, the reseaz=h group a_ the University of San

Francisco has been involved with measurement of high-LET particle radiation

inside manned spacecraft. This w_rk began with t.he observation of tracks of

a few heavily ionizing p_icles in plastic nuclear track detectors flown

aboard Gemini IV and Gemini VT. in 1966 /Benton and Collver, 1967/. It became

apparent from t.his work t2mt a stack of a few layers of plastic fi/ms is a

simple and direct means of measuring the integrated flux of heavy particles

inside spacecraft. Plastic films are well-suited for such measurements; they

are lightweight, rugged, and capable of recording and storing panicle tracks

over long periods of time with no loss of sensitivity and little latent track

fading. Their inability to record lightly ionizing particles (i.e., elec-

trons and protons with LET <6 keV/um H20) pe--'mits registration of the rela-

tively small number of heavy cosmic-ray nuclei in a high particle-radiation

background situation such as exists in space_

By the start of the Apollo program, the field of dielectric nuclear par-

ticle track detectors was sufficiently developed that the first serious eff-

ort in the measurement of high-T.2T corm/c-ray particles could be carried out

on Apollo missions. This was done on Apollo missions 8-17. Plastic nuclear

track detectors recorded heavy particle radiation incident on astronauts

/Benten et a!., 1975a/ and several biological experiments /Benton et al.,

1974/. The p_ic!e registration threshold for cellulose nit_rate a_d Lexan

detectors is approximately 80 and 225 keV/_m H20.

A detailed summary of results is presented in Table 9 /Benton etal.,

1975a/. Dosimeters located on the astronaut's ankle consistently recorded

a particle flux higher t-hat those recorded by chest and t.high dosimeters.

This is explained as due to less shielding of particles by the astronaut's

body at the ankle region compared with the thigh and chest regions. An in-

crease in par=ic!e flux was observed which correlates approximately with

solar activity. The anti-corr.elation of _.he galactic cosmic ray flux below

%5 GeV with solar activity is a well-recorded phenomenon, and the mec.hanism

of solar modulation is s_i!l an active field of study /MarerLny, 1987/. The

high-LET particle flux in the last column shows t-hau the flux on the Apollo

17 mission was %2.4 times :.ha: on the Apollo 8 mission.

Of this series, Apollo 17 was :he most heavily monitored mission. Zn

addition to personnel passive dosimeters, four biologically related experi-

ments ware instrumented to contain plastic nuclear T.Tack detectors. The four

experiments included the HZE Dosimeter /Hanks and Benton, 1974/, the Bio-

stack /B_cker, 1975/, the ALFMED /Osborne and Pinsky, 1975/, and the Bio-

core /Haymaker et al., 1975/. Table i0 /Benton et a!., 1975b/ summarizes
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the data from these experlments. The influence of shielding is observed,

with the lightly shielded HZE dosimeter recording nearly four times the flux

recorded by Biocore detectors. Even for the heavily shielded Biocore, there

is a significant flux of high-LET particles. This underscores the point that

complete shielding from the galactic cosmic rays is not practical due to

spacecraft weight limitations.

The radiation environment of the Skylab missions differed significantly

from that of the Apollo lunar missions. Being a near-Earth orbital mission,

the Skylab was shielded both by the physical presence of the Earth and by the

geomagnetic field. Measurements of high-LET particles incident on Skylab

personnel, film vault /Benton et al., 1977/ and command module /Peterson and

Benton, 1975/ were made using thin plastic films which for the first time in-

cluded a more sensitive detector (LET _ 80 keV/_m H20), cellulose nitrate, as

well as Lexan. In the command module, five plastic nuclear track dosimeters

were distributed around the interior. The results of these measurements are

shown in Table Ii for the nine astronauts, the two drawers (B and F) in the

film vault, and the five positions inside the command module.

V

Table 1 I. Skylab: HZE Particle Exposure

Mission

(duration) Astronaut (I)

Planar fluence PIanar flax

o ,er, (oar.o.es')( par"o'-I
( particles ") (2_ (3) 12) 13)

cm= °

SL2 C. Conrad - 5-10
L Kerwin

(2S days) P. Weltz

A. Bean -5-t0
SL3 0 Garriott

(59.5 days) J. Lousma

J. Carr _5-|O
SL4

E Gibson

(84 days) W Payne

Film ','uult Drawers

SLI-2 J B _ 16-30
SLI-3 b B
SLI-2 j F - 30-50

SLI-3 h F

Command

module DeTector

I ~3-14

2 _ 1-24
5L2 3 - 3-20

_28 days) 4 - 3-22

5 _ 1-20

55 54 15 19 0.5

-,5 65 5.4 2.3 0.2

41 $2 5.4 1.9 02

126 I81 710 204 0.12
143 145 t81 2.,M. 0.30

136 165 203 2,77 0,34

_4 .'96 326 0.35

106 315 II.2 3.75 0.13

1_33 255 26.0 3.04 0.31

19 27 2.9 0.70 0,075

$2 "9 I I 0._¢9 0079

t3 14 1.4 0.36 0.036

31 Z2 4.0 O31 0030

_.l 93,8 tl.5 3.35 041

35.1 27.5 4,3 0.98 015
261 21.1 2.6 0.75 0093

_34 85.9 8.7 3.07 0.31

52,8 37.0 8.6 [.32 031

'Estimated shielding Ig cm" : AlL

-'LET_) o _> 80 keV,am-' CN=' (i.e. LET-c > 105 keY.am" tissue-').
JLET_s * > 170 keV_m" CN-' 0.e. LET _ _ 225 keV_m" tissue'_).
J39-day exposure.

bt 34.5-day exposure.
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kJ The average planar flux incident on Skylab astronauts is 2.0, 2.8 and

3.4 particles cm -2 day -I, respectively, for the SL2, SL3 and SL4 missions.

The flux increase anti-correlates well with solar activity and may also be

due in part to a decrease in spacecraft shielding as expendables such as

water, food and propellant were used up. The heavily shielded film vault

drawers received a much lower flux of high-LET particles. Detectors in film

drawer F (%50g cm -2) recorded flux up to an order of magnitude lower than

that recorded for the astronauts.

kj

5.0 LET SPECTRA

The LET spectral information is needed in determining the appropriate

quality factors for the radiations present /Heinrich, 1977; Curtis and Ben-

ton, 1980/. To date, a few measurements of integral LET spectra have been

made during actual space" flights or in orbiting satellites. The earliest

measurements of LET spectra were made by the Soviets on Soyuz and Salyut

flights using nuclear emulsions /Benton et al., 1974; Benton, 1983/. More

recent measurements of LET spectra on cosmos 782, 936 and 1129 involving the

use of electronic spectrometers, emulsions and plastic track detectors /Ako-

pova et al., 1985/, are shown for comparison purposes in Fig. 18. Integral

LET spectra as a function of LET= in water is shown for the four Soviet ex-

periments and several spectra measured by this laboratory on various U.S.

manned space flights. Soviet spectra labeled Nos. 2 and 3 (Cosmos 782 and

936 respectively) were obtained using electronic spectrometers, spectra No.l

(Cosmos 1129) using special nuclear emulsions, while spectra No. 4 measure-

ments were made on cosmos 936 using PNTDs. The emulsions used wera of a spe-

cial type which have a controlled registration threshold in six discrete

steps and operate in a range of 1-1000 keV/_m. The emulsions record protons

up to _50 MeV. The most recen_ spectra are those of Cosmos 1129, with the

average shielding reported to be %20 g/cm 2. The LET spectra measured on Cos-

mos 936 using electronic detectors (Curve 3) and plastic track detectors

(Curve 4) are in reasonably good agreement with each other /Akopova et al.,

1985/. Shielding of electronic detectors on Cosmos 782 (Curve 2) was only

about 1 g/cm 2. This lower shielding on cosmos 782 as opposed to Cosmos i129

results in a substantial contribution to absorbed dose from the trapped pro-

tons of the SAA.

The more recent LET spectra measurements (Fig. 18) include those from

three selected flights of the Space Shuttle including mission 51F (320-k_

flights of Spacelab-2 in a 49.5 ° inclination), a high-altitude mission of

51J (500 km at 28.5 °) and the most recent flight of Columbia (STS-61C, 324

km, 28.5°). These three missions are fairly representative of the different
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STS mission types flown during the first 24 flights and the corresponding

LET _ectra are shown as curves labelled A, B and C in Fig. 18. All three

spectra represent the average obtained from the five CPDs for each flight.

Hare, Curve A for STS-51F differs from a similar figure published previousl)

/Benton, 1986b/ in that the previously-published spectra represented mea-

lurements obtained from a stack of detectors located on the pallet of STS-

51F (Spacelab-2). The pallet location had considerably less shielding, re-

sulting in a much flatter spectrum at the higher _ETs (>_ 100 keV/_m). Presu-

mably this is the result of lower energy (predominantly Fe nuclei) particles

which get shielded out at the crew locations.

Curve C, mission STS-61C (324 kin, 28.50 ), represents the most typical

low-altitude, low-inclination, 28.50 mission. This can be corn_Dared with

Curve B, that of mission STS-5iJ, at the same inclination but a considerably

higher altitude. Spectra B and C are similar in slope, with spectra B being

considerably higher in the lower LET portion of the spectrum since most of

the tracks here come from the trapped protons. On the other hand, Spectra A

from STS-51F (Spacelab-2, -< 324 kin, 49.50 ) extends to greater LETs and is

dominated by the contribution from GCR.

Measurements and/or calculations of LET spectra have also been performe¢

by Heinrich /1977/, Letaw and Adams /1986/ and Adams et al. /1986/. Letaw

/1986/ has calculated LET spectra for Skylab (Fig. 19). Here, CN and Laxan

detector data include data from the crew, the command module, the two film

drawers, and the calculations of Letaw and Adams /1986/. The calculated val-

ues were found to be consistently high by a factor of about two over the mea-

sured values. This disagreement also is present for their Apollo and the

ASTP calcalations, work is now in progress aimed at reconciling measure-

ments and calculations. In Fig. 20 is shown a comparison of LET spectra

mearured on STS-41G (352 kin, 570 ) by Adams /1986/ and Benton /1985a/, imde-

pendently, using CR-39. Both sets of detectors were exposed in separate GAS

canisters located in the cargo bay of the Shuttle under similar shielding

conditions. Both sets of measurements as well as the calculations of Adams

appear to be in a reasonably good agreement with each other, even though the

calculations did not include heavy ion fragmentation. Since the amount of

shielding was low (_ 2.0 g/cm2), the fragmentation effect could be neglected.

6.0 NEUTRONS INSIDE SPACECRAFT

Neutrons inside spacecraft are normally produced from interactions of

GCR and trapped protons with the spacecraft material. Also there are some

albedo neutrons from the atmosphere. The atmospheric albedo neutrons from

cosmic ray interactions are the major source of inner belt protons and their
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flux and spec_.--um have been oalcu!a_ed /Armstrong, 1973/ and also measured

a_ energies above 2 MeV /Bha_'-, 1976_ Lockwood, 1976/. _redictions dealing

with neutron levels inside spacecraft, uaking _he t.hree sources into ac=ount

as well as the _.ranspor= _.hrough the shielding, are no_ c'urren_ly available.

However, a few measurements have been made (see Tables 12, 13 and 14)/Frank

and Benton, 1987/.

V

Skylab LET S_c'_-a: 1973 .May 14 -- 1974 February 8

%

k

%

A = Cornznand Modu/e 4

[ _ o = Fikn D_awer B

la' _¢
L_':. (_,v/(L/_-:') c_

F_. _9. CalcJlatsd and measured _ spec_-a for _he Sky.labmis-
sion. MeasuraT_nts --=-am_he as_nauts' dosimeters and

other _osi_tionswi'.hin_he .spacecraftare shm_. All cal-
calaticns have been reduced by a fac--u3r of 2 t_ account

for heavy shiehii_ bz_nd Uhe dete_xEs /Le_w and _dams,
1986/; B_ntcn etal., 1977/.

The high neuuron capture cross-sec-ion of %Li for thermal and resonanu

neutrons provides a means of detection _hrough the reac'.ion of 6L/(n,T)_He.

The alpha particle f!uences emitted from _he surfaces of _Li TLDs are recor-

ded with _.he CR-_9 plastic t.Tack recorder. The _.he_-'mal neutron response is

separated from _-hat of resonance neuurons by using Gd foil of 0. 0025-cm

thic._ness which shields a se_: of de,so=ors. The difference between the

V
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f
shielded and unshie!ded detectors is __herefore a measure of the thermal neu-

tron fluence, while the shielded detectors measure the resonance fluence.

The thickness of the 6Li TLDs was 4.5 mg/cm 2 yielding a sensitivity of

0.0049 tracks/thermal neutron. The sensi',ivity for resonance neutrons (0.2

eV-1 MeV), where a 1/E n spectrum is asked, has been calculated to be 2.56

x 10 -4 tracks/neutron. The thorium/m/ca detectors (when used) yielded a

rough estimate of the high energy neutrons (> 1 MeV). The Th/mica recorded

t.rack densities contain both proton-induced and neutron-induced components

(see Tables 12, 13, 14).
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Table 12. Neutron Passive Detector _acteristics

Detector Type Neutron Energy Range Proton Energy Range

6LiF/CR-39 0--I MeV --

Gd/6LiF/CR-39/Gd 0,2 eV--1MeV --

238U/mica 1.0 MeV >15 MeV

232Th/mica 1.2 MeV >20 MeV

2OSBi/mica >50.0 MeV >50 MeV

181Ta/mica >IOOG,D MeV >1000 MeV

Detector Type Sensitivity Background

6LiF/CR-39 (2.04 x 102 thermal neutrons/track _ 150 cm-i

Gd/@Lif/CR-39/Gd _ 3.90 x 103 resonance neutrons/track _ 100 cm-i

238U/mica 6.70 x 104 neutrons/track" _ 0.5 cm"i

232Th/mica 1.38 x 105 neutrons/track* _ 0,5 cm "i

2OeBi/mica 1.44 x 106 neutrons/track" _ 0.5 cm-_

IBITa/mica _ 108 neutrons/track* _ 0.5 cm-I

*Based on the neutron spectrum from Merker (Health Physics 25, 524-527, 1973).

(for neutrons > I MeV).

Neutron..Energy Range OF mrem-cm2/neutron

<0.2 eV 2,0 1.02 x I0"6

0,2 eV--1MeV 6.4 4.92 x 10-5

>I MeV 10.0 5.95 x I0"s

v

Neutron spectra have never been measured on spacecraft in orbit, while

proton spectra are known only approximately for these flights. Therefore

this method of measuring high-energy neutrons requires an assumption of a

spectral shape in relative neutron-to-proton fluences based upon past space

flight measurements and calculations of neutron production in the atmosphere.

The fluence-to-dose conversion factors for thermal and resonant neutrons

were from the NCRP /1971/; quality factors for thermal, epithermal and high-

energy neutrons used were 2, 6.4, and I0 respectively. The accuracy of the

thermal and epithermal neutron data is thought to be reasonable; however,

the high energy neutron contribution which is _x)und to be of the most signi-

ficance is fairly uncertain since the shape of the neutron energy spectra

is not known.

7.0 STOPPING PARTICLES, SPALLAT!ON PRODUCTS AND HIGH-LET RECOILS

A concern has existed for some time that short range, difficult to de-

tect and measure, high LET tracks produced in tissue due to stopping pro-

tons, spallation products and proton-induced, high-LET recoils may have sig-
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Table 13. Neutron Measurements on Selected Space Missions

Enerqy Ranqe and -'lux!_easurements _cm-Zd-I

< I MeV

Skylab 3.5 x ID_

0.02--2 eV

Apollo II • 1.2 x 106

Apollo 12 1.7 x 10s

Apollo 13 2.0 x 10s

< 0.3 eV 0.3 eV--1 MeV

Cosmos 936 2.0 x i0_ 6.6 x I0_

Cosmos 1129 2.7 x 10_ 7,5 x 104

< 0.2 eV 0.2 eV--1 MeV

STS-I < 2.2 x 104 < 6.B x 104

STS-2 < 7.8 x 103 < Z.7 x _.0_

STS-3 4.1 x 103 _.6 x !04

STS-4 6.1 x ]03 4.7 x 104

STS-5 6.2 x 103 3.0 x 10_

STS-6 6.0 x 103 7.6 x 10_

STS-7 2.7 x 103 4,7 x 10_

STS-8 3.5 x 103 8.6 x [0_

STS-9 8.8 x 103 A 4 x 10_

STS-41B 2.4 x 103 1.4 x 104

STS-41C 6.4 x 103 9.1 x 10"

STS-41D 1.0 x 103 _.! x I0"

STS-41G 3.9 x 103 2._ x 10"

STS-51A 5,0 x 103 2,_ x !0_

• ! MeV

3,5 x I0s

2 eV--2 keV

< 4.0 x 104

2.0 x 103

> I MeV

I.I x IO_

I.I x i0s

• I Meg

< 1.6 x I0"

1.5 x I0"

3.4 x I0"

3.6 x 10"

2.2 x 10"

nificant radiobiological consequences. At least one biological phenomenon,

that of light flashes observed by space crews, appears to be fluence depen-

dent. The largest frequency of these events is observed during the passage

through the SAA /Garriott, 1984; Savinykh, 1986/, as predicted by one of us

/Benton and Henke, 1971/. Benton et al. /1972/ on Biosatellite Ill measured

the high energy tail of the total recoil track distribution using plastic

track detectors. Schaefer /1971, 1977, 1978/ using nuclear emulsions, mea-

sured the so-called "star" dose during the Apollo program. Space-based mea-

surements of this component are difficult in that the measurement involves

a track length distribution which ranges from the sub-micron region to a
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Table 14. Summary of Neutron Dose-Pate Data

NeutrOn Dose Rates (mrem/dav)

Flioht Thermal Resonance

Cosmos 936 0.02 0.32 6.8

Cosmos I129 0.03 0.40 6.8

STS-I < 0.02 < 0.33 ---

STS-2 • 0.01 < 0.13 l.O

5T$-3 0.004 0.25 !.0

STS-4 0.006 0.23 2.0

STS-5 0.006 0._4 2.2

STS-6 0.006 0.38 1.3

STS-7 0.003 0.23 ---

STS-8 0.003 0.43 ---

$T$-9 0.01 0.22 ---

$TS-41B 0.003 0.06 ---

$T$-41C 0.007 _._4 ---

STS-410 0.002 0.25 ---

STS-41G 0.004 0.13 ---

STS-51A 0.005 0.1! ---

maximum of a few tens of microns while the detector may be in near satura-

tion due to primary particles.

The dose and dose-equivalent fraction of this component is significant

for lunar missions (see Table 15) /Schaefer, 1971/ and it is also expected

to be of importance for a space station type of orbit. The Biosatellite III

measurements yielded track density, D R (Z >2, L >i0 um) _ l03 cm&3d -I. Thiso

number is expected to increase considerably once the shorter tracks are

taken into consideration.

Since the methods of measuring the charge and energy of all short-range

interaction products and recoil particles have limitations, evaluation of

the dose due to this component will depend more heavily on calculations.

Calculations have been made of the absorbed dose and dose-equivalent for

the secondary components from free space cosmic protons and for an SAA pro-

ton spectrum behind 20 g/cm 2 of aluminum /Armstrong, 1972; Santoro, 1972/.

The dose contribution from secondary heavy nuclei, protons, pions, leptons

and photons were individually calculated for depths up to 15 cm in tissue.

In the case of the GCR protons, after %2 cm depth, the dose-equivalents due
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Table 15. Oomponehts of Mission Dose on First I_u%ar

Landing Mission, Apollo Xl

Absorbed Dose, Dose Equivalent

Component millirad millirem

Protons 150 220

Stars 15 94

Fast neutrons %1 _12

Heavy nuclei 5 46

Electrons and ganmm rays %30 %30

Total 201 402

/Schaefer, 1971/

to the secondary protons and secondary heavy nuclei both exceeded that due

to the primary ionization of incident protons (%4 rem/yr_ from the secondary

heavy nuclei). On the other hand, for the trapped protons, the heavy nuclei

and secondary protons both contributed a dose-equivalent of _i0% or more of

the primary ionization. These results depended heavily i) on the QFs used

Ca single Q = 20 for the heavy secondaries) and 2) on the intranuclear cas-

cade model used to obtain the distribution of the heavy target fragments/Ber-

tini, 1969; MECC7/. More recent experimental work using heavy energetic par-

ticle beams from accelerators has improved the knowledge of the distribution

of the mass and energy of the heavy target fragments. Relativistic beams of

carbon and oxygen were fragmented on a series of targets ranging from hydro-

gen through lead /Heckman, 1975; Greiner, 1975, Lindstrom, 1975/. The momen-

tum distribution of the multiply-charged projectile fragments were found to

be related to the Fermi motion of the fragments. The average fragment energy

as a function of the fragment mass was reasonably well represented by calcu-

lational models /Bertini, 1972/. However, the fragment production cross-

sections were significantly different from those of the Bertini models, as

shown in Table 16. As a result there is a large difference in the energy

transfer cross sections (also displayed in the table). Greater differences

will appear in the dose-equivalent because of the high QFs at high LET values

as shown in Fig. 21 /Wilson, 1977, 1987/. The integral LET spectra are for

single nuclear collisions of 2 GeV protons in water. Contributions from

alpha particles derived from the Bertini model are included. Although the

total event energy deposited differs by a factor of _35%, the highest LET
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Table 16. * Cclnparison of Fragmentation Cross Sections (MIKN) and

Fragment Energy Transfer Cross Sections (MeV-M_q) of

Bertini with experiments /Greiner et al., 1975/.

A F °BERTINI °GREINER E°BERTINI EaGREINER

16 4.69 .02

15 103.4 61.5

14 40.0 35.4

13 18.5 22.8

12 32.2 34.1

ii 8.2 26.4

i0 ii.0 12.7

9 1.2 5.2

8 .56 1.23

7 1.06 27.9

6 5.46 13.9

52

6

2

6

31

5 O4

60 6

48 8

37 6

858

37 9

8

5

5

ii

4

• 0006

56.9

51.7

48.3

68.2

99.1

62.0

25.7

7.1

153.4

73.4

Total: 226.3 241.2 375.1 645.8

*Average integral energy transfer cross sections as a function of

the LETs of heavy target products for a 2 GeV proton incident on

water /Wilson, 1987/.

Fig. 21.
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Calculations from the Bertini model and derived from

Greiner et al., 1975, are shown along with approximate

quality factors for various LET regions /Wilson, 1987/.
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components differ by a factor of three. Clearly, the assessment of risk

from these components needs further work in measurement, calculation, and

radiobiological studies.

8.0 INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY IN SPACECRAFT

Many materials, after exposure to high-energy space radiation, can be-

come slightly radioactive. For gamma ray astronomers, this induced activity

is of great concern since it makes a large and variable contribution to a

gamma ray detector's background. This issue is of considerable interest for

the Space Station since this will be a large spacecraft containing many type_

of materials and alloys, will spend many years in orbit, and will be bomb@r-

ded by high fluxes of trapped protons (E > 30 MeV) as well as GCR, and high

energy secondary neutrons (from the Earth's atmosphere or the spacecraft

itself). Fishman /1974/ analyzed samples of various metals carried on Sky-

lab 4 (400 km, 50 o , 84 d) at four locations with different shielding. The

gamma ray activity from these samples was counted with high resolution ger-

manium spectrometers after return to Earth. Counting began one week after

sample return, and data was accumulated _or %106 s per sample. This method

is not sensitive to very short half-life nuclides or those emitting short-

range radiations (Bs) but covers activity that significantly builds up in

the spacecraft and deposits energy in the form of gamma rays in the crew

areas. The data from the 8kylab 4 samples, corrected to activity in orbit,

and extrapolated to a very long exposure time (saturated activity) are shown

in Table 17.

Following the re-entry of Skylab, some of the debris was found in Aus-

tralia, returned to the U.S., and analyzed by Fis_hman and Meegan /1980/ (see

Table 17). It should be noted that Skylab spent several months in low orbit

below the SAA before re-entry so the shorter half-life nuclides in these re-

sults reflect the GCR and Earth albedo exposure only.

On the Apollo 17 mission and also on ASTP, Dyer et al. /1975/ and Trom-

bka /19--/ flew NaI(TI) scintillation crystals and made induced activity

measurements with them immediately after return. The measurements indicated

specific activation in ratio with the cosmic ray exposures of the two crys-

tals and clearly showed activat_n lines due to neutrons.

Neutron measurements based on gamma ray line identification of specific

nuclides with high neutron capture cross-sections have been made on a few

occasions /Fishman, 1974; Keith, 1987/. They generally require long expo-

sures to yield statistically significant results and the high energy mea-

surements require complex corrections for proton interactions as do other

passive techniques /Benton, 1985b/.
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Table 17

Specific Activities of Skylab-4 Activation*

Material- Specific Activity (Saturated)

Interaction Isotope Half-Life 1 2 3 4

181Ta + n 182Ta 115 d 17 7.9 5 3.9

58Ni + n 58Co 71 d 4.5 4.2 4.0 3.9

58Ni + p 56Co 77 d 2 2.2 3.1 4

_STi + p _Sv 16 d 0.8 1.8 1.5 3.7

*Activity is in disintegrations/kilogram-second

Location i: in film vault

Location 2: adjacent to water tank

Location 3: on workshop wall, forward

Location 4: on workshop wall, aft

These were in descending order of shielding

Statistical errors varied from 15% to 60%

17b). Specific Activity in SkylabDebris Samples**

Material Isotope

Specific Activity

T½ (at re-entry)

A1 22Na 2.6 yr i.i

SS 58Co 71 d 0.8

SS 5_Mn 303 d 3.0

SS 56Co 77 d 1.5

**Activity was extrapolated to re-entry time and was in dis/kg-s.

/Fishman and Meegan, 1980/.

It is noted that the saturated activities from the Skylab data vary

over the range _i-20 dis/kg-s. These are in the range of, or lower than, in

some common minerals, or even _0K activity in the human body. If the ave-

rage saturated activity were as high as i0 dis/kg-s, the total activity in

a 5 x l05 kg spacecraf£ would be about 150 micro-Curies, spread over a few

tens of meters. An assessment of the activity and resulting contribution

to dose of a spacecraft with a correct materials list and distribution would

be useful, but has not been done.
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9.0 c0_=AR_s0_cF DOSE _ASU_NTS W_TH _tU_TIONS

The development of methods for the accurate prediction of dose and par-

ticle flux have been long-term goals in the field of space radiation protec-

tion. Over the past two decades, a large effort has gone into the develop-

ment of these methods and techniques and in applying them to many spacecraft

and missions. In addition to predictions for manned flights, much of this

work was motivated by a concern about radiation effects on electronic cir-

cuits, computers, solar cells, photographic material, and other radiation-

sensitive components and experiments. Here, we refer only to a few selected

examples and briefly discuss some of the major features and limitations of

the calculations reported in the literature. The state of the art in perfor-

ming such calculations was previously described by Langley /1970/. Even ear-

lier calculation methods were described and compared with space-flight mea-

surements for some of the Gemini, Apollo and OVl-xx flights /Case, 1969;

Janni, 1969b/. The trapped proton and electron spectra as a fumction of

Mc!lwain parameters (B, L) were assembled by several groups (Vette, Thede,

Reagan). Sector (vector) shielding of the Gemini and Apollo spacecraft was

developed from engineering drawings and by measurements using garana ray sour-

ces. Methods were developed by which protons, electrons and bremsstrahlung

photons were transported through the sector shielding and doses calculated

at interior points. Initial comparisons on Gemini and the OV spacecraft

showed that the trapped environmental models needed improvement, since pre-

dicted and measured doses differed by a factor of three or more for some of

the models and orbit locations /Schneider, 1969; Radke, 1969; Janni, 1969b/.

However, as the models were improved with new data, the differences were
reduced.

By the time of the Skylab missions, the environmental models had been

revised and the methods of particle transport had been improved, e.g., Watts

and Burrell /1971/, W_ight and Burrell /1972/, and Hill /1973/. Good agree-

ment was found between calculated doses and measured doses at five locations

in the command module on Skylab 2, with calculated values only 10% to 40,_

above the measured values /Janni, 1976/. Other comparisons within the Sky-

lab Workshop were also within that range /Hill, 1976/. Dose measurements

using TLDs and comparisons with calculations were also made in the Shuttle

crew area /Atwell et al., 1987/ and in the Spacelab module /Parnell et al.,

1986/. The measurements were within about a factor of two or better of the

calculated values with the calculated doses being generally higher than the

measurement values.

Methods used to transport protons, electrons and their bremsstrahlung

photons, and GCR nuclei through the shielding of the Shuttle plus Spacelab-i
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have been previously described / Burrell, 1964; Watts and Burrell, 1971;

Wright and Burrell, 1972/. The proton transport code uses an approximation

to account for interaction losses and energy deposited by secondaries, and

this causes an overestimate of the actual absorbed dose. Calculated doses

from this method were compared to :hose from a Monte Carlo calculation that

included all interactions and secondaries /Al_iller et al., 1972/. For

trapped proton spectra, the Monte carlo calculation gives absorbed doses

10-15% _!ler and dose-equivalents less than 5% smaller than the approxi-

mation method. The transport method for electrons and bremsstrahlung pho-

tons /Watts and Burrell, 1971/ gives doses within a few percent of the more

complex methods such as ETRAN.

The method used to transport cosm/¢ ray nuclei also contains approxi-

mations in the treatment of interaczions and cascade build-up, but the accu-

racy is %20% for prediction of absorbed dose for shielding thicknesses of

up to _20 g/cm 2. Recentiy new transport methods for cosmic ray nuclei have

been developed for calculating LET spectra within spacecraft /Heinrich,

1977/; Letaw and Adams, 1986; Leuaw, 1986/. The Cosmic Ray Effect on Micro-

electronics (CREW) model /Adams, 1986/ considers loss by ionization and

interaction but does not consider hea%_ fragments or production of other

secondaries. Comparisons of measured and CREME model calculated LET spec-

tra made with PNTDs are shown in section 5.0 of this paper.

" The m_jor limitations in the accuracy of the present methods used to

calculate absorbed dose and particle fluxes inside spacecraft arise princi-

pally due to a lack of detailed knowledge of the primary environments (flux,

spectra, temporal and directional properties) and of spacecraft shielding

distributions. Both the trapped par-.icles and the GCR (up to several GeV)

have temporal variations due to solar activity /Webber and Lockwood, 1981;

, -9,u 1972/ thaz axe only aDproxi3%atelyMarenny, 1987; Heckman et ai. _ "_,

accounted for through the use of :he solar maximum and minim_ models. In

addition to the temporal variations there are directional characteristics,

particularly of the trapped particles /Watts, 1987/ that have not previously

been incorporated into the calculations. The cuz-rent!y used onunidirectional

environments may be satisfactory in the case of spinning or celestial point-

ing spacecraft, but are not appropriate for gravity gradient or velocity

vector stabilized spacecraft such as the LDL r and :he Space Station. At

present, the knowledge of the environments is generally considered to be

accurate only to a factor of %2.

Accurate calculation of the dose-equivalent within orbiting spacecraft

will probably require more precise calculation of the contribution from sec-

ondary charged components than has previously been included in STS-mission-
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type oriented calculations. Of concern here is the contribution from the

evaporation and recoil particles resulting from interactions in the tissues,

the spacecraft shielding and materials. Such calculations also involve the

use of quality factors that are presently uncertain for the highly-charged,

low-energy, high-LET particles. Although calculations including all rele-

vant effects have not been applied to missions and complex shielding geo-

metries, example calculations with spherical aluminum shielding and tissue

targets have clearly shown the importance of these secondaries /Armstrong,

1972; Santoro, 1972/. Those calculations also include the neutral compo-

nents (neutrons, pions, etc.,) and their effects, although they are not

tabulated separately in the results.

i0.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

During the last twenty-five years, dosimetry data has been slowly accu-

mulating in the U.S. and Soviet manned space programs. The data covers

almost all manned flights, and thus a variety of low Earth orbits (from

%210 km to 500 km) and translunar flights. Data exists from flights of

vostok to Salyut 7 and Gemini to Spacelab, with their various complexities

of shielding.

Passive dosimeters hav_ yielded integral dose and mission average dose-

rate information for low-Earth orbit (_ 500 km, and inclinations _ 65o).

For the lowest altitudes and typical locations in the spacecraft the dose

is dominated by the highly penetrating GCR contributing 5-10 mrad/day (de-

pending on inclination), which is nearly independent of spacecraft shiel-

ding. Measurements have shown that for various locations in the Spacelab-i

module (STS-4!A, 250 km, 57 ° ) the trapped particles from the SAA contributed

at most 40% and typically 15% or less of the total dose /Parnell et al.,

1986/. At higher altitudes (350-500 km) the picture changes dramatically,

with dose-rates increasing more than an order of magnitude and the bulk of

the dose now coming from the trapped protons. Indeed, on mission STS-51J

(_500 km, 28.50), one passive dosimeter recorded an average mission dose-

rate of nearly 200 mrad/day (arithmetic average shielding of _16.4 g/cm2).

The complex shielding of the manned spacecraft causes variations in

the dose as a function of location. The arithmetic average of shielding

depth can be quite high (Cosmos 1129, _20 g/cm2; Spacelab-l, 14-66 g/cm2;

Space Shuttle mid-deck, 16-30 g/cm2). However, it has been shown that small

solid angles (< 10% of 4_ steradians) of thin shielding (< few g/cm 2) act

as "radiation windows," causing dose to vary according to locations /Parnell

et al., 1986; Atwell and Beever, 1987b/. These "thin windows" are not in-

dicated in the arithmetic average of the shielding depth.
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Thenumberof locations that have been monitored limit the knowledge

of the variation in dose due to shielding at different locations. Twenty-

nine passive detectors showed a dose maximum/dose minimum variation of only

1.4 on Spacelab-l. On Skylab, five detectors showed a variation of 1.6,

similar to the detectors on Salyut-7. The six detectors flown in the crew

area of the STS at the highest orbit (51J) showed a ratio of 2.2. This in-

dicates that the location dependency of dose rests largely on the trapped

particle contribution, as expected. Most previous spacecraft have passed

through the SAA in various attitudes, but the Space Station, which will have

a somewhat similar attitude in the directional SAA flux, will be likely to

have larger dose variations.

Only on several occasions have active detectors been used, tailored

specifically to obtain data on space radiation dosimetry. Early measure-

ments were made on Gemini and Apollo. Skylab carried a tissue-equivalent

ion chamber and an LET spectrometer. On Cosmos 936 the Soviets flew an

active LET spectrometer inside and outside the spacecraft /Kovalev et al.,

1981/. On Spacelabs 1 and 2, Parnell eta!. /1986/ and Fishman et al.

i986a/ employed active detectors which contributed significant information

on the temporal variations of the radiation field inside the Spacelab module

and on the pallet. These instruments allowed the separation of dose into

its components of GCR, trapped protons and the bremsstrahlung from trapped

electrons. Also, frequent Occurrences of bremsstrahlung photon "bursts"

were observed from electrons precipitating from the trapped belt. This work

clearly showed the importance of detailed real-time dosimetry for the

Shuttle flights, and particularly for the Space Station.

In the absence of detailed information on the flux, charge and energy

spectra of charged particles, LET spectra have been measured on several mis-

sions." There is general agreement between the reported U.S. and Soviet re-

sults, even though the methods used (electronic detectors, nuclear emulsions,

plastic track detectors) are different. The LET spectra clearly show dif-

ferences between low and high inclination and altitude missions. However,

relatively few missions, orbits, and shielding situations have been covered

and much more data is needed.

While a reasonable amount of data exist for low altitude (< 500 km)

and low inclination orbits, there is insufficient experimental dosimetric

data for high altitude (> 500 km), polar, and geostationary orbits.

Very little data exist on the neutron component, but the measurements

that have been made indicate it cannot be ignored on future missions, parti-

cularly in large spacecraft such as the Space Station. Neutron energy speo-
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tral measurements need to be made as soon as possible, although this will

be difficult to accomplish. There is no direct information available on

the temporal variation of neutrons.

Since the LET spectra have not been measured on all missions and the

neutron fluence has seldom been measured, a complete assessment of the dose-

equivalent cannot be made. However we can give estimates of the fractions

of dose-equivalent on a few missions. The fractions of low LET dose (from

TLDs), high LET dose (from track detectors), and neutron dose (from fission

foils) in the Spacelab-I module (250 km, 570 ) are approximately 30%, 56%,

and 14%, respectively. On STS-5 (297 km, 28.5 o ) the fractions were %54%,

27%, and 21%. High energy neutron measurements for higher altitude STS

flights are not available for a similar comparison.

There have been some comparisons of dose and LET data with calculations

that model the primary particle environments, the orbital parameters, and

shielding distributions (usually simplified). Recent comparisons generally

indicate that for total dose the predictions are too high. On Spacelab-i

the predictions were high by a factor of _ 2 /Parnell et al., 1986/. The

calculations are based upon isotropic flux models, whereas the trapped en-

vironment is highly anisotropic /Heckman and Nakano, 1963/. This fact, and

the effects of "thin windows" in shielding make such comparisons approxi-

mate at best. The trapped proton and electron environments have temporal

changes which the models do not fully take into account, that may also

affect the calculated doses and fluxes /Heckman and Lindstrom, 1972/. A com-

parison of LET measurements in a simple shielding situation (a GAS canister

in the Space Shuttle bay) and a calculation based on GCR and geomagnetic

effects agree quite well /Adams et al., 1986/. However, for situations in-

volving greater amounts of shielding, the comparisons are not satisfactory

/Letaw and'Adams, 1986/. Such comparisons are also needed in more complex

shielding situations and extending to low LETs where protons are important

contributors of dose.

Several questions concerning temporal variations of dosimetric quanti-

ties can only be solved by long-term monitoring in various orbits. Solar

activity affects both the trapped environment and the GCR flux. Higher

solar activity heats and expands the Earth's atmosphere causing greater

ionization loss of trapped particles and a decrease in flux in low Earth

orbit. At the same time, the larger convected solar magnetic field "modu-

lates" (reduces) the GCR flux at Earth. Very energetic, but rare, solar

particle events can occasionally reach low Earth orbits. The effect of

long-term secular variations in the geomagnetic field is also of concern.

It is important to determine the populations of short range tracks --

recoils and spallation products that arise as the result of irradiation of
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tissue with cosmic ray nuclei and trapped energetic protons--and to assess

their radiobiological consequences-

Finally, much more detailed information is needed on how the different

components of the radiation field contribute to the overall dose and their

spatial and temporal variations, as well as the effect of complex shielding

distributions, before reasonably accurate extrapolations can be made to the

case of the Space Station and other future missions of long duration.

The following is a partial summary of Soviet regulations, recently en-

acted, which deal with radiation safety of space crews and related issues.

io

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

APPENDIX

USSR STANDARDS FOR SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY IN SPACE FLIGHT

OUTLINE

Type of Document and

Effective Date

Guiding Normative Document

RD 50-25645.209-85

1 July 1987

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.215-85

1 Jan. 1987 through

1 Jan. 1992

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.202-83

1 Jan. 1986 to 1 Jan. 1992

Title of Document

SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONS: SPACE CREW RADI-

ATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(System for measuring cosmonauts' Indi-

vidual dose during their career)

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Safety norms with flight duration up to

three years)

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Requirements for individual and on-board

dosimetric control)

USSR State Committee of

Standards.

GOST 25645.214-85

1 Jan. 1987

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.203-83

1 Jan. 1985

sPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Model of generalized radiobiological

effect)

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Model of human body for computation of

tissue dose)

Guiding Normative Document

RD 50-25645.309-85

1 Jan. 1987

SYST_MATIC INSTRUCTIONS: STANDARD METHODS

OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE FUNC-

TION OF SHIELDING ELEMENTS AND TECHNICAL

EQUIPMENT INSIDE A SPACECRAFT FROM IONIZED

RADIATION

USSR State Standard

25645.134-86 (no date

given)

SOLAR COSMIC RAYS.

FLUXES

A MODEL OF PROTON
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USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.211-85

1 July 1987

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.212-85

1 Jan. 1987

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.116-84

1 Jan. 1986

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE
FLIGHT

(Nuclear interaction characteristics of

protons)

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Nuclear interaction characteristics of

multicharged ions)

PENETRATION OF COSMIC RAYS INTO EARTH'S

MAGNETOSPHERE

(Terms and definitions)

SUMMARIES OF DOCUMENTS

i. SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONS

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(System for measuring cosmonauts' individual dose during their careerl

Guiding Normative Document RD 50-25645.209-85. Effective 1 July 1987.

These instructions establish the system for measurement and control oI

individual radiation doses received by cosmonauts from all types of radio-

active exposure during their career, and the system for determining the

doses received from radiological examinations. The instructions also imple-

ment control for observance of the norms of space crew radiation safety in

space flight. They apply to all authorities concerned with the selection,

training and medical examination of cosmonauts and to the USSR Ministry of

Health Radiation Safety Service which implements cosmonaut radiation safer}

measures. The document states that radiological examination of cosmonauts

must be conducted on standard X-ray equipment, and that all X-ray radiatio_

received by cosmonauts in pre-acceptance examinations, periodic examination

at all stages of their careers, examination during cases of illness, and

during space flight is subject to obligatory measurement and control. The

procedure for examination at the first selection as cosmonaut candidates an

the periods for planned radiological examination of cosmonauts' organs is

outlined. The document lists the organs of the body which are subject to

count, assessment and control or radiation dose absorption, and gives a for

mula for this purpose. Tables show the values for specific dose strengths

for various areas of the body, including organs, joints, cavities, verte-

brae, etc.

Requirements for collection, registration, storage and control of in-

formation concerning individual doses of radiation of cosmonauts are given

in detail. A general medical record is kept of all types of radiological

examinations conducted at all stages of the cosmonauts' preparation, but

individual radiation doses are recorded in a special chart which is the cos

monauts' basic document throughout their career. This chart is kept where-

L
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ever the cosmonaut underwent the last medical examination. An example of

this chart and specific details of correct maintenance of the chart are

given. Protection against random duplication of radiological examination

by different medical personnel or in different institutions is provided by

this chart, which is controlled by a representative of the USSR Ministry of

Health Radiation Safety Service. The Ministry assesses the individual radi-

ation dose of the Cosmonauts at any stage Of their career and gives conclu-

sions to the medical commission upon demand.

2. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Safety norms with flight duration up to three years)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.215-85. Effective 1 January 1987

through 1 January 1992.

Standards are established for space crew radiation safety norms during

space flights of up to three years' duration and for the period of the cos-

monaut's career. These standards ere obligatory in all stages of develop-

ment of space crew radiation safety support systems, i.e., in development

of space flight programs and activities of crews; in planning of space crew

radiation protection and testing its effectiveness; in planning on-board

and individual dosimetric control and its implementation in space flight;

in the execution of planned projects and operational measures for implemen-

tation of radiation safety; in the planning of radiological examination of

cosmonauts. The radiation safety norms include: normative level of _adia-

tion risk; maximum allowed dose-equivalent of radiation in the absence of

probable sources of radioactive danger; control of hourly average equiva-

lent dose; maximum allowed dose-equivalent of a single radiation exposure

during space flight; maximum allowed dose-equivalent during a cosmonaut's

career (not to exceed 4 Sv). The document gives methods of calculating the

above-mentioned safety norms, states the dose_equivalent of instant expo-

sure during a space flight (not to exceed 0.5 Sv), and gives methods of

determining values of dose-equivalent during a space flight and during a

cosmonaut's period of preparation, selection and medical examination. A

table giving the values of normalized quantities for flights of various

durations is provided and explanation of terms of reference is also given.

3. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Requirements for individual and on-board dosimetric control)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.202-83. Effective 1 January 1986

to 1 January 1992.

Standards are established for individual and on-board dosimetric con-

trol requirements for manned space flights. Various categories of radia-

tion situations are defined by means of the ratios of the hourly dose-
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equivalent to the control hourly dose-equivalent, giving the values of rela-

tive radiation risk. These ratios are given in a table showing ranges from

"safe radiation" to "emergency radiation" situations. Th_6_oice of mea-

sures to ensure radiation safety of space crews is made with regard to the

different radiation situation categories (RSCs) in which they may be placed,

the main task of dosimetric control, therefore, being to assess the RSC and

determine the generalized dose of radiation received by each crew member

during flight. "Dosimetric control" is defined as a combination of indivi-

dual and on-board dosimetric control (ODC); requirements for both types of

control are specified as follows:

Individual dosimetric control. Methods include individual reading dosi-

meters, individual passive dosimeters, and ground or on-board testers to

take readings from passive individual dosimeters. Must include absorption

or dose-equivalent in case a radiation situation becomes non-standard, dan-

gerous or emergency-status. (Note: a dose on the surface of a man's body

is considered to be a dose at points where the depth is 7 x 10-5m from the

surface of the body.) The document states that individual passive dosi-

meters are intended for continuous wear by crew members throughout the

flight; individual reading dosimeters need not always be worn in safe or

standard RSCs but must then be placed in the compartment where crew members

spend most of their time. Individua! dosimeters must be Capable of mea-

suring radiation in all crews' work conditions, including extra-vehicular

activity (EVA). The number and placement of individual and ODC systems must

allow measurement of the generalized dose received by each crew member.

On-board dosimetric control. The ODC assesses the RSC and measures the

generalized radiation dose by means of results of individual dosimetric con-

trol. To determine this dose, ODC must ensure reception of information

necessary to calculate the quality of ionized radiation, space and time

irregularities of the field of dose distribution, and measure the absorp-

tion and hourly dose-equivalent of radiation. To. assess the RSC, the ODC

must determine the generalized dose of radiation, and the correspondence of

a radiation situation with its projected model, including information which

establishes the source of ionized radiation which caused the degradation of

the radiation situation. The ODC must also provide the crew with informa-

tion concerning changes in the RSC. Information measured by the ODC must

be transmitted to Earth via radio-telemetric system channel either by sam-

pling or in complete form. The frequency and amount of information trans-

mitted must be determined by the RSC. Tec,hnical work is performed by the

dosimetric control system.

Under the heading "Volume and dosimetric control operation," the docu-
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ment states that composition, volume and operation of dosimetric control is

established in a technical system which ensures the radiation safety of

spacecraft crews and req_.'res expertise corresponding to the normative-tech-

nical document in force. The document enumerates further detailed require-

ments for dosimetric control:

a) Dosimetric control syste_ composition and its volume must correspond

to the requirements of these standards.

b) All crew members must be provided with individual dosimeters.

c) The dosimetric control system must be capable of changing its mode of

operation, depending on the RSC.

d) During safe and standard radiation periods, the results of ODC must

be available to the crew on demand.

e) During non-standard, dangerous or emergency radiation situations, the

results of ODC must be available to the crew continuously, but for

individual dosi_etric control, reading dosimeters must be used.

f) During non-standard, dangerous or emergency situations, the results of

individual dosimetric control must be entered into the information pro-

cessing unit to determine the generalized radiation dose.

g) When a radiation situation shifts into a dangerous or emergency cate-

gory, signals corresponding to the changes of the radiation situation

must be given to the crew.

4. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACEFLIGHT

• (Model of generalized radiobiological effect) _

USSR State Committee of Standards GOST 25645.214-85. Effective 1 Jan.

1987.

This standard establishes a mathematical model of a generalized radio-

biological _ffect depending on the time distribution of a radiation dose-

equivalent. It is intended for determination of radiation risk when evalu-

ating and providing for the radiation safety of a spacecraft crew during

space flight as required by GOST 25645.215-85. The generalized radiobio-

logical effect (GRE) is understood as the risk faced by the crew of a space

vehicle during space flight when determined sources of radiation exposure

are present and probable sources are absent. The document states that:

a) The GRE characterizes quantitatively an increase in the mortality rate

as a result of somatic radiobiological effects, developing as a result

of radiation exposure.

b) The model of the GRE consists of a model of the dependence of the GRE

on the generaiized d0se of radiation (GDR) and a model of the depen-

dence of the power %f the radiation dose on the time distribution of

the equivalent dose of radiation.

c) In the model of the dependence of the GRE on the GDR it is accepted

that the GRE changes in proportion to the mortality rate in the absence

of radiation exposure.
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d) The dependence of the power of the GDR on the time distribution of the

equivalent dose of radiation is accepted according to the model of

effective dose, which reflects the rise and fall of radiation damage

to the human organism in the time following radiation exposure.

Formulae are presented to represent the dependence of GRE on GDR,

taking into account such factors as time, power of the GDR, age of the

cosmonaut, etc.

5. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Model of human body for computation of tissue dose)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.203-83. Effective 1 Jan. 1985.

Standards established for the form and basic dimensions of a model of

a human body and coordinates of representative points for computation of

tissue dose of cosmic radiation and the development of documentation during

design of such models for conducting experimental research. The standards

are binding for organizations occupied with determination of the spatial

distribution of an ionized radiation field in a cosmonaut's body with regard

to spacecraft crew radiation protection. The model used for this purpose

is an anthropomorphic, tissue-equivalent, homogeneous figure having the form

and average dimensions of a human male. Simplified models, cylindrical and

spherical, will also be used.

T_bles and figures with accompanying text present in detail the form,

basic dimensions, representative points and chemical composition of all

three models: anthropomorphic, cylindrical and spherical.

An anthropomorphic figure must be used to determine the characteris-

tics of an ionized radiation field in a cosmonaut's body and to assess the

error of determining these characteristics with the aid of an average

model. A cylindrical model must be used to determine the characteristics

of an ionized radiation field, necessary for calculation of the generaliz_

dose, taking into account the irregularity of space radiation. A spherical

model must be used for approximate assessment of a generalized dose. Using

representative points in a real human (average male) as a guide, values of

the equivalent dose in similar points on the models should be used in the

calculation of the generalized dose in order to evaluate the effectiveness

of radiation protection for the crew of a space vehicle.

6. SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONS

STANDARD METHODS OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE FUNCTION OF

SHIELDING ELEMENTS AND TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT INSIDE A SPACECRAFT FROM
IONIZED RADIATION

Guiding Normative Document RD 50-25645.309-85. Effective 1 Jan. 1987.
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standard methods are established for determining functional shielding

of elements (including technical equipment and crew members) inside space-

craft from ionized radiation. Tests are conducted on a model which must en-

sure the possibility of determining the mass surface current of controlled

sections. This model must also include:

a) a coordinate system for moving the gamma radiation detector on cylin-

drical and/or spherical surfaces;

b) a point-wise isotropic single energy source of gamma radiation;

c) a gammm radiation detector;

d) an apparatus for registering the position of the source with respect

to the detector and the number of impulses acting on the detector.

The method of measuring the functional screening of a point inside the

object is described in detail, as are the basic parameters which character-

ize a source of non-dispersed gamma radiation and the measurements in a test

process. A closed isotropic source of Cs 137 (Er = 661 keV) with isotropy

not exceeding ± 10% serves as a source of gamma radiation. A scintillating

spectrometer with an inorganic NaI crystal and diameter equal to height serves

as a ga_na radiation detector. The creation of impulses corresponding to

non-dispersed gamma radiation is done by means of amplitudinal impulse dis-

crimination levels A 1 and A 2. Level A 1 corresponds to the maximum peak of

photo-absorption and level A 2 is 20% less than level A I. Formulae for de-

retaining the mass surface density and the impulse counting speed follow.

Tests are conducted in normal climactic conditions as defined by GOST

20.57.406-81 and duration of the test is determined by the number of points

being measured for screening function, personnel participating in the tests

must have a third-class rating for safe operation of electrical installa-

tions with voltage loads up to I000 volts. The work foreman must have an

engineer-physicist rating.

Detailed instructions are given for graduated measurements of radia-

tion by the amplitude distribution of pulses within the detector. The regis-

tered number of impulses for any control section must be no less than 4x103.

7. SOLAR COSMIC RAYS. A MODEL OF PROTON FLUXES

USSR State Standard 25645.134-86. No effective date given.

This document establishes a model of proton fluxes of solar cosmic rays

(5CR) with energy E _ i0 MeV in interplanetary space beyond the magneto-

sphere of the Earth near the plane of the ecliptic at a distance of approxi-

mately one astronomical unit from the sun in different periods of the ll-

year cycle of solar activity. The standard is intended for use in calcula-
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tions of the radiation activity of SCR fluence on technical devices, bio-

logical and other objects in outer space. The duration and position of the

beginning of the ll-year solar activity cycle are determined from GOST 25645.

302-83. The present document gives formulae for calculating the duration of

active and passive periods (characterized by different values of SCR fluxes).

The document states that, during passive periods of the ll-year cycle, a

total fluence of protons of solar cosmic rays with energy E _ i0 MeV is

assumed equal to 107 cm -2, regardless of the duration of the spaceflight.

During the active period of the cycle, the total fluence of protons of solar

origin, N E cm -2, for all proton energies greater than E, is a random quan-

tity. This randomness is a result of the occurrence, during the flight

period, of a random number of solar proton events. Equations are given to

determine the distribution density of the total fluence of protons. Tables

show the probabilities of exceeding the total fluence of protons for flights

of duration varying from ten days to three years.

! 7 =

8. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Nuclear interaction characteristics of protons)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.211-85. Effective 1 July 1987.

This document establishes the nuclear interaction characteristics of

cosmi_ ray protons, as well as protons and neutrons (nucleons) formed by

them in spacecraft shielding (secondaries), for the nuclei of elements from

carbon to lead in the 20-1000 MeV nucleon energy range. Among the charac-

teristics taken into consideration are the nucleon mean path to nuclear

interaction and the double differential of energy and the exit angle of dis-

tribution of secondary nucleons in an inelastic nucleon-nucleus interaction.

The methods and formulae for the calculation of the nuclear mean free path

are given.

9. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Nuclear interaction characteristics of multicharged ions)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.212-85. Effective 1 January 1987.

This document establishes standards of quantitative characteristics for

the nuclear interaction of cosmic ray multicharged ions where the nuclear

charge is from 2 to 29 units of the absolute value of the electron charge

and the range of kinetic energy on a nucleon is from 102 to i0 _ MeV in tissue

equivalent material and shielding materials. The document states that the
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mean free path to nuclear interaction is related to nuclear interaction

characteristics and the GCR nuclei fragmentation parameters. The values of

the interaction path and fragmentation parameters are established for repre-

sentative nuclei groups of GCR nuclei. For the other nuclei of the particu-

lar group of GCR nuclei, the characteristics of the nuclear interaction are

taken as being the same as for the representative nucleus of that group.

Groups of GCR nuclei are specified in accordance with GOST 25645.104.84.

Representative groups of nuclei are defined as follows: helium nuclei, light

nuclei, medium nuclei, heavy nuclei and very heavy nuclei groups. Nuclear

fragments which form as a result of nuclear interaction are assembled in

group J which is designated the same as for projectile nuclei with the addi-

tion of the group of protons with Z - i, taking hydrogen IH as the represen-

tative nucleus. Composition of the tissue-equivalent material is according

to GOST 18622-79. Nuclear interaction characteristics are considered inde-

pendent of the GCR nuclei kinetic energy for the energy interval under con-

sideration.

Values of interaction paths of representative nuclei from each group of

GCR nuclei in a fabric-equivalent medium, graphite, aluminum and iron are

presented in a table. Values of interaction paths for other safety materials

are defined in accordance with the recommendations in an appendix. Values of

fragmentation parameters for representative nuclei groups of GCR in tissue

are presented "in a second table. Values of fragmentation parameters for re-

presentative nuclei groups of GCR with mass numbers ranging from 12 to 72

are presented in a third table.

i0. PENETRATION OF COSMIC RAYS INTO EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE

(Terms and definitions)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.116-84. Effective 1 January 1986.

This document establishes terms and definitions to be used in science

and engineering with reference to the penetration of cosmic rays into the

Earth's magnetosphere. These terms are obligatory for use in documents of

all types, scientific-technical, educational and reference literature. One

standardized term is established for each concept; synonyms may not be used.

Short forms for distinct standardized terms are given as a reference. These

may be used when there is no possibility of incorrect interpretation. In

the standard, alphabetical indexes containing terms in Russian and their

equivalent in English are given.
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NOTE S

1. Recommendations of the ICRU, 1970, ICRU Report No. 16 (If), Washington,

D.C.

2. Digital Data Dosimetry, Tulsa, OK, Model 1/E-l.

3. Reuter Stokes, Cleveland, OH, Model RS-P3-0803-287.
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